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Morality In Tobacco Control Messaging: Effects Of Moral Appeals On Persuasion
And Retransmission
Abstract
Moral appeals are rhetorical devices appealing to deep-seated and trans-situational moral foundations.
Empirical research on the effects of moral appeals, especially those in visual format, on persuasiveness
and retransmission remains scarce. In the domain of tobacco control, this dissertation presents data
from four experiments to address this gap. Study 1 presented a case study where a specific type of moral
appeal—visual portrayals of secondhand vaping within electronic cigarette video advertisements—was
found to increase anti-vaping beliefs, emotions, and policy opinions despite the presence of pro-vaping
verbal arguments. Encouraged by these preliminary findings, in Study 2 I expanded the stimuli pool to
include 122 textual anti-vaping messages (TAVMs) and 90 pictorial anti-smoking messages (PSAMs), all
scaled along the care, purity and liberty moral dimensions through a crowdsourcing and aggregation
procedure. Then, I employed a multiple-message randomized design and found that care and purity
appeals increased perceived effectiveness (PE). Evidence also supported the moral matching hypothesis
predicting PE in the case of care-based PASMs but not for other types of moral appeals. Study 3 and
Study 4 address the outcome of retransmission. After gathering preliminary evidence supporting the
retransmission-boosting effects of care-based PSAMs in Study 3, I carried out a confirmatory test in Study
4 with the additional manipulation on user-generated comments to operationalize social influences.
Results not only confirmed the main effects of care-based PSAMs to increase retransmission intentions,
but also corroborated the operation of morality through auxiliary moderation and mediation analyses.
Moreover, even when campaign-disparaging comments inhibited retransmission, the retransmissionboosting effects of care-based PASMs nevertheless persisted. In a health context, this dissertation
provided the first set of experimental evidence supporting that moral appeals, especially those in visual
format, can persuade and spread, but not uniformly. Care-based visual moral appeals are particularly
promising to help optimize both reach and influence for digital communication campaigns. Insights from
moral psychology should be considered to advance our understanding of the roles of moral appeals and
social influences in digital persuasive messaging.
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ABSTRACT
MORALITY IN TOBACCO CONTROL MESSAGING: EFFECTS OF MORAL
APPEALS ON PERSUASION AND RETRANSMISSION
Sijia Yang
Joseph N. Cappella
Moral appeals are rhetorical devices appealing to deep-seated and transsituational moral foundations. Empirical research on the effects of moral appeals,
especially those in visual format, on persuasiveness and retransmission remains scarce. In
the domain of tobacco control, this dissertation presents data from four experiments to
address this gap. Study 1 presented a case study where a specific type of moral appeal—
visual portrayals of secondhand vaping within electronic cigarette video
advertisements—was found to increase anti-vaping beliefs, emotions, and policy opinions
despite the presence of pro-vaping verbal arguments. Encouraged by these preliminary
findings, in Study 2 I expanded the stimuli pool to include 122 textual anti-vaping
messages (TAVMs) and 90 pictorial anti-smoking messages (PSAMs), all scaled along
the care, purity and liberty moral dimensions through a crowdsourcing and aggregation
procedure. Then, I employed a multiple-message randomized design and found that care
and purity appeals increased perceived effectiveness (PE). Evidence also supported the
moral matching hypothesis predicting PE in the case of care-based PASMs but not for
other types of moral appeals. Study 3 and Study 4 address the outcome of retransmission.
After gathering preliminary evidence supporting the retransmission-boosting effects of
care-based PSAMs in Study 3, I carried out a confirmatory test in Study 4 with the
additional manipulation on user-generated comments to operationalize social influences.
v

Results not only confirmed the main effects of care-based PSAMs to increase
retransmission intentions, but also corroborated the operation of morality through
auxiliary moderation and mediation analyses. Moreover, even when campaigndisparaging comments inhibited retransmission, the retransmission-boosting effects of
care-based PASMs nevertheless persisted. In a health context, this dissertation provided
the first set of experimental evidence supporting that moral appeals, especially those in
visual format, can persuade and spread, but not uniformly. Care-based visual moral
appeals are particularly promising to help optimize both reach and influence for digital
communication campaigns. Insights from moral psychology should be considered to
advance our understanding of the roles of moral appeals and social influences in digital
persuasive messaging.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW OF STUDIES
Introduction
The idea for this dissertation project was inspired by my reading of Jonathan
Haidt’s book The Righteous Mind: Why Good people Are Divided by Politics and
Religion (Haidt, 2012). At that time, I was reviewing several early video advertisements
that strove to promote electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes) as a safe and healthy alternative
to combustible cigarettes. Yet, the exact profile of health risks of this relatively new
product and its implications for public health have remained controversial (National
Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine, 2018). To demonstrate the point that
e-cigarette vapor was “just water” and was “safe”, some advertisers chose to portray
doctors vaping in a surgery room or a young lady vaping directly into what appeared to
be a baby stroller. I felt angry. I felt disgusted. I thought these visuals would backfire and
drove people to ban rather than to support vaping in public arenas. It turned out even
smokers share the same kind of reactions (see Chapter 2 for details). I should add that I
understand e-cigarettes are not necessarily an “evil” product. They may indeed serve as a
harm reduction alternative for heavy smokers if they have difficulty completely quitting.
But I just could not get these visuals out of my mind. My urge—triggered by depictions
of secondhand vaping—to denounce secondhand vaping was almost automatic.
Moreover, the reactions from smokers were particularly intriguing: if e-cigarettes were
promoted to help reduce the harms from combustible cigarettes while offering all the
same pleasures, why did those visual cues prompted smokers to become more critical of
this product? This dissertation goes beyond a personal discomfort and is a search for
explanations about the impact of these particular visuals on me and smokers alike.
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The Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) developed by Haidt and colleagues
(Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012; R. Iyer, Koleva, Graham, Ditto, & Haidt, 2012) offers
an answer. Similar to secondhand smoking harms, such visual portrayals of vaping in the
vicinity of others could activate our evolutionarily rooted moral concerns about caring for
the vulnerable and avoiding imposing harms to innocent others (called the care/harm
moral foundation). This would, in turn, transform our construal of e-cigarette use from a
matter of “good or bad” to a moral matter of “right or wrong,” the latter of which may
elevate the desire to forbid other people’s use of e-cigarettes in public arenas. In Study 1,
I gathered empirical data to corroborate many of MFT’s predictions in the case of ecigarette advertisements. Meanwhile, I came to realize that messages could portray
specific issues, actors, and behaviors in moral terms so as to connect recipients’ construal
of these specific entities with abstract moral principles. These messages constitute a class
of understudied persuasive appeals, namely moral appeals.
The interest in persuasive appeals that target individuals’ deep-seated values and
moral principles is not new in message effects research (Brewer, 2002; Brewer & Gross,
2005; F. Shen & Edwards, 2005). However, past research did not conceptually
distinguish value frames from moral appeals, leaving two crucial gaps to be addressed.
First, for long scholars have not made enough efforts to connect message design with
psychological research characterizing the nature and structure of the complex space of
either human values (e.g., Shalom Schwartz’s theory of basic human values, Schwartz et
al., 2012) or moral principles (e.g., MFT). This lack of bridging has made it difficult to
accumulate knowledge as communication scholars had to conceptualize and
operationalize these latent constructs in idiosyncratic ways when crafting message
2

stimuli. Second, although values and moral principles both represent abstract and transsituational normative standards that are behaviorally binding, moral principles are
evolutionarily developed to curb self-interest and address challenges in coordination so as
to make increasingly complex social life possible (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012). In
contrast, many values such as hedonism and stimulation are self-directed (Schwartz et al.,
2012) although others are relevant for social interactions as well (e.g., universalism). The
emphasis on social regulation makes moral principles and hence moral appeals
particularly relevant when studying communicative outcomes that carry social
consequences such as message retransmission. For these reasons, in this dissertation I
focus on moral appeals rather than value frames.
MFT identified in total six primary moral foundations (i.e., care/harm,
fairness/cheating, loyalty/betrayal, authority/subversion, sanctity/degradation,
liberty/suppression) that organize and structure the complex space of human morality.
MFT is not a theory about message effects nor persuasion. What it offers is a
parsimonious and yet evidence-based framework to identify key dimensions underlying
the myriad of moral options and judgments in everyday life. A growing body of literature
has supported the factor structure of the six-dimensional framework (Graham et al., 2013;
2011). More importantly, variations in prioritizing one moral foundation over another
were consequential: they could uniquely predict issue positions on hot-button
sociopolitical issues such as gun control and climate change (Koleva, Graham, Iyer,
Ditto, & Haidt, 2012), political ideology (Miles & Vaisey, 2015), media enjoyment
(Lewis, Tamborini, & Weber, 2014; Tamborini et al., 2013), vaccination hesitancy (Amin
et al., 2017), and voting (Enke, 2019), even after controlling for common predictors such
3

as demographics, partisanship, and religiosity. Recently, several experimental studies
testing messages appealing to highly endorsed moral foundations showed effectiveness to
change entrenched policy opinions (e.g., persuading liberals to support military spending
and promoting health care reform along conservatives), motivate behavioral changes to
protect the environment, and increase donation (Feinberg & Willer, 2012; 2015; Hoover,
Johnson, Boghrati, Graham, & Dehghani, 2018; Kidwell, Farmer, & Hardesty, 2013;
Winterich, Zhang, & Mittal, 2012; Wolsko, Ariceaga, & Seiden, 2016). The
accumulating evidence base supports the validity of the six moral foundations as
identified by MFT.
For message effects research, MFT provides a general categorization scheme that
specifies the primary types of moral dimensions to consider when developing message
stimuli for specific issues or behaviors—researchers are guided to consider the six
essential dimensions and no longer need to start from the scratch or explore random
directions in an unsystematic way. Each moral foundation could serve as a thematic guide
to develop moral appeals for specific issues and behaviors. This dissertation’s primary
goals are not to test theoretical predictions derived from MFT per se; rather, the focus is
to use MFT’s evidence-based categorization scheme to develop moral appeals in the
context of tobacco control and to evaluate their impact on persuasion and retransmission.
Moral appeals are potentially consequential because their effectiveness is derived
from one fundamental aspect of humans—that is, we are moral beings. First, moral
construal constitutes a unique aspect of attitudes—the degree to which we evaluate
issues, actors, and behaviors in moral terms can uniquely predict a variety of outcomes
such as intolerance against opponents, social distancing, physiological arousal, and
4

resistance towards normative pressure (Aramovich, Lytle, & Skitka, 2012; Garrett, 2019;
Hornsey, Majkut, Terry, & McKimmie, 2003; Hornsey, Smith, & Begg, 2007; Ryan,
2014; Skitka, Bauman, & Sargis, 2005; Wright, Cullum, & Schwab, 2008). Second,
moral construal not only varies between people even towards the same entity under
evaluation (Ryan, 2014; Skitka et al., 2005), but is also malleable and subject to
situational influences such as exposure to moralizing messages (Clifford, 2018; Wisneski
& Skitka, 2016). Once individuals began to see a certain entity through moral lens, they
are motivated to maintain a morally righteous self-image and act accordingly to uphold
endorsed moral principles, sometimes even willing to impose punishment upon moral
transgressors at personal cost (Aquino & Reed, 2002; Ellemers, van der Toorn, Paunov,
& van Leeuwen, 2019; Greene, 2013; Haidt, 2012; Peysakhovich & Rand, 2016; West &
Zhong, 2015).
There has been a rapidly growing empirical literature on moral psychology during
the past decade. However, only a handful studies have paid attention to the persuasive
impacts of moral appeals, mostly with regards to sociopolitical issues (Day, Fiske,
Downing, & Trail, 2014; Feinberg & Willer, 2012; Kidwell et al., 2013; Winterich et al.,
2012; Wolsko et al., 2016). None have systematically examined the persuasiveness of
moral appeals in visual format nor in the health domain. The first half of this dissertation
(Study 1 and Study 2), therefore, is devoted to filling this gap in the literature and
examining the persuasiveness of both textual and visual moral appeals in the context of
tobacco control. Given the need to test multiple messages per individual, I used perceived
effectiveness (PE) as a proxy for actual persuasiveness and employed the multi-level
modeling framework to statistically adjust for clustering of data points both at the
5

individual level and at the message level. Despite recent criticism questioning whether
PE can reliably track actual persuasiveness (O’Keefe, 2018), there exists a body of
empirical literature documenting how message-level variations in PE could causally
affect physiological, neural, and behavioral outcomes (Cappella, 2018). At the individual
level, PE judgments have also been shown to predict attitudinal changes (Cappella, 2018;
Dillard, Shen, & Vail, 2007), again supporting the usefulness of PE as an efficient though
imperfect measure for persuasiveness.
My interest in visual moral appeals is motivated by the fact that visuals are
prevalent in today’s online media environment. Moreover, health communication
campaign designers are increasingly interested in harnessing the power of social media
platforms, such as Facebook and Instagram, to maximize visual campaign messages’
reach and influence. For example, since the launch of the Food and Drug
Administration’s national anti-tobacco The Real Cost campaign in 2014, FDA has
maintained an active social media component of the campaign on Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram, frequently posting pictorial anti-tobacco messages as well as short videos on a
daily basis. Among other things, for health campaigns, social media have 1) amplified the
roles of retransmission in producing content virality and diffusion (Cappella, Kim, &
Albarracín, 2014; Southwell, 2013), and 2) made it necessary for campaign designers to
identify message features that could optimize both persuasiveness and share-worthiness
(Cappella et al., 2014). Merely identifying persuasive messages is not enough anymore
for social media-based campaigns—a persuasive message that cannot spread would do
little to reach the targeted audience let alone motivating the desired behavioral change. In
the second half of the dissertation (Study 3 and Study 4), I sought to identify empirically
6

which type(s) of moral appeals, especially visual ones, could increase retransmission
beyond being persuasive.
Conceptually, retransmission and diffusion are distinctive constructs. While
diffusion refers to the system-level process and phenomenon where a message travels
through the social network and reaches an increasing proportion of potential recipients,
retransmission is the individual-level behavior of sharing a message with either one or a
few recognizable recipients (narrowcasting) or with a sizable vaguely defined audience
(broadcasting). Diffusion outcomes (e.g., total number of recipients reached, depth of the
diffusion tree) are determined by a set of multilayered mechanisms, including but not
limited to intrinsic message features and psychological motives affecting each
individual’s retransmission decisions, the structure of the undergirding social network,
different seeding strategies, and fundamental unpredictability of social dynamics (Berger
& Milkman, 2012; Cappella et al., 2014; Centola, 2018; H. S. Kim, 2015; Meng et al.,
2018; Salganik, Dodds, & Watts, 2006; Scholz et al., 2017; Wang, Chen, Shi, & Peng,
2019). Though not equivalent with diffusion and virality, retransmission is nevertheless
the indispensable building block for message diffusion.
A growing body of literature has been devoted to uncovering how message
features were correlated with aggregated counts of shares on social media (H. S. Kim,
2015; Kümpel, Karnowski, & Keyling, 2015; Stieglitz & Dang-Xuan, 2013; Trilling,
Tolochko, & Burscher, 2017; Valenzuela, Piña, & Ramírez, 2017). However,
experimental work documenting the causal impact of message features on retransmission
is surprisingly rare. This dissertation is the first of its kind to experimentally study how
moral appeals would causally affect individuals’ retransmission intentions. Admittedly,
7

how retransmission intention could reliably track actual sharing remains an empirical
question. A recent study found that Amazon MTurkers’ self-reported intentions to share
political news content significantly correlated (r = .44) with objectively tallied counts of
total shares on Twitter (Mosleh, Pennycook, & Rand, 2019). This finding increased my
confidence that results from this dissertation captured meaningful signals in the
relationship between moral appeals and retransmission, hence providing important
insights for future research studying actual retransmission as the main outcome.
Furthermore, I recognized that anti-campaign disparaging user-generated
comments often co-exist with online health campaign messages. Hence, I carried out a
test of moral appeals’ potential retransmission-boosting power in the presence of
disparaging comments, a form of normative pressure (Liu & Shi, 2019; Neubaum,
Krämer, Neubaum, & Krämer, 2016; Zerback & Fawzi, 2016) that might otherwise
suppress message retransmission (Study 4). Moral appeals are psychologically
empowering. They could help recipients resist otherwise silencing normative pressure so
that non-smokers are ready to confront campaign-disparaging comments and still choose
to retransmit campaign messages. Chapter 4 describes the theoretical rationale and study
design to carry out this test.
In all, this dissertation presents a set of studies that experimentally examined both
the persuasiveness and share-worthiness of textual and visual anti-tobacco moral appeals.
Findings from these studies could help campaign designers address the dual-challenge of
maximizing both message reach and influence as health campaigns move online.
Theoretically, this dissertation’s findings provide the first set of causal evidence
demonstrating that both textual and visual moral appeals—especially those grounded in
8

the care/harm moral foundation—could increase message persuasiveness in a health
context. These findings also point to the importance of appreciating moral pluralism;
after all, not every moral appeal is equally persuasive. Moreover, I experimentally tested
the retransmission-boosting effects of moral appeals, hence extending the scope of
outcomes typically studied in message effects research from intra-personal
persuasiveness to the social behavior of message retransmission, a communicative action
consequential to how message exposure is created and propagated in the online media
environment. In so doing, I hope to show that insights from the past decade’s empirical
research on human moral psychology has much to offer for message effects researchers
especially when social influences become an integrate component of online persuasive
messaging. In the following section, I will provide an outline of how each chapter
contributes to the overarching goals of this dissertation—that is to experimentally study
both textual and visual moral appeals’ impact on persuasion and retransmission in the
domain of tobacco control.
Overview of Studies
Chapters 2-4 (see Table 1.1 for a summary of design and specific aims) present
four experiments aiming to 1) develop tobacco control moral appeal stimuli and evaluate
their impacts on perceived effectiveness as a proxy for actual persuasiveness, and 2)
explore then confirm the retransmission-boosting effects of moral appeals while
systematically varying the presence of campaign-disparaging comments as a way to
manipulate social normative pressure.
Chapter 2 presents results from a pilot study (Study 1) on visual vaping cues
within e-cigarette advertisements that motivated the remaining studies. The presence of
9

visual portrayals of secondhand vaping within e-cigarette video advertisements was
experimentally manipulated and was found to increase, rather than reduce, current
smokers’ support for vaping restriction policies. Moreover, the unintended effects of
visual vaping cues to increase smokers’ anti-vaping policy opinions were stronger for
those endorsing the care/harm moral foundation more highly, and were mediated by
anger, disgust, and beliefs about secondhand vaping harms. The pattern of findings
supports the interpretation that such visuals functioned as a specific type of moral appeal
activating moral intuitions based on the care/harm moral foundation. The results offered
preliminary support for moral appeals’ motivating force to invoke third-person regulation
of other people’s behaviors, manifested in this study as support for vaping restriction.
With that said, two weaknesses in this pilot study demand follow-up research to
corroborate these preliminary findings. First, although indirect evidence suggested that
the care/harm moral foundation had been activated, the moral nature of visual vaping
cues was inferred rather than directly measured. Furthermore, the use of pre-existing
video advertisements precludes exact control over message components, making it
difficult to address the potential co-presence of multiple moral appeals hence infeasible to
decompose observed effects and attribute them to unique moral appeals. For example,
visual vaping cues might have activated additional moral foundations other than
care/harm.
Building upon promising findings from Study 1, in Chapter 3 I first developed
122 textual message stimuli connecting evaluations of e-cigarette use with each of the
three moral foundations (i.e., care/harm, sanctity/degradation, liberty/suppression)
deemed most relevant to the issue of e-cigarette use. I called these stimuli textual anti10

vaping messages (TAVMSs). Up to the time of data collection, professionally produced
visual messages to prevent e-cigarette use were not yet available in large number.
Therefore, for visual tobacco control moral appeals, I opted to select 90 pictorial antismoking messages from a large collection of 1) pictorial anti-smoking campaign
messages from these campaigns’ Facebook public pages and 2) graphic warning labels
implemented on combustible cigarette packages in English-speaking countries; all
selected messages were professionally produced, of high external validity, and all
matched up with TAVMs in the set of themes addressed (secondhand harms, big tobacco,
chemical constituents, nicotine and addiction, and general control messages). I call these
visual messages pictorial anti-smoking messages (PASMs). Study 2 presents a procedure
that I developed to scale both TAVMs and PASMs along four dimensions (care/harm,
sanctity/degradation, liberty/suppression, non-moral control) through a training session
familiarizing participants with the notion of moral foundations and then a follow-up
categorization task and a rating task. I aggregated participants’ moral appeal ratings for
each message to form a set of continuous scores quantifying the strength of multiple
moral appeals employed within the same message. These aggregated and continuous
moral appeal scores served as the basis to both estimate the causal impacts of moral
appeals on perceived effectiveness and also to select exemplary message instances per
moral appeal category to prepare for Study 3 and Study 4. Chapter 3 presents results on
whether and to what degree each type of moral appeals in TAVMs and PSAMs could
affect perceived effectiveness, respectively for young non-smokers and current smokers.
In addition to estimating the main effects of moral appeals, I also tested the moral
matching hypothesis where pre-exposure moral foundation endorsement by individuals
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was hypothesized to strengthen the impacts of the corresponding moral appeal on PE.
Methodologically, the use of multiple-message randomized design, the aggregated moral
appeal scores, and the multilevel modeling framework could effectively address potential
case-category confounding and the co-presence of multiple moral appeals within the
same message, a move that improves the existing research on the persuasive impacts of
moral appeals. Chapter 3 presents the first set of causal evidence speaking to which
type(s) of visual moral appeals could increase PE while others not.
Chapter 4 present two experiments (Study 3 and Study 4) extending the outcome
from persuasiveness to two types of message retransmission—narrowcasting (sharing
with a well-defined set of recipients) and broadcasting (sharing with an undefined general
public). Because the primary outcome is on retransmission, I focused on non-smokers
due to their larger proportion in the general population than smokers. After gathering
preliminary evidence supporting the retransmission-boosting effects of care PSAMs in
Study 3, I carried out a confirmatory test in Study 4 with the additional manipulation on
user-generated comments to operationalize social influences. Moreover, I conducted
auxiliary moderation and mediation analyses to corroborate the operation of morality in
observed retransmission-boosting effects. Lastly, the potential inhibiting effects of usergenerated comments on retransmission were also examined—I was particularly interested
in whether moral appeals might help non-smokers resist such social normative pressure.
Throughout this chapter, I used self-reported retransmission intentions to proxy actual
retransmission behaviors. Data from Chapter 4 provided the first set of experimental
evidence to support the causal impacts of care-based visual moral appeals on
retransmission, making contributions to both the literature on moral appeals and the
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burgeoning scholarship on message retransmission.
In sum, understanding how moral appeals are causally linked to persuasion and
retransmission can provide insights into intervention strategies harnessing the motivating
power of moral appeals to advance social good. I hope that this dissertation can
empirically demonstrate the benefits of bridging three lines of scholarship—the
literatures on moral foundation theory, message effects and persuasion, and social
influence. Such integration can add to our knowledge of designing effective moral
appeals for digital communication campaigns, and also help us better understand moral
appeals’ behavioral impacts on both self-directed and social outcomes.
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Table 1.1: Overview of Studies

Study 1
(Chapter 2)

Study 2
(Chapter 3)

Design
2 (visual + verbal versus
verbal only) * 2 (device
type: cigalike versus noncigalike) + 1 (no ad
control) between-subject
design

Multiple-message
randomized design

Study 3
(Chapter 4)

2 (TAVMs only or
TAVMs + PASMs) * 3
(moral appeals: care vs.
purity vs. control) + 1 (no
message control)
between-subject design

Study 4
(Chapter 4)

3 (moral appeal: care,
purity, control) × 3
(comment: pro, con,
none) factorial betweensubject design

Sample and Stimuli
Sample: current (n = 503) and
former (n = 502) smokers
Stimuli: E-cigarette video
advertisements
Sample: current smokers (n =
526) and young non-smokers
(n = 547)
Stimuli: 122 anti-vaping
textual messages (TAVMs) +
90 pictorial anti-smoking
messages (PASMs)
Sample: young non-smokers
(primary focus, n = 609) and
current smokers (n = 630)
Stimuli: 18 selected TAVMs
+ 18 selected PASMs

Sample: young non-smokers
(primary focus, n = 935) and
current smokers (n = 369)
Stimuli: 18 selected PASMs

Specific Aims
1) Case study of visual vaping portrayals as a type of care-based moral appeal in e-cigarette
video advertisements;
2) Test effects of visual vaping portrayals on smokers’ support for vaping restriction policies;
3) Test moderating effects of endorsing the harm/care moral foundation
4) Test mediating effects of anger, disgust, and beliefs in secondhand harms

1) Develop message stimuli and scale stimuli along moral dimensions;
2) Quantify the strengths of moral appeals;
3) Estimate the causal effects of both textual and visual moral appeals on perceived
effectiveness, respectively for each sample;
4) Test the moral matching hypothesis

1) Select exemplary message instances per moral appeal category and carry out confirmatory
test on between- and within-set validity;
2) Estimate the causal effects of selected moral appeals on retransmission intentions

1) Confirm the causal effects of selected moral appeals on retransmission intentions;
2) Carry out auxiliary moderation and mediation analyses to corroborate the operation of moral
appeals;
3) Estimate the causal effects of comments on retransmission intentions;
4) Test the hypothesis that moral appeals will reduce the inhibiting impacts of campaigndisparaging comments on retransmission intentions
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CHAPTER 2 WHEN VISUAL CUES ACTIVATE MORAL VALUES:
UNINTENDED EFFECTS OF VISUAL PORTRAYLS OF VAPING WITHIN
ELECTRONIC CIGARETTE ADVERTISEMENTS
Study 1
Introduction
Strategic communication can produce unintended effects (Byrne & Niederdeppe,
2011; Cho & Salmon, 2007): for example, exposure to the National Youth Anti-Drug
Media Campaign unexpectedly led some young people to report lower intentions to avoid
marijuana use (Hornik, Jacobsohn, Orwin, Piesse, & Kalton, 2008). In existing research
on unintended effects of strategic messaging, the roles of visual message cues have been
understudied. Using publicly aired electronic cigarette (e-cigarette) industry video
advertisements, the current research aims to experimentally demonstrate how visual
portrayals of e-cigarette vaping could produce anti-vaping outcomes presumably against
the intentions of e-cigarette advertisers.
Drawing upon the moral foundations theory (MFT, Graham et al., 2013; Haidt,
2012; R. Iyer et al., 2012), I hypothesize that when visual elements in a message activate
moral intuitions even intuitively and inadvertently, intuitions’ primacy would shift
attitudes and opinions based on moral values (e.g., opinions of smoke-free policies,
abortion, and death penalty) in the direction consistent with the visual. Among many
types of unintended effects (Byrne & Niederdeppe, 2011; Cho & Salmon, 2007), I
focused on policy opinions as the primary outcome for two reasons: first, according to
Cho and Salmon (2007), policy opinions direct unanticipated outcomes of strategic
messaging from the individual to the societal level—a less studied form of unintended
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effects than self-directed outcomes; second, policy opinions are often based on core
moral values, reflecting individuals’ normative positions on right or wrong (Haidt, 2012;
Prinz, 2007). Existing research on visual messages and policy opinions (Powell,
Boomgaarden, De Swert, & de Vreese, 2015; Scharrer & Blackburn, 2015) has not yet
explicitly addressed the connection between visual elements and the moral basis of these
policy opinions. To my best knowledge, the current research is the first to apply MFT to
explain unintended effects of visual message cues, although MFT has already guided
research on media enjoyment and appreciation (Lewis et al., 2014; Tamborini et al.,
2013), persuasiveness of textual moral frames (Feinberg & Willer, 2015; Kidwell et al.,
2013; Wolsko et al., 2016), and effects of media influences—especially narrative and
exemplars—on the salience and endorsement of moral values (Eden et al., 2014).
E-cigarettes are battery-powered devices that deliver nicotine by producing an
aerosol of vapor containing nicotine that a user inhales. Unlike combustible cigarettes, ecigarette advertising is not currently prohibited on broadcast radio, television, or internet
(Food and Drug Administration, 2016); and industry expenditure on advertising has been
rapidly increasing, rising from $6.4 million in 2011 (A. E. Kim, Arnold, & Makarenko,
2014) to $88.1 million in 2014 (Cantrell, Emelle, Ganz, Hair, & Vallone, 2015). Despite
the lack of scientific consensus regarding e-cigarettes’ exact health risks (Dinakar &
O’Connor, 2016), e-cigarette advertisements often contain pro-vaping verbal arguments
that emphasize negligible health risks including the absence of harms associated with
secondhand vaping (Grana & Ling, 2014). Increased exposure to e-cigarette information
including advertisements may have helped people form policy opinions, as evidenced by
positive associations between exposure and participants disagreeing (versus reporting “no
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opinion”) with vaping restriction policies (Tan, Lee, & Bigman, 2015).
However, the possibility remains that certain visual cues could produce
unintended effects in the direction of increasing support for vapor-free policies.
Portrayals of vaping resemble smoking (A. C. King et al., 2016; Maloney & Cappella,
2016) and this resemblance may inadvertently activate negative considerations about
smoking combustible cigarettes—especially secondhand smoking—that have become
entrenched in moral terms (Katz, 1997; Rozin & Singh, 1999). Based on MFT, I
hypothesize that exposure to visual portrayals of vaping will produce higher support for
implementing vape-free policies, despite their known effects to trigger the urge to vape
(A. C. King, Smith, McNamara, & Cao, 2018). This expectation presumably contradicts
the intent of e-cigarette advertisers to promote e-cigarette use. However, this unintended
effect of visual vaping cues is consistent with the moral base of the opinion of vapor-free
policies and the intuition primacy proposition in the MFT, which we detail below.
Moral Opinion and the Effects of Pro-Vaping Verbal Arguments
Local and state governments in the U.S. have begun to introduce vapor-free
policies in public areas such as bars, restaurants, and school grounds, analogous to the
implementation of smoke-free laws (American Nonsmokers Rights Foundation, 2017).
Individual support for or opposition to vape-free policies is a moral opinion, because 1) it
reflects one’s internalized normative position on whether e-cigarette vaping in public
areas is right or wrong, and 2) expresses the intention for third-party social regulation.
When opinion holders themselves are not directly involved in the action or scenario
under evaluation (Haidt, 2012; Prinz, 2007), third-party social regulation is invoked. For
instance, a pedestrian may attempt to stop someone smoking cigarettes near a child even
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though the pedestrian is not directly affected. Among other factors, whether a behavior is
judged in moral terms as well as the direction of that judgment depends upon the extent
to which a message portraying the behavior can successfully activate an endorsed moral
foundation (Feinberg & Willer, 2015).
The MFT paradigm has identified six primary dimensions to organize human
moral opinions in everyday life: care/harm, fairness/cheating, loyalty/betrayal,
authority/subversion, sanctity/degradation and liberty/oppression (Graham et al., 2013;
Haidt, 2012; R. Iyer et al., 2012). These dimensions are called moral foundations and
have an evolutionary basis constituting “a first draft of the moral mind” (Graham et al., p.
62). MFT further postulates that specific moral opinions are formed when situational
influences activate moral foundations through moral intuitions or moral reasoning, two
processes critically differing by the degree of automaticity (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt,
2012). Whereas moral reasoning requires intentional, conscious, and effortful processing
of information, moral intuitions refer to moral evaluations that appear “suddenly and
effortlessly in consciousness, without any awareness by the person” (Haidt, 2001, p.
818). Importantly, the distinction is less of the contrast between emotion and cognition,
but rather concerns differing level of controllability and automaticity (Haidt, 2001).
Although MFT has not specified how moral intuitions and moral reasoning could
be differentially activated by visuals versus verbals, information processing theory and
research suggest that visuals are more likely to trigger moral intuitions and verbals more
likely to invoke moral reasoning. Verbal information consists of human-made symbols
that are processed serially and require cognitive efforts to activate mental representations
of the content of the symbols; in contrast, visuals are direct representations of objects and
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actions in the physical world that humans can readily perceive (A. Lang, 2014; A. Lang,
Bailey, & Connolly, 2015). The consequence is that visuals are more likely than verbals
to automatically draw attention, arouse emotions, and activate evolved physiological
responses (e.g., approaching food and avoiding dangers) (Geise & Baden, 2015; A. Lang,
2014; A. Lang et al., 2015). Geise and Baden (2015) have reviewed extensive evidence
showing that visuals could automatically grab attention, gain salience during the
perception stage, and result in better encoding and recall. Since visuals are processed
automatically, they should impact moral opinion formation primarily through activating
moral intuitions whereas verbals through moral reasoning.
To demonstrate unintended effects of visual cues, we first establish why verbal
arguments within the same e-cigarette advertisement would produce pro-vaping harm
perceptions and policy opinions. In the current study, opinions towards vape-free policies
reflect moral considerations related to the care/harm foundation, which is derived from
the adaptive challenge of protecting one’s vulnerable offspring and is later expanded to
provide care for even non-human entities (e.g., animals and the environment, Graham et
al., 2013; Haidt, 2012). People highly endorsing the care/harm foundation tend to morally
condemn actions causing suffering to innocent others, and care/harm endorsement scores
were found to predict disapproval of harm-related issues such as animal testing and death
penalty, even after controlling for a battery of common predictors such as demographics
and political orientation (Koleva et al., 2012). In the United States, people have come to
treat their disapproval of smoking as a matter of fundamental right or wrong (moralized
attitude), especially after the Surgeon General’s reports were released in the 1970s and
1980s that confirmed harms associated with secondhand smoking, a concern reflecting
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the care/harm moral foundation (Helweg-Larsen, 2014; Katz, 1997; Rozin & Singh,
1999). In e-cigarette advertisements, pro-vaping verbal arguments often claim that vaping
imposes minimal health risks either on self or others (Grana & Ling, 2014). Because the
care/harm foundation serves as the moral basis for opinions about vapor-free policies,
exposure to verbal information arguing for the absence of harm concerns should lead to
reduced support for vapor-free policies. In the current context, perceived harms of
secondhand vaping refer to e-cigarette users’ judgments on how much their vaping would
harm other people in the vicinity.
H1a-b: Compared with participants randomized to receive no message exposure
(no ad), those randomized to view e-cigarette advertisements with original visual
cues edited out (verbal only) will report a) less perceived harms of secondhand
vaping and b) less support for vapor-free policies.
H2: Perceived harms of secondhand vaping will mediate the effects of verbal
arguments in the verbal only versus no ad comparison on vapor-free policies
opinions.
The Intuition Primacy Proposition and the Moral Significance of Visual Vaping
Cues
In prior MFT and message effects research, the focus is on verbal messages and
their efficacy to enhance persuasiveness by appealing to endorsed moral foundations
(Clifford & Jerit, 2013a; Feinberg & Willer, 2015; Kidwell et al., 2013; Wolsko et al.,
2016). For example, for conservatives, verbal messages reframed to target the endorsed
sanctity/degradation foundation were more effective to produce support for the
Affordable Care Act than messages targeting the less endorsed fairness/cheating
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foundation (Feinberg & Willer, 2015, Study 3). However, the possibility that visual cues
could activate moral intuitions counter to verbal arguments has not been examined. In
MFT the roles of moral intuitions are prioritized over moral reasoning because moral
reasoning’s primary function is theorized to generate justifications for the conclusion
reached by moral intuitions (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012). This intuition primacy
proposition was originally developed in the social intuitionist model (Haidt, 2001), a
precursor to MFT. When moral intuitions are activated (e.g., visually) in a direction
opposite to moral reasoning (e.g., verbally), the resulting opinion should be more in line
with people’s moral intuitions (e.g., visually activated) than with their moral reasoning
(e.g., verbally activated). The key claim that moral intuitions are able to resist or even
outweigh moral reasoning is the basis for unintended effects of visual vaping cues, which
in the stimuli which we examined appear to arouse anti-vaping moral intuitions while
verbal versions stimulate pro-vaping reasoning.
Visual vaping cues are defined as visual portrayals of objects (e.g., e-cigarette,
vapor cloud) or behaviors (e.g., holding an e-cigarette, inhaling and exhaling vapor from
an e-cigarette) associated with e-cigarette vaping. Such cues have been shown to increase
smoking urge among current smokers and to reduce abstinence intention among former
smokers (A. C. King et al., 2016; Maloney & Cappella, 2016). However, visual vaping
cues were also found to activate anti-smoking cognitions such as heightened perceived
harms of smoking (e.g., contracting cancer) among current smokers (Yang, Tan,
Hamilton, Fischbein, & Kenne, 2018). To my best knowledge, the current study is the
first to examine whether visual vaping cues could produce anti-vaping policy opinions.
Analogous to visual vaping cues’ effects to active smoking-related urge and harm
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perceptions, the resemblance between portrayals of vaping and smoking (see Figure 2.1)
could also automatically trigger moral considerations initially associated with smoking.
In one study, Cushman and colleagues (2012) had participants perform pretend harmful
actions (e.g., shooting a person with a fake gun), and found that such pretend actions
triggered more aversive psychophysiological responses than performing kinetically
matched non-harmful actions (e.g., using a spray bottle). This finding suggests that
aversion can be intuitively triggered despite people being aware of the lack of harmful
consequences. In the context of e-cigarette commercials, even when people’ harm
perceptions about e-cigarette vaping are to be reduced by pro-vaping arguments, it
follows that their moral opinions are still susceptible to influences of visual vaping cues.
Because the resembled action of smoking is morally disapproved (Helweg-Larsen, 2014;
Katz, 1997; Rozin & Singh, 1999), and because vaping resembles smoking so closely,
visual portrayals of vaping can automatically activate a sense of moral outrage. The
consequence would be that exposure to such cues (e.g., a young woman vaping directly
into a baby stroller, see Figure 2.1 Panel C) are likely to increase support for vapor-free
policies, not necessarily in a logically deductive way but as a set of automatic cues
reminding the consumer of a morally unacceptable behavior.
Figure 2.1: Cigalike/Non-Cigalike E-cigarettes and Visual Vaping Cue
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If the intuition primacy proposition holds true, visual vaping cues will, at the
minimum, mitigate the effects of pro-vaping verbal arguments. However, the evidence
would be more convincing should such cues produce net increase in policy support,
operationalized as higher support for vape-free policies for those viewing unedited
advertisements with visuals (visual+verbal) than those in the no ad control. I did not seek
to construct a visual-only condition because external validity for such messages would be
low, whereas examples of verbal-only messages can be easily found in everyday life
(e.g., radio broadcasting, podcasts, text-based social media posts).
H3: Compared with participants viewing verbal only messages, those randomized
to view unedited visual+verbal messages will report more support for vapor-free
policies.
H4: Compared with participants randomly assigned to no ad, those randomized to
view visual+verbal messages will report more support for vapor-free policies.
Since direct measures of moral foundation activation are difficult to implement,
previous research instead tested how effects of experimentally assigned moral appeals
would differ by individual differences in moral foundation endorsement (Feinberg &
Willer, 2015; Wolsko et al., 2016). Following this strategy to indirectly gauge the
operation of moral foundations, I posit that higher endorsement of care/harm will be
associated with stronger effects of 1) pro-vaping verbal arguments and 2) visual vaping
cues.
H5a-b: The more participants endorse care/harm, 1) the more pro-vaping verbal
arguments will reduce support for vapor-free policies in the verbal only versus no
ad comparison (H5a), and 2) the more visual vaping cues will increase policy
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support in the visual+verbal versus verbal only comparison (H5b).
Although in the latest exposition and review of the MFT no propositions have
been stated regarding specific correspondences between moral foundations and discrete
emotions (Graham et al., 2013), moral intuitions are often empirically related to emotions
(Cameron, Lindquist, & Gray, 2015; Graham et al., 2013). Some researchers found that
violations of the care/harm foundation were uniquely linked to anger (Horberg, Oveis, &
Keltner, 2011; Rozin, Lowery, Imada, & Haidt, 1999), whereas others disagree with
specific linkages (Cameron et al., 2015; Gray & Wegner, 2011) and found that disgust
was experienced stronger than anger even in care/harm violations (Hutcherson & Gross,
2011). Based on previous research, I expect visual vaping cues to increase both anger and
disgust. These two specific emotions have an established role in moral opinion formation
(Graham et al., 2013; Gray & Wegner, 2011). These hypotheses are also consistent with
existing visual persuasion research that emphasizes the affective route to visuals’
effectiveness in both political (A. Iyer, Webster, Hornsey, & Vanman, 2014; Powell et
al., 2015) and health (Dixon, 2016; A. J. King, 2016) contexts.
H6a-b: Compared with participants randomly assigned to view verbal only
messages, those randomized to view visual+verbal messages will report more a)
anger and b) disgust.
The intuition primacy proposition further postulates that moral intuitions operate
faster and can shape reasoning, pushing the deliberative mind to generate justifications
for the intuitive judgment (Haidt, 2012; Mercier, 2011). In the context of e-cigarette
advertisements, visual vaping cues may arouse disapproving intuitions strong enough to
counter verbal harm denials and, therefore, is hypothesized to increase harm assessment
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of secondhand vaping.
H7a-b: Participants randomized to view visual+verbal messages will report
higher levels of perceived harms of secondhand vaping than those randomized to
a) the verbal only condition and b) the no ad control condition.
Lastly, the intuition primacy proposition points to mediating pathways through
both emotions and cognitive beliefs, given that moral intuitions usually have an
emotional component and that intuitions often steer the way reasoning is conducted
(Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012). Since perceived harms of secondhand vaping capture
cognitive reasoning in addition to emotional reactions, it should remain significant as a
mediator even after controlling for mediating effects of anger and disgust.
H8a-c: When modeled as unrelated multiple mediators, anger (H8a), disgust
(H8b), and perceived harms of secondhand vaping (H8c) will respectively
mediate the effects of exposure to visual vaping cues on vapor-free policy
opinions in the visual+verbal versus verbal only comparison.
H9: After controlling for mediating effects of anger and disgust, perceived harms
of secondhand vaping will remain significant in mediating the effects of exposure
to visual vaping cues on vapor-free policy opinions in the visual+verbal versus
verbal only comparison.
Method
Study design. The current study was part of a larger project with the additional
goal to replicate visual vaping cues’ effects on the urge to smoke (Maloney & Cappella,
2016) with newer e-cigarette devices. To systematically vary the presence of visual
portrayals of vaping as well as device type, I employed a 2 (message condition:
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visual+verbal versus verbal only)

2 (device type: cigalike versus non-cigalike) + 1 (no

ad control) between-subject design. Since the factor of device type was not the focus for
the current study, and that the interaction effects between message condition and device
type were not significant for any of the outcome variables in the current report, the factor
of device type was dropped in further analyses and report. Given the focus on smokers
for whom moral implications for secondhand smoking were salient, 497 daily and 494
former adult smokers were recruited from Survey Savvy, an online survey division of
Luth Research that maintains a national panel of more than 1 million members.
The study protocol was approved by the university’s IRB. Interested participants
who met screening criteria and provided informed consent were first asked to respond to
questions measuring key demographics and smoking-related attributes. Next, participants
were randomized to one of the five experimental conditions: those assigned to the four
treatment conditions viewed three e-cigarette advertisements randomly selected from a
larger pool of message stimuli, and those assigned to the control condition viewed no
messages but instead answered filler questions about media use to control for the delay
between pretest and posttest. Random sampling of messages per category can effectively
address the methodological challenge of case-category confounding in message effects
research (Jackson, 1992). After exposure to all three ads, participants answered questions
assessing outcome variables and moral value. Upon completion, they were directed to a
debriefing webpage where the purpose of the study was disclosed and the lack of
sufficient scientific assessment of health risks associated with e-cigarette use was
emphasized. Participants were rewarded per Survey Savvy’s panel policies.
Message stimuli. Video e-cigarette advertisements were obtained from an
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extensive internet search and Kantar Media, an advertising monitoring and analytics
company that collected televised e-cigarette advertisements. Between June – July 2014,
the first round of search was described in previous research (Maloney & Cappella, 2016),
and e-cigarettes in these ads closely resembled tobacco cigarettes in shape (Figure 2.1
Panel A). Between April and October 2015, similar search strategies were employed to
update the message pool with a new collection of advertisements featuring non-cigalike
e-cigarettes.1 In these ads, the shape of e-cigarettes considerably deviated from
combustible cigarettes (Figure 2.2 Panel B).
After screening, thirteen cigalike ads and twelve non-cigalike ads were retained2,
which served as message stimuli for the visual+verbal condition and no additional
editing was performed. All ads were 30 to 60 seconds in duration. For the verbal only
condition, message stimuli were created by replacing each advertisement’s video track
with a display of text on the screen representing words as spoken in the original
advertisement as well as words that appeared on screen during the original ad (e.g.,
disclaimers and emphasis words); however, the audio track was left intact. In this way,
verbal arguments were kept constant between the visual+verbal and the verbal only
conditions, whereas portrayals of vaping were systematically eliminated in the verbal
only condition.
1

The updated search yielded 185 additional advertisements across device types.
Those that met one or more of the following criteria were removed from the pool: 1)
contained smoking cues, 2) did not contain vaping cues, 3) poor production quality, 4) ad
duration over 2 minutes, 5) contained vaping cues from both types of e-cigarettes, and 6)
the product and spokespeople were depicted as cartoons.
2
Brands for first-generation ads: Blu (three ads), NJOY (two ads), E-lites,
Emperor Brand, Green Smoke, Safe Cig, V2 Cigs, FIN, Flavor Vapes, and Vuse. For
second- and third-generation ads: Boca Vapes, Gamucci, Inno-Vapor, J Vapes, KiK,
Lizard Juice, Mirage, Vapor Craze, Vapor Shark, VaporFi, VaporWize, and VIP.
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Of the 25 selected advertisements, 16 explicitly made the claim that vaping poses
minimal health risks3; and on average, participants viewed 2.30 such ads in the cigalike
condition, slightly higher than the average exposure to 1.75 such ads in the non-cigalike
condition. Furthermore, 16 ads contained explicit scenes depicting vaping with other
people in the vicinity; and the average number of such ads viewed was slightly higher for
the cigalike condition (M = 2.02) than the non-cigalike condition (M = 1.78).
Participants. People eligible for this study were 18 years of age or older, had
smoked over 100 cigarettes in their lifetime, and either currently smoked cigarettes
“everyday” (i.e. daily smokers) or “not at all” (i.e. former smokers). Among 503 daily
smokers and 502 former smokers, 14 participants were excluded from further analysis
due to inconsistent reporting of smoking behaviors prior to message exposure.
Table 2.1: Means and Standard Deviations of Main Outcomes by Device Type and
Message Condition
N
Perceived harms of
secondhand vaping

991

Anger

777

Disgust

776

Support for vapor-free
policy

991

Total
Sample
M (SD)
3.68
(1.80)
2.10
(1.15)
2.58
(1.28)
2.82
(1.53)

n
383
383
383
383

3

Visual+
Verbal
M (SD)
3.76
(1.81)
2.20
(1.23)
2.71
(1.35)
2.89
(1.54)

n
394
394
393
394

Verbal
Only
M (SD)
3.43
(1.83)
1.99
(1.06)
2.46
(1.19)
2.66
(1.50)

n
214

214

No Ad
M
(SD)
3.97
(1.74)

2.98
(1.47)

Examples include, “vaping gets the look and feel of cigarettes without deadly
chemicals” “there is no risks of lung cancer or harm from passive vaping”. Other themes
emphasize that e-cigarettes are easy to use, are designed in a innovative way, have many
favors, suit customer needs, and represent a real alternative. The fact that smokers
randomized to view cigalike ads received more such ads should not affect our
interpretations of main effects of message condition when collapsing device type. More
than 97% smokers in either condition received at least one ad making such a claim. If
anything, we were likely to have underestimated effects of these claims as exposures
could be higher when every ad made this claim.
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Measures. Summary statistics for covariates are presented in Table S2.1
(supplementary materials) and summary statistics for main outcomes are presented in
Table 2.1 (collapsing device types) and Table S2.2 (all five conditions).
Pre-treatment covariates. For demographics, I measured participants’ age,
gender, number of children, education, income, ethnicity and race prior to ad exposure. I
also measured several smoking-related attributes, including contemplation ladder that
measures smokers’ current stage of quitting (0-3 = pre-contemplation, 4-6 =
contemplation, 7-8 = preparation, 9 = action, 10 = maintenance) (Biener & Abrams,
1991), smoking recency (categorized into “within 24 hours”, “within past year” or
“longer than 1 year ago”), number of quit attempts (dichotomized to “no attempts made”
or “one or more attempts”), smoking urge (1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree,
averaged responses to “I have an urge for a tobacco cigarette” and “A tobacco cigarette
would taste good right now”, Pearson’s r = .86), e-cigarette awareness (yes/no to “had
you ever heard of electronic cigarettes”), and e-cigarette use (yes/no to “Have you ever
used an e-cigarette, even one puff”).
Anger and disgust. Single-item 5-point measures were used to assess to what
degree (1 = strongly disagree and 5 = strongly agree) participants felt angry (M = 2.10,
SD = 1.15) and disgusted (M = 2.58, SD = 1.28) while looking at the ads. Emotions were
not measured for those randomized to the no ad control condition.
Perceived harms of secondhand vaping. Three questions were asked: 1) “Do you
think that your exhaling vapor from e-cigarette would be…?” (1=not at all harmful to the
health of people around you and 7=very harmful to the health of people around you), 2)
“How concerned are you that vapor from e-cigarettes could affect the health of people
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around you?” (1=not at all concerned and 7=very concerned), and 3) “How harmful
would you say that vapor from your e-cigarettes is to people around you compared to
smoke from tobacco cigarettes?” (1=much less harmful and 5 = much more harmful).
After linearly rescaling the third item to range between 1 and 74, all three items were
averaged to form a single score (Cronbach’s

= .89, M = 3.68, SD = 1.80). For

participants who had not used e-cigarettes before, a prefix (“if you were to use ecigarettes”) was added to each item.
Support for vapor-free policies. Following previous research (Tan et al., 2015),
we asked participants whether they agree that “vaping or using e-cigarettes should be
banned [or people should be able to vape or use e-cigarettes] in places where smoking
tobacco cigarettes is banned”. The response options were strongly disagree, somewhat
disagree, somewhat agree, strongly agree and no opinion. Each participant randomly
received one of the two versions of question wording to balance potential wording
effects; and responses to the second framing were reverse-recoded so that strongly agree
also indicated being supportive of vaping-restriction policy. No opinion was treated as the
mid-point of the 5-point Likert-type continuous scale.5 Higher values indicated more
4

The variable was transformed using the following formula: new score =
{[(original - 1)/(5-1)]*(7-1)}+1. This transformation is linear. Therefore, the correlation
between the original and transformed variable equals one. Similar linear transformation
has been used to create perceived effectiveness scores (Bigsby, Cappella, & Seitz, 2013).
5
Across conditions, less than 9% of participants have chosen “no opinion”, and
more than 97% of all participants reported having heard of e-cigarette. Given that we
were testing unintended effects, the alternative to treat response options as unordered
categories risks considerably losing statistical power. Although we acknowledge the
possibility that “no opinion” could mean the lack of any thoughts or personal relevance
about vape-free policy, high awareness of e-cigarettes suggests that our sample of current
or former smokers might genuinely take a neutral position. Also, the small proportion of
participants choosing this option greatly reduces the likelihood that modeling “no
opinion” as a mid-point would substantially bias our main results. For a detailed
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support for vaping restriction (M = 2.82, SD = 1.53).
Moral value. This study focuses on the care/harm dimension of MFT. The
measure was taken from the moral relevance of care/harm sub-scale of the Moral
Foundations Questionnaire. Previous research has established the reliability and validity
of this sub-scale (Graham et al., 2011). Participants were asked to rate to what extent
three criteria (i.e., “whether or not someone suffered emotionally/someone cared for
someone weak or vulnerable/someone was cruel”) were relevant to their thinking when
deciding “something is right or wrong” on a 6-point Likert-type scale (1 = not at all
relevant—this consideration has nothing to do with my judgments of right and wrong and
6 = extremely relevant—this is one of the most important factors when I judge right and
wrong). These items were averaged to form a single score (Cronbach’s

= .90, M =

4.03, SD = 1.44). This variable was measured after message exposure because previous
research suggests that moral values function as relatively stable personality traits
(Graham et al., 2013), and measuring it prior to message exposure might undesirably
prime thoughts related to care/harm.
Measured outcomes (not reported here) related to the replication component of
the larger project included smoking-related outcomes (e.g., the urge to smoke, attitudes,
quitting intention), intention to vape, other emotions (e.g., hope, pride, sadness), and selfreported smoking/vaping behaviors during the study. Results on these outcomes are
available upon request to the corresponding author.
Statistical analyses. A series of ordinary least squares (OLS) models were fitted

discussion on the “no opinion” option in survey measures, see (Krosnick & Presser,
2010).
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to the data, with model specifications varying as warranted to test proposed hypotheses.
All tests were two-tailed. When main effects of visual vaping cues and verbal arguments
were of primary concern (H1a-b, H3, H4, H6a-b, H7a-b), outcome variables were
predicted with two dummies (indicator coding) specifying three message conditions:
visual+verbal, verbal only (set as reference category for H3, H6a-b, H7a), and no ad (set
as reference category for H1a-b, H4, H7b). Overall effects of message conditions were
estimated using one-way between subjects ANOVAs. To test interaction effects with
moral value (H5a-b), main effects of moral value and its product terms with conditions
(with verbal only set as reference category) were added to the model, in addition to the
full set of pre-treatment covariates. Covariates were included to adjust for potential
imbalances for subgroups formed along the scale of moral value, as participants were not
randomized to receive different values of this continuous variable.
Mediation effects of anger (H8a) disgust (H8b) and perceived harms of
secondhand vaping (H2, H8c) were estimated using the methodology developed by Imai
and colleagues (2010) and the mediation package in the statistical programming
language R (version 3.3.2). The three mediators were first modeled as causally unrelated
to gauge individual mediation effects assuming no post-treatment confounders (H2, H8ac). Next, they were modeled as statistically dependent multiple mediators to assess
unique mediation effects after controlling for others (H9). Pre-treatment covariates were
included in all mediation models to improve statistical estimation (Imai, Keele, &
Tingley, 2010) of average causal mediation effects (ACME) and bootstrapping (3000
replications) was employed to obtain bias-corrected 95% confidence intervals. In
addition, when possible sensitivity analyses were conducted to gauge the robustness of
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ACMEs as the threat from pre-randomization omitted variables becomes increasingly
severe (Imai et al., 2010). The sequential ignorability assumption requires that in addition
to randomization of treatment and inclusion of observed pre-treatment covariates, there
exist no unmeasured variables—either pre- or post-treatment—that could potentially
affect both the mediator and the outcome variables (Imai et al., 2010). Randomization of
treatment alone is unable to eliminate potential omitted-variable bias confounding the
mediator-outcome relationship. The sensitivity analysis proposed by Imai and colleagues
(2010) estimates how ACME would have changed as this ignorability assumption was
progressively violated6.
Results
Main effects of pro-vaping arguments and unintended effects of visual
vaping cues. Unstandardized coefficients were reported throughout the results session.
Main effects of message conditions were depicted in Figure 2.2 and summarized in Table
2.2. The main effects of message conditions on policy opinion were significant, F(2, 988)
= 3.65, p = .026,

= .007. Compared with no ad, exposure to verbal only

advertisements on average reduced support for vapor-free policies by 0.32 on a 5-point
scale (SE = 0.13, 95% CI [-0.57, -0.06], p = .015). Exposure to visual + verbal
advertisements, on the other hand, on average increased policy support by 0.23 (SE =

6

The degree of violating the ignorability assumption could be quantified by the
parameter : more severe the omitted variable bias became, higher would be the
correlation in magnitude between the error terms in the mediator and the outcome
regressions (Imai, Keele, & Tingley, 2010). The mediator model linearly regresses belief
in secondhand vaping harm on treatment assignment and all pre-treatment variables; and
the outcome model regresses support for vaping restriction policy on the mediator,
treatment assignment and all pre-treatment variables.
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0.11, 95% CI [0.01, 0.44], p = .039) in comparison to verbal only. The data supported
H1b and H3. However, inconsistent with H4, the group mean in the visual+verbal
condition did not significantly differ from that in the no ad control (b = -0.09, SE = 0.13,
95% CI [-0.35, 0.16], p = .483).
Divergent effects of pro-vaping verbal arguments and visual vaping cues were
also expected on perceived harms of secondhand vaping (H1a and H7a). Main effects of
message conditions were significant, F(2, 988) = 6.87, p = .001,

= .014). Smokers

viewing verbal only messages reported lower harm perceptions than those randomized to
no ad: on a 5-point scale, b = -0.54, SE = 0.15, 95% CI [-0.83, -0.24], p < .001. However,
those viewing visual+verbal advertisements reported significantly higher harm
perceptions than those assigned to view verbal only advertisements: b = 0.33, SE = 0.13,
95% CI [0.07, 0.58], p = .012. Inconsistent with H7b, the group mean in the
visual+verbal condition did not significantly differ from that in the no ad control (b = 0.21, SE = 0.15, 95% CI [-0.51, 0.09], p = .169). H1a and H7a were supported but H7b
was not supported.
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Figure 2.2: Main Effects of Message Conditions by Outcome

Note. Figure 2.2 depicts estimated treatment effects on four main outcomes. Effects on
perceived harms of secondhand vaping and support for vapor-free policy were compared
among all three message conditions (N = 991) whereas anger and disgust were only
measured in two conditions (n = 777). Group means in visual + verbal and verbal only
conditions were collapsed across device types.
On the outcome of emotions, participants in the visual+verbal condition reported
higher levels of anger (F(1, 775) = 6.47,

= .008, b = 0.21, SE = 0.08, 95% CI [0.05,

0.37], p = .011) and disgust (F(1, 774) = 7.48,

= .010, b = 0.25, SE = 0.09, 95% CI

[0.07, 0.43], p = .006) than those in the verbal only condition. H6a-b were supported.
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Table 2.2: Main Effects of Message Conditions and Moderation Effects of Moral Value
Perceived
Harms of
Secondhand
Vaping
b [95% CI]

Anger

Disgust

Support for
Vape-free
Policy

b [95% CI]

b [95% CI]

b [95% CI]

Moderation
Effects of Moral
Value on Policy
Opinions
b [95% CI]

.33*
[.07, .58]

.21*
[.05, .37]

.25**
[.07, .43]

.23*
[.01, .44]

.23*
[.03, .43]

.32*
[.06, .57]

.30*
[.06, .54]

Visual +
Verbal
(vs. Verbal
only)
No Ad
(vs. Verbal
only)

.54***
[.24, .83]

-.10*
[-.20, -.00]

Moral Value
Visual +
Verbal ×
Moral Value
No Ad ×
Moral Value
Constant

Observations
R2
F Statistic

.13
[-.01, .27]

3.44***
1.99***
2.47***
[3.26, 3.61] [1.88, 2.11] [2.33, 2.59]
991
777
776
.01
.01
.01
**
*
6.87
6.47
6.47*
(df = 2; 988) (df = 1; 775) (df = 1; 774)

.27**
[.10, .43]
***
2.67
2.29***
[2.52, 2.82]
[1.29, 2.83]
991
989
.01
.15
*
3.65
6.97***
(df = 2; 988)
(df = 25; 963)
*
**
p<0.05; p<0.01; ***p<0.001

Notes. b = unstandardized coefficient. CI = confidence interval. The verbal only

condition was set as the reference category. Moral value was mean-centered. Anger and
disgust were not measured in the no ad condition. For the model on moderating effects of
moral value, other pre-treatment covariates were included (i.e., age, gender, number of
kids, education, income, ethnicity, race, contemplation ladder, smoking recency, quitting
attempts, urge to smoke prior to ad exposure, awareness of e-cigarettes, e-cigarette use
and smoker type.
Lastly, potential moderating effects of e-cigarette use and smoker status were also
tested. Their interaction effects with message conditions were not significant for any of
the outcome variables, except that for anger e-cigarette use significantly moderated the
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effects of visual vaping cues, F(1, 772) = 6.98, p = .008,

= .009. Simple main effects

indicated that visual vaping cues significantly increased anger for never users of ecigarettes (b = 0.22, SE = 0.11, 95% CI [0.01, 0.43], p = .038) but did not significantly
affect anger for those who had tried e-cigarettes before (b = -0.21, SE = 0.13, 95% CI [0.46, 0.04], p = .093).
Moderating effects of endorsing the harm/care foundation. First, although
moral value was measured after message exposure, no significant differences were found
across message conditions (F(2, 988) = 1.09, p = .337,

= .002), which confirmed that

the care/harm moral foundation was a relatively stable personality trait (Graham et al.,
2013). Second, endorsement of the care/harm foundation significantly moderated the
effects of message conditions in a one-way between subjects ANCOVA, F(2, 963) =
5.33, p = .005,

= .011. Conditioning on pre-treatment covariates, a one-point increase

in the endorsement of the care/harm foundation was associated with 1) a further decrease
of 0.27 in reported policy support (SE = 0.08, 95% CI [-0.43, -0.10], p = .001) after
viewing verbal only advertisements as compared with no ad, and 2) a further increase of
0.13 in reported policy support (SE = 0.07, 95% CI [-0.01, 0.27], p = .069) after viewing
visual ads as compared with verbal only. In Figure 2.3, 95% bias-corrected bootstrapped
CIs of between-condition differences were plotted as a function of the level of endorsing
the care/harm moral foundation (mean-centered). H5a was supported. H5b was not
supported, although estimated moderation effect was in the expected direction.
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Figure 2.3: Moderation Effects of Moral Value

Note. Figure 2.3 depicts 95% bias-corrected bootstrapped CIs (samples = 3,000) of the
effects of visual vaping cues and verbal arguments on support for vape-free policy,
conditioned on mean-centered endorsement of moral value (three groups collapsing
device types, N = 991).
Mediation analyses. Results for mediation analyses were summarized in Table
2.3. First, multiple mediators were modeled as statistically independent of each other. As
expected, the mediating effects of anger, disgust, and perceived harms of secondhand
vaping (ACMEs = 0.03, 0.05, and 0.12, respectively; 95% bias-corrected bootstrapped
CIs [0.01, 0.07], [0.02, 0.11], and [0.04, 0.20], respectively) were all significant in the
visual+verbal versus verbal only comparison. H8a-c were supported. Furthermore, results
from the sensitivity analyses were depicted in Figure S2.1-S2.2 (supplementary
materials). The sensitivity parameter

quantifies the degree to which the sequential

ignorability assumption (i.e., no omitted confounding variables) was assumed to be
violated. For example, for perceived harms of secondhand vaping, the critical value of
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was .4, beyond which estimated ACME would become indistinguishable from zero and
even be reversed. In contrast, the critical values of

for anger and disgust were .1 and

.2, respectively, indicating that the two emotional pathways were less robust to the
violation of the sequential ignorability assumption than the ACME for perceived harms
of secondhand vaping.
Table 2.3: Results of Mediation Analyses
Multiple mediators modeled as statistically independent
Mediator
Perceived harms of
secondhand vaping

Anger
Disgust

Comparison
visual+verbal vs.
verbal only
verbal only vs. no
ad
visual+verbal vs.
verbal only
visual+verbal vs.
verbal only

ACME
95% CI
.12
[.04, .20]
-.17
[-.27, -.07]
.03
[.01, .07]
.05
[.02, .11]

ADE
95% CI
.10
[-.08, .30]
-.11
[-.33, .10]
.20
[-.01, .39]
.17
[-.02, .38]

Total Effect
95% CI
.22
[.03, .43]
-.28
[-.51, -.04]
.23
[.01, .43]
.22
[.02, .43]

.12
[-.07, .31]
.24
[.04, .43]
.20
[-.01, .40]

.22
[.03, .42]
.22
[.03, .42]
.22
[.02, .42]

Multiple mediators modeled as statistically dependent
Perceived harms of
secondhand vaping
Anger
Disgust

visual+verbal vs.
verbal only
visual+verbal vs.
verbal only
visual+verbal vs.
verbal only

.10
[.03, .18]
-.01
[-.04, .02]
.03
[-.01, .06]

Notes. ACME = average causal mediation effect. ADE = average causal direct effect. All
ACMEs and ADEs were averaged between the treated and the control conditions. CI =
bootstrapped bias-corrected confidence intervals (sample = 3000). Significant effects
were bolded. The upper panel summarizes estimated ACMEs and ADEs when multiple
mediators were modeled as independent pathways, assuming no post-treatment
confounders. The lower panel summarizes results when multiple mediators were modeled
as statistically dependent pathways, under the homogeneous interaction assumption. Pretreatment covariates (ethnicity and smoking recency excluded due to rank deficiency)
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were included when estimating ACMEs and ADEs to improve the credibility of causal
inference.
Second, in support for pro-vaping verbal messages’ effects through moral
reasoning (H2), the mediation effect of perceived harms of secondhand vaping in the
verbal only versus no ad control comparison was significant, ACME = -0.17, 95% biascorrected bootstrapped CI [-0.27, -0.07]. In the visual+verbal versus verbal only
comparison, the mediating effect of secondhand harm perceptions remained significant
even after controlling for emotional pathways, ACME = 0.10, 95% bias-corrected
bootstrapped CI [0.03, 0.18]. H9 was supported.
Discussion
The current research documented a case where visuals within e-cigarette industry
commercials inadvertently helped to increase public support for vapor-free policies,
which extends existing unintended effects research that primarily focuses on how health
communication campaigns may go awry regarding self-directed outcomes (Byrne &
Niederdeppe, 2011; Cho & Salmon, 2007). In the present case, advertising for ecigarettes (electronic nicotine delivery systems) had the unintended effect of increasing
support for controlling the use of such products in public contexts. Furthermore, drawing
upon the MFT, I identified one plausible yet not definite mechanism by which such
unintended effects could be explained—visual vaping cues’ had inadvertently activated
anti-vaping moral intuitions rooted in the care/harm moral foundation. This expectation
was supported by 1) increased anger, disgust and perceived harms of vaping on others
upon exposure to visual vaping cues, 2) the fact that care/harm-related emotions and
harm perceptions both mediated effects of visual vaping cues on vapor-free policy
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opinion, and 3) the finding that verbal arguments and visual vaping cues not only pulled
policy opinions towards opposite directions but also responded to individual differences
in the endorsement of the care/harm foundation.
Several clarifications for our interpretation of the data are worth noting. First, one
may point to distraction as an alternative explanation: visuals might have distracted
participants’ from processing pro-vaping verbal arguments, resulting in higher harm
perceptions and policy support in the visual+verbal condition. The current design does
not allow us to separate this attentional mechanism from moral intuitions. However,
distraction alone is not sufficient to account for the pattern of findings such as increased
anger and disgust typically resulting from violations of the care/harm moral foundation
(Cameron et al., 2015; Graham et al., 2013). Therefore, MFT offers a more coherent if
not definitive account. Second, alternative theoretical accounts about moral opinion
formation do exist, such as the theory of dyadic morality (TDM), which argues that all
moral foundations can be re-conceptualized as different versions of harm defined as “an
intentional agent causing damage to a vulnerable patient” (Schein & Gray, 2017, p. 2).
Adjudicating which theory is truer goes beyond the scope of this study (for details on the
debate, see Graham et al., 2018; Schein & Gray, 2017). With that said, I agree with
Graham and colleagues (2018) that boiling fairness, loyalty, authority, purity, and liberty
in MFT all down to different versions of harm would dilute the concept of harm.
Consequently, this moral monism may have limited practical utility for message design.
Lastly, the finding that visual vaping cues produced pro-vaping policy opinions may
appear to contradict previous research where visual vaping cues increased the urge to
smoke and to vape (A. C. King et al., 2016; Maloney & Cappella, 2016). As
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physiological reactions, urges could be aroused simultaneously with cognitions, such as
perceived harms of smoking (Yang et al., 2018) and in the current study moral intuitions
concerning harms on others. Moreover, I did not replicate the urge to smoke effect
(Maloney & Cappella, 2016) with the current data (results available upon request to the
corresponding author). More research is needed to determine the net impact of visual
vaping cues on public health. For these reasons, we would not recommend directly
employing such cues in health communication campaigns.
Findings from this study offer several theoretical insights on how MFT may
inform the design of effective multimodal messages when the persuasive goals concern
moral outcomes. First, this study suggests the importance to consider both the content
and the valence of moral intuitions visuals can automatically trigger. The current study
presents a case where visual vaping cues activated moral intuitions opposite in valence to
the advertiser’s persuasive goal. To extend the current set of findings, it is worthwhile to
examine the impact of visuals’ content variations on moral opinion formation while
holding the valence in concert with the persuasive intent. MFT has eased the start-up cost
for this line of inquiry by specifying a six-dimensional framework to characterize the
otherwise complex moral content space. For example, in the context of political conflicts
and military intervention, previous research found that images depicting harms to humans
(e.g., women’s bloodied faces, human injuries, death, a wounded boy) affected emotional
responses and policy opinions whereas “sanitized” images devoid of harms (e.g., calm
faces, destroyed buildings, politicians) did not (Brantner, Lobinger, & Wetzstein, 2011;
Scharrer & Blackburn, 2015). Instead of enumerating all possible dimensions visual
content features could vary (e.g., face, shape, coloration, etc.), one way to synthesize
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these findings is to consider whether visual depictions employed in these studies were
thematically reflective of moral foundations such as the care/harm dimension; and based
on MFT, the presence of such content should have a better chance of activating moral
intuitions and hence shaping policy opinions. The implication is that for a given issue or
policy domain, MFT provides a thematic guideline to categorize and link visual cues to
primary moral foundations.
Second, a persuasive strategy to employ visuals worth testing is the idea of moral
matching. The current study focused on the care/harm foundation, which is widely
endorsed due to its evolutionary root in the universal need to protect the offspring
(Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012). However, care/harm is by no means the top moral
foundation for every person, and individuals are known to vary in the rank order of the
six moral foundations (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012). Such individual differences
could be exploited to design messages targeting the moral foundation higher (vs. lower)
in the rank order for an audience segment—this is termed moral matching. Previous
research has demonstrated the efficacy of employing moral-matched verbal messages to
change opinions regarding politically entrenched issues (e.g., healthcare support,
environmentalism, same-sex marriage) (Feinberg & Willer, 2015; Wolsko et al., 2016).
However, whether the moral matching strategy could be replicated with visuals remains
an open and important question to examine. In the current study, the interaction effects
between message conditions and the endorsement of the care/harm foundation provides
preliminary supportive evidence. Future research is encouraged to more systematically
test this visual moral matching effect with multiple rather than a single moral foundation.
Lastly, the current study demonstrated the visuals’ efficacy to shift emotions,
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harm beliefs, and policy opinions, which extends visuals’ documented cognitive primacy
effects in terms of automatic attention allocation, encoding, and recall (Geise & Baden,
2015; A. Lang et al., 2015; Lochbuehler et al., 2017). Although there was no evidence
that visual vaping cues had activated pro-vaping moral intuitions strong enough to
outweigh moral reasoning (p = n.s for the visual+verbal versus no ad comparison) as was
predicted by the intuition primacy hypothesis, these data can be interpreted as supporting
the claim that intuitions can affect moral opinion formation by changing the way
reasoning is conducted. When modeled as causally dependent mediators, the mediating
pathway through harm perceptions remained significant even after controlling for
emotional mediations, suggesting the operation of a cognitive pathway. Few studies have
explicitly tested whether moral intuitions can directly change beliefs about factual
consequences. Furthermore, previous research on visual communication focuses heavily
on affective mechanisms through which visuals become persuasive (Dixon, 2016; A. Iyer
et al., 2014; A. J. King, 2016; Powell et al., 2015). Results from the mediation analyses
extended this line of research and demonstrated that visuals could also affect moral
opinions through changing cognitive beliefs about a behavior’s consequences. It would
be an important next step to identify boundary conditions specifying when moral
intuitions would and would not outweigh moral reasoning as a result of message
exposure.
This study is not immune to limitations. First, although unintended effects of
visual vaping cues were statistically significant, their effect sizes were mostly small.
Therefore, I emphasize theoretical implications of our findings for visual communication
and message design rather than direct practical applications. With that said, visual
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message cues may produce more pronounced effects when they activate endorsed moral
values without the interference from other message elements. Also, confidence intervals
for most effects were wide, suggesting visual vaping cues’ impact were potentially
heterogeneous. Further research should seek to identify and test additional moderators.
Second, I did not directly measure the operation of moral intuitions. Innovative
measurement tools such as the Moral Foundations-Affect Misattribution Procedure (MFAMP) may better capture the onset of moral intuitions (Tamborini, Prabhu, Lewis,
Grizzard, & Eden, 2016) and should be employed in future research. Third, future
research should seek to replicate the findings from the current study with multi-item
measures of emotions and vapor-free policy opinions. Lastly, analyses regarding
emotional outcomes were added post-hoc based on suggestions from the reviewers. These
results were exploratory in nature and should be replicated in future research.
Conclusion
The current research experimentally demonstrated that visual vaping cues within
e-cigarette industry commercials could produce unintended effects and increase support
for vapor-free policies. I provided evidence why the MFT especially the intuition
primacy proposition could account for such unintended effects of visual vaping cues. To
my best knowledge, this is the first experimental study connecting the MFT with
multimodal message effects and visual persuasion, pointing to the importance of
considering automatic and intuitive moral opinion formation processes that visuals are
capable of triggering. I hope the current study will stimulate more research into the
MFT’s broader implications for strategic communication and message effects research
when the persuasive outcome is related to human morality.
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CHAPTER 3 MORAL APPEALS AND PERCEIVED EFFECTIVENESS: FROM
TEXTUAL TO VISUAL
Study 2
Introduction
In Chapter 2, visual vaping cues functioned as a type of moral appeal targeting the
care/harm moral foundation, and their unintended effects on policy opinions were
explained by the ability to moralize the attitude towards secondhand e-cigarette vaping.
However, the use of ecologically valid video advertisements precludes precise control
over message components, and the strength of care-based moral appeal remains assumed
rather than empirically assessed. To address these weaknesses in Study 1, I developed
122 textual messages connecting evaluations of e-cigarette use with each of the three
moral foundations (i.e., care/harm, sanctity/degradation, liberty/suppression) deemed
most relevant to the issue of e-cigarette use, along with 90 pictorial anti-smoking
messages matched to the same set of moral foundations. The strength of moral appeals
within these messages were quantified by crowdsourcing and aggregating participant
ratings of moral relevance. Using perceived effectiveness (PE) as the main per-message
outcome measure, Study 2 aims to achieve the following goals.
First, previous research on moral appeals often employs a single-message design,
which raises concerns about potential case-category confounding. Also, even when a
message was developed to invoke one targeted moral foundation, it may still, albeit
unintentionally, activate other moral foundations, hence making it difficult to isolate the
effects of the targeted moral appeal. The current study will employ a multiple message
randomized design and will estimate the effects of aggregated moral appeal scores on PE
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in a multilevel modeling framework. In this way, the effects of specific moral appeals
could be isolated after statistically adjusting for the co-presence of multiple moral appeals
even within a same message, which considerably mitigates concerns about case-category
confounding. Second, this study will systematically test the main effects of three moral
appeals as well as the moral matching hypotheses for both textual and visual moral
appeals. No previous studies have yet examined the persuasive effects of visual moral
appeals. Lastly, crowdsourced moral appeal ratings will serve as the basis to select
exemplary message cases for each moral appeal category to prepare for the betweensubject experiments in Chapter 4.
Humans as Moral Beings
Humans are moral beings—we are not only constantly making “right or wrong”
judgements about a variety of issues, actors, and behaviors on a daily basis, but we are
also fundamentally motivated to see ourselves as morally upright (Aquino & Reed, 2002;
Ellemers et al., 2019; Greene, 2013; Haidt, 2012; West & Zhong, 2015). The motivation
to maintain moral integrity as an indispensable aspect of self-image is manifested, for
example, when individuals are reminded by their moral transgressions and, as a result,
seek to engage in reparations—even if only symbolic—to regain the lost moral worth
(Ellemers et al., 2019; Gollwitzer & Melzer, 2012). Playing violent video games such as
driving cars to run over pedestrians could motivate game players to report higher
preference for hygiene products as a symbolic way for moral cleansing (Gollwitzer &
Melzer, 2012).
Given the myriad of issues and behaviors in human life that are imbued with
moral significance, ranging from shared moral mandates (e.g., it is wrong to kill an
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innocent person) to controversial moral conflicts (e.g., the pro-life versus pro-choice
debate about abortion), scientific studies of human morality would require, as a starting
point, a succinct and evidence-based framework to extract and describe the basic
structuring logic that organizes the complex space of specific moral judgments. The
Moral Foundations Theory (MFT) is an answer to this request and proposes six
fundamental dimensions, referred to as moral foundations: care/harm (protecting the
weak and vulnerable and avoiding harm to others), fairness/cheating (protecting equal
rights and avoiding rule-breaking), loyalty/betrayal (extolling loyalty to one’s in-groups
and condemning betrayal), authority/subversion (respecting social rank and hierarchy and
denouncing efforts to disrupt the social order), sanctity/degradation (protecting bodily
and spiritual purity and guarding against pollution) and liberty/oppression (cherishing
freedom and autonomy and opposing oppression by the powerful) (Graham et al., 2013;
Haidt, 2012; R. Iyer et al., 2012). Each moral foundation is evolutionally developed to
address adaptive challenges, regulate selfishness and promote cooperation among
members of a community, making social life possible (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012;
Haidt & Kesebir, 2010). Moral foundations offer “a first draft of the moral mind”
(Graham et al., p. 62), serving as the basis to develop moral opinions and judgments
about specific issues (e.g., abortion, climate change, health care), actors (e.g., political
candidates, NGOs), and behaviors (e.g., voting, recycling, smoking). Research on MFT
has well documented the phenomenon of moral pluralism, i.e., the considerable amount
of existing variance in individuals’ endorsement of these six moral foundations, both
within- and cross-culture (Graham et al., 2013; 2018; Haidt, 2012). For example, in the
United States, liberals were found to endorse care/harm and fairness/cheating (referred to
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as the two individualizing foundations) much more than loyalty/betrayal,
authority/subversion, and sanctity/degradation (referred to as the three binding
foundations), whereas conservatives showed a more even distribution (Graham, Haidt, &
Nosek, 2009).
Moral pluralism is consequential for explaining both attitudinal and behavioral
outcomes. MFT researchers have developed a reliable and valid measurement tool (the
Moral Foundations Questionnaire) to identify both between- and within-person variations
in moral foundation endorsement (Graham, Meindl, & Beall, 2012); and have linked such
variations to a variety of outcomes including political ideology (Graham et al., 2009),
attitudes towards a battery of culture war issues (e.g., same-sex marriage, abortion,
cloning) (Koleva et al., 2012), and enjoyment of media content (Tamborini et al., 2013;
Tamborini, Eden, Bowman, Grizzard, & Lachlan, 2012). Furthermore, moral foundations
can motivate behavioral changes. In a cross-sectional survey, endorsement of the
sanctity/degradation and liberty/oppression foundation predicted parents’ self-reported
vaccination hesitancy (Amin et al., 2017). Also, between 2008 and 2016, county-level
trends in the growing emphasis on the communal foundations (loyalty/betrayal and
authority/subversion) over individualizing foundations (care/harm and fairness/cheating)
predicted increasing voting shares for Republican candidates within the same time period
(Enke, 2019).
Given that morality is a core aspect of humans’ self-identify and that moral
foundation endorsement has been linked to both psychological and behavioral outcomes,
it is not surprising that researchers (Day et al., 2014; Feinberg & Willer, 2012; 2015;
Kidwell et al., 2013; Winterich et al., 2012; Wolsko et al., 2016) have begun to study
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how persuasive messages could incorporate moral foundations to achieve their strategic
goals. I define moral appeals to be rhetorical devices that strategically portray specific
issues, actors, and behaviors in moral terms, so as to connect message recipients’
construal of these specific entities with one or more abstract moral foundations. The
scientific study of moral appeals in many ways has lagged behind the penetration of
moral appeals in today’s media environment. For example, in the political domain, after
four decades’ increase in the use of moral appeals based on the individualizing
foundations, both parties in the United States started to deploy more of communal moral
appeals in the 2000s, a trend even more pronounced for Republican candidates and
paralleling the ever-deepening political polarization up to now (Enke, 2019). Also,
between 2008 and 2016, after winning primary elections, Republican candidates would
deemphasize communal foundations whereas Democratic candidates would use less
individualizing moral appeals, an indication that politicians strategically changed the use
of moral rhetoric to appeal to a broader electoral base (Enke, 2019; Lipsitz, 2017). Going
beyond politics, moral appeals were also found in the New York Times’ coverage of stem
cell research (Clifford & Jerit, 2013a), Youtube videos related to environmentalism
(Feinberg & Willer, 2012), and tweets on hot-button sociopolitical issues such as climate
change, gun control, and same-sex marriage (Brady, Wills, Jost, Tucker, & Bavel, 2017).
If anything, the rise of social media has made it even easier for people to get exposed to
both institution- and user-generated moral appeals (Crockett, 2017), making it necessary
to better understand the persuasive effects of these message features so as to both
promote social good, such as improving tobacco control campaigns, and to avoid their
potential tolls on democracy through increasing polarization, deepening tribalism, and the
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spread of misinformation.
Persuasiveness of Moral Appeals and the Moral Matching Hypothesis
Some researchers have used the term moral frame or value frame/appeal (Brewer,
2002; Brewer & Gross, 2005; Day et al., 2014; Feinberg & Willer, 2012; 2015; F. Shen
& Edwards, 2005; Wolsko et al., 2016) to refer to persuasive appeals similar to moral
appeal as defined in this dissertation. Since conflicting conceptualizations of framing
effects—such as the decade-long debate between equivalence versus emphasis frames—
are still being widely used by different schools of communication scholars (Borah, 2011;
Scheufele & Iyengar, 2012), I opted to adopt the term moral appeal rather than moral
frame to avoid unnecessary confusion. Also, moral appeals are defined within the
framework of MFT, which shares (e.g., the care/harm foundation is similar to
benevolence and universalism) but only partially overlaps with Shalom Schwartz’s
taxonomy of basic human values (Schwartz et al., 2012; Schwartz & Bilsky, 1990).
Moral foundations are theorized to address challenges in humans’ evolutionary trajectory
of organizing social life. Moral judgements about right and wrong have social
consequences such as distancing and connecting with others, intervening as a third-party
even at personal cost, and resisting social norms (Dehghani et al., 2016; Hornsey et al.,
2003; 2007; Peysakhovich & Rand, 2016; Skitka et al., 2005). Unlike moral foundations,
values represent trans-situational goals and their key aspects such as hedonism and
stimulation do not necessarily address social regulation. Compared with the study of
value frames/appeals (Brewer, 2002; Brewer & Gross, 2005; F. Shen & Edwards, 2005),
research on the persuasive effects of moral appeals is a relatively new and burgeoning
field (Day et al., 2014; Feinberg & Willer, 2012; 2015; Wolsko et al., 2016).
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Unlike previous research on message effects that operationalized moral values in
unsystematic ways, MFT provides an evidence-based, succinct and unified taxonomy to
describe and measure primary dimensions in the space of human morality. Abstract and
trans-situational moral foundations can serve as thematic guidelines for developing moral
appeals regarding specific issues and behaviors. When developing moral appeals, it is not
necessary for MFT’s current six-dimensional solution to exhaust all important moral
virtues and vices. Rather, the key contribution of MFT for message effects research lies
in its evidence-based extraction of six primary moral dimensions, which would
considerably reduce the number of moral categories that message researchers would need
to grapple with when crafting issue-specific moral appeals.
The prerequisite for moral appeals to effectively function is the malleability of an
individual’s construal of specific issues, actors, and behaviors along moral dimensions.
Empirical evidence suggests that it is feasible to moralize an individual’s construal of a
specific entity, i.e., to change a previously morally neutral attitude so that it becomes
connected with one’s deeply held moral foundations (M. J. Brandt, Wisneski, & Skitka,
2015; Rozin, 1999; Wisneski & Skitka, 2016). In the lab setting, participants
experimentally induced to construe a battery of actions in moral terms (e.g., recycling,
study, shoplifting) made faster and more extreme universality judgment (i.e., how many
other people should do [action])—a characteristic of moralized attitudes—than when they
were construing the same actions as a matter of pragmatism or personal preference (Van
Bavel, Packer, Haas, & Cunningham, 2012). A recent study also successfully enhanced
moralization of the attitude towards abortion by temporarily increasing exposure to
abortion-related images (Wisneski & Skitka, 2016). Another study demonstrated similar
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moralizing effects of moral appeals in the case of GMOs, mostly mediated by anger and
disgust (Clifford, 2018). Additionally, the degree of attitude moralization can predict how
much the individual believes the attitude is objective and universal, intolerance towards
others expressing opposing positions, resistance to persuasion (especially
counterarguments about materialist consequences), buffering against normative pressure,
and physiological reactions such as skin conductance (Garrett, 2019; Ryan, 2014; Skitka,
2010; Skitka et al., 2005; Skitka, Washburn, & Carsel, 2015). Importantly, the moral
aspect of attitudes and construal could account for unique variance in these outcomes
even after controlling for other structural attributes of attitudes such as valence,
importance, and extremity. Researchers found that by labeling a participants’ attitude as
moral through manipulated bogus feedback, they were able to increase participants’
resistance to counterarguments (Luttrell, Petty, Briñol, & Wagner, 2016). Based on these
preliminary findings, I believe it is feasible to develop and observe persuasive effects of
moral appeals in the context of tobacco control.
There are at least two theoretical reasons as to why moral appeals could be
persuasive. First, similarly to value frames, when targeting behavioral changes, moral
appeals address the desirability (e.g., secondhand smoke harms children and is bad)
rather than the likelihood (e.g., whether there is scientific evidence to support that
secondhand smoke is harmful) aspect of a behavior’s consequences. Moral appeals
attempt to convince the recipient that doing X is desirable/undesirable because it
upholds/violates the moral foundation(s) addressed in the message (e.g., “Smoking is
undesirable because it harms others and violates the moral principle that one should care
for the vulnerable and do no harm to innocent bystanders.”). In this process, moral
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appeals exploit humans’ fundamental motivation to maintain moral integrity (Aquino &
Reed, 2002; Ellemers et al., 2019; Greene, 2013; Haidt, 2012; West & Zhong, 2015) and
recipients are persuaded by following this simple structure of syllogism: I am a person
who endorses moral foundation A (e.g., the care/harm foundation), this message
convinced me that doing/not doing behavior X (e.g., smoking) is a matter of
upholding/violating moral foundation A (e.g., the care/harm foundation), and, therefore, I
will do/not do X (e.g., quit smoking or at least avoid smoking in public arenas). In one
moral reframing experiment (Feinberg & Willer, 2015), reframing the issue of military
spending in terms of fairness showed enhanced persuasiveness among liberals, and the
effects were mediated by their perception that military spending was an issue of fairness.
This is preliminary evidence that moral appeals worked partially by anchoring liberals’
construal of the issue of military spending in the endorsed fairness/cheating foundation.
Moreover, previous research suggested that the desirability aspect of consequences
contributed more than likelihood to determining argument strength (B. T. Johnson,
Smith-McLallen, Killeya, & Levin, 2004). If we accept the viewpoint that argument
strength is largely a function of the description of a behavior’s consequences (O’Keefe &
Salmon, 2013), moral appeals are promising in increasing argument strength and
persuading others by addressing the desirability aspect of consequences. Second, moral
appeals produce moral intuitions that appear “suddenly and effortlessly in consciousness,
without any awareness by the person” (Haidt, 2001, p. 818), often along with strong
emotional responses (Cameron et al., 2015; Graham et al., 2013; Gray & Wegner, 2011;
Horberg et al., 2011; Rozin et al., 1999), both of which could interfere with deliberative
reasoning and make it difficult for message recipients to counter-argue. As shown in
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Chapter 2 of this dissertation, visual portrayals of e-cigarette vaping in the vicinity of
others increased self-reported anger and disgust as well as perceived harms of
secondhand vaping, which in turn increased smokers’ support for vape-free policies even
when pro-vaping verbal arguments were present in the same e-cigarette advertisements.
These findings were consistent with the idea that anti-vaping moral intuitions, once
activated by visual portrayals, could suppress the deliberative processing of pro-vaping
verbal arguments, resulting in anti-vaping policy opinions.
Moreover, a growing base of empirical evidence has tested the moral matching
hypothesis, which exploits the between-person variation in the endorsement of moral
foundations (moral pluralism) and predicts that, for an particular person, a moral appeal
targeting a highly endorsed moral foundation should be more effective than one targeting
a lesser endorsed foundation (Feinberg & Willer, 2012). For example, given that liberals
tend to endorse more the individualizing foundations whereas conservatives hold higher
endorsement of the binding foundations, researchers have documented the expected
interaction effects between political ideology and targeted moral foundations to predict
persuasive outcomes. Exposing conservatives to messages emphasizing pollution and
contamination in the environment (i.e., targeting the sanctity/degradation foundation)
resulted in more pro-environment attitudes and policy support, as well as the belief in
human-caused global warming than messages depicting environmental destruction (i.e.,
targeting the care/harm foundation) (Feinberg & Willer, 2012). Similarly, exposing
conservatives to moral appeals that stressed all three binding foundations increased their
recycling behaviors (Kidwell et al., 2013) and donation to environmental groups
(Winterich et al., 2012; Wolsko et al., 2016) more than moral appeals emphasizing the
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two individualizing foundations. Similar moral matching effects were also replicated on
issues such as military spending, the Affordable Care Act, and same-sex marriage
(Feinberg & Willer, 2015).
Contributions of the Current Study
This study addresses three important gaps in the existing research on moral
appeals. First, previous research typically relied on single-message stimuli, which raises
concerns about potential case-category confounding (Jackson, 1992; Slater, Peter, &
Valkenberg, 2015). Since moral appeals represent a type of latent message feature similar
to argument strength and emotional appeals, single-message design cannot guarantee that
the specific care/harm message handpicked by the researchers represents the theoretical
category of care/harm moral appeals. Also, any differences observed between the
care/harm and the sanctity/degradation conditions could result from message features
other than the moral appeal, such as the use of specific factual information, presence of
testimonials, and credibility cues, among others. Second, due to the fact that the
endorsement of one moral foundation is not orthogonal to another (Graham et al., 2011;
Koleva et al., 2012), multiple moral foundations might be activated by a single message,
even when designed to target only one specific foundation. This co-presence of multiple
moral appeals within a single message needs to be addressed before claims about the
persuasive effects of the targeted appeal could be made. Lastly, insufficient attention has
been paid to moral appeals in visual form, despite the fact that visual ones are particularly
effective to trigger moral intuitions, including emotions (Grizzard et al., 2017). Also,
although recent efforts have examined the impact of visual moral appeals on attitude
moralization (Clifford, 2018; Wisneski & Skitka, 2016), whether they would result in
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similar persuasive outcomes as the ones that textual moral appeals lead to remains to be
seen. Visuals messages have been increasingly employed by communication campaign
designers and the rise of social media platforms such as Instagram has paved the way for
the production and spread of visual messages. Research on message effects needs to keep
pace with these technological advances in the online media environment.
The current study was designed to fill these three gaps. To study individuals’
responses to multiple moral appeals, I used perceived effectiveness (PE) as the main
outcome variable to proxy actual persuasiveness such as attitudinal and behavioral
changes. Despite recent criticism questioning whether PE can reliably track actual
persuasiveness (O’Keefe, 2018), individual PE judgments have been shown to predict
persuasive outcomes such as attitudinal changes (Cappella, 2018; Dillard et al., 2007),
supporting the usefulness of PE as an efficient though imperfect measure for
persuasiveness.
Furthermore, from the perspective of message design, it is necessary to identify
message elements that can best render abstract moral foundations applicable to the
specific issue under evaluation, tobacco control in this case. Unfortunately, there is no
systematic research devoted to identifying such message design features. After reviewing
message stimuli employed in existing research, in textual moral appeals I incorporated
both moral arguments and factual claims that addressed themes (e.g., secondhand harms,
nicotine and addiction) most relevant to the care/harm, sanctity/degradation, and
liberty/suppression foundations. Moral arguments are consequence-based arguments
(O’Keefe & Salmon, 2013) where the consequences of a behavior specifically refers to
the violation or promotion of abstract moral foundations. In factual claims, the
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consequence is concrete and verifiable, often through scientific evidence. For example, in
a moral appeal targeting the fairness foundation to advocate for healthcare reform, a
verifiable factual claim may take the form of the following statement: “According to a
2009 Kaiser Commission on Medicaid an estimated 50 million American citizens are
without adequate insurance coverage—including millions of children.” (Feinberg &
Willer, 2015, Study 3). A moral argument such as “we need reform to ensure fairness and
equal rights for everyone” (Feinberg & Willer, 2015, Study 3), on the contrary, cannot be
directly verified without evaluating the factual basis as well as the connection between
facts (e.g., how many were currently deprived of healthcare) and moral virtues (e.g.,
fairness and equal rights). Since this study is not focused on examining which element
carries more weight in contributing to the persuasive power of moral appeals, I chose to
include both elements. In total, I have developed 122 textual anti-vaping messages
(TAVMs) that address the use of e-cigarettes, with the persuasive intent to prevent young
non-smokers from initiating vaping, an addictive tobacco product that might serve as a
gateway to combustible cigarettes (Selya, Rose, Dierker, Hedeker, & Mermelstein, 2017;
Soneji et al., 2017). With that said, since e-cigarettes represent a potential harm reduction
alternative for current smokers (Abrams et al., 2018; Nitzkin, 2014; Zeller, 2013), I also
empirically tested whether these TAVMs might prevent smokers from switching to a less
harmful product. A relatively large pool of message stimuli will help mitigate casecategory confounding and also allows for statistical adjustments for the co-presence of
multiple moral appeals within a same message.
To address the lack of research examining visual moral appeals, I used an existing
stimuli pool of pictorial anti-smoking messages (PASMs) (Sutton, Yang, & Cappella,
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2018). I selected 90 of these PASMs and matched them to the same set of themes
addressed in TAVMs. Noticeably, due to the relatively new introduction of e-cigarettes,
at the time of data collection, professionally designed visual campaign messages to
deliberately combat vaping were scarce. Therefore, in the current study, I opted to focus
on PASMs developed to combat smoking, rather than vaping. Although the lack of visual
anti-vaping messages precludes the study of potential moderating effects of message
mode (textual vs. visual), the use of PASMs still extends the existing research on moral
appeals to visual messages. Below, I detail how the three moral foundations, care/harm,
sanctity/degradation, and liberty/suppression could be operationalized in content themes
specific to the context of tobacco control. These three foundations were selected because
they are the most relevant to tobacco use.
Care/harm. This foundation derives from the adaptive challenge of protecting and
caring for children, and is, thus, sensitive to individuals’ suffering and experienced harm
(Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012). In the case of combustible cigarettes, the Surgeon
General’s Report on secondhand smoking harms has accelerated the moralization of
smoking (A. Brandt, 2009; Katz, 1997; Rozin & Singh, 1999). Analogically, information
on the presence of secondhand vaping harms, especially on children and pets, is likely to
activate the care/harm foundation as well. Both PASMs portraying suffering of children
and TAVMs that present moral arguments targeting the care/harm foundation (e.g.,
“Caring for children is the parents’ priority and it is best to avoid vaping around them.”)
and citing scientific facts (e.g., “Research reported health risks to nonusers of e-cigarettes
due to its toxicants, including nicotine, carcinogens, and metal particles found in the
secondhand aerosol”, see Cheng, 2014) are hypothesized to increase the chances of
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activating the care/harm foundation and improve PE ratings as a result. Furthermore,
besides the secondhand smoking/vaping, the care/harm foundation might also be
activated by information on the marketing strategies that Big Tobacco industry uses to
target vulnerable children and adolescents (e.g., adding flavors to appeal to the youth),
sometimes with misleading claims unsupported by scientific consensus (e.g., “Ecigarettes are an effective quitting aid.”).
Sanctity/degradation. This foundation reflects concerns for communicable
diseases and pathogens in early history, and has gradually evolved to guard a general
sense of purity against contamination (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012). Activation of
this foundation is often characterized by the onset of the emotion of disgust, which
undergirds attitudes on health issues such as vaccinations and genetically modified food
(Clifford & Wendell, 2015) as well as sociopolitical issues such as immigration policies,
same-sex marriage and abortion (Koleva et al., 2012; Schaller, 2011; Wisneski & Skitka,
2016). In the context of e-cigarettes, the sanctity/degradation foundation could be
invoked by emphasizing the chemical constituents in the product and linking them to
objects in everyday life that could be found disgusting (e.g., “Inhaling e-cigarettes is like
forcing into your lungs toxins that are used in industrial processes for making antifreeze,
batteries and refrigerators.”). As for combustible cigarettes, PASMs portraying chemical
constituents or diseased human organs could effectively activate the sanctity/degradation
foundation.
Liberty/suppression. This foundation prioritizes individual freedom against
external interference (i.e., negative liberty) above any other moral principle, and is
associated with trait reactance, individualism, and self-identification as “libertarians” (R.
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Iyer et al., 2012). Public health experts have emphasized the presence of nicotine in ecigarettes, which could lead to addiction (Bell & Keane, 2014; T. J. Glynn, 2014; E. R.
Kandel & Kandel, 2014). Therefore, both TAVMs and PSAMS that emphasize the threat
to individual autonomy due to addiction to nicotine (e.g., “Addiction to nicotine robs
people of their personal freedom. They instead become reliant on a drug in order to
function, depriving addicts of their own autonomy.”) might be effective in increasing PE
through activating the liberty/suppression foundation.
Moral appeals represent latent message features similar to argument strength and
emotional appeals. Because of this, I opted to analytically crowdsource participants’
ratings of the strength of moral appeals employed by each message and then aggregate a
random sample of ratings back to the message level, treating the aggregated score as a
continuous variable quantifying the strengths of moral appeals per message. Similar
aggregating procedures have been previously employed to measure message-level PE
(Bigsby et al., 2013; M. Kim & Cappella, 2019). This aggregation procedure is a crucial
methodological strategy not only to ensure that researcher-selected moral themes
matched the audience perceptions, but also to quantify and statistically adjust for the copresence of multiple moral appeals within a same message.
Since care/harm is a basic moral foundation widely endorsed (Graham et al.,
2009), I hypothesized care-based TAVMs and PASMs would have a positive main effect
on PE, which should be even more strengthened for those with a higher endorsement of
the care/harm foundation (moral matching). Similarly, given that the sanctity/degradation
foundation is associated with the emotion of disgust (Graham et al., 2013; Horberg et al.,
2011; Rozin et al., 1999), which is known to positively predict PE in the domain of
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tobacco control (Sutton et al., 2018), I also hypothesized a positive main effect and an
associated moral matching effect for purity-based moral appeals. Because the
liberty/suppression foundation is a new addition to MFT and empirical research about its
persuasive effects is scarce, the analyses of its main effects on PE were exploratory
although the moral matching hypothesis should still apply. Therefore,
H1: For young non-smokers, TAVMs (H1a) and PASMs (H1b) employing
stronger care-based moral appeals will result in a higher PE.
H2: For current smokers, TAVMs (H2a) and PASMs (H2b) employing stronger
care-based moral appeals will result in a higher PE.
H3: For young non-smokers, TAVMs (H3a) and PASMs (H3b) employing
stronger purity-based moral appeals will result in higher PE.
H4: For current smokers, TAVMs (H4a) and PASMs (H4b) employing stronger
purity-based moral appeals will result in a higher PE.
R1: For young non-smokers, will TAVMs (R1a) and PASMs (R1b) employing
stronger liberty-based moral appeals result in a higher PE?
R2: For current smokers, will TAVMs (R2a) and PASMs (R2b) employing
stronger liberty-based moral appeals result in a higher PE?
H5: Care/harm endorsement will amplify (positive interaction) the effects of carebased TAVMs on PE for young non-smokers (H5a) and current smokers (H5b)
alike. The effects of care-based PASMs on PE are also expected to be stronger for
young non-smokers (H5c) and current smokers (H5d) with a higher care/harm
endorsement.
H6: Sanctity/degradation endorsement will amplify (positive interaction) the
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effects of purity-based TAVMs on PE for young non-smokers (H6a) and current
smokers (H6b) alike. The effects of purity-based PASMs on PE are also expected
to be stronger for young non-smokers (H6c) and current smokers (H6d) with a
higher sanctity/degradation endorsement.
H7: Liberty/suppression endorsement will amplify (positive interaction) the
effects of liberty-based TAVMs on PE for young non-smokers (H7a) and current
smokers (H7b) alike. The effects of liberty-based PASMs on PE are also expected
to be stronger for young non-smokers (H7c) and current smokers (H7d) with a
higher liberty/suppression endorsement.
Method
Participants. I recruited two types of participants: 1) young non-smokers (18–24
years old, n = 547) and 2) current adult smokers (18 years or older, n = 526). Nonsmokers must have smoked fewer than 100 cigarettes in their lifetime and currently do
not smoke at all. Current smokers were defined as those who had smoked at least 100
cigarettes in their lifetime and who currently smoke every day or some days. The
recruited sample sizes guaranteed that, for all three sub-samples, each message (TAVM
or PASM) would have received at least 25 evaluations, a recommended minimum
number to produce satisfactory measurement properties for message evaluation (M. Kim
& Cappella, 2019). Approximately half of the young non-smokers were recruited from
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurkers) (n = 261), the other half as well as current
smokers were recruited from Survey Sampling International (now renamed as Dynata), a
survey company that has been maintaining a large, diverse, yet not representative online
panel. The differences in sample sources were statistically controlled in all analyses
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involving young non-smokers.
The majority of recruited young non-smokers have not used e-cigarettes at all
(93.1%), were female (71.7%), were in the process of pursuing or had completed a
college degree (80.0%), were non-Hispanic (87.9%) and were white (61.2%). In the
young non-smoker sample, 45.7% self-identified as a Democrat, and 19.6% of the sample
self-identified as a Republican.
As for the current smoker sample, the majority were using e-cigarettes every day
or some days (60.6%), were female (56.1%), were 25–44 years’ old (65.2%), had some
college-level education or above (86.9%), were non-Hispanic (92.2%), were white
(78.5%), and had household income lower than $50,000 (60.4%). In the smoker sample,
45.8% had children living in the household. More smokers self-identified as Democrat
(40.7%) than as Republican (24.9%).
Study design. Each participant evaluated two sets of randomly selected
messages: 1) five PASMs out of a total of 90 and 2) ten TAVMs out of a total of 122.
Both types of message stimuli were developed based on four treatment theme categories
(secondhand harms caused by tobacco products, Big Tobacco targeting vulnerable
populations, nicotine and addiction, and toxic chemicals contained in tobacco products)
and one general control theme that addressed the topic of tobacco control, maintaining
the same anti-tobacco tone, but minimizing thematic overlapping with other treatment
themes.
After indicating consent to participate in the study, participants first answered
questions assessing their eligibility, smoking and vaping status, and moral foundation
endorsement. Next, they went through a training session where the notions of the three
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moral foundations assessed in this study were introduced (care, liberty, purity), along
with example scenarios depicting transgressions violating each moral foundation (see
Table 3.1 for details). The semantic labels (care, liberty, and purity) describing the three
moral foundations (care/harm, liberty/oppression, purity/degradation) were abstract and
may invite a variety of interpretations. This training session was meant to reduce
potential ambiguity in interpretation and to help participants understand what
care/liberty/purity exactly referred to in the current study. All training scenarios were
validated in previous research on moral foundations (Clifford, Iyengar, Cabeza, &
Sinnott-Armstrong, 2015). Participants were then asked to evaluate five randomly
selected PASMs, followed by ten randomly selected TAVMs. For each message, they
completed a categorization task and then a rating task to measure what moral appeal(s)
(or the lack thereof) the message had employed, followed by a standard message PE scale
(Sutton:2018jz; Bigsby et al., 2013). To increase exposure, each message remained for
five seconds on the screen before questions used to assess moral appeals and PE were
displayed. Lastly, participants were thanked and directed to the debriefing page
summarizing recent scientific evidence on benefits and risks of e-cigarette use.
Message stimuli. Moral appeals highlight the moral dimension of issues,
behaviors, and actors, and aim to anchor the message recipients’ mental construal of such
concrete entities in light of abstract moral values, virtues, or principles. In the context of
tobacco control, the trans-situational care/harm moral foundation can be operationalized
in terms of situation-specific themes such as secondhand harms. Similarly, one can map
the liberty/oppression foundation to the theme of nicotine and addiction, and the
purity/degradation foundation to the theme of toxic chemicals. These tobacco-specific
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themes were selected based on their likely success to invoke notions related to each
targeted moral foundation. Furthermore, an additional set of general control messages
were also developed to control for topic and valence (anti-tobacco), while minimizing
thematic overlapping with messages in the four treatment moral themes. Two types of
message stimuli were prepared for evaluation: 1) 122 TAVMs discouraging the use of ecigarettes and 2) 90 PASMs advocating for quitting smoking combustible cigarettes.
Examples of message stimuli by theme category can be found in Table 3.2. The exact
counts of message stimuli by theme and message mode were summarized in Table 3.3.
The complete set of message stimuli are presented in Supplementary Materials Table
S3.1 and Figure S3.1.
Table 3.1: Training Session for Message Appeal Scaling

Moral Foundation

Correct Label

Definition

Scenarios of Violation

Care/harm

Care

One should care for
someone weak or
vulnerable, and despise
cruelty.

1. You see a man
chuckling at an amputee
he passes by while on the
subway.
2. You see a woman
swerving her car in order
to intentionally run over a
squirrel.

Sanctity/degradation

Purity

One should preserve the
purity and decency of
the body and the soul,
and avoid doing
“disgusting” things.

1. You see a story about a
remote tribe eating the
flesh of their deceased
members.
2. You see a man having
sex with a frozen chicken
before cooking it for
dinner.

Liberty/suppression

Liberty

One should be free to do
as they choose, and
despise oppression and
interference from those
in positions of power.

1. You see a man telling
his fiancée that she has to
switch to his political
party.
2. You see a boss
pressuring her employees
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to buy goods from her
family’s general store.
Non-moral control

None of the above

The action does not
violate care, purity, or
liberty.

1. You see a student
copying a classmate’s
answer sheet on a makeup
final exam.
2. You see a girl ignoring
her father’s orders by
taking the car after her
curfew.
3. You see an employee
joking with competitors
about how bad his
company did last year.

A TAVM makes a moral argument linking consequences of e-cigarette vaping to
moral foundations through two components based on previous research on moral appeals
(Feinberg & Willer, 2015; Kidwell et al., 2013; Wolsko et al., 2016): 1) a normative
claim reinforcing the importance of the targeted moral foundation (e.g., “Caring for
children is the parents’ primary responsibility.”), and 2) a consequence-based argument
(O’Keefe & Salmon, 2013) where either avoiding vaping is claimed to comply with the
targeted moral foundation (e.g., “Avoiding vaping around your vulnerable children is the
best protection for their well-being.”) or continuing to vape is claimed to violate the
targeted moral foundation (e.g., “Vaping around children represents a potential danger
that may damage their health, a deviation from being a caring parent”).
In developing these textual stimuli, I used key moral foundation-specific words
(e.g., caring, protect, danger, and damage) as indexed in the Moral Foundations
Dictionary (Graham et al., 2009). For example, for the theme on secondhand harms, a
claim on factual consequence may take the form of the following statement: “Secondhand
e-cigarette vapor poses health risks to nonusers due to its toxicants, including nicotine,
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carcinogens, and metal particles found in the secondhand and third-hand aerosol”. The
presence of identified toxicants can be verified or falsified with accumulative scientific
evidence. Although no explicit references to moral values are made in this implicit form
of TAVMs, message recipients may nevertheless still be able to interpret such factual
consequences in moral terms. Because distinguishing which type of TAVM represents a
stronger form of moral appeals goes beyond the purpose of the current study, I chose to
keep both types of message stimuli and rely upon crowdsourcing to scale these messages
along moral dimensions. All textual stimuli were developed by extracting and revising
segments of passages from e-cigarette news coverage and opinion pieces identified
through manual online search, and factual claims included both revised excerpts from
news pieces as well as quoted statements issued by credible scientific organizations (e.g.,
American Heart Association).
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Table 3.2.1: Examples of Moral Arguments by Theme for TAVMs
Secondhand
Vaping
1) If pet owners
value their pets'
well-being, they
will not vape with
them nearby. We
need to protect our
loved ones from the
dangers of
secondhand ecigarette vapor.
2) Caring for
children is the
parents’ primary
responsibility.
Avoiding vaping
around your
vulnerable children
is the best
protection for their
well-being.

Big Tobacco
Targeted
Marketing
1) E-cigarette
companies are
preying on young
consumers by using
candy flavors,
social media ads
and free samples at
rock concerts.
Parents need to
protect their
children and stand
up against ecigarette
companies.
Children are
vulnerable and their
safety is the primary
responsibility for
parents.
2) The well-being
of vulnerable
children should be
the top priority for
our society. Parents
should stay alert
because the tactics
that so effectively
addicted children on
cigarettes decades
ago are now used
by e-cigarette
companies to lure
them into vaping.

Chemical Constituents

Nicotine and
Addiction

1) It is nauseating to
think about the
possibility of affecting
the cleanliness of our
body by ingesting
“disgusting” chemicals.
Imagine putting the
same chemicals found
in antifreeze in your
body. It may seem
exaggerated, but this is
exactly what people are
exposing their body to
when they use ecigarettes. If someone
cares about keeping
their body clean and
healthy, then ecigarettes would lead to
the opposite.

1) One of our most
valued rights is our
freedom to make the
choices that we want.
However, there are
substances that can
take control of us and
inhibit this freedom.
Nicotine is one such
substance, and is
found in many eliquids used by ecigarettes. When
people choose to use
e-cigarettes, they are
giving up their
freedom and letting
nicotine take control
of them.

2) Inhaling e-cigarettes
is like forcing into your
lungs toxins that are
used in industrial
processes of making
antifreeze, batteries and
refrigerators. Staying
away from e-cigarettes
is the only way to
prevent exposure to
chemicals and keep the
body clean.
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2) Addiction to
nicotine robs people
of their personal
freedom. They instead
become reliant on a
drug in order to
function, depriving
addicts of their own
autonomy. Cigarettes
and e-cigarettes alike
perpetuate the cycle of
nicotine addiction, and
promote a lifestyle of
imprisonment in the
process.

Table 3.2.2: Examples of Factual Claims by Theme for TAVMs
Secondhand Vaping
1) In April 2014, the Centers
for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) released a
report showing what they
called a “dramatic” rise in ecigarette-related calls to U.S.
poison centers. Calls rose
from one per month in
September 2010 to 215 calls
per month in February 2014,
and more than half of the
calls involved children aged
five and under.
2). According to a report
released by Senator Richard
J. Durbin and signed by 10
other Democratic lawmakers,
a survey of nine e-cigarette
companies found most were
taking advantage of the lack
of federal regulations to
launch aggressive marketing
campaigns targeting minors
with tactics that would be
illegal if used for traditional
cigarettes.

Big Tobacco Targeted
Marketing
1) According to a report
released by Senator Richard J.
Durbin and signed by 10 other
Democratic lawmakers, a
survey of nine e-cigarette
companies found most were
taking advantage of the lack of
federal regulations to launch
aggressive marketing
campaigns targeting minors
with tactics that would be
illegal if used for traditional
cigarettes.
2) "As [e-cigarettes] have been
advertised more heavily, they
have become much more
popular among the youth in
middle and high school, and
among young adults aged 1825. One in every 6 high school
students has used e-cigarettes
in the past 30 days, and these
products are now more
popular with middle and high
school students than
traditional cigarettes." said
Surgeon General Vivek
Murthy in a report.

Chemical Constituents

Nicotine and Addiction

1) A study by the University
of Portland found that many
of the e-liquids used by ecigarettes have been found to
contain aldehydes. These
chemicals are used in
pesticides, leather tanner, and
chemical solvents. When a
user vapes, these aldehydes
enter the e-cigarette user’s
respiratory system and can
cause irritation, airway
constriction, and other
adverse effects.

1) The World Health Organization
report suggests that the nicotine
found in e-cigarettes is just as
addictive as that found in cigarettes,
and equally capable of causing and
perpetuating addiction.

2) Heavy metals,
carcinogens, and other
dangerous compounds have
been detected in some ecigarettes. One study by
researchers at the Johns
Hopkins Bloomberg School
of Public Health examined
various e-cigarette products
in the U.S., and found large
amounts of nickel and
chromium. These metals can
be carcinogenic or toxic if
inhaled.
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2) Nicotine is an addictive
substance, and almost all ecigarettes contain nicotine. Even
some products that claim not to have
any nicotine in them may still
contain it. For instance, initial FDA
lab tests conducted in 2009 found
that cartridges labeled as nicotinefree had traceable levels of nicotine.
A 2014 study found little
consistency in the amount of
nicotine delivered by e-cigarettes of
the same brand and strength.

General Control
1) E-cigarettes are not intended for
use by persons with or at risk of
heart disease, high blood pressure,
diabetes, or taking medicine for
depression or asthma. Vaping can
increase your heart rate and blood
pressure and cause dizziness,
nausea, and stomach pain.
Inhalation of vapor may aggravate
existing respiratory conditions.
2) E-cigarettes may have very
negative health effects. E-liquids
contain nicotine, which increases the
risk of high blood pressure and
diabetes. Flavoring may pose
another health threat. Flavored ecigarettes may also be associated
with a rare lung disease called
bronchiolitis obliterans that causes
permanent damage to the
bronchioles (the smallest airways in
the lungs).

Table 3.2.3: Examples of PASMs by Theme
Secondhand Vaping
1)

Big Tobacco
Targeted Marketing
1)

Chemical Constituents
1)

Nicotine and Addiction
1)

Control Messages
1)

2)

2)

2)

2)

2)
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Up until July 2019, no published research has addressed the design logic of visual
moral appeals in general, let alone PASMs. Although one norming study does exist that
has scaled a relatively large collection of static images along moral foundations (Crone,
Bode, Murawski, & Laham, 2018), this Socio-Moral Image Database is for general
purpose and does not contain many tobacco-related images. Limited by the dearth of
theoretical guidelines, I turned to two sources to prepare PASM stimuli: 1) a large PASM
stimuli pool (n = 319) previously gathered to study the effectiveness of visual features
within pictorial tobacco warning labels (Sutton et al., 2018) and 2) a collection of PSAMs
(n = 3508) obtained from several Facebook public pages maintained by tobacco control
agencies and campaign organizers (the Food and Drug Administration’s The Real Coast
campaign, the CDC Tips Campaign, Truth Initiative, and the Tobacco Free California
campaign maintained by the California state government). From these two collections, I
selected 90 PASMs in total that addressed the same four tobacco control themes as the
TAVMs I had previously selected. Rather than relying upon expert opinions to determine
the type and magnitude of moral appeal(s) employed by each PASM, I took a similar
bottom-up approach as Crone and colleagues (2018) to scale PASMs along latent moral
dimensions via crowdsourcing.
General control messages were developed to control for valence (anti-tobacco),
topic, and participant attention. General control TAVMs contained statements
emphasizing health risks and safety concerns posed by e-cigarettes on users themselves,
while minimizing references with any of the four specific themes related to moral
foundations. Similarly, general control PASMs portrayed potential harms on smokers
themselves and urged them to quit. Importantly, in control messages, no specific
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references to secondhand harms, addiction, and the “disgusting” aspects of chemical
constituents were made.
Table 3.3: Counts of Message Stimuli by Mode, Targeted Moral Foundation, Theme and
Type
Message Mode
Textual AntiVaping Messages
(TAVMs)
(N = 122)

Theme
SVH (secondhand harms)
BT (big tobacco)
ADD (addiction)
CHEM (chemical constituents)

Pictorial AntiSmoking
Messages
(PASMs)
(N = 90)

Type
Moral argument
Factual claim
Moral argument
Factual claim
Moral argument
Factual claim
Moral argument
Factual claim

GEN (control control)
SVH (secondhand harms)
BT (big tobacco)
ADD (addiction)
CHEM (chemical constituents and diseased body parts)
GEN (general control)

Count
17
13
18
13
16
11
15
11
8
18
13
15
23
21

Measures.
Smoking/vaping status. The questions used to determine smoking status were:
“have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life?” (yes/no) and “do you now
smoke cigarettes every day, some days, or not at all?” (every day/some days/not at all).
Based on answers to these two questions, participants were classified into current
smokers or young non-smokers.
After viewing a short introduction to e-cigarettes (also known as vape pens,
cigalikes, hookah pens, or mods), participants were asked whether they now use ecigarettes every day, some days or not at all.
Demographics. Participants were asked to report their age, sex, number of
children living in the household, highest degree received, household income, ethnicity,
race, and partisanship (Republican, Democratic, and other).
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Moral foundation endorsement. I used sub-scales of the Moral Foundations
Questionnaire (Graham et al., 2011) to measure participants’ endorsement of the
harm/care and the purity/degradation moral foundations. Participants were asked to what
extent three criteria for the harm/care foundation (e.g., whether or not someone suffered
emotionally) and another three criteria for the sanctity/degradation foundation (e.g.,
whether or not someone violated standards of purity and decency) are relevant to their
thinking when deciding if something is right or wrong on a 6-point Likert-type scale (1 =
not at all relevant—this consideration has nothing to do with my judgments of right and
wrong to 6 = extremely relevant—this is one of the most important factors when I judge
right and wrong). Furthermore, participants indicated their agreement (1 = strongly
disagree to 6 = strongly agree) on three statements corresponding to the harm/care
foundation (e.g., “Compassion for those who are suffering is the most crucial virtue.”)
and another three assessing the sanctity/degradation foundation (e.g., “Chastity is an
important and valuable virtue.”). The MFT-care endorsement score was averaged across
the six items associated with the care/harm foundation (young non-smokers:
4.49, SD = 0.87; current smokers:

= .74, M =

= .73, M = 4.69, SD = 0.85). The same procedure

was employed to compute the MFT-purity score measuring the endorsement of the
purity/degradation foundation (young non-smokers:
current smokers:

= .85, M = 3.50, SD = 1.18;

= .86, M = 3.46, SD = 1.28).

Endorsing the liberty/suppression moral foundation was measured using the
recently developed three-item scale assessing lifestyle liberty (R. Iyer et al., 2012).
Example items included “whether or not everyone was free to do as they wanted” and
“everyone should be free to do as they choose, as long as they don't infringe upon the
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equal freedom of others”. The other economic/government liberty dimension (e.g.,
“People who are successful in business have a right to enjoy their wealth as they see fit.”)
was excluded from the questionnaire because it was less relevant to personal tobacco use.
Response options were the same as items measuring the other two moral foundations.
The MFT-liberty score was calculated by averaging across the three items measuring the
lifestyle liberty dimension (young non-smokers:
smokers:

= .70, M = 4.56, SD = 0.97; current

= .62, M = 4.78, SD = 0.86).

It is important to note that MFT measures are general and meant to capture transsituational moral considerations, they are not specific to the context of either smoking or
vaping.
Moral appeal scaling. In the current study, I focused on three types of moral
appeals relevant to the case of tobacco use—care, purity, and liberty. Moral appeals
function as message-level latent content features linking a specific behavior or issue to
abstract moral foundations—they are latent in the sense that they are not readily
discernible as manifest message features (e.g., length of text) but require subjective
interpretation to decipher their meaning. That being said, my interest lies in estimating
the average treatment effects of the three types of moral appeals on message
persuasiveness, not the heterogeneity in individuals’ recognition of their existence in each
message. In other words, similar to the strategic versus issue framing in political
communication research (Cappella & Jamieson, 1997), moral appeal is conceptualized as
a message-level property, rather than individuals’ psychological reactions upon exposure.
Furthermore, even when two messages both use the same type of moral appeal, they
could still vary in strength, for example, describing a smoker purposefully smoking onto
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a baby’s face is probably a stronger care-based appeal than portraying the same action as
unintentional. Therefore, to continuously scale each message along the three latent moral
dimensions, I followed recent works that take advantage of crowdsourcing to construct
continuous measures for latent message features (Benoit, Conway, Lauderdale, Laver, &
Mikhaylov, 2015; Crone et al., 2018; Lind, Gruber, & Boomgaarden, 2017). For a given
message, after gathering a random subsample’s judgements of moral relevance, I
averaged their responses to calculate four message-level aggregate moral appeal scores:
care, purity, liberty, and none. The procedures were detailed below, and descriptive
statistics about message-level moral appeal scores and their pairwise correlations are
summarized in Table 3.4.
First, before participants evaluated any message, they were required to go through
a training session where short descriptions of the three moral foundations were provided,
followed by two scenarios of moral transgressions per foundation. These scenarios have
been previously validated (Clifford et al., 2015) and hence serve as training scenarios to
familiarize participants with the concept of moral foundations, which could seem abstract
to most people and might otherwise lead to diverging interpretations. If the participants
classified a training scenario into unintended moral foundations, the intended category
would be displayed to improve their understanding before proceeding to the next training
scenario. The definitions of moral foundations remained on the screen for every scenario
to help improve participant understanding.
For each moral foundation, the short definition and the two associated scenarios
of moral transgression were listed below. In addition, two scenarios targeting the
fairness/cheating and the authority/subversion foundations were included as controls (the
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correct response should be “None of the above”). Participants were asked to try their best
“to select one violated moral norm that is most relevant to the presented scenario”, and
also told that “we will show you what most people think to help improve your
understanding of how the moral norms of care, purity, and liberty would typically apply
to everyday situations.” Response options included the following: 1) It violates norms of
care (e.g., unkindness, causing pain to another); 2) It violates norms of purity (e.g.,
degrading or disgusting acts); 3) It violates norms of liberty (e.g., bullying, dominating);
and 4) None of the above. It violates norms other than care, purity, or freedom.
Second, after the training session, participants proceeded to evaluate five
randomly selected PASMs, completing the moral categorization task followed by the
rating task. The moral categorization task asked participants to select “which moral norm
(i.e., care, purity, and freedom) was depicted to have been violated when smokers
consume cigarettes” based on the PASM they just saw, and also reminded them that the
“None of the above” option might apply to this PASM. The response options were the
same as those used in the training session. Data from the categorization task were
collected to select messages with the strongest moral appeal per foundation and prepare
stimuli for follow-up experiments testing their impact on retransmission and, therefore,
these data were not included in the current report.
The rating task asked participants to indicate whether they agreed or disagreed
with a set of statements, each corresponding to a moral foundation (response options
bounded by 1 = Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree). Items included “The image
depicts the violation of the norm of care (e.g., unkindness, causing pain to another)”,“The
image depicts the violation of the norm of purity (e.g., degrading or disgusting acts)”,
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“The image depicts the violation of the norm of liberty (e.g., bullying, dominating)”, and
“The image depicts the violation of none of the norms above”.
Table 3.4.1: Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Matrix for Aggregate Message-Level
Rated Strength of Moral Appeals among Young Non-Smokers

Rated
Care
Rated
Liberty
Rated
Purity
Rated
None

TAVMs (N = 122)
Rated Rated Rated Rated
Care Liberty Purity None
3.38
(0.44)
2.83
-.32
(0.47)
2.92
.08
-.35
(0.41)
2.54
-.37
-.25
-.07
(0.32)

PASMs (N = 90)
Rated Rated Rated
Rated
Care Liberty Purity
None
3.09
(0.64)
2.59
.23
(0.41)
2.93
.30
-.11
(0.56)
-.74

-.26

-.58

2.85 (0.48)

Notes. Means (SDs) are in the diagonal. Pearson’s correlation coefficients are in the
lower triangular matrix. Each data point refers to the averaged ratings of the strength of
either care, liberty, or purity appeal for a particular message. Correlations were between
types of moral appeals aggregated at the message level.
Table 3.4.2: Descriptive Statistics and Correlation Matrix for Aggregate Message-Level
Rated Strength of Moral Appeals among Current Smokers

Rated
Care
Rated
Liberty
Rated
Purity
Rated
None

TAVMs (N = 122)
Rated Rated Rated Rated
Care Liberty Purity None
3.23
(0.52)
2.53
-.44
(0.52)
2.47
.07
-.30
(0.44)
2.42
-.49
-.12
-.25
(0.31)

PASMs (N = 90)
Rated Rated Rated
Rated
Care Liberty Purity
None
2.94
(0.78)
2.33
.11
(0.42)
2.59
.22
-.12
(0.65)
-.78

-.19

-.55

2.69 (0.68)

Notes. Means (SDs) are in the diagonal. Pearson’s correlation coefficients are in the
lower triangular matrix. Each data point refers to the averaged ratings of the strength of
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either care, liberty, or purity appeal for a particular message. Correlations were between
types of moral appeals aggregated at the message level.
Lastly, after participants completed evaluating PASMs, they were asked to
evaluate ten randomly selected TAVMs. The instructions for the moral categorization
task and the rating task paralleled those for PASMs, with minor modifications to reflect
that vaping e-cigarettes was now the focused behavior.
Perceived effectiveness (PE). Despite recent criticisms of PE’s validity (O’Keefe,
2018), there is a large body of empirical research that supports PE’s utility in separating
messages likely to produce physiological, cognitive, neural, and behavioral persuasive
outcomes from those less likely so, at least in the field of tobacco control messages
(Cappella, 2018; Davis & Duke, 2018). In the current research, the primary concern is
whether moral appeal as a message-level content feature could meaningfully produce
changes in individual-level PE, ideally in the direction of facilitating tobacco control. PE
was employed to approximate individual-level actual persuasiveness (e.g., anti-smoking
attitudes, intentions, and behaviors), as demonstrated to be feasible in previous research
(Dillard et al., 2007). The PE scale consisted of five Likert-type items (1 = Strongly
disagree to 5 = Strongly agree), capturing the following dimensions: easy to understand,
convincing, believable, and generating thoughts about wanting to or staying away from
smoking cigarettes/vaping e-cigarettes.
For young non-smokers, Cronbach’s alphas were .82 and .78 for TAVMs (M =
4.09, SD = 0.63) and PASMs (M = 3.94, SD = 0.55), respectively. For current smokers,
Cronbach’s alphas were .80 and .79 for TAVMs (M = 3.93, SD = 0.63) and PASMs (M =
3.81, SD = 0.57), respectively.
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Statistical analyses.
Aggregating ratings to compute message-level moral appeals scores. In total,
122 TAVMs and 90 PASMs have each received multiple ratings of the strengths of moral
appeals (care, purity, liberty) across young non-smokers (TAVM: range = 31–62; PASM:
range = 18–48) and, separately, across current smokers (TAVM: range = 28–59; PASM:
range = 19–41). To accommodate the possibility that a same message might be
interpreted differently with regards to its moral connotations between young never
smokers and current smokers, I computed two sets of moral appeals scores for each
message respectively for these two samples.
To compute the care appeal score for message i, I averaged the set of ratings
(from the moral rating task) pertinent to the judgment of violating the care/harm moral
foundation across participants randomized to evaluate message i. This simple averaging
procedure was repeated to compute a purity score, a liberty score, and also a none score
(violating none of the three moral foundations) for message i. By aggregating ratings
across a random subset of the sample, this procedure averaged out individual differences
in interpreting a message’s moral connotations and the resulting scores more closely
reflected the message’s intrinsic moral appeals. Therefore, I treated these scores as
measurements for message features and estimated their treatment effects as such. In past
research, similar aggregation procedures have been used to measure other latent message
features such as perceived effectiveness (Bigsby et al., 2013; Sutton et al., 2018) and
depicted emotions (H. S. Kim, 2015; Meng et al., 2018).
Model specification. To account for the fact that each individual provided
multiple evaluations and that PE evaluations were simultaneously clustered within each
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message, I fitted a series of random-intercept only cross-classification multilevel models
to estimate the effects of moral appeals on PE while addressing the complex patterns of
data interdependence (Judd, Westfall, & Kenny, 2012; Sutton et al., 2018). In each
model, participant IDs and message IDs were used to estimate random effects, with p
values estimated using the Satterthwaite approximate for degrees of freedom and 95%
CIs obtained from parametric percentile bootstrapping (samples = 3000). Furthermore,
dummy codes indicating in which position the message was displayed in the 5-PASM or
the 10-TAVM sequence were included as fixed effects to control for possible order
effects. Another dummy indicating whether the sample was recruited from MTurkers or
SSI was also included when estimating moral appeal effects for young non-smokers.
When estimating the main effects of moral appeals, aggregated care, purity, and liberty
scores for each message were included as fixed effects and their effects on PE were
estimated respectively for PASMs and TAVMs, first for young non-smokers and then for
current adult smokers. Robustness checks including aggregated none into the models
produced similar results (see Supplementary Materials Table S3.2-S3.3).
To estimate the moderating effects of pre-exposure care/harm endorsement, the
interaction term crossing care/harm endorsement and the aggregated care appeal score
were added to the model, along with the main effects of the care/harm endorsement itself.
The same procedure was separately done for liberty/suppression and purity/degradation,
respectively. Adding aggregated none did not change the main results (see
Supplementary Materials Table S3.2-S3.3).
Results
Numeric results are summarized in Table 3.5-3.6. Main effects of moral appeals
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are visually depicted in Figure 3.1, with corresponding interaction effects with moral
foundation endorsement (the moral matching hypotheses) visualized in Figure 3.2.
H1-H4 and R1-R2 concern the main effects of moral appeals. Across smoking
status, care-based moral appeals enhanced the persuasiveness of TAVMs (young nonsmokers: b = 0.06, SE = 0.01, 95% CI [0.03, 0.09], p < .001; current smokers: b = 0.06,
SE = 0.02, 95% CI [0.03, 0.09], p < .001) as well as PASMs (young non-smokers: b =
0.18, SE = 0.04, 95% CI [0.10, 0.25], p < .001; current smokers: b = 0.19, SE = 0.03,
95% CI [0.12, 0.25], p < .001), both in the direction of persuading participants to stay
away from the referenced tobacco product. For young non-smokers, both TAVMs (b =
0.04, SE = 0.02, 95% CI [0.01, 0.07], p = .012) and PSAMs (b = 0.20, SE = 0.04, 95% CI
[0.12, 0.28], p < .001) employing purity-based moral appeals increased participants’
judgment of message perceived effectiveness; however, for current smokers, purity-based
moral appeals only increased smokers’ PE judgments for PASMs (b = 0.10, SE = 0.04,
95% CI [0.02, 0.18], p = .012) but not for TAVMs (b = 0.00, SE = 0.02, 95% CI [-0.03,
0.03], p = .986). With regard to liberty-based moral appeals (R1-R2), no significant main
effects on PE were observed for either sample, TAVMs or PASMs alike. Therefore, H1,
H2 and H3b were supported by data whereas H3a was not.
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Table 3.5: Effects of Rated Strength of Moral Appeals on Perceived Effectiveness
among Young Non-Smokers
Anti-Vaping Text
b (SE)
95% CI
p
Model 1: Main Effects of Rated Strength of Moral Appeals
Intercept
3.74 (0.10)*** [3.55, 3.93] <.001
Care Appeal (Rated)
0.06 (0.01)*** [0.03, 0.09] <.001
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
0.03 (0.01) [0.00, 0.05] .067
Purity Appeal (Rated)
0.04 (0.02)* [0.01, 0.07] .012
Model 2: Moderating Effects of MFT Care
Intercept
2.71 (0.25)*** [2.2, 3.21] <.001
Care Appeal (Rated)
-0.01 (0.06) [-0.13, 0.10] .833
MFT Care
0.23 (0.05)*** [0.12, 0.33] <.001
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
0.03 (0.01) [0.00, 0.05] .067
Purity Appeal (Rated)
0.04 (0.02)* [0.01, 0.07] .014
Care Appeal (Rated)*MFT
0.02 (0.01) [-0.01, 0.04] .191
Care
Model 3: Moderating Effects of MFT Liberty
Intercept
2.33 (0.21)*** [1.91, 2.74] <.001
Care Appeal (Rated)
0.06 (0.01)*** [0.03, 0.09] <.001
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
0.16 (0.05)** [0.05, 0.25] .002
MFT Liberty
0.31 (0.04)*** [0.23, 0.38] <.001
Purity Appeal (Rated)
0.04 (0.02)* [0.01, 0.07] .011
Liberty Appeal
-0.03 (0.01)** [-0.05,-0.01] .009
(Rated)*MFT Liberty
Model 4: Moderating Effects of MFT Purity
Intercept
3.72 (0.16)*** [3.4, 4.03] <.001
Care Appeal (Rated)
0.06 (0.01)*** [0.04, 0.09] <.001
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
0.03 (0.01) [0.00, 0.05] .064
Purity Appeal (Rated)
-0.01 (0.04) [-0.09, 0.06] .800
MFT Purity
0.01 (0.04) [-0.07, 0.08] .818
Purity Appeal
0.01 (0.01) [-0.01, 0.03] .175
(Rated)*MFT Purity

Anti-Smoking Image
b (SE)
95% CI

p

2.88 (0.20)***
0.18 (0.04)***
-0.02 (0.06)
0.20 (0.04)***

[2.49, 3.25]
[0.10, 0.25]
[-0.13, 0.08]
[0.12, 0.28]

<.001
<.001
.653
<.001

2.77 (0.35)***
-0.16 (0.09)
0.03 (0.06)
-0.03 (0.06)
0.19 (0.04)***

[2.10, 3.45]
[-0.35, 0.02]
[-0.10, 0.15]
[-0.14, 0.08]
[0.11, 0.27]

<.001
.09
.687
.628
<.001

0.07 (0.02)*** [0.04, 0.11] <.001
1.93 (0.39)***
0.18 (0.04)***
0.01 (0.14)
0.20 (0.07)**
0.20 (0.04)***
-0.01 (0.03)
2.41 (0.27)***
0.18 (0.04)***
-0.02 (0.06)
0.30 (0.07)***
0.14 (0.05)**
-0.03 (0.02)

[1.16, 2.70]
[0.10, 0.25]
[-0.25, 0.27]
[0.05, 0.35]
[0.11, 0.28]

<.001
<.001
.934
.006
<.001

[-0.06, 0.05] .761
[1.88, 2.95]
[0.10, 0.25]
[-0.14, 0.09]
[0.16, 0.44]
[0.03, 0.24]

<.001
<.001
.664
<.001
.009

[-0.06, 0.00] .071

*

p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001

Notes. Random-intercept cross-classification multilevel models fitted using restricted
maximum likelihood to predict perceived effectiveness of anti-vaping texts and antismoking images, respectively. Message ID and person ID were used to model random
effects. In all models, dummy codes for message evaluation sessions as well as sample
type (SSI or MTurkers) were also included. The p values were computed using the
Satterthwaite approximation for degrees of freedom, and 95% CIs were obtained from
parametric percentile bootstrapping (3,000 replications).
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Table 3.6: Effects of Rated Strength of Moral Appeals on Perceived Effectiveness
among Current Smokers
Anti-Vaping Text
b (SE)
95% CI
Model 1: Main Effects of Rated Strength of Moral Appeals
Intercept
3.78 (0.10)*** [3.59, 3.98]
Care Appeal (Rated)
0.06 (0.02)*** [0.03, 0.09]
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
-0.03 (0.02)
[-0.06, 0.01]
Purity Appeal (Rated)
0.00 (0.02)
[-0.03, 0.03]
Model 2: Moderating Effects of MFT Care
Intercept
2.73 (0.27)*** [2.19, 3.27]
Care Appeal (Rated)
0.02 (0.07)
[-0.11, 0.16]
MFT Care
0.22 (0.05)*** [0.12, 0.33]
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
-0.03 (0.02)
[-0.06, 0.01]
Purity Appeal (Rated)
0.00 (0.02)
[-0.03, 0.03]
Care Appeal (Rated)*
0.01 (0.01)
[-0.02, 0.03]
MFT Care
Model 3: Moderating Effects of MFT Liberty
Intercept
2.64 (0.24)*** [2.17, 3.13]
Care Appeal (Rated)
0.06 (0.02)*** [0.03, 0.09]
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
0.05 (0.07)
[-0.08, 0.19]
MFT Liberty
0.24 (0.05)*** [0.14, 0.33]
Purity Appeal (Rated)
0.00 (0.02)
[-0.03, 0.04]
Liberty Appeal (Rated)*MFT
-0.02 (0.01)
[-0.04, 0.01]
Liberty
Model 4: Moderating Effects of MFT Purity
Intercept
3.87 (0.16)*** [3.56, 4.19]
Care Appeal (Rated)
0.05 (0.02)**
[0.02, 0.08]
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
-0.03 (0.02)
[-0.06, 0.00]
Purity Appeal (Rated)
-0.10 (0.04)* [-0.19, -0.02]
MFT Purity
-0.02 (0.04)
[-0.09, 0.04]
Purity Appeal (Rated)*
0.03 (0.01)**
[0.01, 0.05]
MFT Purity

p

Anti-Smoking Image
b (SE)
95% CI

<.001 3.19 (0.19)***
<.001 0.19 (0.03)***
.105 -0.10 (0.06)
.986 0.10 (0.04)*

p

[2.82, 3.58] <.001
[0.12, 0.25] <.001
[-0.22, 0.01] .080
[0.02, 0.18] .012

<.001 3.16 (.34)*** [2.5, 3.84] <.001
.767 -0.07 (0.09) [-0.25, 0.10] .440
<.001 0.01 (0.06) [-0.11, 0.12] .885
.107 -0.11 (0.06) [-0.22, 0.01] .074
.988 0.10 (0.04)* [0.02, 0.18] .013
.573

0.06 (0.02)** [0.02, 0.09]

<.001 2.43 (0.43)***
<.001 0.19 (0.03)***
.439 -0.10 (0.17)
<.001 0.16 (0.08)
.952 0.10 (0.04)*
.231

.002

[1.58, 3.27] <.001
[0.12, 0.25] <.001
[-0.42, 0.24] .571
[0.00, 0.32] .054
[0.03, 0.18] .012

0.00 (0.03) [-0.07, 0.07]

<.001
.001
.088
.013
.493

2.75 (0.24)***
0.19 (0.03)***
-0.10 (0.06)
0.20 (0.06)**
0.12 (0.04)**

.006

-0.03 (0.01)* [-0.06, 0.00]

.956

[2.30, 3.22] <.001
[0.13, 0.25] <.001
[-0.22, 0.01] .086
[0.08, 0.32] .002
[0.04, 0.20] .002
.045

*

p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001

Notes. Random-intercept cross-classification multilevel models fitted using restricted
maximum likelihood to predict perceived effectiveness of anti-vaping texts and antismoking images, respectively. Message ID and person ID were used to model random
effects. In all models, dummy codes for message evaluation sessions were also included.
The p values were computed using the Satterthwaite approximation for degrees of
freedom, and 95% CIs were obtained from parametric percentile bootstrapping (3,000
replications).
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Figure 3.1: Effects of Moral Appeals on Perceived Effectiveness by Smoking Status

Notes. This figure depicts estimated effects of moral appeals on PE, respectively for anti-vaping
texts and anti-smoking images. Point estimates were obtained from random-intercept crossclassification multilevel models fitted using restricted maximum likelihood. Message ID and
person ID were used to model random effects, and all three moral appeals (message-level average
rated scores) were included simultaneously as fixed effects. CI bounds of 95% were estimated
using parametric percentile bootstrapping (3,000 replications).

H5-H7 concern the moral matching hypotheses, i.e., the positive moderating
effects of pre-exposure MFT endorsement. Whereas the endorsement of the care/harm
significantly amplified the persuasive effects of PASMs for both young non-smokers
(binteraction = 0.07, SE = 0.02, 95% CI [0.04, 0.11], p < .001) and current smokers
(binteraction = 0.06, SE = 0.02, 95% CI [0.02, 0.09], p = .002), it did not show any
significant moderating effects in the case of TAVMs for either sample. With regard to the
endorsement of the purity/degradation moral foundation, it did not significantly moderate
the persuasive effects of either purity-based TAVMs or PASMs for young non-smokers.
With that said, for current smokers, individual differences in the purity/degradation
foundation significantly interacted with the strength of purity-based moral appeals,
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enhancing the persuasive effects of TAVMs (binteraction = 0.03, SE = 0.01, 95% CI [0.01,
0.05], p = .006) but weakening the effects of PASMs (binteraction = -0.03, SE = 0.01, 95%
CI [-0.06, -0.00], p = .045), although both interaction effects were small in magnitude.
Lastly, the endorsement of the liberty/suppression moral foundation did not show any
moderating effects except that it weakened the persuasive effects of TAVMs for young
non-smokers (binteraction = -0.03, SE = 0.01, 95% CI [-0.05, -0.01], p = .009). Therefore,
only H5c-d and H6b were supported by the data.
Figure 3.2: MFT Endorsement Moderating Moral Appeals’ Effects on Perceived
Effectiveness
Panel a): TAVMs

Panel b): PASMs
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Discussion
The current study is the first to systematically test the persuasive effects of both
textual and visual moral appeals as well as the moral matching hypothesis in the field of
tobacco control. The use of a relatively large message pool, along with crowdsourced
ratings of the strengths of moral appeals, not only mitigated the concerns about casecategory confounding but also permitted statistical adjustments for the co-presence of
multiple moral appeals even within the same message—both were neglected in previous
research on moral appeals (Day et al., 2014; Feinberg & Willer, 2012; Kidwell et al.,
2013; Winterich et al., 2012; Wolsko et al., 2016). Using aggregated moral appeal ratings
rather than a priori researcher-specified moral appeal categories has the benefit of
avoiding the possibility that researcher-specified categories do not match audience
perceptions. Moreover, the current study is the first to provide data on visual moral
appeals’ impacts on PE, which yielded several nuanced findings that could advance our
understanding of how visual moral appeals achieve persuasiveness as well as how such
effects are limited by boundary conditions. Before delving into the major take-away
points from this study, it is important to note that theme categories (e.g., secondhand
harms, Big Tobacco) were used to operationalize otherwise trans-situational moral
foundations in the specific context of tobacco control. They were not included in the
analyses because their addition would cause multicollinearity. Conceptually, we already
know that certain campaign message themes such as secondhand harms and chemical
constituents are more persuasive than others (Brennan, Gibson, Kybert-Momjian, Liu, &
Hornik, 2017; Hornik et al., 2018); however, the theme-level variance in PE is an
observed phenomena in need of an explanation as to why such variance would have
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occurred in the first place. Findings from the current study suggest that the moral basis
for many campaign messages is promising in providing a plausible, though not definitive,
account for certain theme effects on PE. Fully testing this proposition would require the
inclusion of additional non-moral themes in the message pool, which goes beyond the
scope of the current study.
First, overall, care-based moral appeals consistently increased PE regardless of
message mode, tobacco product type, and smoking status, which corroborated the
documented power of care-based visual portrayals of secondhand vaping in Chapter 2.
With that said, purity-based moral appeals did not consistently improve PE as puritybased TAVMs produced null effects for current smokers. Moreover, liberty-based moral
appeals had no significant impacts on PE. This pattern of inconsistent main effects among
different types of moral appeals suggests that researchers should reject the simplistic
notion that moral appeals are persuasive for all the six foundations in MFT. In contrast,
these findings made a case for appreciating moral pluralism and demand further efforts to
specify why and when some types of moral appeals are persuasive while others are not.
One plausible explanation has to do with the varying distributions of the endorsement of
these moral foundations in the general public. Perhaps care-based moral appeals were
consistently persuasive because the care/harm foundation was the most widely endorsed
foundation among the three (Graham et al., 2009), due to its evolutionary root in the
universal need to take care of one’s offspring (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012). For the
other two moral appeals, larger variance in the endorsement of the sanctity/degradation
and the liberty/suppression foundations would lead one to expect interaction (i.e., the
moral matching hypothesis) rather than main effects alone. With regard to liberty-based
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appeals’ consistent null effects, it might be explained by the following: in the context of
tobacco use, liberty-related cues might have activated psychological reactance,
motivating young adults to reject explicit persuasive attempts and reminding smokers of
their rights to pursue the pleasure of tobacco use while defying big-nanny authorities.
Second, findings about the moral matching hypothesis painted a nuanced picture.
Before delving into the details, I should note that unlike previous research that used
political ideology as a proxy for individuals’ varying moral profile (Day et al., 2014;
Feinberg & Willer, 2012; Kidwell et al., 2013; Winterich et al., 2012; Wolsko et al.,
2016), I directly used individuals’ pre-exposure MFT endorsement scores, which would
serve as a more precise test for the moral matching hypothesis. On the one hand, higher
endorsement of the care/harm indeed strengthened the persuasive effects of care-based
PSAMs for both young non-smokers and current smokers. On the other hand, the
hypothesized positive moderating effects of endorsing the sanctity/degradation and the
liberty/suppression foundations did not bear out in most of the cases—not only that, the
interaction effects actually turned significantly negative in the cases of liberty-based
TAVMs for young non-smokers and purity-based PASMs for current smokers. In
speculation, perhaps telling young non-smokers that they will become addicted to
nicotine and telling smokers that they have been inhaling various chemicals could elicit
rejection; in contrast, secondhand smoking harms are well known and difficult to refute.
Following this argument, there would be a need for considering additional boundary
conditions such as the acceptability of the moral appeals’ underlying factual basis and the
absence of rejection. One previous study has also documented the difficulty to replicate
the moral matching hypothesis with regards to persuasion, although the matching
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hypothesis was valid for reinforcing pre-existing opinions (Day et al., 2014). Future
research should continue to identify and empirically test the boundary conditions needed
for the moral matching hypothesis to work.
Third, I observed stronger persuasiveness of PASMs than TAVMs in general,
which is consistent with Chapter 2’s findings that visuals might be more useful for
activating moral intuitions (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012). Although the lack of
visual anti-vaping messages and textual anti-smoking messages in the current study
precluded a formal comparison between visual and textual messages addressing the same
moral foundations and the same type of tobacco product, future research is encouraged to
pursue this line of work by designing a full factorial experiment manipulating message
mode and moral foundations simultaneously. Moreover, recent developments in
computer vision techniques (Casas & Williams, 2018; Y. Peng, 2018) might prove
promising in employing a data-driven approach to identify concrete low-level visual
elements predictive of the strengths of moral appeals, hence bypassing the aggregation
procedure and permitting a direct manipulation on specific message design elements.
Though preliminary, findings from the current study provided the first set of causal
evidence to support the persuasiveness of visual moral appeals, at least in the form of
care-based PASMs.
Lastly, this study has several limitations. Although attitude moralization and
reduced counter-arguing have been used to explain the persuasive effects of moral
appeals, these key mediating processes were not directly assessed in the current study due
to the need to test multiple messages per person. Future research could adopt a betweensubject design and empirically measure these mediating processes per condition rather
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than per message. Moreover, in developing TAVMs, I did not make efforts to distinguish
the effects of moral arguments from those of factual claims. Their respective
contributions to a moral appeal’s strength and persuasiveness merit future efforts to study
them separately. Lastly, due to the need to scale a relatively large batch of messages per
participant, time constraints and concerns for participant fatigue prevented me from
gathering ratings on additional message features such as novelty and utility. These
unmeasured message features might also predict PE. Therefore, results from the current
study were preliminary and should be interpreted with the understanding that potential
confounding from unmeasured message features has not been ruled out.
Conclusion
Building upon the findings in Chapter 2, I developed and tested a relatively large
pool of textual anti-vaping messages and pictorial anti-smoking messages employing
moral appeals targeting the care/harm, the sanctity/degradation, and the
liberty/suppression foundations. The multiple message randomized design and the
multilevel modeling framework mitigated concerns about case-category confounding.
Results supported the persuasive effects of care- and purity-based moral appeals (except
for purity-based TAVMs among smokers) as well as the moral matching hypothesis in
the case of care-based PASMs. Null effects of liberty-based moral appeals as well as
inconsistent findings on the moral matching hypotheses warrant further research to
identify boundary conditions. Moreover, this study provided the first set of causal
evidence to support the persuasiveness of visual moral appeals at least those rooted in the
care/harm foundation, which suggests that health campaign designers eager to harness the
power of visual-saturated social media should consider care-based moral appeals.
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CHAPTER 4 KIDS AND PETS: HOW CARE-BASED MORAL APPEALS
MOTIVATE THE RETRANSMISSION OF PICTORIAL TOBACCO CONTROL
MESSAGES
Introduction
In Chapter 3, I developed a relatively large pool of pictorial anti-smoking
messages (PASMs) and textual anti-vaping messages (TAVMs), all rated on each of the
three moral foundations (i.e., care/harm, sanctity/degradation, liberty/suppression)
deemed most relevant to tobacco use as well as perceived effectiveness. Chapter 4
extends the outcome from persuasiveness to message retransmission, given the central
role of retransmission in creating and expanding campaign message exposure in the
online media environment. Study 3 selected six exemplar PASMs and TAVMs per moral
appeal category, and provided data to confirm between- and within-set validity.
Employing a 2 (TAVMs only or TAVMs + PASMs) * 3 (moral appeals: care vs. purity
vs. control) + 1 (no message control) between-subject design, Study 3 provided
preliminary evidence to support the retransmission-boosting effects of care-based
PASMs. Building upon Study 3, Study 4 employed a 3 (moral appeal: care, purity,
control) × 3 (comment: pro, con, none) factorial between-subject design, replicated the
main effects of care-based PASMs and gathered additional evidence to support the
operation of moral considerations through auxiliary moderation and mediation analyses.
Furthermore, Study 4 tested the effects of moral appeals in the presence of user-generated
comments varying in valence and stance towards PASMs, mimicking the social media
environment where normative influences abound. Taken together, Chapter 4 provided the
first set of experimental evidence to support the causal impacts of care-based moral
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appeals on retransmission, making contributions to both the literature on moral appeals
and the burgeoning scholarship on message retransmission.
Study 3
Retransmission in the New Media Environment
The rise of social media has increasingly blurred the boundary between mass and
interpersonal communication (Neuman, 2018; Southwell, 2013; Walther, 2017), giving
rise to retransmission as a primary mechanism propagating campaign messages through
online social network (Cappella et al., 2014; Southwell, 2013). Interpersonal
communication has long been understood to play an essential role in mediating and
conditioning both the reach and influence of health campaign messages (Brennan,
Durkin, Wakefield, & Kashima, 2016; Dunlop, Kashima, & Wakefield, 2010; Jeong,
Tan, Brennan, Gibson, & Hornik, 2015; Southwell & Yzer, 2007). As a form of virtual
interpersonal communication, online message retransmission (aka words-of-mouse) as
enabled by various social media platforms is much less costly (e.g., one-click to share)
and much more likely to go viral, exponentially increasing campaign message exposure
within a short period of time (Berger & Milkman, 2012; Cappella et al., 2014).
Furthermore, on social media sites, the motivation to maintain and develop social
relationships may overcome the congeniality bias and thereby suppress selective
exposure (Cappella et al., 2014). A message retransmitted by social connections may
signal social relevance to the target, and hence more likely to draw attention in a choiceabundant environment, overcoming selective exposure as a result (Hannak, Margolin,
Keegan, & Weber, 2014; Messing & Westwood, 2012). In an experiment comparing the
respective effects of social endorsement and media source on selective exposure,
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aggregated social endorsement cues (“more than 10,000 people recommend”)
outperformed media sources (e.g. Fox news/MSNBC) to drive the selection of political,
business, and entertainment news articles (Messing & Westwood, 2012). Also, Twitter
users were more likely to mention and reply to a “friend” (mutually following each other)
retransmitting a fact-checking message than a “stranger” (unilateral but no reciprocal
following) taking the same action, even if the message challenged the original user
(Hannak et al., 2014). These findings highlighted the social nature of retransmission. In
the case of online tobacco control campaigns, even when smokers are motivated to selfselect out of exposure to online anti-smoking campaigns, retransmitted campaign
messages by their virtual peers are promising to capture their attention and increase
exposure.
All these findings underscore the importance of treating message exposure not
only as an established precursor to persuasion (Hornik, 2002), but also an outcome to
explain and study in and of itself. One of the key mechanisms producing message
exposure in today’s media environment is retransmission (Cappella et al., 2014). The
current study focuses on examining the impact of one particular type of message feature,
namely moral appeals, on retransmission. For campaign designers, message design is
right at their disposal. It is easier to craft more share-worthy messages than attempting to
alter system-level factors affecting message diffusion such as proprietary
recommendation algorithms or the underlying social network structure. Furthermore,
there is a burgeoning literature examining how message features could motivate or inhibit
retransmission, such as utility and efficacy (Berger & Milkman, 2012; Milkman &
Berger, 2014), emotions (Berger & Milkman, 2012; Keib et al., 2018; H. S. Kim, Lee,
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Cappella, Vera, & Emery, 2013; Milkman & Berger, 2014), novelty and argument
strength (H. S. Kim et al., 2013). However, no previous research has experimentally
tested the impact of moral appeals on online message retransmission, even when
individuals are more likely to encounter moral content online than in offline interpersonal
communication or on mass media (Crockett, 2017). Moral appeals can be found in news
articles (Valenzuela et al., 2017) and are prevalent in social media discussions about hotbutton political issues (Brady et al., 2017); and such appeals were found to predict
aggregate counts of message shares. The observed associations between moral appeals
and aggregated message shares may or may not be causal either in general, or in the
context of persuasive campaign messages. This study was designed to address this gap in
knowledge.
Before proceeding to detail the theoretical rationale supporting moral appeals’
likely impact on retransmission, it is important to explicate the conceptual distinction
between retransmission and diffusion. Diffusion refers to the system-level phenomenon
where a message reaches an increasing proportion of the population of potential
recipients. Retransmission is an individual behavior where message properties and
situational factors activate one or many psychological motives prompting the individual
to share the message with either a well-defined set of recipients (narrowcasting) or a
sizable ill-defined audience (broadcasting) (Barasch & Berger, 2014; Cappella et al.,
2014). Retransmission represents an indispensable component of a multilayered set of
mechanisms that determine the speed, size, and depth of diffusion; and other mechanisms
will include, but are not limited to, structural factors such as the initial seeding position,
typological characteristics of the underlying network where the message travels (Centola,
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2018; Meng et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019), and fundamental variances produced by
dynamic social interactions intrinsic to social systems (Hofman, Sharma, & Watts, 2017;
Salganik et al., 2006). Taking seriously the conceptual distinction between diffusion as a
system-level phenomenon and retransmission as an individual behavior would prevent
falling prey to the ecological fallacy, where predictors of diffusion such as message
features were unscrupulously taken as supposed causal factors shaping retransmission.
For example, while depictions of negative emotions could positively predict APIsupplied counts of shares of news stories (diffusion size) (Trilling et al., 2017;
Valenzuela et al., 2017), such significant predictors of diffusion produced null effects
when tested experimentally on retransmission intentions (Keib et al., 2018). Recent
research has started to employ experimental designs to unveil causal impact of message
features on retransmission (Berger & Milkman, 2012; Keib et al., 2018; H. S. Kim et al.,
2013; Milkman & Berger, 2014; Y. Peng & Iii, 2018). Joining these pioneering studies,
this study aims to provide the first set of experimental evidence speaking to the
retransmission promoting or inhibiting effects of moral appeals in the context of social
media-based tobacco control campaigns, using retransmission intentions as the primary
outcomes. Admittedly, how retransmission intentions could reliably track actual sharing
remains an empirical question. A recent study found that Amazon MTurkers’ selfreported intentions to share political news content significantly correlated (r = .44) with
objectively tallied counts of total shares on Twitter (Mosleh et al., 2019). This finding
increased my confidence that results from the current study captured meaningful signals
in the relationship between moral appeals and retransmission, hence providing important
insights for future research studying actual retransmission.
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Boosting Retransmission: The Motivating Effects of Moral Appeals
Retransmitting an anti-smoking message, such as those with portrayals of kids
and pets suffering in the cloud of smoke or gory smoke-damaged diseased organs, is
technically easy but psychologically conflictual. Narrowcasting these messages to
smokers known well to the sender borders on violating the principle of politeness. It may
also quickly come off as offensive if not an act of outright condemnation. Individuals
also need to project what signals broadcasting these messages (e.g., reposting on one’s
own Facebook timeline) would send to one’s entire online social network, given the
enhanced emphasis on impression management both demanded and facilitated by social
media (Berger, 2014; Cappella et al., 2014; Walther, 1996). Messages affect
retransmission decisions via activating psychological motives, which can include, but are
not limited to, defensive processing, accuracy, emotion, accessibility, and social
relationship management (Berger, 2014; Cappella et al., 2014). Morality represents a core
aspect of self-identity and constitutes a unique dimension of attitudes (Ellemers et al.,
2019; Haidt, 2012; Skitka et al., 2005). I argue that moral appeals could be very effective
at activating the basic human motivations to 1) preserve a morally upright self-view
(intra-personal moral integrity) and to 2) signal one’s endorsed moral principles to group
members as a way to communicate identification and reaffirm solidarity (interpersonal
morality expression) (Aquino & Reed, 2002; Ellemers et al., 2019). Such moral motives
are not orthogonal to identified motives listed above (Berger, 2014; Cappella et al.,
2014), but rather intersect with other motives such as emotion and social relationship
management. Once activated, these moral motives hold the promise to outweigh
competing motives such as politeness concerns to increase retransmission as a net result.
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Individuals are motivated to protect and maintain the self-view as a morally
upright person (Aquino & Reed, 2002; Ellemers et al., 2019; West & Zhong, 2015).
Consequentially, behaviors can be motivated by the belief that a new action or a change
to an existing behavior will accrue moral worth. In a nine-week long field experiment
where moral appeals were employed to establish the connection between recycling and
participants’ endorsed moral values (Kidwell et al., 2013), message exposure
significantly increased subsequent recycling behaviors as measured directly by weighing
recycle bins of households enrolled in the experiment (Kidwell et al., 2013). Conversely,
rather than promoting the moral self, the same motivation to maintain a righteous moral
identity also predicts moral cleansing—that is to compensate for past moral misdeeds by
doing something good either behaviorally or symbolically (Gollwitzer & Melzer, 2012;
Tetlock, 2000; West & Zhong, 2015). Having inexperienced participants play violent
video games (driving cars to crash over pedestrians), for example, led to higher
preference for hygiene products than those playing a non-violent car game (Gollwitzer &
Melzer, 2012).
Similarly, contemplating purchasing and selling human organs alone resulted in
higher intention to volunteer for organ-donation campaigns (Tetlock, 2000). At the interpersonal and inter-group level, theorists of moral psychology have long argued that
“morality is for social regulation,” aiming at regulating selfishness and facilitating
cooperation within a community (Ellemers et al., 2019; Greene, 2013; Haidt & Kesebir,
2010; Rand & Nowak, 2013). Social regulation is a complex process and requires the ingroup communication of shared notions of moral guidelines, behavioral mandates, what
one believes as right and wrong, and the willingness to impose social sanctions for
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transgressors (Ellemers et al., 2019; Haidt & Kesebir, 2010). However, at the inter-group
level, morality especially competing moral mandates could draw the demarcation
between “us” and “them”, giving rise to moral tribalism and intolerance towards outgroup members (Ellemers et al., 2019; Greene, 2013; Haidt, 2012). Empirical evidence
has shown that discussion groups composed of attitudinally heterogeneous members with
strong moral mandates would display less cooperativeness, more defensiveness and
tension than groups with a similar level of attitudinal heterogeneity while absent moral
convictions (Skitka et al., 2005). When confronted by normative pressure with opposing
opinions, individuals who construe an issue in moral terms are also less likely to back off,
even motivated to speak up more (Hornsey et al., 2003; 2007).
As a form of opinion expression on social media, retransmission can serve the
communicative function to signal one’s moral stances. Anti-tobacco messages employing
moral appeals may increase non-smokers’ moral construal of smoking and vaping.
Therefore, recipients could be motivated to retransmit these messages not only because
that is “the right thing to do” and consistent with one’s moral identity (intra-personal
moral integrity) but also that sharing would communicate to others one’s endorsed moral
principles (interpersonal morality expression). These moral motives are likely to provide
sufficient psychological empowerment and buffering (Effron & Miller, 2012) to override
otherwise inhibiting motives such as politeness concerns. Although causal evidence
speaking to moral appeals’ impacts on retransmission is still lacking, two previous
studies have provided preliminary evidence using observational digital trace data. The
first study has shown that the use of moral-emotional words in Tweets on three hotbutton issues (gun control, same-sex marriage, and climate change), as measured by
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tallying the combination of moral and emotional words, positively predicted the counts of
retweets (Brady et al., 2017). Moreover, the second study used manual coding to identify
the presence of “moral frames” in news articles from Chile and found similar positive
associations between moral frames and news articles’ aggregated Facebook/Twitter
shares (Valenzuela et al., 2017). Though encouraging, both are studies of diffusion, not
retransmission. Given the critical theoretical distinction between diffusion and
retransmission and the risk of ecological fallacy, the current study, while building upon
these two crucial pioneering studies, aims to test the effects of moral appeals on
retransmission.
Furthermore, the current study will separately examine the effects of care-based
and purity-based moral appeals, which were not distinguished in the aforementioned
studies. Although I expect both types of moral appeals to activate the intra- and interpersonal moral motives detailed above, purity-based moral appeals may trigger stronger
avoidance tendencies than care-based appeals due to its evolutionary root in avoiding
pathogens and parasites (Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012). Empirically, purity-based
moral concerns related to bodily and spiritual cleanliness (e.g., incest, cannibalism) are
often associated with the emotion disgust (Graham et al., 2013; Horberg et al., 2011),
which is known to invoke the inhibition system and produce behavior avoidance
(Olatunji, Haidt, McKay, & David, 2008). For example, across a large number of antitobacco graphic warning labels, the presence of digest-eliciting message cues such as
portrayals of diseased organs and body parts triggered more avoidance intentions (e.g.,
“cover it the cigarette pack up”, “keep the pack out of sight”) (Sutton et al., 2018).
Therefore, compared with anti-tobacco messages low on moral content, I expect those
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employing care-based moral appeals to increase retransmission due to the triggered
motivation to maintain intra-personal moral integrity and the desire for interpersonal
morality expression; however, those utilizing purity-based appeals are expected to
decrease retransmission due to avoidance tendencies often associated with disgust.
H1a-b: Compared with non-moral control messages, PASMs employing carebased moral appeals will increase nonsmokers’ intention to a) narrowcast and b)
broadcast PASMs.
H2a-b: Compared with non-moral control messages, PASMs employing puritybased moral appeals will decrease nonsmokers’ intention to a) narrowcast and b)
broadcast PASMs.
Method
Participants. Young non-smokers were recruited from Survey Savvy
International (now Dynata), a marketing and survey company that maintains a large
national online panel. To be eligible, participants must be between 18-24 years old, have
taken no more than three tobacco-related surveys in the past three months, have smoked
fewer than 100 cigarettes, and currently do not smoke at all. Also, participants who failed
both attention checks placed before condition assignment were also dropped, resulting in
the final analytical sample of 609 young non-smokers. The majority of the analytical
sample had a smoker living in their house or as acquaintances/friends (75.0%), never
heard or tried e-cigarettes (78.8%), and currently did not use e-cigarettes at all (94.9%).
More than half of the sample were female (78.0%), completed some college or more
(84.1%), had no children currently living in the household (86.5%), were non-hispanic
(86.2%) and were white (73.4%). More participants were self-identified as Democratic
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(42.7%) than Republican (19.2%) or others (38.1%).
Besides, I recruited a sample of current adult smokers from the same vendor. To
be eligible, they must be at least 18 years old, have taken no more than three tobaccorelated surveys in the past three months, have smoked at least 100 cigarettes, and
currently smoke cigarettes every day or some days. 630 eligible smokers passed the
attention checks and formed the analytical sample. Since the primary focus of this study
was moral appeals’ effects on young non-smokers’ retransmission intentions, detailed
descriptive information and analytical results about current smokers were omitted from
the main report but can be found in Supplementary Materials.
Table 4.1: Message Stimuli by Condition
Care
Purity
Control

•
•
•
•
•
•

PSAMs + TAVMs

6 care-based PSAMs
[6 care-based TAVMs]
6 purity-based PSAMs
[6 purity-based TAVMs]
6 control PSAMs
[6 control TAVMs]

TAVMs only

•

6 care-based TAVMs

•

6 purity-based TAVMs

•

6 control TAVMs

Notes. Retransmission data for TAVMs in the combo conditions were not analyzed. The
no-message control condition was dropped for the current report.

Study design. This study employed a 2 (TAVMs only or TAVMs + PASMs) * 3
(moral appeals: care vs. purity vs. non-moral control) + 1 (no message control) betweensubject design. Given the focus on message retransmission, the no-message control
condition was not relevant to the current report and was omitted from further discussion.
All messages in the same condition—although varying in composition, coloring,
character, and other elements of design—employed the same kind of moral appeal, hence
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serving as instances representing the underlying latent theoretical construct moral appeal.
In other words, each participant was exposed to one specific type of moral appeal, and
one type only. Depending upon condition assignment, participants were randomized to
view either no messages at all, 6 TAVMs only, or 6 PASMs plus 6 TAVMs. When
participants were randomized to the combo conditions with both sets of tobacco control
messages, PASMs always came first and therefore, responses to them were not
contaminated by anti-vaping messages. Also, in the three combo conditions, the moral
appeals employed in the PASMs and the TAVMs were matched on type. Since this report
focuses on the main effects of moral appeals on retransmitting tobacco control messages,
for TAVMs I only analyzed data from the three conditions with no PASMs to eliminate
potential spillover effects from viewing PASMs.7 Message assignments by condition are
summarized in Table 4.1.
For those randomized to view PASMs, they were told that FDA was considering
implementing new graphic warning labels on cigarette packages to protect the health of
American people; and their opinions on which PASMs would make them most want to
stay away from smoking cigarettes were of interest to the research team. Next, six
PASMs were displayed in random order one by one, with each PASM remaining on the

7

The factorial experimental design was designed to test whether exposure to a
particular type of moral appeal in PASMs could enhance the impacts of the same moral
appeal on motivating the retransmission of TAVMs, given the relatedness between
regular combustible cigarettes and e-cigarettes. The data did not support such moderation
effects.
For young non-smokers, there was no significant interaction effect between
whether one viewed PASMs and the impacts of moral appeals employed in TAVMs,
either for narrowcasting, F(2, 603) = 1.12, p = .327, or broadcasting, F(2, 603) = 2. 19, p
= .112. For current smokers, similar null effects were found for both narrowcasting, F(2,
624) = 1.31, p = .270, and broadcasting, F(2, 603) = 0. 71, p = .491.
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screen for about five seconds before the questions assessing retransmission intentions
were shown (see Figure 4.1). After participants reported their retransmission intentions
for individual PASMs, all six PASMs were shown again. Participants were asked to
select one or more PASMs they thought were effective. The current report focuses on
retransmission data.
For those randomized to view TAVMs, they were told that the research team was
in the process of designing a social media flyer to warn the public about health risks of ecigarette vaping and the team would like to hear their opinions. Next, six TAVMs were
displayed in random order one by one, each remaining on the screen for about five
seconds, and retransmission intentions were gauged per TAVM. To increase perceived
realism, each TAVM was printed on a mock e-cigarette warning flyer (see Figure 4.1).
Similar to PASMs, towards the end of this session, all six TAVMs were shown again, this
time all printed on the mock flyer simultaneously—participants were once again asked to
select the most effective message(s) although their selection data were not analyzed.
After reporting their intentions to retransmit PASMs and/or TAVMs, participants
answered additional questions measuring other outcome variables before they were
thanked and re-directed to the debriefing page. This page summarized recent scientific
evidence on the benefits and risks of e-cigarette use. The university’s Institutional
Review Board (IRB) approved the study protocol.
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Figure 4.1: Screenshots of User Interface in Study 3

Message stimuli. Messages were selected based on crowdsourced moral
foundations scores provided by a separate sample of young non-smokers (Study 2). In
Chapter 3, I described the details on screening criteria and sampling procedures for
collecting these pilot data. Moral foundations are latent constructs and are difficult to
manipulate by simply swapping several key words or photoshopping a portion of an
image. To address this methodological challenge, I took advantage of the pilot data where
each of the messages in a relatively large stimuli (122 TAVMs and 90 PASMs) was
evaluated by at least 25 randomly selected raters. I winnowed out a set of six strongest
instances of moral appeals per foundation (equal split between moral arguments and
factual claims for TAVMs).
To serve as valid experimental stimuli, each final selected set must satisfy the
following criteria: 1) compared with other sets in terms of ratings on the targeted moral
foundations i, set i as a whole should receive higher ratings on moral dimension i
(between-set validity); and 2) compared with ratings on other moral foundations, set i
should receive higher ratings on the targeted moral dimension i than un-targeted
foundations (within-set validity). For example, for care-based moral appeals, they should
be rated higher as a set on the care dimension than purity- and liberty-based moral
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appeals as well as the control set (between-set validity). Moreover, within the set the
rated care score should also be higher than rated purity, liberty, and none (within-set
validity).
These two types of contrasts were necessarily required to establish construct
validity because both targeted and un-targeted moral foundations can possibly co-occur
within the same message. For instance, a message portraying secondhand harms could be
designed to target the care/harm moral foundation. Yet it might unintentionally—perhaps
unavoidably—contain verbal and visual cues that might activate cues related to the
purity/degradation foundation (e.g., smoke/vapor cloud looks so disgusting) or other
moral foundations. Therefore, the degree to which each message set could successfully
invoke the targeted moral foundation while avoiding activating other moral foundations
needs to be empirically assessed. When selected messages that have passed both the
between- and within-set validity test, we can at least say that the set of messages are
characteristically care-/liberty-/purity-based moral appeals. But we would also
acknowledge the possible co-presence of un-targeted, though empirically weaker, moral
appeals.
In Study 2 reported in Chapter 3, raters went through a forced-choice
categorization task where they were asked to classify each message into one and one only
moral foundation. Afterwards, they completed a rating task where they were asked to
evaluate each message on all three moral foundations (for details, see the Method session
in Chapter 3). To maximize both the between- and within-set discriminatory validity, I
employed a two-step screening process to select messages. First, for any message m, I
used data from the categorization task to calculate the proportions of raters who classified
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this message into care, liberty, purity, and none, respectively. Next, for message m, I
identified the largest percentage pi and the second largest percentage pj. Then, I
calculated the 95% CI of their difference (called uniqueness score) using the following
equation assuming asymptotic normality (Scott & Seber, 1983):
. Message m was determined as
eligible for moral appeal i only when the lower bound of the 95% CI for the uniqueness
core surpasses zero. Intuitively, this procedure identifies messages with a distinguishable
primary moral appeal that significantly outnumbers—in terms of the proportion of raters
who categorized the message into moral appeal types—the second most prominent moral
foundation. Following this initial screening procedure, the targeted moral foundation,
message theme, and the numbers of eligible messages by mode (TAVM or PASM) were
summarized in Table S4.1 in the Supplementary Materials. At the minimum, to prepare
for the experimental test, I needed three moral arguments and three factual claims per
moral foundation for TAVMs, and six PASMs per moral foundation. The summary table
shows that care and purity moral appeals, together with control messages (i.e., moral
foundation “None”), satisfied this requirement whereas there were too few eligible
messages for the liberty moral appeal.
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Table 4.2: Means for Selected Messages’ Rated Moral Appeals Strength among Young
Non-Smokers
Moral Appeal
Type
TAVM
Care
Liberty
Purity
Control
PASM
Care
Liberty
Purity
Control

Rated care
M (SE)

95% CI

Rated liberty
M (SE)

95% CI

Rated purity
95% CI

M (SE)

Rated none
95% CI

M (SE)

4.20
(0.08)
2.88
(0.08)
3.08
(0.08)
2.94
(0.08)

[4.04,
4.35]
[2.73,
3.03]
[2.92,
3.24]
[2.79,
3.09]

2.68
(0.08)
3.38
(0.08)
2.40
(0.08)
2.58
(0.08)

[2.53,
2.83]
[3.23,
3.52]
[2.24,
2.56]
[2.42,
2.73]

2.89
(0.08)
2.75
(0.08)
3.50
(0.08)
2.69
(0.08)

[2.74,
3.04]
[2.60,
2.90]
[3.34,
3.65]
[2.53,
2.84]

2.20
(0.08)
2.54
(0.08)
2.54
(0.08)
3.18
(0.08)

[2.04,
2.35]
[2.39,
2.69]
[2.38,
2.70]
[3.03,
3.33]

4.23
(0.09)
2.86
(0.09)
2.87
(0.09)
2.29
(0.09)

[4.04,
4.41]
[2.69,
3.04]
[2.70,
3.04]
[2.12,
2.46]

2.76
(0.09)
3.47
(0.09)
2.47
(0.09)
2.33
(0.09)

[2.58,
2.94]
[3.30,
3.65]
[2.30,
2.64]
[2.16,
2.50]

2.90
(0.09)
2.71
(0.09)
4.01
(0.09)
2.23
(0.09)

[2.72,
3.09]
[2.53,
2.88]
[3.84,
4.18]
[2.06,
2.40]

2.09
(0.09)
2.73
(0.09)
2.41
(0.09)
3.69
(0.09)

[1.91,
2.27]
[2.56,
2.91]
[2.24,
2.58]
[3.52,
3.86]

Notes. Descriptive statistics on rated strength of moral appeals for selected message
stimuli. Means, SDs, and 95% CIs were calculated per moral appeal set.
The next step required selecting messages with the largest uniqueness core from
eligible messages for a particular moral appeal. Selected messages would be subject to a
confirmatory test verifying between- and within-set validity. For care and purity moral
appeals, I selected the top-3 moral arguments and factual claims, respectively, for
TAVMs and the top-6 PASMs. For control messages, I selected the top-6 factual claims
for TAVMs and the top-6 PASMs, regardless of their initial thematic categorization. For
liberty moral appeals, because there were not enough eligible factual claims and PASMs,
I had to go down the list and selected the top-3 factual claims with the highest rated
liberty scores—though failing to have passed the initial screening—for TAVMs as well
as the top PASM from the ineligible pool to make the final set.
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I fitted two cross-classification random-intercept models—one for TAVMs and
the other for PASMs—to selected messages, and empirically tested between- and withinset differences on rated moral foundations scores. Model specifications and numeric
details can be found in Supplementary Materials Table S4.2. Estimated means and
associated 95% CIs for all rated moral foundations scores per set were obtained from
these multilevel models and were summarized in Table 4.2 and visually depicted in
Figure 4.2. Results showed that all selected moral appeal sets passed the between- and
within-set validity checks, but for liberty-based moral appeals, the distinction between
the targeted moral dimension and un-targeted dimensions were less sharp than care- and
purity-based moral appeals. Combined with the fact that there were not enough
characteristically liberty-based message instances that had passed the initial screening
stage, I decided to drop liberty-based moral appeals in the experimental test, focusing on
care- and purity-based moral appeals instead. The exact wording of the final sets of
TAVMs as well as copies of selected PASMs can be found in Supplementary Materials
Tables S4.18-S4.19. Examples were shown below in Table 4.3.
Figure 4.2: Means of Rated Strength of Moral Appeals for Selected TAVMs and PASMs
TAVM

PASM
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One caveat worth noting is that when compared with the control set, care-based
moral appeals received higher ratings on purity and liberty in addition to care. Similarly,
purity-based moral appeals were more highly rated on care in addition to purity (see
Supplementary Materials Table S4.3). This pattern of co-activation of multiple moral
appeals—even although the primary moral appeal has already passed the between- and
within-set validity test—demanded further robustness checks to adjust for potential
confounding statistically (see the session on statistical analyses for details). Robustness
analyses produced similar conclusions as those from ANOVA and between-condition
contrasts—therefore, for the simplicity of presentation, results for the robustness checks
were omitted from the main report but can be found in the Supplementary Materials
(Table S4.4).
Lastly, all message stimuli were selected based on ratings from young nonsmokers recruited in Study 2, given the current study’s focus to study message
retransmission among this population. Data on how current smokers reacted to these
messages, in terms of their ratings on moral foundation scores from Study 2, were also
included in the Supplementary Materials (Tables S4.8-S4.10 and Figure S4.1).
Table 4.3: Examples of Message Stimuli
Moral Appeal

Care

Factual Claim (n = 3):

TAVMs

PASMs
n=6

e.g., Researchers from Portland State University
found that vapor from e-cigarettes can contain
formaldehyde, a cancer-causing chemical. These
vapors are released into the environment and can be
inhaled by others, including children and pets.
Moral Argument (n = 3)
e.g., When parents vape, their children may suffer
from harmful ingredients in the vapor such as
nicotine. It is parents' responsibility to care and
protect their children against potential harm. Parents
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worried about the well-being of their children would
think twice before vaping and should not expose their
children to such preventable health risk.

Factual Claim (n = 3):

n=6

e.g., The aerosol from e-cigarettes is not harmless. It
can contain harmful and potentially harmful
chemicals, including nicotine; ultrafine particles that
can be inhaled deep into the lungs; flavoring such
diacetyl, a chemical linked to a serious lung disease;
volatile organic compounds such as benzene, which
is found in car exhaust; and heavy metals, such as
nickel, tin, and lead.
Moral Argument (n = 3)
Purity

e.g., It is nauseating to think about the possibility of
affecting the cleanliness of our body by ingesting
disgusting chemicals. Imagine putting the same
chemicals found in antifreeze, in your body. It may
seem exaggerated, but this is what people are
exposing their body to when they use e-cigarettes. If
someone care about keeping the body clean and
healthy, then e-cigarettes would lead to just the
opposite.

Factual Claim (n = 6):

Control

n=6

e.g., The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has
joined other health experts to warn consumers about
potential health risks associated with electronic
cigarettes. "The FDA is concerned about the safety of
these products and how they are marketed to the
public," says Margaret A. Hamburg, M.D.,
commissioner of food and drugs.
e.g., A study published by scientists from the
American University of Beirut and the Center for the
Study of Tobacco Products found that all the eliquids tested contained free-base nicotine, which is
the strongest form of nicotine.
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Measures. The intentions to narrowcast TAVMs/PASMs were measured using
two single 4-point Likert items with similar wording (1 = Very unlikely to 4 = Very
likely): “How likely are you to share this flyer (with this particular message)/image
privately with a smoker you know?” (for TAVMs, M = 2.47, SD = 1.10; for PSAMs, M =
2.24, SD = 1.09).
The intentions to broadcast TAVMs/PASMs were measured using similar single
4-point items (1 = Very unlikely to 4 = Very likely): “If you see this flyer (with this
particular message)/image from a public health campaign on social media (e.g.,
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter), how willing would you be to re-post it on your own
timeline? (for TAVMs, M = 2.35, SD = 1.12; for PSAMs, M = 2.18, SD = 1.07).
In each randomized condition, participants reported their retransmission
intentions for each of the six TAVMs or PASMs employing the same type of moral
appeal. Since the current study employed a between-subject design, for each participant, I
averaged his/her retransmission intentions across the six messages to form two personlevel overall retransmission intentions scores, one for broadcasting and the other for
narrowcasting.
Statistical analysis. In the main report, linear regression with robust standard
errors (option “HC3” in the statistical programming language R’s sandwich package) was
used to estimate between-condition differences in reported retransmission intentions,
respectively for TAVMs and PASMs. The outcome variables, narrow- and broad-casting
intentions, were averaged across the six messages each participant viewed. The control
condition was set as the reference group, and no other covariates were included in the
models. Data for testing moral appeals’ impacts on retransmitting TAVMs came from the
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three TAVMs only conditions with no exposure to PASMs. Furthermore, in the combo
conditions where both TAVMs and PASMs were presented, PASMs were always
displayed first so that the exposure to TAVMs did not contaminate their retransmission
data.
In the Supplementary Materials (Table S4.4), two sets of robustness analyses
were included, both modeling each participant’s retransmission intentions towards an
individual message—rather than aggregating across all six messages—in the crossclassification random-intercept multilevel modeling framework. The multilevel modeling
framework was employed to statistically correct for the lack of independence among data
points due to the nesting under individuals (an individual contributing retransmission
intentions for six messages) and also under messages (multiple individuals responding to
the same message). Therefore, participant IDs and message IDs were used to model
random effects. I also included the position by which each message was shown in the 8message sequence (1st, 2nd, …, 8th) as fixed effects. The first set of robustness analyses
used dummies (indicator coding) to carry out between-condition contrasts, and the second
set of analyses used continuous rated moral appeal scores to gauge the impact of an
individual moral appeal while statistically adjusting for the co-activation of other moral
appeals. These robustness checks produced very similar conclusions to linear regressions
reported in the main manuscript. Also, results for current smokers mirrored those for
young non-smokers and can also be found in the Supplementary Materials (Tables S4.11S4.12 and Figure S4.2).
Results
Numeric results were summarized in Table 4.4 and depicted in Figure 4.3. For
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young non-smokers, moral appeals significantly impacted their intentions to narrowcast
PASMs, F (2, 330) = 10.11, p < .001, η2 = .057; and such effects were also observed for
broadcasting, F (2, 330) = 12.07, p < .001, η2 = .071. Specifically, care-based antismoking PTCMs motivated more narrowcasting (b = 0.51, SE = 0.11, 95% CI [0.29,
0.74], p < .001) as well as broadcasting (b = 0.54, SE = 0.11, 95% CI [0.32, 0.77], p <
.001) than non-moral control PASMs. In contrast, purity-based PASMs did not
significantly reduce narrowcasting (b = 0.21, SE = 0.11, 95% CI [-0.01, 0.43], p = .058)
nor broadcasting (b = 0.14, SE = 0.11, 95% CI [-0.07, 0.35], p = .199). Therefore, H1a-b
were supported but H2a-b were not supported.
However, with regards to TAVMs, moral appeals did not significantly change
young non-smokers’ decisions for either narrowcasting, F (2, 273) = 0.92, p = .401, or
broadcasting, F (2, 273) = 0.88, p = .414. Neither care-based nor purity-based TAVMs
produced significantly different narrowcasting or broadcasting intentions than control
messages. Therefore, neither H3a-b nor H4a-b were supported by data.
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Table 4.4: Main Effects of Moral Appeals on Retransmission among Young NonSmokers
PASMs
Narrowcasting
Broadcasting
b (95% CI)
b (95% CI)
Control
Care vs. Control
Purity vs. Control
N
F Statistic

TAVMs
Narrowcasting
Broadcasting
b (95% CI)
b (95% CI)

1.92***
(1.77, 2.07)
0.51***
(0.29, 0.74)
0.21
(-0.01, 0.43)

1.89***
(1.74, 2.04)
0.55***
(0.32, 0.77)
0.14
(-0.07, 0.35)

2.16***
(1.99, 2.34)
-0.09
(-0.34, 0.15)
0.09
(-0.18, 0.37)

2.09***
(1.91, 2.27)
-0.12
(-0.36, 0.13)
0.06
(-0.22, 0.34)

333
10.11***
(df = 2; 330)

333
12.07***
(df = 2; 330)

276
0.92
(df = 2; 273)

276
0.88
(df = 2; 273)

Notes. ***p < .001. Unstandardized coefficients and 95% confidence intervals in
parentheses. 95% CIs and F-test statistics were calculated using robust standard errors
(option “HC3” in R’s sandwich package).
Figure 4.3: Group Means by Moral Appeal, Message Types and Outcome among
Young Non-Smokers
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Study 3 Discussion
Study 3 experimentally tested how the use of care- and purity-based moral
appeals would causally impact young non-smokers’ intentions to either broadcast or
narrowcast anti-tobacco messages. Although neither care- nor purity-based moral appeals
had any significant effects on the intentions to retransmit TAVMs, care-based rather than
purity-based moral appeals enhanced young non-smokers’ likelihood to both broadcast
and narrowcast PASMs. Building upon recent research that has uncovered the positive
associations between moral appeals and the diffusion size of both news articles
(Valenzuela et al., 2017) and tweets on controversial political issues (Brady et al., 2017),
this study provided the first set of experimental evidence supporting the causal impact of
care-based moral appeals in motivating the retransmission of PASMs. The findings that
moral appeals produced null effects with regards to textual anti-vaping messages came as
a surprise. One possibility is that moral appeals would function as a stronger
retransmission driver when presented in visual formats, because visuals are better than
verbal information to automatically arouse emotions (Geise & Baden, 2015; A. Lang,
2014; A. Lang et al., 2015), a pivotal component to activate moral intuitions (Graham et
al., 2013; Haidt, 2012). Unfortunately, unlike PASMs, professionally developed
campaign materials intensively employing visuals to target e-cigarette use have not yet
existed up to the launch of this study. This lack of visual campaign materials makes it
infeasible to compare visual versus textual moral appeals addressing vaping. Another
possibility has to do with the fact that unlike combustible cigarettes, the scientific
community has not reached a consensus about the exact health impacts of e-cigarette use
due to the relative novelty of this product (National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
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and Medicine, 2018). Therefore, the factual basis for TAVMs has not been well
established nor widely disseminated by media to the general public; as a result, the
information presented to invoke moral foundations (e.g., secondhand harms of vaping)
might be too unfamiliar to believe in the minds of the recipients. To avoid such
confounding factors interfering with the operation of moral appeals, I chose to focus on
PSAMs in the next study.
Building upon Study 3, Study 4 aims to achieve three goals. Firstly, Study 4
replicates the main effects of care- and purity-based based PSAMs on retransmission with
a broader population of non-smokers in general (no age restrictions). Secondly, it
performs auxiliary moderation and mediation analyses to corroborate the operation of
morality undergirding observed main effects. And Lastly, Study 4 empirically tests
whether moral appeals could help mitigate the inhibiting effects of campaign-disparaging
comments inevitably present on social media.
Study 4
Anti-Campaign Commentary and Empowering Moral Appeals
The rise of social media has facilitated virtual social interactions where
individuals can directly observe each other’s behaviors at ease, subjecting the entire
network to the influence of dynamically evolving normative influences (Centola, 2010;
2013). Directly seeing that Facebook friends have voted (Bond et al., 2012), or learning
that online peers have adopted a new health behavior (Centola, 2010; 2011), can foster
the perception that a certain social norm is taking form in one’s local network, motivating
behavior adoption at the individual level. In social networks characterized by high
clustering, the existence of locally redundant ties can propagate behavior adoption
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throughout the entire network and fuel faster and deeper diffusion as a result (Centola,
2010; 2011).
Normative influence on social media is not limited to observable behavioral cues
(e.g., Facebook’s “I voted” status updates). Rather, it can manifest via symbolic cues
such as user-generated comments and thumb-up/-down icons. These cues, in turn,
communicate virtual peers’ evaluative stances towards an issue, a behavior, or a
campaign message. The direction can go both ways—for example, either pro or antismoking in the domain of tobacco control. For a non-smoker connected to smoker
communities, the presence of disparaging comments accompanying tobacco control
campaign messages could create anti-campaign normative pressure and deter the
potential broker from retransmission, ultimately blocking the social route for campaign
messages to reach smokers who might otherwise self-select out of campaign exposure.
This expectation is bolstered by recent research on the silencing effects of online
commentary as well as observed negativity bias with regards to commentary’s influences
on campaign message evaluations.
First, retransmission in today’s online media environment could represent a form
of opinion expression—albeit less costly than drafting and posting a verbal comment—
due to the visibility of such communicative actions to the sharer’s ego-network on many
social media platforms (e.g., Facebook status updates about sharing). Recent research
extending the “spiral of silence” theory (C. J. Glynn & Huge, 2014; Hayes & Matthes,
2016; Noelle-Neumann, 1974) to online commentary experimentally manipulated
normative influence. Researchers systematically varied the number of social cues (e.g.
aggregated “likes”, valence of comments) opposing the participant’s pre-measured
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opinions, and observed the participant’s actual expression of opinions (Nekmat &
Gonzenbach, 2013; Woong Yun & Park, 2011; Zerback & Fawzi, 2016). Compared with
viewing opinion-congruent comments, participants viewing predominately opposing
comments ostensibly generated by other users were led to believe in higher percentage of
people holding the opposite opinion in both the online community and the broader
population (Liu & Shi, 2019; Neubaum et al., 2016; Zerback & Fawzi, 2016). More
importantly, perceiving the presence of an opposing majority also suppressed
participants’ own posting of comments (Nekmat & Gonzenbach, 2013; Woong Yun &
Park, 2011), which provided evidence for the silencing effect of online peer-generated
commentary. Similar silencing effects might occur for retransmission, since both
commenting and sharing would communicate the individual’s positions to the entire egonetwork, subjecting the commentator/sharer to similar levels of fear for potential social
sanctions. Second, the silencing effect of disparaging comments may be difficult to offset
even with the presence of pro-campaign comments. Although no studies have yet tested
the negativity bias on retransmission, existing research has found that negative comments
could lower smokers’ evaluations of anti-smoking public service announcements; and,
surprisingly, even positive comments showed signs for similar detrimental impacts (R.
Shi, Messaris, & Cappella, 2014). Taking these findings together, I hypothesize that
similar deferring effects of anti-campaign commentary will extend to reduce
retransmission as well.
H3a-b: Comment valence will influence nonsmokers’ retransmission intentions
such that compared with PASM-approving comments (pro), PASM-disapproving
comments (con) will reduce nonsmokers’ intention to a) narrowcast and b)
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broadcast PASMs.
Care-based moral appeals hold the promise to break the spiral of silence, resist
normative influences, and motivate retransmission. Moral appeals, in general, could
activate moral considerations and increase individuals’ moral construal of an issue. In the
case of tobacco control, for example, the image of a coughing baby suffering from the
secondhand smoke cloud is likely to increase the perception that smoking is not only
unhealthy but also morally wrong. Enhanced moralization as a result of exposure to
moral appeals can produce psychological buffering against normative pressure. With
regards to opinion expression, even when the perceived “climate of opinion” appears to
be dominated by counter-attitudinal others, moralized attitudes are associated with norm
resistance and even counter-conformity effects in the form of motivating more
expressions of dissent (Hornsey et al., 2003; 2007; Skitka et al., 2015). Across several
issues (e.g. same-sex marriage, an official apology to Aborigines in Australia, and
legalizing voluntary euthanasia), researchers used summary information to manipulate
whether the majority of fellow students support or oppose these issues, and found
evidence for counter-conformity (Hornsey et al., 2003; 2007). Rather than being silenced
as in typical “spiral of silence” studies, participants with moralized attitudes indicated
more intention to publicly speak out (e.g. talk to others on a bus, distribute information
leaflets, etc.) when the perceived descriptive norm opposed rather than supported their
own opinions (Hornsey et al., 2003; 2007); and importantly, experimental manipulation
of normative pressure had no effects on participants with low pre-exposure attitude
moralization.
These seminal studies on moralized attitudes’ norm-resistance and even counter120

conformity effects provide the theoretical and empirical ground for the current study,
where care-based moral appeals are expected to moralize one’s attitudes towards
smoking and diminish the otherwise silencing effects of anti-campaign commentary.
With that said, previous research did not make the finer distinctions between different
foundations (e.g., care or purity?) upon which attitudes had been moralized. Given the
expectation that purity-based moral appeals are likely to produce avoidance rather than
retransmission promotion, I expect that purity-based PASMs will further strengthen anticampaign comments’ inhibiting effects, producing interaction effects opposite in
direction as compared with care-based PASMs.
H4a-b: Care-based moral appeals will moderate the effects of comments such that
the retransmission-inhibiting effects of PASM-disapproving comments (con vs.
pro) on a) narrowcasting and b) broadcasting will be reduced when comments are
in response to PASMs employing care-based moral appeals than to non-moral
control PASMs.
H5a-b: Purity-based moral appeals will moderate the effects of comments such
that the retransmission-inhibiting effects of PASM-disapproving comments (con
vs. pro) on a) narrowcasting and b) broadcasting will be amplified when
comments are in response to PASMs employing purity-based moral appeals than
to non-moral control PASMs.
Corroborating the Roles of Morality: Moderation and Mediation Analyses
Study 3 has already provided preliminary evidence to show that care-based moral
appeals can motivate retransmission, whereas purity-based moral appeals produced null
effects. Similar to argument strength and perceived effectiveness (O'Keefe, 2003; Petty &
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Cacioppo, 1986; Zhao, Strasser, Cappella, Lerman, & Fishbein, 2011), moral appeal is a
type of latent message feature difficult to directly manipulate. For example, simply
swapping a few words in textual messages or photoshopping a specific portion in images
is rarely sufficient to systematically change the presence or magnitude of moral appeals.
To address this methodological challenge, I had an independent sample rate a relatively
large stimuli pool to select the most exemplary cases that represented the categories of
care-based and purity-based PSAMs. This approach to stimuli development and selection,
or equivalently the operationalization of “moral appeals” in the current study, has the
advantages of mitigating concerns about case-category confounding (Jackson, 1992;
Slater et al., 2015). Also, this approach provided preliminary evidence for validity—the
set of care-/purity-based PSAMs were selected precisely because they were respectively
rated high on the care/harm and the purity/degradation moral foundations by an
independent sample. However, reasonable criticism may still arise: to what extent the
observed main effects should be attributed to “morality” rather than to common
predictors of retransmission (e.g., emotionality, utility, novelty) that happen to covary
with “morality” in selected messages? Anticipating this thorny yet reasonable question, I
carried out two sets of auxiliary analyses to corroborate the operation of morality after
replicating the main effects of moral appeals.
First, if moral appeals did motivate or inhibit retransmission due to the activation
of foundation-specific moral considerations, the main effects should be stronger in
magnitude for those with higher endorsement on the respective moral foundations. The
basic tenet of MFT and following empirical research found considerable between-person
variations in how much one moral foundation is endorsed more or less strongly than
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another. For example, for liberals, the care/harm and the fairness/cheating foundations
outweighed the other foundations to a much larger degree than conservatives (Graham et
al., 2009; 2012). These between-person variations in one’s moral compass are of
consequence to predicting attitudes towards cultural war issues (e.g., same-sex marriage,
abortion) (Koleva et al., 2012), enjoyment of media content (Tamborini et al., 2012;
2013), and importantly, responses to persuasive messages employing moral appeals
(Feinberg & Willer, 2012; 2015; Kidwell et al., 2013; Winterich et al., 2012; Wolsko et
al., 2016). Study 1 in this dissertation found the moderating effects of endorsing the
care/harm foundation where stronger endorsement of this particular moral foundation was
associated with stronger effects of visual vaping cues increasing vape-free policy
opinions. Similarly, data from Study 2 also confirmed this positive moderation effects
with regards to PSAMs’ effects on perceived effectiveness. Therefore, I expect similar
moderating effects of endorsing the care/harm foundation to extend to the outcome of
retransmission:
H6a-b: The motivating effects of PASMs employing care-based moral appeals to
increase retransmission intentions (vs. non-moral control PASMs) will be larger
on a) narrowcasting and b) broadcasting for participants with higher endorsement
of the care/harm moral foundation.
To be clear, the hypothesized moderating effects of moral foundation
endorsement are with respect to magnitude—that is, to amplify the main effects of moral
appeals. Therefore, for purity-based PSAMs whose main effects were hypothesized to
inhibit retransmission, endorsing the purity/degradation foundation should further
strengthen this inhibiting effect.
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H7a-b: The inhibiting effects of PASMs employing purity-based moral appeals to
reduce retransmission intentions (vs. non-moral control messages) will be larger
on a) narrowcasting and b) broadcasting for participants with a higher
endorsement of the purity/degradation moral foundation.
Second, according to the message-motive-sharing framework (Cappella et al.,
2014), messages shape decision-making about retransmission via activating relevant
psychological motives. Interpersonal morality expression could be one of them. If
morality is what is at stake, the decision to share messages such as PSAMs portraying
suffering kids and pets from secondhand smoke should be motivated, at least partially, by
the desire to signal one’s moral positions and principles. One might want to
communication moral positions specific to the issue at stake (e.g., “I believe it is wrong
to harm innocent kids with secondhand smoke!”), or general moral values and principles
that go beyond the specific issue (e.g., “I believe it is wrong to harm an innocent
human!”). I term this psychological motive morality expression. It should be noted that
triggering the consideration of general moral values and principles (known as moral
piggybacking, Feinberg, Kovacheff, Teper, & Inbar, 2019; Rozin, 1999) does not always
happen, because it would depend upon whether one has already developed a certain type
of moral construal of the issue in the past (e.g., smokers may forgo reasoning through
general moral values due to their readily accessible moral judgments about smoking). For
non-smokers who are not used to pondering the moral implications of smoking on a daily
basis, moral piggybacking is likely to be triggered. If so, prompted consideration about
general moral values would provide another piece of evidence to support the relevance of
morality undergirding moral appeals’ impact on retransmission.
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To perform a conservative test, I gathered a battery of commonly invoked
psychological motives predictive of retransmission: arousal, emotional
pleasantness/unpleasantness, perceived novelty, and perceived utility (Berger &
Milkman, 2012; Keib et al., 2018; H. S. Kim et al., 2013; Milkman & Berger, 2014; Y.
Peng & Iii, 2018). Since the subjective valuation has been found to predict retransmission
(Baek, Scholz, O’Donnell, & Falk, 2017), I also included perceived effectiveness, which
reflects an individual’s assessment of a message’s informational quality. The expectation
is that above and beyond these psychological processes already found in the literature to
motivate retransmission, two indicators of psychological motives related to morality,
namely morality expression and morality piggybacking, will remain significant as
mediators.
H8a-b: Above and beyond measured predictors of retransmission, the main
effects of PASMs employing care-based moral appeals (vs. non-moral control
PASMs) on a) narrowcasting and b) broadcasting will still be mediated by the
activation of general moral values (moral piggybacking).
H9a-b: Above and beyond measured common predictors of retransmission, the
main effects of PASMs employing care-based moral appeals (vs. non-moral
control PASMs) on a) narrowcasting and b) broadcasting will still be mediated by
the motive for morality expression.
H10a-b: Above and beyond measured common predictors of retransmission, the
main effects of PASMs employing purity-based moral appeals (vs. non-moral
control messages) on a) narrowcasting and b) broadcasting will still be mediated
by the activation of general moral values (moral piggybacking).
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H11a-b: Above and beyond measured common predictors of retransmission, the
main effects of PASMs employing purity-based moral appeals (vs. non-moral
control messages) on a) narrowcasting and b) broadcasting will still be mediated
by the motive for morality expression (morality expression).
Method
Participants. I used the same vendor and the same screening criteria (except for
age and ties with smokers) as in Study 3 and recruited an analytical sample of 935 nonsmokers who completed the portions of the questionnaire measuring all required
variables. To enhance the generalizability of findings, I relaxed the age restrictions to
include anybody 18 years old and above. The only other modification I made to screening
was to limit the sample to non-smokers who personally knew at least one smoker in
person, either as a friend, a family member, or simply an acquaintance. In this way, the
behavior of narrowcasting a PASM would be more psychologically meaningful and
consequential. The numbers of participants did not significantly differ by condition (see
Table 4.5), suggesting no discernible administrative errors in randomization.
Table 4.5: Number of Participants by Condition

Care
Purity
Control
Total

Comment: Pro
(PASM
Approving)
110
100
108
318

Comment: Con
(PASM
Disapproving)
92
84
109
285

Comment:
None

Total

120
103
109
332

322
326
287
935

Participants in the analytical sample were mostly 45 years and older (94.4%),
completed some college-level education or above (82.0%), had no children currently
living in the household (95.4%), were non-Hispanic (97.4%) and were white (92.9%).
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More than half of the sample were female (58.0%) and had household income lower than
$50,000 (60.3%). As for partisanship, participants were almost equally divided among
Democratic (30.5%), Republican (37.0%), and other parties (32.5%).
Furthermore, I also used the same set of criteria as in Study 3 to screen for current
smokers. An analytical sample of 369 current smokers met the eligibility criteria, passed
the attention checks, and responded to questions measuring key mediator and outcome
variables. Descriptive statistics and results for the smoker sample can be found in the
Supplementary Materials.
Study design and message stimuli. This study employs a 3 (moral appeal: care,
purity, control) × 3 (comment: pro, con, none) factorial between-subject design. Each
non-smoker was randomized to one of the nine conditions. Depending upon the random
assignment of moral appeal conditions, participants were exposed to either three
randomly selected care-based, three purity-based, or three control PASMs from a pool of
six messages in the assigned moral appeal category. Also, participants were asked to
view and evaluate ten user-generated comments accompanying each PASM varying in
their stance (pro or con) towards the PASM, except for those randomized to view no
comments at all. All PASMs were identical to those used in Study 3. Comments were
collected from Facebook public pages maintained by various tobacco control campaigns
(e.g., The Real Cost campaign) and entities (e.g., the Truth initiative). For each PSAM,
10 approving and 10 disapproving comments were gathered to match up with the theme
portrayed in the PSAM. For example, for a PSAM depicting secondhand harms to pets, a
pro comment may say, “Yes it could harm your pet little lungs. Most people are not
educated about smoking and animals but do your research guys. I know you care.”; and a
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con comment may argue, “That is not true, my family all smoked and we had a cat that
was an inside cat that lived 20 years and a wiener dog that was an inside dog that lived 21
years.” Comments vary in the use of arguments, the presence of emotional appeals and
personal testimonial, and a myriad of other message-level factors—in this way, comment
valence was systematically manipulated while minimizing case-category confounding
(Jackson, 1992; R. Shi et al., 2014).
Figure 4.4: User Interface by Condition

The manipulation on comment valence was part of a larger package to
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experimentally vary perceived normative influence. Several attempts have been made to
increase the realism of participants’ user experiences and to strengthen the manipulation
of perceived normative influence. Manipulation success was checked after collecting data
on key per-PSAM outcomes and mediating variables. All comments used in this study
could be found in the Supplementary Materials (for details, see Table S4.20). First, after
participants completed the pre-test questionnaire (e.g., screening questions, attention
check, and moral foundations endorsement), they were told the cover story where the
goal of the current study was described as to select PSAMs that “receives the highest
number of votes—from participants like you—to include in a social media campaign that
will reach thousands of smokers and help them quit.” They were explicitly told that their
feedback “will help us choose which image to share”. This was to strengthen participants’
beliefs that their reported retransmission intentions were consequential.
Second, participants were prompted to type in a user name (anonymity was
optional) before the display of PSAMs and comments. Each comment would have a user
name attached to it, ostensibly picked by a fellow participant in the same study. All
participants viewed three PSAMs in total employing the same moral appeal, each
remaining on the screen for five seconds before accompanying comments—described as
“the ten most recent comments left by other participants”—were shown except for those
randomized to the no-comment conditions.
Third, the ratio of pro to con comments varied by condition. For those
randomized to the pro condition, the 10 comments were split between either 7-3, 8-2, or
9-1 comments dominated by pro comments supporting the PSAM. The pro to con ratios
were reversed for those randomized to the con condition. Each pro/con comment was
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shown side-by-side with a sizable thumb-up/-down icon (see Figure 4.4), which could
increase the visual salience of comment valence. Participants were asked to go through
all comments and vote on them (like/dislike) so that “the research team could decide
which comments to show to future participants.” However, this task was meant to
increase participant attention to comments; therefore, their votes on comments were not
analyzed. Furthermore, participants were presented with “the number of total votes each
image has received so far” just under the PASM along with the two thumb-up/-down
icons. The difference in counts between the thumb-up and the thumb-down icons were
consistent with comment valence, with more thumb-up votes in the pro condition and
more thumb-down votes in the con condition.
Lastly, for each PSAM, participants were asked to report their retransmission
intentions, answer questions measuring hypothesized mediating variables, vote on the
PSAM and complete the manipulation check for comment valence. They were then
directed to the post-exposure questionnaire collecting data on other outcomes and
demographics before they were thanked and debriefed on the purposes of this study.
Table 4.6 summarized key design elements by condition. Figure 4.5 depicted the flow of
procedures for each participant.
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Table 4.6: Design Elements by Condition

Care

Purity

Control

Comment:
Pro (PASM Approving)
•
•

7-9 pro comments +
1-3 con comments +

•

Higher total counts of

Comment:
Con (PASM Disapproving)
•

1-3 pro comments +

•
•

7-9 con comments +
Higher total counts of
than

than
•
•

7-9 pro comments +
1-3 con comments +

•

Higher total counts of

•

1-3 pro comments +

•
•

7-9 con comments +
Higher total counts of

7-9 pro comments +
1-3 con comments +

•

Higher total counts of

•

No
comments

•

No
comments

than

than
•
•

Comment:
None
•
No
comments

•

1-3 pro comments +

•
•

7-9 con comments +
Higher total counts of
than

than

The current study has two goals. The first was to replicate the main effects of
moral appeals on retransmission. The second was to extend the test of moral appeals to
the situation where social influences were present and manifested in the form of usergenerated comments. Although the focus was on non-smokers, I also recruited a separate
sample of current smokers to replicate the main effects of moral appeals from Study 3.
Current smokers were randomized only to the three no-comment conditions most closely
resembling Study 3. They were not randomized to comment conditions to save resources.
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Figure 4.5: Participant Flow of Procedures

Measures. Means and standard deviations of pre-exposure covariates, outcome
variables, and measured mediators, as well as their full correlation matrix, can be found
in the Supplementary Materials (see Table S4.5). All reported descriptive statistics were
restricted to the primary sample of non-smokers.
Pre-exposure covariates included attitude moralization towards smoking and
endorsement of the five moral foundations identified in the MFT. For attitude
moralization towards smoking, participants were asked to what extent their position on
smoking combustible cigarettes was “a reflection of your core moral beliefs and
convictions” and “connected to your beliefs about fundamental right and wrong” (5-point
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Likert items, 1 = Not at all to 5 = Very much, Pearson’s r = .80). Responses to these two
items were averaged.
Endorsement of moral foundations was measured using the Moral Foundations
Questionnaire validated by previous research (Graham et al., 2011). Each of the five
foundations was measured by averaging response to three 6-point Likert items (1 = Not
at all relevant to 6 = Extremely relevant) assessing moral relevance (e.g., whether or not
someone suffered emotionally is relevant to one’s thinking when deciding whether
something is right or wrong) and another three 6-point Likert items (1 = Strongly
disagree to 6 = Strongly agree) assessing moral judgment (e.g., agreement or
disagreement with “compassion for those who are suffering is the most crucial virtue”).
Reliabilities for all five moral foundations were within the acceptable range (Cronbach’s
s: care/harm = .74, fairness/cheating = .69, loyalty/betrayal = .76, authority/subversion
= .75, and sanctity/degradation = .84).
Primary outcomes were narrow- and broad-casting intentions, which used the
same items as in Study 3.
Mediators included the activation of general moral values (moral piggybacking),
the desire to express personal moral standards (morality expression), perceived
effectiveness (PE), arousal, emotional pleasantness and unpleasantness, perceived
novelty and lastly, perceived utility of the PSAM. All scales were created by averaging
responses to individual items. Moral piggybacking was measured using a 5-point fouritem scale (1 = Not at all to 5 = Very much) (Feinberg et al., 2019), and example items
included “To what extent does this image lead you to think about morality in general (i.e.,
what is or is not morally appropriate behavior in various contexts)/what it means to be a
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moral individual?” ( = .97). Moral expression was measured using a 5-point three-item
scale (1 = Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree), and participants were asked to what
extent they would agree or disagree that sharing the image would “tell others what kind
of a person I am/communicate to others my personal moral principles/signal to other
people what I think is the right thing to do” (
(Sutton et al., 2018), the PE scale (

= .92). Consistent with previous research

= .85) consisted of six 5-point Likert items (1 =

Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree), with two items assessing whether the image
“put thoughts in my mind about (a) staying away from/(b) wanting to smoke combustible
cigarettes” (

) and the rest assessing whether the information portrayed

in the PSAM was “convincing/important to me/believable/easy to understand”.
Emotional responses were measured using 5-point Likert single items (1= Not at all to 5
= Very much): “how aroused/pleasant/unpleasant did this image make you feel?”
(Bradley & Lang, 1994). The perceived novelty scale (H. S. Kim, 2015) consisted of
three 5-point Likert items (1 = Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree), and participants
were asked whether they would agree or disagree that the image provided information
that was “new/unusual/surprising” (

= .85). Similarly, the perceived utility scale (H. S.

Kim, 2015) had two items with the same anchors as above, assessing whether the
information was “useful/practical” (Pearson’s r = .77).
Two 5-point items (1 = Strongly disagree to 5 = Strongly agree) were included
for manipulation check, which asked participants’ best guess about other participants'
opinions of each PASM (“Most people were favorable/critical about the image”).
Responses to these two items were averaged (Pearson’s r = .73).
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Demographics were also measured, which included age, sex, education, ethnicity,
race, household income, party identification, and the number of children currently living
in the household.
Statistical analyses. Similar to Study 3, in the main report linear regressions were
employed to test H1 through H7 on aggregated retransmission intentions averaged across
three message exposures. Structural Equation Modeling (SEM) was used to test
mediation hypotheses (H8-H11). All tests were two-tailed, and all analyses were carried
out using the statistical programming language R (version 3.6.0). For H4-H5, firstly, the
non-moral control condition and the con comments condition were respectively set as the
reference groups. The overall interaction effects between moral appeals and comment
valence were examined through ANOVAs with heteroscedasticity-corrected coefficient
covariance matrices (the “HC3” option in R’s car package). Next, specific interaction
terms between care-/purity-based PSAMs (vs. control) and comment valence (pro vs.
con) in the linear regression models were examined to test H4-H5. Because the data did
not support any interaction effects between moral appeals and comment valence, I
proceeded to focus on the respective main effects of care-based PSAMs (vs. non-moral
control, H1), purity-based PSAMs (vs. non-moral control, H2), and comments (pro vs.
con, H3) after removing the interaction terms from the linear regression models.
Heteroscedasticity-corrected standard errors were incorporated to calculate p values and
95% CIs in these models.
H6 and H7 concern the moderating effects of pre-test endorsement of the
care/harm and the purity/degradation moral foundations, respectively. I added the main
effects of the care/harm endorsement scores as well as its interaction terms with moral
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appeals and comment conditions to address H6. I did the same, separately, for the
purity/degradation endorsement scores to address H7. The focus was the interaction terms
between MFT endorsement scores and the contrasts comparing moral appeals to nonmoral control PSAMs.
To test H8 through H11, I first included two dummies (indicator coding)
specifying the contrasts comparing care-based (H8-H9) and purity-based (H10-H11)
PSAMs to non-moral control PSAMs, respectively, as the primary independent variables
predicting the set of measured mediators. Because the focus of the mediation analyses
was on moral appeals and moral appeals conditions were orthogonal to comment valence
conditions in the current factorial between-subject design, the conditions for comment
valence were collapsed. Next, aggregated retransmission intentions with correlated errors
were regressed on both the moral appeals contrasts (to estimate direct effects) and the set
of mediators, which were allowed to co-vary with each other. Indirect efforts for the set
of mediators were estimated using the product of path-coefficients approach (Preacher &
Hayes, 2008), with associated 95% CIs estimated using percentile bootstrapping (1000
draws) that relaxes the asymptotic normality assumption for the distribution of standard
errors. Furthermore, to strengthen the causal validity of estimated indirect effects, I also
included pre-test attitude moralization towards smoking as well as the full set of five
MFT scores as additional covariates predicting both the mediators and the outcome
variables. Although randomization would be able to justify the causal interpretation of
the main effects of moral appeals on each of the mediators and also on retransmission
intentions, it cannot eliminate potential “third variables” confounding the mediatoroutcome relationships (Imai et al., 2010). Therefore, including additional covariates that
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might either predict the mediators or the outcomes would strengthen causal inference.
Demographics were excluded because their addition would induce singularity.
Specification of the SEM model was visually summarized in Figure 4.6.
Figure 4.6: Diagram for the Multiple-Mediator SEM

Furthermore, robustness checks were performed where dummies indicating
between-condition contrasts were replaced with rated moral appeal scores from the
independent sample in Study 2. These rated moral appeal scores were averaged across the
three message exposures per participant. These sensitivity analyses produced similar
conclusions, so they were omitted from the main report but can be found in the
Supplementary Materials (Tables S4.6-S4.7). Lastly, I also reported the data on current
smokers in the Supplementary Materials (Tables S4.13-S4.17 and Figures S4.3-S4.4).
Results
The manipulation of comment valence successfully changed participants’
perception of the local climate of opinions, F (2, 932) = 134.62, p < .001, 𝜂𝜂2 = .224:

participants reported that most other participants were less favorable of the PASM when
they were randomized to the con condition than the no-comment control (b = -0.71, SE =
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0.06, 95% CI [-0.83, -0.58], p < .001) and the pro condition (b = -1.08, SE = 0.07, 95%
CI [-1.21, -0.95], p < .001). Also, participants were more likely to agree that other
participants were favorable of the PASM in the pro condition than the no-comment
control (b = 0.37, SE = 0.06, 95% CI [0.25, 0.49], p < .001).
Numeric results for H1-H5 were summarized in Table 4.7 and visually depicted in
Figure 4.7. The data did not support overall interaction effects between comment valence
and moral appeals either for narrowcasting, F (4, 926) = 0.55, p = .702, or for
broadcasting, F (4, 926) = 0.44, p = .782. Furthermore, no sufficient evidence was found
to support care-based PASMs’ hypothesized moderation effects to counter the influence
of PSAM-disapproving comments in the pro versus con comparison (narrowcasting:
binteraction = 0.09, SE = 0.17, 95% CI [-0.24, 0.43], p = .575; broadcasting: binteraction = 0.14,
SE = 0.17, 95% CI [-0.19, 0.47], p = .402). Also, nor did I find convincing evidence to
support the amplifying effects of purity-based PASMs in the pro versus con comparison
(narrowcasting: binteraction = 0.15, 95% CI [-0.17, 0.47], SE = 0.16, p = .361; broadcasting:
binteraction = 0.12, SE = 0.16, 95% CI [-0.19, 0.44], p = .434). H3 and H4 were not
supported. Therefore, I proceeded to focus on the respective main effects of moral
appeals and comment valence in the following sessions.
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Figure 4.7: Main Effects of Moral Appeals and Comments Never Smokers’
Retransmission Intentions
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Table 4.7: Regression Analyses on Moral Appeals’ and Comments’ Effects on Retransmission Intentions and the Moderating Effects
of MFT Endorsement
Intercept
Appeal: Care vs. Control
Appeal: Purity vs. Control
Comment: None vs. Con
Comment: Pro vs. Con
MFT-Care
MFT-Purity
MFT-Care*(Care vs. Control)
MFT-Care*(Purity vs. Control)
MFT-Care*(None vs. Con)
MFT-Care*(Pro vs. Con)
MFT-Purity*(Care vs. Control)
MFT-Purity*(Purity vs. Control)
MFT-Purity*(None vs. Con)
MFT-Purity*(Pro vs. Con)

Main Effects
(N = 935)
1.72***
(1.60, 1.83)
0.38***
(0.25, 0.51)
0.02
(-0.11, 0.15)
0.13
(-0.0002, 0.27)
0.14*
(0.01, 0.28)

Narrowcasting
Moderation:
MFT-Care (N = 926)
1.70***
(1.59, 1.82)
0.39***
(0.26, 0.51)
0.01
(-0.11, 0.14)
0.16*
(0.03, 0.29)
0.15*
(0.02, 0.28)
0.18**
(0.05, 0.31)
0.23***
(0.10, 0.36)
0.21**
(0.07, 0.35)
-0.01
(-0.16, 0.13)
-0.06
(-0.21, 0.08)

Moderation:
MFT-Purity (N = 926)
1.70***
(1.58, 1.81)
0.40***
(0.27, 0.53)
0.03
(-0.10, 0.15)
0.16*
(0.03, 0.29)
0.17*
(0.03, 0.30)

Main Effects
(N = 935)
1.70***
(1.59, 1.81)
0.39***
(0.26, 0.53)
-0.03
(-0.16, 0.09)
0.03
(-0.10, 0.16)
0.12
(-0.02, 0.25)

0.14**
(0.04, 0.24)

0.07
(-0.05, 0.18)
0.10
(-0.01, 0.21)
0.01
(-0.11, 0.12)
0.05
(-0.07, 0.17)

Broadcasting
Moderation:
MFT-Care (N = 926)
1.69***
(1.58, 1.80)
0.40***
(0.27, 0.52)
-0.04
(-0.17, 0.08)
0.06
(-0.07, 0.18)
0.13
(-0.002, 0.26)
0.16*
(0.03, 0.29)
0.20**
(0.07, 0.33)
0.18**
(0.04, 0.32)
0.003
(-0.14, 0.15)
-0.03
(-0.18, 0.11)

Moderation:
MFT-Purity (N = 926)
1.68***
(1.57, 1.79)
0.42***
(0.29, 0.54)
-0.03
(-0.15, 0.10)
0.14*
(0.01, 0.27)
0.05
(-0.08, 0.18)
0.13**
(0.03, 0.22)

0.10
(-0.01, 0.21)
0.09
(-0.02, 0.19)
-0.0004
(-0.12, 0.11)
0.02
(-0.09, 0.13)

Notes. ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05. Unstandardized coefficients and 95% CIs in parentheses calculated using robust standard errors (“HC3” option in R’s sandwich package).
MFT-care and MFT-purity were mean-centered. Missing values were listwise deleted. No other covariates included.
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First, the overall main effects of care-based PASMs were significant both for
narrowcasting, F (2, 930) = 18.75, p < .001, 𝜂𝜂2 = .041, and broadcasting, F (2,

930) = 22.65, p < .001, 𝜂𝜂2 = .051. Specifically, PASMs employing care-based moral

appeals increased participants’ intention for both narrowcasting (b = 0.38, SE = 0.07,
95% CI [0.25, 0.51], p < .001) and broadcasting (b = 0.39, SE = 0.07, 95% CI [0.26,

0.53], p < .001) than non-moral control appeals. Furthermore, compared with puritybased moral appeals, care-based appeals also produced higher intentions for
narrowcasting (b = 0.36, SE = 0.07, 95% CI [0.22, 0.50], p < .001) and broadcasting (b
= 0.43, SE = 0.07, 95% CI [0.29, 0.57], p < .001). In contrast, there were no significant
differences in retransmission intentions between purity-based PASMs and non-moral
control PASMs (narrowcasting: b = 0.02, SE = 0.07, 95% CI [-0.11, 0.15], p = .734;
broadcasting: b = -0.03, SE = 0.06, 95% CI [-0.16, 0.09], p = .612). Therefore, H1a-b
were supported but H2a-b were not supported. The findings replicated the main effects of
care-based PASMs found in Study 3.
Second, the overall main effects of comment valence were marginally significant
for narrowcasting, F (2, 930) = 2.68, p = .069, 𝜂𝜂2 = .005, and insignificant for

broadcasting, F (2, 930) = 1.58, p = .207, 𝜂𝜂2 = .003. A closer inspection of data revealed

that although PASM-disapproving comments tended to reduce participants’ intentions for
narrowcasting (versus pro comments, b = -0.14, SE = 0.07, 95% CI [-0.28, -0.01], p =
.038; versus no comments, b = -0.13, SE = 0.07, 95% CI [-0.27, 0.00], p = .051), such
comments had no significant effects on broadcasting (versus pro comments, b = -0.12, SE
= 0.07, 95% CI [-0.25, 0.05], p = .087; versus no comments, b = -0.03, SE = 0.07, 95%
CI [-0.17, 0.10], p = .622). H3a was supported but H3b was not supported.
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Third, H6-7 concern the potential moderation effects of the endorsement of the
care/harm and the purity/degradation moral foundations measured prior to message
exposure. As expected, the overall interaction effects between endorsing the care/harm
moral foundation and moral appeals were significant for both narrowcasting, F (2,
920) = 7.23, p = .001, 𝜂𝜂2 = .012, and broadcasting, F (2, 920) = 5.41, p = .005, 𝜂𝜂2 = .009.
Specifically, for the care-based PASMs versus non-moral control PASMS comparison,
the estimated interaction effects were significant and positive (narrowcasting: b = 0.23,
SE = 0.07, 95% CI [0.10, 0.36], p = .001; broadcasting: b = 0.20, SE = 0.07, 95% CI
[0.07, 0.33], p = .003). These findings suggest that for individuals for whom the
care/harm moral foundation was more important, care-based PASMs were more effective
in driving their retransmission decisions. More specifically, one unit increase on the
care/harm endorsement was associated with on average 0.23 unit of increase on a 5-point
scale in care-based PASMs’ motivating power to drive narrowcasting and 0.20 unit of
increase in their power to drive broadcasting. In contrast, there were no significant
interaction effects between endorsing the purity/degradation moral foundation and moral
appeals, either for narrowcasting, F (2, 916) = 1.84, p = .160, or for broadcasting, F (2,
916) = 2.08, p = .126. Therefore, H6a-b were supported, but H7a-b were not.
Fourth, given that care-based moral appeals produced significant impacts on
retransmission whereas purity-based appeals did not, the mediation analyses focused on
care-based appeals to further explicate the potential mechanisms underlying their power
to drive retransmission especially the roles of moral considerations. To perform a
conservative test, I estimated the indirect effects of activating 1) general moral values and
2) the motivation to express personal moral righteousness after controlling for common
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mechanisms invoked by the existing literature to explain retransmission. The numeric
results were summarized in Table 4.8. The indirect effects of measured mediators were
visualized in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.8: Estimated Indirect Effects of Measured Mediators

The activation of general moral values significantly mediated care-based appeals’
effects to drive both narrowcasting (versus control, indirect = 0.12, 95% CI [0.05, 0.19];
versus purity, indirect = 0.11, 95% CI [0.05, 0.18]) and broadcasting (versus control,
indirect = 0.11, 95% CI [0.04, 0.19]; versus purity, indirect = 0.11, 95% CI [0.04, 0.18]).
Similarly, self-reported motivation to express one’s moral principles also significantly
mediated care-based appeals’ impacts on both narrowcasting (versus control, indirect =
0.15, 95% CI [0.10, 0.21]; versus purity, indirect = 0.17, 95% CI [0.11, 0.24]) and
broadcasting (versus control, indirect = 0.16, 95% CI [0.11, 0.22]; versus purity, indirect
= 0.19, 95% CI [0.13, 0.26]). Both H8 and H9 were supported. As for purity-based moral
appeals, neither moral piggybacking nor morality expression significantly mediated their
impacts on retransmission intentions, narrow- and broad-casting alike. H10 and H11 were
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not supported by data.
Lastly, the Supplementary Materials also reported data for current smokers.
Results on the main effects of moral appeals and comment valence as well as mediation
analyses largely mirrored that for non-smokers, although the moderation effects of pretest MFT endorsement were not found. Details can be found in Tables S4.13-S4.17.
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Table 4.8: Indirect Effects of Multiple Mediators Modeled as Statistically Dependent among Non-Smokers
a-path
Moral Appeal Contrast: Care vs. Control
Moral Piggyback
1.00 [0.85, 1.16]
Morality Expression
0.61 [0.46, 0.75]
PE
0.67 [0.58, 0.77]
Aroused
0.79 [0.63, 0.94]
Pleasant
-0.52 [-0.64, -0.40]
Unpleasant
1.75 [1.59, 1.90]
Novel
0.21 [0.09, 0.34]
Useful
0.53 [0.40, 0.67]
Moral Appeal Contrast: Purity vs. Control
Moral Piggyback
0.03 [-0.13, 0.17]
Morality Expression
-0.11 [-0.25, 0.05]
PE
0.23 [0.13, 0.33]
Aroused
0.25 [0.12, 0.40]
Pleasant
-0.67 [-0.77, -0.56]
Unpleasant
2.01 [1.85, 2.16]
Novel
0.56 [0.43, 0.68]
Useful
0.03 [-0.12, 0.16]

b-path
Narrowcasting

b-path
Broadcasting

Indirect: a × b
Narrowcasting

Indirect: a × b
Broadcasting

0.12 [0.05, 0.18]
0.24 [0.17, 0.32]
0.12 [0.01, 0.23]
0.05 [-0.02, 0.11]
0.10 [0.02, 0.18]
0.05 [-0.01, 0.10]
0.04 [-0.02, 0.10]
0.02 [-0.07, 0.10]

0.11 [0.05, 0.17]
0.27 [0.20, 0.34]
0.06 [-0.05, 0.17]
0.06 [0.00, 0.13]
0.04 [-0.04, 0.13]
0.03 [-0.02, 0.08]
0.03 [-0.04, 0.09]
0.05 [-0.04, 0.14]

0.12 [0.05, 0.19]
0.15 [0.10, 0.21]
0.08 [0.01, 0.15]
0.04 [-0.02, 0.09]
-0.05 [-0.10, -0.01]
0.08 [-0.01, 0.18]
0.01 [0.00, 0.03]
0.01 [-0.04, 0.05]

0.11 [0.04, 0.19]
0.16 [0.11, 0.22]
0.04 [-0.04, 0.12]
0.05 [0.00, 0.11]
-0.02 [-0.07, 0.02]
0.05 [-0.04, 0.15]
0.01 [-0.01, 0.02]
0.03 [-0.02, 0.07]

0.12 [0.05, 0.18]
0.24 [0.17, 0.31]
0.12 [0.01, 0.23]
0.05 [-0.02, 0.11]
0.10 [0.02, 0.18]
0.05 [-0.01, 0.10]
0.04 [-0.02, 0.11]
0.02 [-0.06, 0.11]

0.11 [0.04, 0.17]
0.27 [0.20, 0.34]
0.06 [-0.05, 0.18]
0.06 [0.00, 0.13]
0.04 [-0.04, 0.13]
0.03 [-0.02, 0.08]
0.03 [-0.04, 0.09]
0.05 [-0.04, 0.14]

0.00 [-0.02, 0.02]
-0.03 [-0.07, 0.01]
0.03 [0.00, 0.06]
0.01 [0.00, 0.03]
-0.07 [-0.12, -0.01]
0.09 [-0.01, 0.20]
0.02 [-0.01, 0.06]
0.00 [-0.01, 0.01]

0.00 [-0.01, 0.02]
-0.03 [-0.07, 0.01]
0.01 [-0.01, 0.05]
0.02 [0.00, 0.04]
-0.03 [-0.08, 0.03]
0.06 [-0.04, 0.17]
0.02 [-0.02, 0.05]
0.00 [-0.01, 0.01]

Notes. Indirect effects with 95% CIs NOT overlapping with zero were bolded. Unstandardized indirect effects with 95CIs in brackets, which were
constructed using percentile bootstrapping (1000 re-samples). Covariates included in both the linear regressions predicting mediators and those
predicting retransmission outcomes are as follows: attitude moralization towards smoking, MFT-care, MFT-purity, MFT-fairness, MFT-loyalty,
and MFT-authority. Demographics were excluded because their addition would induce the covariance matrix to become not positive definite.
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General Discussion
Study 4 successfully replicated the retransmission-boosting effects of care-based
moral appeals in the case of PASMs. Furthermore, these main effects were stronger for
non-smokers with a higher endorsement of the care/harm moral foundation. Such main
effects were mediated by the motivation to communicate personal moral principles as
well as the thinking about general moral values, even after controlling for alternative
psychological processes commonly known to predict retransmission. The auxiliary
moderation and mediation analyses strengthened the interpretation that the observed main
effects captured the operation of moral considerations, which provided a theoretical
account for why campaign themes such as secondhand harms and the “disgusting” aspect
of tobacco use were impactful for message retransmission. Taken together, consistent
findings between Study 3 and Study 4 provided the first set of convincing experimental
evidence to demonstrate that moral appeals rooted in the care/harm moral foundation can
motivate retransmission, at least for pictorial anti-smoking messages. These findings not
only enhanced causal inference and complemented previous research studying aggregate
diffusion outcomes high on external validity (Brady et al., 2017; Valenzuela et al., 2017),
but also extended this line of work to the context of social media-based strategic
communication. As communication campaign designers become increasingly eager to
harness the power of social media to maximize campaign exposure, findings from the
current project suggest that the use of moral appeals as theoretically grounded in MFT
(Graham et al., 2013; Haidt, 2012; R. Iyer et al., 2012) may prove to be a promising
message design strategy.
Results from these two experiments also contributed to the ongoing theorization
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of the message-motive-sharing framework (Berger & Milkman, 2012; Cappella et al.,
2014). These findings identified moral appeals as another type of message features
consequential for retransmission. And relatedly, results from the mediation analyses also
expanded the list of psychological motives predictive of retransmission to include the
strive for intra-personal moral integrity and the desire for interpersonal morality
expression. It should be noted that not all moral appeals are equally effective for boosting
retransmission. Consistent with the proposition for moral pluralism (Graham et al., 2013;
2018), I found that purity-based PSAMs produced null effects, perhaps due to its
evolutionary root in protecting the body against pathogens and parasites and the
associated tendency to generate behavioral avoidance and inhibition (Graham et al.,
2013; Haidt, 2012; Horberg et al., 2011). Although this explanation remains speculative,
the contrast between purity-based versus care-based moral appeals in terms of their
impacts on retransmission and mediating pathways does encourage future research to
take seriously moral pluralism and to distinguish different types of moral appeals.
In addition to the mediating roles of moral motives, the data also suggested that
PE and positive emotions emerged as significant mediators for the effects of care-based
appeals on narrowcasting but not on broadcasting. Moreover, reduced positive emotions
appeared to undergird the impacts of purity-based appeals on narrowcasting, although the
total effects were insignificant. For care-based appeals, these findings suggest that nonsmokers’ intentions for narrowcasting were also affected by their judgments of
information quality as well as emotional responses beyond moral considerations,
consistent with previous research documenting the roles of utility and emotions in driving
narrowcasting (Barasch & Berger, 2014; H. S. Kim, 2015). In contrast, purity-based
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appeals’ impacts on narrowcasting seem to be driven more by emotional responses alone,
and the insignificant total effects suggest there existed unmeasured mediating pathways
cancelling out the negative indirect effects of positive emotions. Future researchers need
to continue examining how alternative psychological motives might work in concert or
discordance with moral motives to produce retransmission while taking seriously the
distinction between narrow-casting and broad-casting.
Methodologically, because moral appeals represent a type of latent message
features, the need to operationalize moral pluralism would require a large stimuli pool
and a measurement tool to scale these potential stimuli along multiple moral dimensions
as identified in MFT. Previous research on moral appeals and diffusion used dictionarybased word frequency counts to assign a general morality score to each textual message
(multiple moral dimensions were collapsed and combined with emotional words) (Brady
et al., 2017), or relied on human coding to identify the presence of general moral content
(Valenzuela et al., 2017). However, neither of these measurement tools would allow for
the fine distinction between different types of moral appeals. I used crowdsourced ratings
of multiple moral dimensions and selected exemplary moral appeal instances for each
category from a relatively large stimuli pool (Study 2). This approach also allows me to
statistically address the issue of co-presence of multiple moral appeals within the same
message (reported in Supplementary Materials). Future research should seek to identify
more concrete and manipulable message characteristics predictive of the strength of each
type of moral appeal (e.g., kids suffering predicting care-based appeal, diseased organs
predicting purity-based appeal) so that orthogonal experimental manipulation is feasible.
Study 4 tested moral appeals with the presence of pro or anti-campaign user148

generated comments. Consistent with previous research documenting the detrimental
effects of negative comments on health message evaluation (R. Shi et al., 2014), I found
similar inhibiting effects of anti-campaign comments thwarting narrowcasting but not
broadcasting. Contrary to my expectation, care-based moral appeals did not show
significant buffering effects. Noticeably, in existing studies demonstrating moral
convictions’ norm-resistance or counter-conformity effects (Hornsey et al., 2003; 2007),
the moral basis of attitudes and opinions was not exogenously manipulated. Therefore, it
is possible that short exposures to care-based PSAMs were not sufficient to produce the
empowerment as needed to resist anti-campaign normative pressure. An alternative
explanation is that the inhibiting effects of disparaging comments were not strong enough
to allow the interaction effect to emerge—had the disparaging comments failed to lower
retransmission intentions with an adequate magnitude, there would not be much for moral
appeals to revert. Consistent with this account, the magnitude for negative comments’
main effects on narrowcasting was small (b = 0.14) and even became insignificant in the
two non-moral control conditions (b = 0.07, p = .508). Future research is encouraged to
identify ecologically valid manipulations to create stronger normative pressure, perhaps
through allowing real social interactions (J. Zhang et al., 2019) instead of using preloaded static comments in the current study.
The targeted population in this study was non-smokers given the focus on
retransmission and their larger proportion in the overall population. With that said, I also
tested the effects of moral appeals—currently selected for non-smokers—with a smoker
sample. The main effects of care- and purity-based PSAMs mirrored those in the nonsmoker sample as well as the mediating effects of morality expression, although the
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hypothesized moderating effects of care/harm endorsement was not significant. At a
minimum, smokers did not show signs of reactance, suggesting that the use of care-based
PSAMs in an actual social media campaign should not expect resistance from smokers in
terms of reduced retransmission. To perform a theoretical test of the effects of moral
appeals for smokers, however, I would recommend using moral appeal stimuli ranked by
the smokers’ own ratings. All moral appeal stimuli in the current study were selected
based on non-smokers’ perceptions of the presence and strength of moral appeals, which
might not capture smokers’ moral perceptions. Future research is encouraged to pursue
this line of work.
The current two studies are not immune to limitations. I used self-reported
retransmission intentions instead of actual retransmission behaviors as the primary
outcomes. Although actual retransmission behaviors are certainly preferred to study,
there is recent research suggesting that self-reports of retransmission intentions correlated
with aggregate diffusion outcomes reasonably well (Mosleh et al., 2019), adding to my
confidence that findings from the current two experiments have captured meaningful
signals in the relationships between moral appeals and retransmission. Furthermore,
claims about the effects of moral appeals on retransmission are limited to PASMs.
Whether such effects could generalize to other modes of messages and topics other than
smoking combustible cigarettes, or whether there would be a topic by mode interaction,
would demand more empirical evidence to build up the knowledge base.
Conclusion
Using professionally produced pictorial anti-smoking messages as stimuli across
two between-subject experiments, I provided the first set of causal evidence showing that
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real-world PASMs employing moral appeals rooted in the care/harm moral foundation
can boost non-smokers’ retransmission intentions. Furthermore, the motivating effects of
care-based PASMs were found to be stronger for those with a higher care/harm
endorsement. Such effects were mediated by the accessibility of general moral values as
well as the motivation to express personal moral principles above and beyond a battery of
commonly known predictors of retransmission. These findings suggest that moral appeals
are promising in facilitating strategic campaign designers as they attempt to maximize
reach and campaign exposure in the online environment. The results also reveal broader
implications of moral pluralism espoused by the Moral Foundations Theory. Message
effects researchers can thus better understand how moral appeals and associated moralityrelated motives could help explain message retransmission and diffusion on social media.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION
Since each chapter has its discussion and conclusion, I will not repeat these points
here specific to individual chapters. Instead, I will use the space below to draw broader
theoretical and practical implications across the set of studies, and offer comments on
limitations as well as how these findings point to promising directions for future research.
Moral Appeals Especially in Visual Format Can Persuade and Spread, but Not
Uniformly
Although the Moral Foundations Theory is not a theory about message effects, the
insights it offers about the basic structure of human morality and the intuition primacy
proposition nevertheless prove fruitful to advance our understanding of how moral
appeals would persuade and spread. Unlike previous research typically employing singlemessage designs (Day et al., 2014; Feinberg & Willer, 2012; Kidwell et al., 2013;
Winterich et al., 2012; Wolsko et al., 2016), in this dissertation I developed a procedure
to craft, select and scale a relatively large message stimuli pool along moral dimensions,
and in so doing mitigated the concerns about case-category confounding and quantified
the strength of moral appeals as continuous treatment variables. Across the set of studies,
moral appeals targeting the care/harm foundation emerged, consistently, as an effective
message feature to arouse emotions, shape policy opinions, improve persuasion, and
drive retransmission even in the presence of negative normative influences. Other types
of moral appeals showed a more nuanced pattern of impact. Liberty-based appeals did not
do much to affect persuasiveness, and purity-based appeals showed promise to increase
persuasiveness but did not do much to improve retransmission. In short, these findings
rejected a simplistic notion that all kinds of moral appeals would persuade and spread.
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This point has escaped the previous research because existing studies tend to either
collapse all kinds of moral appeals into a single category or studies one type of moral
appeal a time per issue. Just as human morality is complex and plural (Graham et al.,
2018; Haidt, 2012), the persuasiveness and share-worthiness of moral appeals are
nuanced as well.
In particular, the promising findings of visual moral appeals suggest that moral
intuitions could be activated automatically by visual cues, improving the message's
chances to change behaviors and increase retransmission as a result. Practically speaking,
these findings suggest that more use of care-based visual moral appeals such as vivid
portrayals of secondhand harms to babies and pets is promising in helping campaign
designers strike a balance between reach and influence. In contrast, persuasive puritybased appeals (e.g., chemical constituents) as commonly used in practice might not do
much to boost retransmission.
For potential harm-reduction products such as e-cigarettes, over-reliance on carebased appeals might prevent smokers from switching to a less harmful alternative. The
net impact on public health needs to be carefully calibrated. Previous research on stem
cell research, GMO, environmentalism, and other sociopolitical issues has already shown
the trans-situational nature of moral foundations (Clifford, 2018; Clifford & Jerit, 2013b;
Day et al., 2014; Feinberg & Willer, 2012; Kidwell et al., 2013; Koleva et al., 2012;
Winterich et al., 2012; Wolsko et al., 2016). Therefore, I expect the conclusion that
morality matters for persuasion and retransmission to generalize beyond the specific
context of tobacco control to apply to a wider range of issues and behaviors where
communication interventions are needed. However, which type(s) of moral appeal will be
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most effective to lead to desired behavioral changes and motivate message sharing is
likely to depend on issue specifics and should be empirically assessed.
Moral Appeals Connect Message Effects with Social Influences and Outcomes
The hallmark of morality is its relevance for social regulation, manifested such as
in support for and opposition to policies affecting every person, distancing or bonding
with other members of the community, and the willingness to impose third-person
punishment (Dehghani et al., 2016; Ellemers et al., 2019; Haidt, 2012; Peysakhovich &
Rand, 2016; Skitka et al., 2005). Moral appeals' impact on social outcomes is derived
from the social nature of morality. The bulk of message effects research so far has
concerned with intra-personal outcomes such as beliefs, opinions, emotions, and selforiented behaviors. However, the rise of social media and other digital communication
technologies have increasingly blurred the boundary between mass and interpersonal
communication (Cappella et al., 2014; Neuman, 2018; Southwell, 2013; Walther, 2017).
As a result, persuasive messaging in the online environment must put back social
influences and interactions into the equation. This dissertation is a step in this direction
and provides evidence that visual moral appeals, especially those targeting the care/harm
foundation, are effective in motivating retransmission above and beyond previously
invoked mechanisms such as novelty, emotionality, and utility. Even when campaigndisparaging comments were found to inhibit sharing, the retransmission-boosting effects
of care-based visual moral appeals persisted. This dissertation provides the first set of
experimental evidence speaking to moral appeals' causal impact on retransmission—
albeit an intention to retransmit rather than a behavior. These findings invite further
research to address whether moral appeals could have similar effects to motivate user154

generation of content, how the effects of moral appeals would interact with structural
factors such as network structure, and what might be the dark side of moral appeals.
Would moral appeals fuel the production and propagation of misinformation, incivility,
polarization, and tribalism? I believe this dissertation has just scooped the tip of one of
the icebergs of this line of work seeking to unpack how morality and moral appeals could
shape the dynamic messaging and social processes in the digital media environment.
Limitations and Directions for Future Research
Before closing, I would like to identify the limitations of this dissertation and
share my thoughts on directions for follow-up research worth pursuing. Firstly, at the
theoretical level, moral appeals' impact on persuasiveness and retransmission are
premised upon their capacity to moralize individuals' construal of specific issues, actors,
and behaviors. This crucial mechanism of moralization was not directly addressed in this
dissertation. Future research should seek to develop appropriate measurement tools to
assess the moralizing process suitable for experimental tests that involve typically brief
exposures to moral appeal stimuli. Secondly, I employed a crowdsourcing and
aggregation procedure to quantify the strength of moral appeals and treated these
aggregate scores as the causal treatment. From the perspective of message design, I
would encourage researchers to identify concrete and manipulatable message elements
that could predict the strength of moral appeals. Given a large pool of message stimuli,
rapidly developing machine learning tools are promising in building predictive models
for either textual or visual moral appeals. Once researchers are able to identify predictive
message elements, they could continue to manipulate these message elements in followup confirmatory experiments. Thirdly, it is worthwhile to move beyond self-reported
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retransmission intentions and static experimental designs to construct experimental
sessions that allow for dynamic, real-time and actual exchanges of messages among
participants. A few pioneering studies have demonstrated the feasibility of carrying out
dynamic experiments for message effects research (J. Zhang et al., 2019; J. Zhang,
Brackbill, Yang, & Centola, 2015). Findings from this dissertation provide the starting
point to simulate and deduce how individual-level responses to moral appeals might scale
up to group- or network-level dynamics of communicative actions. Lastly, before widely
implementing moral appeals in strategic communication campaigns, researchers and
practitioners need to address the following normative questions: is it ethical to use moral
appeals? How to draw the line between propaganda and legitimate pro-social
communication interventions? Inquiry into this question is perhaps beyond the scope of
scientific research on how moral appeals are produced, processed, and propagated in
today's media environment. One direction where empirical research might contribute to
this line of normative analyses is to understand the roles of factual claims in moral
appeals. In this dissertation, I did not devote specific efforts to isolating and evaluating
the factual basis of moral appeals concerning persuasiveness or share-worthiness. Future
research should seek to determine whether and how facts could serve as an integral
component of moral appeals.
But these projects will have to be the agenda for a different day.
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APPENDIX
Supplementary Materials for Chapter 2
Table S2.1: Summary Statistics of Measured Variables by Experimental Condition

Continuous Variables: Mean (SD)
Age
Contemplation Ladder
Smoking Urge
Moral Value: Care/harm
Gender
Male
Female
Number of Children
None
1-2
3 and More
Education
High School
Some College
College Graduate
Postgraduate
Income
1: < $25k
2: Between $25k and $50k
3: Between $50k and $75k
4: Between $75k and $100k
5: Between $100k and $150k

Total Sample
(n = 991)

Ciga-like E-cigarettes
Visual+Verbal
Verbal only
(n = 176)
(n = 197)

Non-Cigalike E-cigarettes
Visual+Verbal
Verbal only
(n = 207)
(n = 197)

No Ad
(n = 214)

56.83 (13.93)
4.27 (3.34)
2.71 (1.48)
4.03 (1.44)

57.71 (14.84)
4.21 (3.15)
2.72 (1.51)
4.00 (1.47)

57.5 (13.55)
4.46 (3.36)
2.79 (1.48)
4.04 (1.42)

56.99 (13.94)
4.41 (3.29)
2.74 (1.44)
4.20 (1.45)

56.84 (14.02)
4.38 (3.43)
2.74 (1.44)
3.98 (1.37)

55.35 (13.1)
3.89 (3.45)
2.58 (1.54)
3.93 (1.50)

549
442

107 (19.5%)
69 (15.6%)

109 (19.9%)
88 (19.9%)

104 (18.9%)
103 (23.3%)

107 (19.5%)
90 (20.4%)

122 (22.2%)
92 (20.8%)

745
202
44

130 (17.4%)
36 (17.8%)
10 (22.7%)

142 (19.1%)
45 (22.3%)
10 (22.7%)

162 (21.7%)
40 (19.8%)
5 (11.4%)

149 (20.0%)
42 (20.8%)
6 (13.6%)

162 (21.7%)
39 (19.3%)
13 (29.5%)

234
348
302
107

43 (18.4%)
57 (16.4%)
55 (18.2%)
21 (19.6%)

49 (20.9%)
68 (19.5%)
65 (21.5%)
15 (14.0%)

36 (15.4%)
84 (24.1%)
66 (21.9%)
21 (19.6%)

53 (22.6%)
67 (19.3%)
52 (17.2%)
25 (23.4%)

53 (22.6%)
72 (20.7%)
64 (21.2%)
25 (23.4%)

204
289
231
134
105

42 (20.6%)
38 (13.1%)
44 (19.0%)
26 (19.4%)
18 (17.1%)

28 (13.7%)
73 (25.3%)
53 (22.9%)
26 (19.4%)
14 (13.3%)

43 (21.1%)
69 (23.9%)
45 (19.5%)
24 (17.9%)
19 (18.1%)

41 (20.1%)
54 (18.7%)
42 (18.2%)
24 (17.9%)
29 (27.6%)

50 (24.5%)
55 (19.0%)
47 (20.3%)
34 (25.4%)
25 (23.8%)
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6: >$150k
Ethnicity
Non-Hispanic
Hispanic
Race
African American
Asian
Other
White
Smoking Recency
Within 24 hours
Within past year
> 1 year
Quitting Attempts
No Attempts
One or More Attempts
Awareness of E-Cigarettes
Yes
No
E-Cigarettes Use
Yes
No
Smoker Type
Daily Smoker
Former Smoker

27

8 (29.6%)

3 (11.1%)

7 (25.9%)

6 (22.2%)

3 (11.1%)

948
43

169 (17.8%)
7 (16.3%)

187 (19.7%)
10 (23.3%)

203 (21.4%)
4 (9.3%)

186 (19.6%)
11 (25.6%)

203 (21.4%)
11 (25.6%)

57
20
33
881

8 (14.0%)
3 (15.0%)
4 (12.1%)
161 (18.3%)

11 (19.3%)
3 (15.0%)
5 (15.2%)
178 (20.2%)

10 (17.5%)
4 (20.0%)
4 (12.1%)
189 (21.5%)

10 (17.5%)
4 (20.0%)
6 (18.2%)
177 (20.1%)

18 (31.6%)
6 (30.0%)
14 (42.4%)
176 (20.0%)

496
15
480

88 (17.7%)
1 (6.7%)
87 (18.1%)

107 (21.6%)
1 (6.7%)
89 (18.5%)

100 (20.2%)
7 (46.7%)
100 (20.8%)

101 (20.4%)
4 (26.7%)
92 (19.2%)

100 (20.2%)
2 (13.3%)
112 (23.3%)

398
593

67 (16.8%)
109 (18.4%)

89 (22.4%)
108 (18.2%)

79 (19.8%)
128 (21.6%)

81 (20.4%)
116 (19.6%)

82 (20.6%)
132 (22.3%)

966
25

171 (17.7%)
5 (20.0%)

192 (19.9%)
5 (20.0%)

205 (21.2%)
2 (8.0%)

190 (19.7%)
7 (28.0%)

208 (21.5%)
6 (24.0%)

416
575

71 (17.1%)
105 (18.3%)

77 (18.5%)
120 (20.9%)

97 (23.3%)
110 (19.1%)

82 (19.7%)
115 (20.0%)

89 (21.4%)
125 (21.7%)

497
494

88 (17.7%)
88 (17.8%)

107 (21.5%)
90 (18.2%)

100 (20.1%)
107 (21.7%)

102 (20.5%)
95 (19.2%)

100 (20.1%)
114 (23.1%)

Notes. Income was recoded into a continuous variable ranging between 1 and 6. In a multinomial logistic regression model estimating the probabilities of being
assigned to each of the five conditions, the total set of pre-treatment covariates did not jointly emerge as significant predictors, 𝜒𝜒 2 (80) = 77.69, p = .552. Had

randomization been successfully implemented, condition assignment would be independent of pre-treatment covariates(Gerber & Green, 2005); therefore, the
null results suggested that randomization was handled well. However, we caution the readers that randomization checks might be unnecessary and misused
(Mutz, Pemantle, & Pham, 2018).
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Table S2.2: Means and Standard Deviations of Main Outcomes by Device Type and
Message Condition
Cig-like E-cigarettes

Non-Cigalike E-cigarettes

N

Total
Sample
M (SD)

n

Visual+Verbal
M (SD)

n

Perceived
harms of
secondhand
vaping

Verbal
Only
M
(SD)

991

3.68
(1.80)

176

3.67
(1.87)

197

3.30
(1.82)

Anger

777

Disgust

776

Support for
vapor-free
policy

991

2.10
(1.15)
2.58
(1.28)
2.82
(1.53)

176
176
176

2.20
(1.26)
2.67
(1.35)
2.89
(1.53)

197
196
197

1.99
(1.12)
2.48
(1.20)
2.56
(1.50)

n

Visual+
Verbal
M (SD)

n

Verbal
Only
M
(SD)

n

Control
M (SD)

207

3.83
(1.71)

197

3.57
(1.81)

214

3.97
(1.74)

214

2.98
(1.47)

207
207
207

2.20
(1.20)
2.74
(1.36)
2.89
(1.53)

197
176
197

1.99
(.99)
2.44
(1.18)
2.77
(1.58)

Notes. Anger and disgust were not measured in the no ad control condition.
Figure S2.1: Sensitivity Analyses of ACMEs of Perceived Harms of Secondhand Vaping

Notes. Figure S1 depicts 95% bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence intervals (samples
= 3,000) of average causal mediation effect (ACME) of perceived harms of secondhand
vaping for the verbal only vs. no ad comparison (Panel A) and the visual+verbal vs.
verbal only comparison (Panel B) on support for vape-free policy, respectively, as a
function of the sensitivity parameter 𝜌𝜌. For both causal indirect pathways, the correlation
𝜌𝜌 between residuals of the mediation and outcome regressions must exceed .4 for the
estimated ACME to vanish or reverse.
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Figure S2.2: Sensitivity Analyses of ACMEs of Anger and Disgust

Notes. Figure S2 depicts 95% bias-corrected bootstrapped confidence intervals (samples
= 3,000) of average causal mediation effects (ACMEs) of anger (Panel A) and disgust
(Panel B) for the visual + verbal vs. verbal only comparison on support for vape-free
policy as a function of the sensitivity parameter 𝜌𝜌. The correlation 𝜌𝜌 between residuals of

the mediation and outcome regressions must exceed .1 for anger and .2 for disgust for the
estimated ACMEs to vanish or reverse.
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Supplementary Materials for Chapter 3
Table S3.1: Complete TAVM Stimuli by Theme and Type (N = 122)
Theme

Type

Text

SVH

moral

If pet owners value their pets' well-being, they will not vape with them nearby. We
need to protect our loved ones from the dangers of secondhand e-cigarette vapor.

SVH

moral

Caring for children is parents' primary responsibility. Avoiding vaping around
vulnerable kids is the best protection for their well-being.

SVH

moral

When parents vape, their children may suffer from harmful ingredients in the vapor
such as nicotine. It is parents' responsibility to care and protect their children against
potential harm. Parents worried about the well-being of their children would think
twice before vaping and should not expose their children to such preventable health
risk.

SVH

moral

Kids often don't know about the dangers that are in their environment, and it is any
responsible parent's duty to prevent them from the harms that they might not be aware
of. Children are not aware of the dangerous toxins in e-cigarette vapor. Being a
responsible parent means not vaping around your child, as it would expose your child
to a preventable threat.

SVH

moral

Parents should always protect their children from being exposed to dangerous toxins,
which is why they should never expose them to substances that could harm their
health, especially if their exposure can be easily prevented. The vapor from ecigarettes releases chemicals that responsible parent would not want for their children.

SVH

moral

A parent should always want what's best for their child, in order for them to grow up
to have a healthy life. Unnecessarily exposing children to the toxic chemicals released
by e-cigarettes can harm a child's health, so parents concerned about the well-being of
their child would avoid vaping in front of them.

SVH

moral

Pets are loyal companions who will stay by one's side and give their owners
unconditional love and support. If pets will stick with an owner no matter what, their
owners shouldn't force them to be exposed to the potentially damaging toxins released
by e-cigarette vapors. Pets do not understand the potential harms of these vapors, so it
is up to their owners to protect them from this hazard.

SVH

moral

Parents should always treasure the time they spend with their children, and ensure that
this time is safe and beneficial for them. Letting them breathe potentially harmful
vapor of e-cigarettes and get in the way of spending time with them is not something
a parent who values this time would do.

SVH

moral

Parents have the duty to always put the well-being of their child above all, so they
grow up to be healthy and successful in the future. Parents who choose to vape around
their children should think twice about how the short-term pleasure of an e-cigarette
can lead to long-term harm for their kids.

SVH

moral

Pets always trust their owners to make the choices that are best for them, and it is up
to their caretakers to always watch out for them. A choice that can make a huge
difference in the life of a pet is choosing to avoid using e-cigarettes in front of them,
as they can be exposed to harmful chemicals in the vapor e-cigarettes release.

SVH

moral

As any parent would know, it is essential for them to teach their child what is right
and model appropriate behaviors to them. A parent who chooses to vape e-cigarettes
around their children would send the wrong message, and put them at risk of both
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developing health complications and also imitating this behavior.
SVH

moral

Every pet owner wants their pet to be safe and happy when they spend time together.
An owner who chooses to vape in front of their pet is doing the opposite, as their ecigarette releases toxic chemicals that end up in the air pets breathe.

SVH

moral

Parents are important in their kids'lives; they protect their child from danger and care
for them unconditionally. Parents who choose to use e-cigarettes are posing a threat to
the health of kids around them by releasing toxic chemicals from the vapor into the
air, and not fulfilling their important role as a parent.

SVH

moral

Vaping is dangerous not only for parents, but also for children. Being a responsible
parent would require not vaping around children and protecting them from
secondhand e-cigarette vapor. Exposing children to the toxic chemicals can lead to
long-term harm for kids.

SVH

moral

Vulnerable pets depend on their owners to make responsible decisions. It is ultimately
up to their care-takers to watch out for them and protect them from the dangers of
secondhand e-cigarette vapor.

SVH

moral

Babies and children in a household where there is vaping may suffer from health
complications. Secondhand e-cigarette vapor can hurt the children and release
chemicals that any responsible parent would not want for their beloved children.

SVH

moral

If parents value their children's well-being, they would want what's best for their
children and protect them from preventable threats. Without inhaling harmful
secondhand e-cigarettes vapor, children will be more likely to grow up to be healthy.

BT

moral

E-cigarette companies are preying on young consumers by using candy flavors, social
media ads and free samples at rock concerts. Adults need to protect their children and
stand up against e-cigarette companies. Children are vulnerable and their safety is the
No.1 responsibility for parents.

BT

moral

The well-being of vulnerable children should be the top priority for our society.
Adults should stay alerted because the tactics that so effectively hooked children on
cigarettes decades ago are now used by e-cigarette companies to lure children and
youth into vaping.

BT

moral

E-cigarette companies are threatening our children's health with their rainbow
colored, candy flavored e-juice. They are preying on vulnerable youth to create the
next generation of consumers and to make profit out of them. The well-being of
children is of utmost importance, and we ought to protect them from these
exploitative hooks.

BT

moral

The exploitative e-cigarette companies have long understood the notion that the best
way to get a lifetime user is to start him early. They are preying on children and
adolescents to make profit and to secure the future generation of e-cigarette addicts.
Adults need to protect these vulnerable children and defend them against
underhanded e-cigarette companies.

BT

moral

With decades of experience in exploiting their consumer base, tobacco companies are
in full force with e-cigarette advertising. They continue to explicitly prey on
defenseless children with various aggressive social media advertisements, attractive
packaging and candy flavors. It is every adult's responsibility to protect children and
ultimately resist advertising from these e-cigarette companies.

BT

moral

Flavorings like chocolate, cherry and peach are all aimed to entice children to start
vaping and buy e-cigarettes. E-cigarettes are indeed being aggressively marketed to
children with such flavors and social media advertisements. Adults need to protect
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their children from these marketing hooks employed by Big Tobacco.
BT

moral

E-cigarette companies are developing packaging and advertising products to entice
children to start vaping. Adults ought to stay alerted and stand up against e-cigarette
companies, because children's well-being and safety are utmost important
responsibilities for every adult.

BT

moral

Without proper regulation, e-cigarette companies are directly marketing to
defenseless children and developing underhanded tricks to appeal to children. The
well-being of vulnerable children should be the top priority for our society, and adults
should protect their children from these exploitative marketing hooks.

BT

moral

E-cigarette companies are deliberately and aggressively marketing the disease of
addiction to its most vulnerable customer base: children. Children are vulnerable
against these exploitative trick. Since the well-being of vulnerable children should be
the top priority for a society, adults need to protect them against e-cigarette
companies and ensure their safety.

BT

moral

Children are particularly susceptible to misleading hooks marketed by e-cigarette
companies. The vials of liquid nicotine are covered with brightly colored, cartoon
labels and smell like dessert. E-cigarette companies are indeed developing products in
ways that aptly appeal to children. Parents ought to stay alerted, for these tactics used
by e-cigarette companies are flooding young people's perceptions of e-cigarettes with
dangerous lures.

BT

moral

Children are still learning about the world that surrounds them, which means they are
a vulnerable population and should be protected against manipulative tactics.
Allowing this population to be exposed to advertising for e-cigarette products would
essentially allow manufacturers to deceive children into becoming consumers of these
products. It is every adult's shared responsibility to counter e-cigarette companies'
aggressive marketing strategies.

BT

moral

Tobacco companies know that the best way to get people to use cigarettes for life is to
start exposing them to advertising from an early age. Although cigarette advertising is
now more restricted, there are no such regulations for e-cigarette advertising. This
means that e-cigarette manufacturers can unfairly target younger people and get them
hooked for life. Responsible adults should actions to stop this.

BT

moral

Big Tobacco is now recurring to e-cigarettes to get people hooked. These companies
are recurring to old tricks to target younger generations. By selling candy-flavored eliquids and slapping bright labels on them, they are deceiving the younger, more
vulnerable population into lifetime tobacco users. If we care about our children, we
would protect them from being taken advantage of by corporations that are only
looking to gain a profit.

BT

moral

We recognize that children can be easily and unfairly persuaded by commercials for
products that could ultimately harm their development. Big Tobacco takes advantage
of this, and is now using deceitful tactics to provoke children's interest in e-cigarette
products. By using bright labels and candy flavors in their products, they are taking
advantage of children's innocence to get them hooked on tobacco. No one should
stand by, because the next target might be someone we love.

BT

moral

Tobacco companies often used cartoon characters in the past to capture children's
attention and get them interested in tobacco products from an early age. They knew
that children were especially vulnerable to these tactics and wouldn't be able to tell
that they were being taken advantage of. Now, they're using the same idea of cartoon
characters on the labels for the liquid nicotine products used by e-cigarettes. These
companies have zero consideration about the importance of protecting children from
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harmful substances. It is up to adults to provide the necessary protection.
BT

moral

Children can be tricked into taking actions that might not be beneficial to their health,
which is why it's important to protect them from people who try to deceive them into
bad habits. Tobacco companies recognize this, and yet they use this knowledge to get
children interested in e-cigarette products from an early age. By using candy flavors
and eye-catching cartoons in the labels for e-liquids, they are ensuring that children
develop an interest in tobacco and end up hooked.

BT

moral

Younger people are more prone to adopting bad habits, because they are still not fully
developed and are still learning about the world that surrounds them. This means that
we must be proactive and prevent them from engaging in activities that can ultimately
harm their well-being. However, Big Tobacco is now using its dirty marketing tricks
to target this audience with its new crop of e-cigarettes. By targeting younger
consumers through social media ads and free samples with bright labels and candy
flavors, they're taking advantage of teens to get them hooked on tobacco.

BT

moral

We would never offer a child something that is harmful to their health, because they
are still not fully aware of the consequences of behaviors that may be harmful to
them. If we would never want children to get hooked on a negative behavior, then
why would we allow Big Tobacco to target younger consumers with e-cigarette
products? Manufacturers of these products are luring younger consumers into a new
tobacco product by using candy flavors and social media ads specifically targeting
them.

CHEM

moral

Inhaling e-cigarettes is like stuffing in sick toxins into lungs that are used in wretched
industrial processes of making antifreeze, batteries and refrigerators. Staying away
from e-cigarettes is the only way to prevent disgusting chemicals and keep the body
clean, a top priority we usually would strive to pursue.

CHEM

moral

We would never willingly ingest unknown chemicals, such as elements found in
batteries, fireworks or antifreeze. However, if we consume e-cigarettes, this is exactly
the type of chemical found in e-liquids that we are exposing our body to. Our body
was not meant to be consuming these impure substances. Our body deserves
cleanliness.

CHEM

moral

We take steps on a daily basis to ensure that our body stays clean and in optimal
condition. Why would we then use e-cigarettes? These products release toxic and
dirty chemicals that are absorbed by the body; and worst of all, since there is no
regulation as to how they are manufactured, there is no way to know for sure what
disgusting substances people are taking in when they use them.

CHEM

moral

It is nauseating to think about the possibility of affecting the cleanliness of our body
by ingesting disgusting chemicals. Imagine putting the same chemicals found in
antifreeze, in your body. It may seem exaggerated, but this is exactly what people are
exposing their body to when they use e-cigarettes. If someone care about keeping the
body clean and healthy, then e-cigarettes would lead to just the opposite.

CHEM

moral

Would you ever eat something out of a dirty plate or drink filthy water from an
unknown source? Probably not, because you care about the purity of your body; and
yet e-cigarettes are freely manufactured and sold without strict regulations as to what
they contain and how they are made. This means that by using e-cigarettes, people are
exposing themselves to substances that are possibly nastier and far more disgusting
than a human should be consuming.

CHEM

moral

E-cigarettes do not burn tobacco, but they still have nasty chemicals in them. Using ecigarettes exposes the body to disgusting substances, such as those used in fireworks
or anti-freeze, which no person would ever want in their body. If someone wants to
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keep the body clean and clear of gross toxins, they would avoid e-cigarettes.
CHEM

moral

Can you imagine inhaling fumes that contain the same synthetic chemicals found in
rocket fuel or batteries? Of course not! We want our body to be clean, period. A lot of
people feel disgusted by the idea of inhaling the vapors from e-cigarettes, because
these same impure chemicals are often found in the e-liquids that these products use.
If someone would never willingly ingest these dirty substances and contaminate the
body, then it would not make sense to use e-cigarettes.

CHEM

moral

E-liquid manufacturers can put chemicals in their products, including fluorine, which
keeps your refrigerator cool. These disgusting substances greatly question the quality
and purity of e-cigarette products. Human body was not meant to consume such
impure substances. Our body needs our care and attention to ensure the cleanliness
that it deserves.

CHEM

moral

It is a top priority to protect the purity and cleanliness of our body. Although ecigarettes release vapor rather than smoke like traditional cigarettes, this vapor still
contains impure substances which you probably would not want to be exposed to. For
example, many e-liquids release toluene, a chemical used as a solvent in many
products. When you inhale these vapors, you are breathing in the same disgusting
chemical found in paint thinners and contact cement.

CHEM

moral

Preserving the purity of the body is an important part of our life and that means
guarding the body against both visible and invisible dirty substances. Would we ever
inhale what comes out of a car's exhaust pipe? When people use e-cigarettes, they are
breathing in benzene, one of the disgusting chemicals emitted by motor vehicles.
Filling our lungs with the same substance found in the filthy, dark smoke released by
cars would be like polluting our body.

CHEM

moral

We are usually careful about the kinds of substances we expose our bodies to, in order
to maintain good hygiene and health. Therefore, it would not be hygienic to use ecigarettes, as many of the e-liquids used for these devices emit some impure
chemicals. E-cigarettes produce a residue, commonly referred to as "coil gunk", as eliquids are broken down by the device. As this gunk continues to get heated, it
eventually ends up as part of the vapor, releasing nasty chemicals such as
formaldehyde, which is also found in plastics and even embalming fluids.

CHEM

moral

Maintaining a good hygiene is an important part of being clean and healthy. When
people vape, their e-cigarettes are releasing much more than just water vapor. The
vapor that users inhale can often contain isoprene, a substance usually involved in the
production of rubber. While this might be a natural part of rubber, it definitely is not
meant to be a natural part of your lungs.

CHEM

moral

The purity of human body is under constant threat and needs care and protection.
When municipal waste is burned, a heavy amount of cadmium is released into the air.
This same chemical is also released when e-cigarettes heat up vaping fluids. The same
nasty and unclean substance released after burning foul-smelling trash is being
inhaled by e-cigarette users and contaminating their bodies.

CHEM

moral

E-cigarettes release more than just water vaporŃthey emit some dirty substances too.
The same chemicals released into the air by the burning of fossil fuels and affecting
the purity of both the air and our bodies, are also emitted by e-cigarettes. Keeping our
body clean is important, and also not easy to achieve. If we want to keep our bodies
clean, avoiding e-cigarettes is the logical decision.

CHEM

moral

Could you imagine eating a battery? The mere thought of it would seem far-fetched
and a obvious threat the body's cleanliness. Almost everyone would agree it is top
priority to ensure personal hygiene and keep the body from all kinds of infections and
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pollution. However, some people directly expose their bodies to some of the same
substances found in batteries, such as cadmium, through the use of e-cigarettes. The
vapors emitted by these devices often contain this disgusting chemical, making them
far from pure.
ADD

moral

One of the most precious rights areAddiction to nicotine robs people of their personal
freedom, a basic human right everyone is entitled to. They instead become reliant on a
drug in order to function, depriving addicts of their own autonomy. Cigarettes and ecigarettes alike perpetuate the cycle of nicotine addiction, and promote a lifestyle of
imprisonment in the process.One of the most precious rights are freedom and
autonomy. Vaping e-cigarettes can get people hooked on nicotine. As one of the most
addictive substances known to man, nicotine has stolen the personal autonomy of
millions of people. freedom and autonomy. Vaping e-cigarettes can get people
hooked on nicotine. As one of the most addictive substances known to man, nicotine
has stolen the personal autonomy of millions of people.

ADD

moral

Addiction to nicotine robs people of their personal freedom, a basic human right
everyone is entitled to. They instead become reliant on a drug in order to function,
depriving addicts of their own autonomy. Cigarettes and e-cigarettes alike perpetuate
the cycle of nicotine addiction, and promote a lifestyle of imprisonment in the
process.

ADD

moral

Addicts are slaves to nicotine and e-cigarettes merely perpetuate this cycle of
addiction, depriving individuals of their own autonomy. Ultimately, people ought to
be the driver of their lives: avoiding vaping is what needs to be done to escape this
vicious cycle.

ADD

moral

Everyone should have the freedom to do what they want, and we should protect our
autonomy as much as we can. E-cigarettes are thieves in disguise‹slowly taking away
individual autonomy with one puff at a time. Nicotine steals freedom and autonomy:
once people are hooked on it, it feels impossible to stop it.

ADD

moral

E-cigarettes steals the autonomy and freedom of addicts every day. The basic
principle to being a free person is the notion that we as individuals have the autonomy
to make decisions for ourselves, not being forced by anything else. While many
people believe that e-cigarettes are freeing themselves from their addiction to
cigarettes, e-cigarettes do not necessarily help people quit. E-cigarettes simply make
people switch from one for of addiction to another.

ADD

moral

When people vape, they are intentionally stripping themselves of their basic human
right: freedom. They become dependent on nicotine contained in e-cigarettes to
function. This highly addictive substance keeps them hooked on vaping and makes
them slaves to nicotine for life.

ADD

moral

One of the most treasured principles in life are personal freedom and independence.
Addiction to nicotine robs people of such freedom, and perpetuates a cycle of nicotine
addiction. One's individual freedom is valuable and it would not be one_Ńés best
interest to let e-cigarettes take such freedom away from himself/herself.

ADD

moral

Nicotine found in many e-cigarettes is an extremely addictive substance that forces
people to keep using it, even if they do not necessarily want to. Nicotine threatens the
basic human right to be autonomous and independent, both so important to be worth
fighting for. Once people start, it becomes hard to give it up. If people do not want to
promote a lifestyle of imprisonment, they would want to avoid vaping.

ADD

moral

Vaping e-cigarettes is all it takes to rob people of their fundamental right in life:
personal freedom. People become reliant on a drug to go about their daily lives, and
deprive themselves of their own autonomy. E-cigarettes have already stolen the
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personal autonomy of millions of people.
ADD

moral

The pursuit of freedom and autonomy is one of the top priorities in life. When people
vape, they are essentially giving up their own freedom and letting nicotine take
control of their bodies. People would want to avoid vaping if they want to take control
of their lives and make their own, optimal decisions.

ADD

moral

One of our most valued rights is our freedom to make the choices that we want.
However, there are substances that can take control of us and inhibit this freedom.
Nicotine is one such substance, and is found in many e-liquids used by electronic
cigarettes. When people choose to use e-cigarettes, they are giving up their freedom
and letting nicotine take control of them.

ADD

moral

E-cigarettes often contain nicotine, an addictive substance that makes people crave
vaping more. When people use e-liquids that contain nicotine, they are giving up
control of their actions to e-cigarettes. Do not let nicotine hijack people's
freedom‹once they start, it becomes hard to give it up. Nothing is more basic and
more precious than to be free to decide for one's own life.

ADD

moral

Many people believe that by switching to e-cigarettes, they are freeing themselves
from their addiction to cigarettes. However, e-cigarettes can be just as addictive, since
they often contain nicotine„the same substance that makes people addicted to
cigarettes. No matter how it is delivered, nicotine still takes away people's autonomy,
one of the most precious things in life.

ADD

moral

E-cigarettes are often viewed as a better alternative to regular cigarettes, but the truth
is that they can become another addiction. E-liquids frequently contain nicotine, the
same substance that makes smokers addicted to regular cigarettes. Vaping doe not
give back the freedom, but instead, keeps it captive. People's individual autonomy is
precious‹do not let e-cigarettes take it away.

ADD

moral

People usually would not willingly do something that threatens freedom. However,
the nicotine found in many e-cigarettes takes away people_Ńés autonomy and
freedom of choice, by turning the user into an addict. When people vape, they are
letting nicotine take control of what they do.

ADD

moral

Nicotine is a drug frequently found in the e-liquids used by electronic cigarettes. This
highly addictive substance is what keeps people hooked on vaping. Just one puff is
often all it takes to steal people's autonomy and make them a slave to nicotine. We
have fought very hard to enjoy the freedom and autonomy as we have today‹do not
give it away so easily!

SVH

fact

A study published in the reputed New England Journal of Medicine confirms that
secondhand e-cigarette vapor can contain cancer-causing formaldehyde at levels up to
15 times higher than regular cigarettes, which poses threat to children and pets
nearby.

SVH

fact

In April 2014, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) released a
report showing what they called a 'dramatic' rise in e-cigarette-related calls to U.S.
poison centers. Calls went from one a month in September 2010 to 215 calls a month
in February 2014, and more than half of the calls involved children age five and
under.

SVH

fact

A report published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reveals
that about one-third of adults surveyed didn't know if secondhand aerosol caused
harm to children, and 40 percent of the adults said this kind of exposure caused
"little" or "some" harm to children.

SVH

fact

While e-cigarettes do not contain smoke, they do expose others to secondhand
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emissions. Two studies have found formaldehyde, benzene and tobacco-specific
nitrosamines (all carcinogens) coming from those secondhand emissions. Other
studies have shown that chemicals in the emissions contain formaldehyde,
acetaldehyde and other potential toxins. The U.S. Surgeon General has concluded that
e-cigarette vapor is not harmless, and can contain harmful and potentially harmful
chemicals, including nicotine.
SVH

fact

"E-cigarette liquids as currently sold are a threat to small children because they are
not required to be childproof," said former CDC director Dr. Tom Frieden in a
statement. "Use of these products is skyrocketing and these poisonings will continue."

SVH

fact

Researchers from Portland State University found that vapor from e-cigarettes can
contain formaldehyde, a cancer-causing chemical. These vapors are released into the
environment and can be inhaled by others, including children and pets.

SVH

fact

According to the U.S. Surgeon General, the aerosol produced by e-cigarettes contains
nicotine, heavy metals, and other tiny particles. These substances can be inhaled by
the individuals around e-cigarette users, as well as children or even pets, and enter
their lungs. This results in irritation within the respiratory system and further
complications.

SVH

fact

A report published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) found
that secondhand aerosol released into the air by e-cigarettes can expose the user's
surroundings, especially children and pets, to potentially harmful chemicals. Many ecigarettes have been found to emit heavy metals, particulates, and known carcinogens
into the air, which can cause adverse effects if inhaled by others.

SVH

fact

A study published in the Nicotine & Tobacco Research journal by researchers from
the Division of Cancer Prevention and Population Sciences at the Roswell Park
Cancer Institute, found that secondhand exposure from e-cigarettes can lead to
nicotine exposure. This means that when an e-cigarette user vapes around children,
they could be exposing them to nicotine, an addictive substance.

SVH

fact

A group of Spanish researchers from the University of Barcelona found that the
nicotine in vapors released by e-cigarettes increased the salivary concentrations of
cotinine in individuals living with e-cigarette users. These levels were more than
double compared to those of people living with nonusers. Cotinine is a chemical
produced after the body is exposed to nicotine, and is used to measure exposure to
nicotine. This means that people who use e-cigarettes could be exposing those around
them to nicotine.

SVH

fact

The American Lung Association has supported stricter laws regarding the use of ecigarettes in worksites and public spaces. This is in response to studies showing that
e-cigarettes release toxins and carcinogens into the air, potentially harming other
people in the room including children.

SVH

fact

Using e-cigarettes increases exposure to nicotine and nicotine is not safe. The U.S.
Surgeon General has found exposure to nicotine during pregnancy harms the
developing fetus. Nicotine exposure causes lasting consequences for the developing
brain and lung function in newborns. Nicotine exposure also affects maternal and
fetal health during pregnancy. This can result in low birth weights, preterm delivery
and stillbirth. It can also cause sudden infant death syndrome.

SVH

fact

Secondhand vapor from e-cigarettes exposes children to nicotine. Nicotine also has a
negative impact on adolescent brain development. Human brain development
continues far longer than was previously known. Nicotine use during adolescence and
young adulthood has been associated with lasting harms to brains and behaviors,
including effects on working memory and attention.
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BT

fact

According to a report released by Senator Richard J. Durbin and signed by 10 other
Democratic lawmakers, a survey of nine electronic-cigarette companies found most
were taking advantage of the lack of federal regulations to launch aggressive
marketing campaigns targeting minors with tactics that would be illegal if used for
traditional cigarettes.

BT

fact

As advertising for e-cigarette has increased, so has their popularity among youth in
high school. According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, use of ecigarette products among high school students soared from 1.5% to 13.4% between
2011 and 2014. During this same time, spending on e-cigarette ads increased as well,
from $6.4 million to $115 million. E-cigarette manufacturers are using the same
marketing tactics that the Big Tobacco companies had used in previous decades, by
focusing on targeting as many future users as possible, regardless of whether they are
adults or children.

BT

fact

CDC researchers used a 2014 survey of 22,000 children and teens to find that 68.9
percent of middle and high school students„more than 18 million kids„see e-cigarette
ads. More than half see them advertised in stores, 40 percent online and 36 percent on
TV or in movies.

BT

fact

As [e-cigarettes] have been advertised more heavily, they have become much more
popular among youth in middle and high school, and among young adults ages 18-25.
One of every 6 high school students has used e-cigarettes in the past 30 days, and
these products are now more popular with middle and high school students than
traditional cigarettes. said Surgeon General Vivek Murthy in a report.

BT

fact

The consumer watchdog has chalked up a win against three e-cigarettes companies,
with a court finding they misled customers about toxins in their products. An
Australian Federal Court found online companies Joystick, Social-Lites and 'Elusion'
all made e-cigarettes that contained carcinogens and toxins, despite advertising the
products as safe.

BT

fact

According to Dr. Anna Gilmore, professor of public health, "The tobacco industry
uses e-cigarettes to claim it is committed to harm reduction, but meanwhile it
continues to engage in harm maximization by spending millions to promote tobacco
and oppose any policy that would reduce its use."

BT

fact

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, around 7 in 10 teens in
the US, or around 18 million adolescents, were exposed to e-cigarette ads in 2014.
This is concerning, because a study conducted by researchers at RTI, an independent
nonprofit research institute, and the Florida Department of Health, found that youth
who are exposed to e-cigarette advertising are significantly more likely to report
greater intentions to try these products. This means that e-cigarette companies_Ńé
advertising could be putting children and teens at greater risk of experimenting with
these products.

BT

fact

The advertising run by e-cigarette manufacturers has an impact not only on adults, but
on children and adolescents as well. A study conducted by a group of public health
researchers from the University of Texas and published in the Journal of Adolescent
Health found that youth exposure to e-cigarette marketing is significantly associated
with both youth e-cigarette use and greater intention to use e-cigarettes among teens
who have never tried tobacco before.

BT

fact

E-cigarette companies are manufacturing flavored e-liquids, which are mainly
appealing to youth. According to a report by the U.S. Surgeon General, use of
flavored e-cigarettes among youth under the age of 24 surpassed that of all adult users
ages 25 and over. This shows that younger populations specifically prefer flavored e169

cigarettes, and manufacturers of these products are capitalizing on this by introducing
as many flavored products as they can, with over 8,000 flavors available in the
market.
BT

fact

The Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH) Study, conducted by the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA),
found that the primary reason reported by teens ages 12-17 regarding why they use ecigarettes is because they are sold in flavors that they enjoy. E-cigarette companies
are aware of this audience_Ńés preferences, and are continually introducing new
flavors that strengthen their appeal to this demographic.

BT

fact

According to an ongoing nationwide survey studying behaviors of 8th to 12th grade
youth conducted by the National Institute on Drug Abuse and the National Institutes
of Health, the vast majority of teens who use e-cigarettes believe that these products
only contain flavoring. However, many of these flavored products also contain
nicotine. E-cigarette manufacturers continue to heavily produce and distribute
flavored varieties of their products to teens who are not fully aware of the risks they
pose.

BT

fact

A study by the FDA found that 81% of youth currently using e-cigarettes do so
because of the variety of flavors to choose from. E-cigarette manufacturers have taken
advantage of this younger population_Ńés preferences, as their products are now
being marketed in nearly 8,000 different flavors, according to a study published by a
medical research team at the University of California.

BT

fact

According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, e-cigarette companies
have increased advertising spending from $6.4 million in 2011 to $115 million in
2014. Many of the themes used to advertise these products, including sex,
independence and rebellion, were used in the past by Big Tobacco to sell regular
cigarettes. In a study by the Journal of Adolescent Health, this advertising was shown
to significantly increase intention to use e-cigarettes among youth who have not tried
these products before.

CHEM

fact

A study by the University of Portland found that many of the e-liquids used by ecigarettes have been found to contain aldehydes. These chemicals are used in
pesticides, leather tanner, and chemical solvents. When a user vapes, these aldehydes
enter the e-cigarette user_Ńés respiratory system and can cause irritation, airway
constriction, and other adverse effects.

CHEM

fact

Heavy metals, carcinogens, and other dangerous compounds have been detected in
some e-cigarettes. One study by researchers at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School
of Public Health examined various e-cigarette products in the U.S., and found large
amounts of nickel and chromium. These metals can be carcinogenic or toxic if
inhaled.

CHEM

fact

Some e-cigarettes have been found to release heavy metals such as lead, tin and zinc,
as well as other dangerous compounds and carcinogens. Experts believe that the
presence of these elements might be a result of the flawed or sloppy manufacturing of
these products, for which there are no safety or quality standards in place.

CHEM

fact

In 2009, the FDA issued a warning regarding the potential health risks of e-cigarettes.
This was in response to findings from laboratory studies showing that many ecigarette products contain toxic chemicals, such as diethylene glycol, a substance
used in antifreeze and which can cause adverse health effects when consumed.

CHEM

fact

A study conducted by Prue Talbot, a professor of cell biology at the University of
California, found that the aerosols emitted by e-cigarettes can contain around 25 or 26
different elements, including metals. Some of these elements are released in small
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particles less than 100 nanometers in diameter, which can penetrate through the tissue
in human lungs.
CHEM

fact

Led by professors of cell biology at the University of California, Riverside, a study of
nearly two dozen e-cigarettes bought in the United States found large amounts of
nickel and chromium, which probably came from the heating element, another
suggestion that poorly manufactured e-cigarettes may allow the metals to enter into
the e-liquids.

CHEM

fact

According to a recent study, aldehydes was found in these e-liquids. Aldehydes are
used in pesticides, leather tanner, and chemical solvents. They are highly volatile
chemicals, and their vapors are extremely flammable.

CHEM

fact

The risk of diethylene glycol showing up in e-cigarettes is real. In 2009, the F.D.A.
issued a warning about the potential health risks associated with e-cigarettes, saying
laboratory studies of some samples had found the presence of toxic chemicals,
including diethylene glycol, which is used in antifreeze.

CHEM

fact

Diacetyl, a buttery flavored chemical often added to food products such as popcorn,
caramel, and dairy products, has also been found in some e-cigarettes with flavors.
Diacetyl can cause a serious and irreversible lung disease commonly known as
"popcorn lung._Ńť

CHEM

fact

The aerosol from e-cigarettes is not harmless. It can contain harmful and potentially
harmful chemicals, including nicotine; ultrafine particles that can be inhaled deep into
the lungs; flavoring such diacetyl, a chemical linked to a serious lung disease; volatile
organic compounds such as benzene, which is found in car exhaust; and heavy metals,
such as nickel, tin, and lead.

CHEM

fact

The U.S. Surgeon General has concluded that e-cigarette users are exposing
themselves to a multitude of potentially harmful chemicals, including carbonyl
compounds and volatile organic compounds. These substances are not safe for human
consumption, as they can cause respiratory complications if inhaled.

ADD

fact

The World Health Organization report suggests that the nicotine found in e-cigarettes
is just as addictive as those found in cigarettes, and are just as capable of causing and
perpetuating addiction.

ADD

fact

A study published by scientists from the American University of Beirut and the
Center for the Study of Tobacco Products found that all the e-liquids tested contained
free-base nicotine, which is the strongest form of nicotine, making it particular
powerful in inducing addiction.

ADD

fact

Nicotine is an addictive substance, and almost all e-cigarettes contain nicotine. Even
some products that claim not to have any nicotine in them may still contain it. For
instance, initial FDA lab tests conducted in 2009 found that cartridges labeled as
nicotine-free had traceable levels of nicotine. A 2014 study found little consistency in
the amount of nicotine delivered by e-cigarettes of the same brand and strength.

ADD

fact

Experienced users learn how to use e-cigarettes in a way that increases their exposure
to nicotine. Newer e-cigarette devices, especially "tank" styles, with higher voltage
also deliver a greater concentration of nicotine. This matters because the more
nicotine used, the greater the potential for addiction.

ADD

fact

As cigarette smoking among those under 18 has fallen, the use of other nicotine
products, including e-cigarettes, has taken a drastic leap. "All of this is creating a new
generation of Americans who are at risk of addiction," said Health and Human
Services Secretary Sylvia Burwell.
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ADD

fact

According to the Surgeon General's Office, the nicotine in e-cigarettes and other
tobacco products can prime the adolescent brain for addiction to other drugs such as
cocaine. Until about age 25, the brain is still growing. Each time a new memory is
created or a new skill is learned, stronger connections‹or synapses‹are built between
brain cells. Young people's brains build synapses faster than adult brains. Because
addiction is a form of learning, adolescents can get addicted more easily than adults.

ADD

fact

The National Institute on Drug Abuse has warned of nicotine contained in ecigarettes. The nicotine in e-liquids readily absorbs into the bloodstream when a
person uses an e-cigarette. As with most addictive substances, nicotine increases
levels of a chemical messenger in the brain called dopamine, which affects parts of
the brain that control reward (pleasure from natural behaviors such as eating). These
feelings motivate some people to use nicotine again and again, despite possible risks
to their health and well-being.

ADD

fact

Although e-cigarettes have often been promoted as a way to combat an addiction to
regular cigarettes, they can still be addictive. This is because many of the e-liquids
used by these products contain nicotine, which is the ingredient that makes regular
cigarettes addictive. In fact, a random-sampling study conducted by researchers from
the Roswell Park Cancer Institute found that many products advertised as having no
nicotine still contained trace amounts of the substance.

ADD

fact

E-cigarettes can contribute to nicotine addiction, just like regular cigarettes.
According to the National Institute on Drug Abuse, nicotine alters the brain by
releasing dopamine, a neurotransmitter which causes a sense of pleasure and reward.
The brain then responds to this by halting dopamine production, leading to
withdrawal effects similar to those caused by drugs such as heroin and cocaine.

ADD

fact

Although e-cigarettes are often seen as less addictive than regular cigarettes, they
usually contain nicotine, even in trace amounts. A study published by a University of
Chicago researcher in the Developmental Neurobiology journal explains that nicotine
is an addictive substance that activates the brain's reward centers, leading to an
ongoing, addictive process of reward and reinforcement of addiction to vaping.

ADD

fact

E-cigarettes often contain nicotine, and are increasingly becoming popular devices to
deliver this substance. As Dr. Neal Benowitz from the University of California
explains, nicotine is what sustains addiction to tobacco, by triggering the release of
dopamine and other neurotransmitters in the brain. This same substance plays an
important role in making e-cigarettes addictive.

GEN

GEN

Electronic cigarette is not intended for use by persons with or at risk of heart disease,
high blood pressure, diabetes, or taking medicine for depression or asthma. Vaping
can increase your heart rate and blood pressure and cause dizziness, nausea, and
stomach pain. Inhalation of vapor may aggravate existing respiratory conditions.

GEN

GEN

The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has joined other health experts to warn
consumers about potential health risks associated with electronic cigarettes. "The
FDA is concerned about the safety of these products and how they are marketed to the
public," says Margaret A. Hamburg, M.D., commissioner of food and drugs.

GEN

GEN

Electronic cigarettes may cause long-term harm to brain development and respiratory
health as key dangers for users. Consumers cannot guarantee that e-cigarettes are safe
for their intended use because intense use of electronic cigarettes may cause cancer,
brain damage, cardiovascular and respiratory diseases.

GEN

GEN

E-cigarettes may have very negative health effects. E-liquids contain nicotine, which
increases the risk of high blood pressure and diabetes. Flavoring may pose another
health threat. Flavored e-cigarettes may also be associated with a rare lung disease
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called bronchiolitis obliterans that causes permanent damage to the bronchioles (the
tiniest airways in the lungs).
GEN

GEN

E-cigarettes contain nicotine, which is known to cause birth defects or other
reproductive harm. Nicotine can also lead to impairment of prefrontal brain
development, leading to attention deficit disorder and poor impulse control especially
among the youth.

GEN

GEN

Electronic cigarettes are harmful because electronic cigarettes create aerosols. When
inhaled into the lungs, such aerosols pose threat to the health of the user.

GEN

GEN

Recent studies show that e-cigarette/vape pen use is associated with the use of other
tobacco products that are known to cause further health issues, including cancer and
heart disease.

GEN

GEN

E-cigarettes have been found to reduce lung and myocardial function, increase
inflammation, and have toxic content including substances that can cause cancer. Ecigarettes cannot be regarded as harmless and people should avoid e-cigarettes.
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Figure S3.1.1: PASMs Addressing Secondhand Vaping Harms (SVH) (n = 18)
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Figure S3.1.2: PASMs Addressing Big Tobacco (BT) (n = 13)
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Figure S3.1.3: PASMs Addressing Addiction (ADD) (n = 15)
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Figure S3.1.4: PASMs Addressing Chemical Constituents and Diseased Body Parts
(CHEM) (n = 23)
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Figure S3.1.5: General Control PASMs (n = 21)
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Table S3.2: Robustness Check: Effects of Rated Strength of Moral Appeals on Perceived
Effectiveness among Young Non-Smokers including Rated Strength of None
Anti-Vaping Text
Anti-Smoking Image
b (SE)
95% CI
p
b (SE)
95% CI
p
Model 1: Main Effects of Moral Appeals
3.78
3.34
Intercept
[3.49, 4.07] <.001
[2.26, 4.44] <.001
(0.15)***
(0.54)***
0.06
Care Appeal (Rated)
[0.03, 0.09] <.001 0.14 (0.05)** [0.04, 0.24] .008
(0.02)***
[-0.15,
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
0.02 (0.02) [-0.01, 0.05] .136 -0.04 (0.06)
.479
0.07]
Purity Appeal (Rated)
0.04 (0.02)* [0.01, 0.07] .019 0.17 (0.05)** [0.06, 0.27] .002
[-0.25,
None (Rated)
-0.01 (0.02) [-0.05, 0.04] .749 -0.08 (0.09)
.356
0.09]
Model 2: Moderation: MFT Care
2.74
3.20
Intercept
[2.20, 3.28] <.001
[2.02, 4.35] <.001
(0.27)***
(0.60)***
[-0.39,
Care Appeal (Rated)
-0.02 (0.06) [-0.13, 0.11] .801 -0.19 (0.10)
.058
0.01]
0.23
[-0.10,
MFT Care
[0.13, 0.33] <.001 0.03 (0.06)
.678
(0.05)***
0.16]
[-0.16,
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
0.02 (0.02) [-0.01, 0.05] .133 -0.04 (0.06)
.467
0.08]
Purity Appeal (Rated)
0.04 (0.02)* [0.01, 0.07] .020 0.16 (0.05)** [0.07, 0.26] .002
[-0.24,
None (Rated)
-0.01 (0.02) [-0.05, 0.04] .768 -0.08 (0.09)
.378
0.10]
0.07
Care Appeal (Rated)×MFT
0.02 (0.01) [-0.01, 0.04] .190
[0.04, 0.11] <.001
(0.02)***
Care
Model 3: Moderation: MFT Liberty
2.36
2.40
Intercept
[1.88, 2.82] <.001
[1.16, 3.61] <.001
(0.24)***
(0.63)***
0.06
Care Appeal (Rated)
[0.03, 0.09] <.001 0.14 (0.05)** [0.03, 0.25] .009
(0.02)***
[-0.27,
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
0.16 (0.05)** [0.05, 0.25] .003 -0.01 (0.14)
.965
0.27]
0.31
MFT Liberty
[0.22, 0.38] <.001 0.20 (0.07)** [0.07, 0.35] .006
(0.04)***
Purity Appeal (Rated)
0.04 (0.02)* [0.01, 0.07] .017 0.16 (0.05)** [0.06, 0.26] .002
[-0.25,
None (Rated)
-0.01 (0.02) [-0.05, 0.04] .793 -0.08 (0.09)
.342
0.08]
-0.03
[-0.05, [-0.06,
Liberty Appeal (Rated)×
.009 -0.01 (0.03)
.764
(0.01)**
0.01]
0.04]
MFT Liberty
Model 4: Moderation: MFT Purity
3.75
2.89
Intercept
[3.35, 4.13] <.001
[1.79, 4.03] <.001
(0.20)***
(0.56)***
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Care Appeal (Rated)
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
Purity Appeal (Rated)
MFT Purity
None (Rated)
Purity Appeal (Rated)×
MFT Purity
*

Anti-Vaping Text
Anti-Smoking Image
b (SE)
95% CI
p
b (SE)
95% CI
p
0.06
[0.03, 0.09] <.001 0.14 (0.05)** [0.04, 0.24] .009
(0.02)***
[-0.16,
0.02 (0.02) [-0.01, 0.06] .130 -0.04 (0.06)
.482
0.07]
-0.01 (0.04) [-0.09, 0.07] .781 0.27 (0.08)** [0.11, 0.41] .001
0.01 (0.04) [-0.07, 0.08] .814 0.14 (0.05)** [0.03, 0.24] .008
[-0.26,
-0.01 (0.02) [-0.05, 0.04] .758 -0.08 (0.09)
.337
0.08]
[-0.06,
0.01 (0.01) [-0.01, 0.03] .176 -0.03 (0.02)
.070
0.00]

p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 (two-tailed tests)

Notes. Random-intercept cross-classification multilevel models fitted using REML to predict
perceived effectiveness of anti-vaping texts and anti-smoking images, respectively. Message ID
and person ID were used to model random effects. In all models, dummy codes for message
evaluation sessions as well as sample type (SSI or MTurkers) were also included. 95% CIs were
obtained from parametric percentile bootstrapping (samples = 3000), and p values were computed
using the Satterthwaite approximation for degrees of freedom. Additional sensitivity analyses
were conducted to include all pre-exposure covariates, which yielded similar results.
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Table S3.3: Robustness Check: Effects of Rated Strength of Moral Appeals on Perceived
Effectiveness among Current Smokers including Rated Strength of None

Model 1: Main Effects

Anti-Vaping Text
b (SE)
95% CI

p

Anti-Smoking Image
b (SE)
95% CI
p

3.69
[3.31, 4.07] <.001 4.21 (.51)*** [3.19, 5.18] <.001
(0.20)***
Care Appeal (Rated)
0.06 (0.02)** [0.02, 0.10] .003 0.09 (0.06) [-0.02, 0.20] .097
-0.15
[-0.27, Liberty Appeal (Rated)
-0.02 (0.02) [-0.06, 0.02] .285
.017
(0.06)*
0.03]
Purity Appeal (Rated)
0.00 (0.02) [-0.03, 0.04] .807 0.03 (0.05) [-0.07, 0.14] .577
-0.17
[-0.32, None (Rated)
0.02 (0.03) [-0.04, 0.08] .601
.034
(0.08)*
0.01]
Model 2: Moderation: MFT Care
2.64
Intercept
[1.98, 3.30] <.001 4.17 (.58)*** [3.07, 5.27] <.001
(0.32)***
Care Appeal (Rated)
0.03 (0.07) [-0.11, 0.16] .693 -0.16 (0.10) [-0.35, 0.03] .100
0.22
MFT Care
[0.12, 0.33] <.001 0.01 (0.06) [-0.11, 0.12] .896
(0.05)***
-0.15
[-0.27, Liberty Appeal (Rated)
-0.02 (0.02) [-0.06, 0.02] .284
.016
*
(0.06)
0.03]
Purity Appeal (Rated)
0.00 (0.02) [-0.03, 0.04] .814 0.03 (0.05) [-0.07, 0.13] .589
-0.16
[-0.31, None (Rated)
0.02 (0.03) [-0.05, 0.09] .612
.036
(0.08)*
0.02]
0.06
Care Appeal (Rated)×MFT
0.01 (0.01) [-0.02, 0.04] .572
[0.02, 0.09] .002
**
(0.02)
Care
Model 3: Moderation: MFT Liberty
2.55
Intercept
[1.92, 3.12] <.001 3.44 (.65)*** [2.18, 4.65] <.001
(0.30)***
Care Appeal (Rated)
0.06 (0.02)** [0.02, 0.10] .003 0.10 (0.06) [-0.01, 0.20] .085
Liberty Appeal (Rated)
0.06 (0.07) [-0.08, 0.19] .400 -0.14 (0.17) [-0.48, 0.19] .404
0.24
MFT Liberty
[0.15, 0.33] <.001 0.16 (0.08) [-0.01, 0.32] .057
(0.05)***
Purity Appeal (Rated)
0.00 (0.02) [-0.03, 0.04] .777 0.03 (0.05) [-0.07, 0.13] .553
-0.16
[-0.31, None (Rated)
0.02 (0.03) [-0.05, 0.09] .599
.039
(0.08)*
0.02]
Liberty Appeal (Rated)×
-0.02 (0.01) [-0.04, 0.01] .234 0.00 (0.03) [-0.07, 0.07] .966
MFT Liberty
Model 4: Moderation: MFT Purity
3.78
Intercept
[3.32, 4.25] <.001 3.78 (.53)*** [2.72, 4.79] <.001
(0.24)***
Care Appeal (Rated)
0.06 (0.02)** [0.02, 0.10] .004 0.09 (0.06) [-0.01, 0.20] .099
-0.15
[-0.27, Liberty Appeal (Rated)
-0.02 (0.02) [-0.06, 0.02] .249
.018
(0.06)*
0.03]
Purity Appeal (Rated)
-0.10 (0.04)* [-0.18, - .020 0.12 (0.07) [-0.01, 0.26] .077
Intercept
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Anti-Vaping Text
b (SE)
95% CI
0.02]

p

MFT Purity

-0.02 (0.04) [-0.09, 0.05] .493

None (Rated)

0.02 (0.03) [-0.05, 0.08] .614

Purity Appeal (Rated)×
MFT Purity
*

0.03 (0.01)** [0.01, 0.05] .006

Anti-Smoking Image
b (SE)
95% CI
p
0.12
(0.04)**
-0.17
(0.08)*
-0.03
(0.01)*

[0.04, 0.20] .003
[-0.32, 0.02]

.034

[-0.05, 0.00] .046

p < .05; **p < .01; ***p < .001 (two-tailed tests)

Notes. Random-intercept cross-classification multilevel models fitted using RMLE to predict
perceived effectiveness of anti-vaping texts and anti-smoking images, respectively. Message ID
and person ID were used to model random effects. In all models, dummy codes for message
evaluation sessions were also included. 95% CIs were obtained from parametric percentile
bootstrapping (samples = 3000), and p values were computed using the Satterthwaite
approximation for degrees of freedom. Additional sensitivity analyses were conducted to include
all pre-exposure covariates, which yielded similar results.
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Supplementary Materials for Chapter 4
I. Young Non-Smokers: Supplementary Data for Study 3
1. Stimuli Selection and Confirmatory Between- and Within-Set Validity Test
Table S4.1: Number of Screened Eligible Messages by Theme, Type, and Moral
Foundation

Theme
Secondhand
Big Tobacco
Addiction
Chemical
Constituents
Control

TAVMs:
TAVMs:
PASMs
Moral Argument
Factual Claims
Care Liberty Purity None Care Liberty Purity None Care Liberty Purity None
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
17
12
18
1
0
5
0
0
10
2
0
7
6
2
3
0
0
0
0
0
9
0
4
5
15
0
3
0

0

15

0

——————————

3

0

4

1

0

0

21

1

2

0

1

1

1

0

1
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Table S4.2: Between- and Within-Set Contrasts in Rated MFT Scores for Young NonSmokers
TAVMs
p
Contrast
𝜟𝜟 M (SE)
95% CI
Between-Message Differences on Rated care
Appeal type: Care vs. Liberty
1.32 (0.10) <.001 [1.11, 1.52]
Appeal type: Care vs. Purity
1.12 (0.11) <.001 [0.90, 1.33]
Appeal type: Care vs. Control
1.26 (0.10) <.001 [1.05, 1.46]
Between-Message Differences on Rated liberty
Appeal type: Liberty vs. Care
0.69 (0.10) <.001 [0.49, 0.90]
Appeal type: Liberty vs. Purity
0.97 (0.11) <.001 [0.77, 1.18]
Appeal type: Liberty vs. Control 0.80 (0.10) <.001 [0.59, 1.00]
Between-Message Differences on Rated purity
Appeal type: Purity vs. Care
0.60 (0.11) <.001 [0.39, 0.81]
Appeal type: Purity vs. Liberty
0.75 (0.11) <.001 [0.54, 0.96]
Appeal type: Purity vs. Control
0.81 (0.11) <.001 [0.60, 1.02]
Between-Message Differences on Rated none
Appeal type: Control vs. Care
0.98 (0.10) <.001 [0.78, 1.19]
Appeal type: Control vs. Liberty 0.64 (0.10) <.001 [0.43, 0.84]
Appeal type: Control vs. Purity
0.64 (0.11) <.001 [0.43, 0.85]
Within-Message Contrasts: Care Appeal
Rated score: care vs. liberty
1.51 (0.10) <.001 [1.32, 1.70]
Rated score: care vs. purity
1.30 (0.10) <.001 [1.11, 1.49]
Rated score: care vs. none
2.00 (0.10) <.001 [1.81, 2.19]
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𝜟𝜟 M (SE)

PASMs
p
95% CI

1.36 (0.12) <.001 [1.12, 1.61]
1.35 (0.12) <.001 [1.11, 1.60]
1.93 (0.12) <.001 [1.69, 2.17]
0.71 (0.12) <.001 [0.47, 0.96]
1.00 (0.12) <.001 [0.77, 1.24]
1.14 (0.12) <.001 [0.90, 1.38]
1.11 (0.12) <.001 [0.86, 1.35]
1.30 (0.12) <.001 [1.06, 1.54]
1.78 (0.12) <.001 [1.55, 2.01]
1.60 (0.12) <.001 [1.36, 1.84]
0.96 (0.12) <.001 [0.72, 1.20]
1.28 (0.12) <.001 [1.05, 1.51]
1.47 (0.12) <.001 [1.23, 1.70]
1.32 (0.12) <.001 [1.09, 1.55]
2.13 (0.12) <.001 [1.90, 2.37]

Contrast
𝜟𝜟 M (SE)
Within-Message Contrasts: Liberty Appeal
Rated score: liberty vs. care
0.50 (0.09)
Rated score: liberty vs. purity
0.63 (0.09)
Rated score: liberty vs. none
0.83 (0.09)
Within-Message Contrasts: Purity Appeal
Rated score: purity vs. care
0.41 (0.10)
Rated score: purity vs. liberty
1.09 (0.10)
Rated score: purity vs. none
0.96 (0.10)
Within-Message Contrasts: Control Appeal
Rated score: none vs. care
0.24 (0.10)
Rated score: none vs. liberty
0.60 (0.10)
Rated score: none vs. purity
0.49 (0.10)

TAVMs
p
95% CI

𝜟𝜟 M (SE)

PASMs
p
95% CI

<.001
<.001
<.001

[0.31, 0.68] 0.61 (0.11) <.001 [0.38, 0.83]
[0.44, 0.81] 0.76 (0.11) <.001 [0.54, 0.99]
[0.65, 1.02] 0.74 (0.11) <.001 [0.52, 0.97]

<.001
<.001
<.001

[0.21, 0.61] 1.14 (0.11) <.001 [0.92, 1.35]
[0.89, 1.29] 1.54 (0.11) <.001 [1.32, 1.76]
[0.76, 1.16] 1.60 (0.11) <.001 [1.38, 1.82]

.014
<.001
<.001

[0.05, 0.43] 1.40 (0.11) <.001 [1.18, 1.61]
[0.41, 0.79] 1.36 (0.11) <.001 [1.14, 1.57]
[0.30, 0.68] 1.46 (0.11) <.001 [1.25, 1.68]

Notes. Contrasts of between- and within-set rated moral appeal scores (care, liberty,
purity, and none). Two random-intercept cross-classification multilevel models were first
fit to predict rated moral appeal scores respectively for TAVMs and PASMs, in which the
primary moral appeal (Care/Liberty/Purity/Control Appeal), types of rated moral appeal
scores (care/liberty/purity/none), their full interaction terms, and sample types (SSI vs.
Mturkers) were modeled as fixed effects. Message and participant IDs were used to
model random effects. Based on each multilevel model, estimated marginal means (also
called least-square means) were calculated for both between- and within-message
contrasts, with p values (adjusted using the Holm method to control for familywise Type
I error rate) and 95% CIs estimated using the Kenward-Roger method to approximate
degrees of freedom.
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Table S4.3: Between-Set Contrasts in Untargeted Moral Appeals for Young NonSmokers
Contrast
Care vs. Liberty: Rated purity
Care vs. Purity: Rated liberty
Care vs. Control: Rated liberty
Care vs. Control: Rated purity
Liberty vs. Purity: Rated care
Liberty vs. Control: Rated care
Liberty vs. Control: Rated purity
Purity vs. Control: Rated care
Purity vs. Control: Rated liberty

TAVMs
𝜟𝜟 M (SE) p
95% CI
0.14 (0.10) .813 [-0.14, 0.43]
0.28 (0.11) .082 [-0.02, 0.58]
0.11 (0.10) .945 [-0.19, 0.40]
0.21 (0.10) .405 [-0.09, 0.50]
-0.20 (0.11) .412 [-0.50, 0.10]
-0.06 (0.10) 1
[-0.35, 0.23]
0.06 (0.10) 1
[-0.23, 0.35]
0.14 (0.11) .813 [-0.16, 0.44]
-0.18 (0.11) .615 [-0.48, 0.13]

𝜟𝜟 M (SE)
0.19 (0.12)
0.29 (0.12)
0.43 (0.12)
0.67 (0.12)
-0.01 (.12)
0.57 (0.12)
0.48 (0.12)
0.58 (0.12)
0.14 (0.12)

PASMs
p
95% CI
.356 [-0.15, 0.54]
.076 [-0.05, 0.63]
.003 [0.08, 0.77]
<.001 [0.33, 1.02]
.953 [-0.34, 0.33]
<.001 [0.23, 0.91]
.001 [0.14, 0.82]
<.001 [0.25, 0.91]
.486 [-0.19, 0.47]

Notes. Contrasts to assess potential confounding from untargeted moral appeals between
pairwise moral appeal categories. Two random-intercept cross-classification multilevel
models were first fit to predict rated moral appeal scores respectively for texts and
images, in which designated moral appeal categories (Care/Liberty/Purity/Control
Appeal), types of rated moral appeal scores (care/liberty/purity/none), their full
interaction terms, and sample types (SSI vs. Mturkers) were modeled as fixed effects.
Message and participant IDs were used to model random effects. Based on each
multilevel model, estimated marginal means (also called least-square means) were
calculated for between-message contrasts, with p values (adjusted using the Holm method
to control for familywise Type I error rate) and 95% CIs estimated using the KenwardRoger method to approximate degrees of freedom.
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2. Robustness Checks Using Rated Moral Appeal Scores (Study 3)
Table S4.4: Multilevel Analyses on the Main Effects of Moral Appeals on Retransmission Intentions among Young Non-Smokers
PASMs

Narrowcasting
Broadcasting
b (SE)
95% CI
p
b (SE)
95% CI
p
Main Effects of Moral Appeal Conditions
Control
1.88 (0.10) [1.68, 2.07] < .001 1.78 (0.10) [1.58, 1.98] < .001

Narrowcasting
b (SE)
95% CI

TAVMs
p

Broadcasting
b (SE)
95% CI

p

2.02 (0.10) [1.82, 2.23] < .001 1.92 (0.10) [1.73, 2.12] < .001
[-0.36,
[-0.38,
Care vs. Control 0.51 (0.14) [0.25, 0.78] < .001 0.55 (0.14) [0.28, 0.82] < .001 -0.09 (0.14)
.499 -0.12 (0.13)
.386
0.17]
0.14]
Purity vs.
[-0.13,
[-0.19,
[-0.21,
0.21 (0.14) [-0.05, 0.48] .119 0.14 (0.14)
.309
0.09 (0.14)
.511 0.06 (0.14)
.659
Control
0.41]
0.37]
0.33]
Main Effects of Rated Moral Appeals
[-0.06,
[-0.02,
Rated Care
0.10 (0.08)
.234 0.12 (0.07)
.089
0.22 (0.06) [0.11, 0.33] < .001 0.29 (0.09) [0.11, 0.47] .004
0.26]
0.26]
-0.02
[-0.17,
[-0.04,
[-0.06,
Rated Purity
-0.07 (0.06) [-0.19, 0.06] .304
.757
0.10 (0.08)
.188 0.05 (0.06)
.395
(0.08)
0.12]
0.24]
0.17]
-0.23
[-0.69,
[-0.29,
[-0.32,
Rated Liberty
-0.04 (0.13) [-0.29, 0.20] .748
.362 -0.03 (0.14)
.843 -0.11 (0.11)
.321
(0.24)
0.23]
0.23]
0.10]

Notes. Significant effects were bolded. 95% CIs were constructed using log-likelihood profiles. P-values were calculated using the
Satterthwaite's method to approximate degrees of freedom. Dummies indicating the position by which each message was shown in the
8-message sequence (1st, 2nd, …, 8th) were also included as fixed effects in all models but were removed for the simplicity of
presentation.
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II. Young Non-Smokers: Supplementary Data for Study 4
1. Table S4.5: Means, Standard Deviations of Measured Variables and Their Correlation Matrix for Non-Smokers
NC
(NC) Narrowcasting
(BC) Broadcasting
(MP) Moral Piggyback
(ME) Morality Expression
PE
(AD) Aroused
(PT) Pleasant
(UT) Unpleasant
(NL) Novel
(UL) Useful
(AM) Attitude Moralization
(MC) MFT-Care
(MF) MFT-Fairness
(ML) MFT-Loyalty
(MP) MFT-Purity
(MA) MFT-Authority

1.95
(0.87)

BC

MP

ME

PE

AD

PT

UT

NL

UL

AM

MC

MF

ML

MP

.84

1.88
(0.86)

.56

.54

2.23
(1.24)

.60

.60

.67

2.99
(1.05)

.51

.50

.57

.68

3.65
(0.74)

.39

.39

.55

.45

.4

1.79
(1.05)

.18

.16

.26

.17

.00

.21

1.43
(0.72)

.34

.31

.44

.35

.53

.42

-.24

2.91
(1.37)

.34

.31

.34

.40

.42

.31

.13

.40

2.94
(0.91)

.49

.49

.51

.67

.79

.42

.15

.38

.51

3.35
(0.95)

.22

.20

.33

.25

.18

.20

.15

.17

.16

.14

2.41
(1.40)

.28

.27

.29

.29

.37

.13

-.01

.28

.24

.31

.19

4.68
(0.87)

.21

.18

.21

.22

.29

.14

.00

.19

.19

.27

.08

.70

4.48
(0.76)

.27

.24

.33

.27

.19

.14

.13

.1

.17

.21

.23

.48

.34

4.03
(0.95)

.27

.24

.36

.3

.27

.16

.09

.17

.22

.25

.34

.45

.27

.70

4.13
(1.12)

.21

.18

.3

.23

.22

.14

.07

.14

.19

.22

.25

.50

.39

.77

.72

Notes. N = 924. Pearson correlations in the lower triangular matrix with means (standard deviations) on the diagonal. Missing values were listwise deleted.
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MA

4.41
(0.90)

Table S4.6: Sensitivity Analyses: Regression Analyses Using Rated Moral Appeal Scores to Predict Retransmission Intentions
Narrowcasting
Main Effects
Intercept
Appeal: Rated Care
Appeal: Rated Purity
Appeal: Rated Liberty

Main Effects

(N = 935)

Moderation:
MFT-Purity
(N = 926)

1.70*
(0.39, 3.01)
0.25*
(0.06, 0.44)
-0.05
(-0.12, 0.03)
-0.15
(-0.88, 0.58)

1.70**
(0.44, 2.96)
0.25**
(0.07, 0.43)
-0.06
(-0.13, 0.02)
-0.15
(-0.85, 0.55)

1.79**
(0.53, 3.05)
0.27**
(0.09, 0.45)
-0.05
(-0.12, 0.02)
-0.22
(-0.91, 0.48)

MFT-Care

Moderation:
MFT-Purity
(N = 926)

1.39*
(0.06, 2.73)
0.23*
(0.04, 0.42)
-0.09*
(-0.16, -0.02)
0.01
(-0.74, 0.76)

1.38*
(0.11, 2.66)
0.23*
(0.04, 0.41)
-0.10**
(-0.17, -0.03)
0.03
(-0.69, 0.74)

1.46*
(0.16, 2.75)
0.25**
(0.06, 0.44)
-0.09*
(-0.16, -0.02)
-0.04
(-0.76, 0.68)

**p

0.07
(-0.11, 0.25)

0.10**
(0.04, 0.17)

MFT-Purity*Rated Purity
Intercept

< .001;

-0.03
(-0.24, 0.18)
0.08
(-0.10, 0.25)

MFT-Care*Rated Care

Notes.

(N = 935)

Moderation:
MFT-Care
(N = 926)

-0.04
(-0.25, 0.17)

MFT-Purity

***p

Broadcasting

Moderation:
MFT-Care
(N = 926)

< .01;

1.70
*p

*

1.70

**

0.09**
(0.03, 0.16)
0.04
1.79**

1.39

*

1.38

*

0.04
1.46*

< .05. Unstandardized coefficients and 95% CIs in parentheses calculated using robust standard errors (“HC3” option in

R’s sandwich package). MFT-care and MFT-purity were mean-centered. Missing values were listwise deleted. No other covariates included. Rated moral
appeal scores were imported from an independent sample of non-smokers.
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Table S4.7: Sensitivity Analyses: Indirect Effects of Statistically Dependent Multiple Mediators Using Rated Moral Appeal Scores
a-path
Rated Moral Appeal: Care
Moral Piggyback
Morality Expression
PE
Aroused
Pleasant
Unpleasant
Novel
Useful
Rated Moral Appeal: Purity
Moral Piggyback
Morality Expression
PE
Aroused
Pleasant
Unpleasant
Novel
Useful

b-path
Narrowcasting

b-path
Broadcasting

Indirect: a × b
Narrowcasting

Indirect: a × b
Broadcasting

0.54 [0.32, 0.79]
0.31 [0.11, 0.5]
0.44 [0.31, 0.59]
0.34 [0.12, 0.56]
-0.17 [-0.30, -0.04]
0.43 [0.20, 0.66]
-0.14 [-0.33, 0.05]
0.33 [0.13, 0.51]

0.12 [0.05, 0.18]
0.24 [0.16, 0.32]
0.12 [0.00, 0.25]
0.05 [-0.01, 0.11]
0.10 [0.02, 0.18]
0.05 [-0.01, 0.10]
0.04 [-0.02, 0.10]
0.02 [-0.08, 0.10]

0.11 [0.04, 0.17]
0.27 [0.20, 0.34]
0.06 [-0.05, 0.19]
0.07 [0.01, 0.13]
0.04 [-0.04, 0.13]
0.03 [-0.02, 0.08]
0.03 [-0.03, 0.09]
0.05 [-0.04, 0.14]

0.06 [0.02, 0.12]
0.07 [0.03, 0.13]
0.05 [0.00, 0.12]
0.02 [0.00, 0.04]
-0.02 [-0.04, 0.00]
0.02 [0.00, 0.05]
-0.01 [-0.02, 0.00]
0.01 [-0.03, 0.04]

0.06 [0.02, 0.11]
0.08 [0.03, 0.14]
0.03 [-0.02, 0.09]
0.02 [0.00, 0.06]
-0.01 [-0.03, 0.01]
0.01 [-0.01, 0.04]
0.00 [-0.02, 0.01]
0.02 [-0.01, 0.05]

-0.17 [-0.26, -0.08]
-0.17 [-0.26, -0.09]
0.02 [-0.03, 0.08]
0.01 [-0.07, 0.10]
-0.32 [-0.37, -0.27]
0.92 [0.83, 1.01]
0.31 [0.23, 0.39]
-0.07 [-0.15, 0.01]

0.12 [0.05, 0.18]
0.24 [0.16, 0.32]
0.12 [0.00, 0.25]
0.05 [-0.01, 0.11]
0.10 [0.02, 0.18]
0.05 [-0.01, 0.10]
0.04 [-0.02, 0.10]
0.02 [-0.08, 0.10]

0.11 [0.04, 0.17]
0.27 [0.20, 0.34]
0.06 [-0.05, 0.19]
0.07 [0.01, 0.13]
0.04 [-0.04, 0.13]
0.03 [-0.02, 0.08]
0.03 [-0.03, 0.09]
0.05 [-0.04, 0.14]

-0.02 [-0.04, -0.01]
-0.04 [-0.07, -0.02]
0.00 [0.00, 0.01]
0.00 [0.00, 0.01]
-0.03 [-0.06, -0.01]
0.04 [-0.01, 0.10]
0.01 [0.00, 0.03]
0.00 [-0.01, 0.01]

-0.02 [-0.04, -0.01]
-0.05 [-0.07, -0.02]
0.00 [0.00, 0.01]
0.00 [-0.01, 0.01]
-0.01 [-0.04, 0.01]
0.03 [-0.02, 0.08]
0.01 [-0.01, 0.03]
0.00 [-0.01, 0.00]

Notes. Indirect effects with 95% CIs NOT overlapping with zero were bolded. Unstandardized indirect effects with 95CIs in brackets, which were constructed
using percentile bootstrapping (1000 re-samples). Covariates included in both the linear regressions predicting mediators and those predicting retransmission
outcomes are as follows: attitude moralization towards smoking, MFT-care, MFT-purity, MFT-fairness, MFT-loyalty, and MFT-authority. Rated liberty appeal
scores were also included but omitted from reporting. Demographics were excluded because their addition would induce the covariance matrix to become not
positive definite. Rated moral appeal scores were imported from an independent sample of non-smokers.
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III. Current Smokers: Supplementary Data for Study 3
1. Means of Selected Moral Appeals’ MFT Scores among Current Smokers
Table S4.8: Means for Selected Moral Appeals’ MFT Scores among Current Smokers
Rated care

Moral Appeal
M (SE) 95% CI
Type
Anti-Vaping Text
[3.83,
Care
4 (0.08)
4.16]
2.7
[2.54,
Liberty
(0.08) 2.86]
3.08
[2.92,
Purity
(0.08) 3.25]
2.94
[2.77,
Control
(0.09) 3.11]
Anti-Smoking Image
4.26
[4.08,
Care
(0.09) 4.44]
2.62
[2.43,
Liberty
(0.1)
2.81]
2.65
[2.46,
Purity
(0.1)
2.84]
1.86
[1.67,
Control
(0.09) 2.05]

Rated liberty

Rated purity

Rated none

M (SE) 95% CI

M (SE) 95% CI

M (SE) 95% CI

2.26
(0.08)
3.05
(0.08)
2.18
(0.08)
2.41
(0.09)

[2.1,
2.43]
[2.89,
3.21]
[2.01,
2.34]
[2.24,
2.57]

2.33
(0.08)
2.24
(0.08)
3.08
(0.08)
2.34
(0.09)

[2.17,
2.49]
[2.07,
2.4]
[2.92,
3.25]
[2.17,
2.51]

2.12
(0.08)
2.62
(0.08)
2.32
(0.08)
2.74
(0.09)

[1.96,
2.29]
[2.46,
2.78]
[2.16,
2.48]
[2.57,
2.9]

2.33
(0.09)
3.06
(0.1)
2.17
(0.1)
2.09
(0.09)

[2.15,
2.51]
[2.87,
3.25]
[1.98,
2.36]
[1.91,
2.28]

2.58
(0.09)
2.26
(0.1)
3.81
(0.1)
1.96
(0.09)

[2.4,
2.76]
[2.08,
2.45]
[3.62,
3.99]
[1.77,
2.15]

1.98
(0.09)
2.61
(0.1)
2.31
(0.1)
3.75
(0.09)

[1.79,
2.16]
[2.42,
2.79]
[2.12,
2.49]
[3.57,
3.94]

Figure S4.1: Means of Rated MFT Scores for Selected TAVMs and PASMs for Current
Smokers
TAVM

PASM
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2. Confirmatory Between- and Within-Set Validity Test for Selected Stimuli
Table S4.9: Between- and Within-Set Contrasts in Rated MFT Scores for Current
Smokers
TAVMs
p
Contrast
𝜟𝜟 M (SE)
Between-Message Differences on Rated care
Appeal type: Care vs. Liberty
1.29 (0.11) <.001
Appeal type: Care vs. Purity
0.91 (0.11) <.001
Appeal type: Care vs. Control
1.06 (0.12) <.001
Between-Message Differences on Rated liberty
Appeal type: Liberty vs. Care
0.79 (0.11) <.001
Appeal type: Liberty vs. Purity
0.87 (0.11) <.001
Appeal type: Liberty vs. Control 0.64 (0.12) <.001
Between-Message Differences on Rated purity
Appeal type: Purity vs. Care
0.75 (0.11) <.001
Appeal type: Purity vs. Liberty
0.85 (0.11) <.001
Appeal type: Purity vs. Control
0.74 (0.12) <.001
Between-Message Differences on Rated none
Appeal type: Control vs. Care
0.62 (0.12) <.001
Appeal type: Control vs. Liberty 0.12 (0.12) .624
Appeal type: Control vs. Purity
0.42 (0.12) .003
Within-Message Contrasts: Care Appeal
Rated score: care vs. liberty
1.73 (0.11) <.001
Rated score: care vs. purity
1.67 (0.11) <.001
Rated score: care vs. none
1.87 (0.11) <.001
Within-Message Contrasts: Liberty Appeal
Rated score: liberty vs. care
0.35 (0.11) .009
Rated score: liberty vs. purity
0.81 (0.11) <.001
Rated score: liberty vs. none
0.43 (0.11) .001
Within-Message Contrasts: Purity Appeal
Rated score: purity vs. care
0.00 (0.11) 1
Rated score: purity vs. liberty
0.91 (0.11) <.001
Rated score: purity vs. none
0.76 (0.11) <.001
Within-Message Contrasts: Control Appeal
Rated score: none vs. care
-0.20 (0.11) .231
Rated score: none vs. liberty
0.33 (0.11) .014
Rated score: none vs. purity
0.40 (0.11) .003

95% CI

PASMs
p
𝜟𝜟 M (SE)

95% CI

[1.07, 1.52]
[0.69, 1.14]
[0.83, 1.29]

1.64 (0.13) <.001 [1.38, 1.90]
1.61 (0.13) <.001 [1.35, 1.87]
2.40 (0.13) <.001 [2.14, 2.66]

[0.56, 1.01]
[0.65, 1.10]
[0.42, 0.87]

0.73 (0.13) .001 [0.47, 0.99]
0.89 (0.13) <.001 [0.63, 1.15]
0.96 (0.13) .001 [0.70, 1.23]

[0.53, 0.98]
[0.62, 1.07]
[0.52, 0.97]

1.22 (0.13) <.001 [0.97, 1.48]
1.54 (0.13) <.001 [1.28, 1.81]
1.85 (0.13) <.001 [1.58, 2.11]

[0.39, 0.85]
[-0.11, 0.35]
[0.19, 0.65]

1.78 (0.13) <.001 [1.52, 2.04]
1.15 (0.13) <.001 [0.88, 1.41]
1.45 (0.13) <.001 [1.19, 1.71]

[1.52, 1.95]
[1.45, 1.89]
[1.66, 2.09]

1.93 (0.13) <.001 [1.68, 2.18]
1.68 (0.13) <.001 [1.43, 1.93]
2.28 (0.13) <.001 [2.04, 2.53]

[0.13, 0.56]
[0.60, 1.03]
[0.21, 0.65]

0.44 (0.13) .001 [0.19, 0.70]
0.80 (0.13) <.001 [0.54, 1.05]
0.45 (0.13) .001 [0.20, 0.71]

[-0.22, 0.22]
[0.69, 1.12]
[0.55, 0.98]

1.15 (0.13) <.001 [0.90, 1.41]
1.64 (0.13) <.001 [1.38, 1.89]
1.50 (0.13) <.001 [1.24, 1.76]

[-0.43, 0.02]
[0.11, 0.56]
[0.18, 0.62]

1.89 (0.13) <.001 [1.64, 2.15]
1.66 (0.13) <.001 [1.41, 1.91]
1.79 (0.13) <.001 [1.54, 2.05]

Notes. Planned contrasts of between- and within-message moral appeal scores (care,
liberty, purity, and none). Two random-intercept cross-classification multilevel models
were first fit to predict rated moral appeal scores respectively for texts and images, in
which designated moral appeal categories (Care/Liberty/Purity/Control Appeal), types of
rated moral appeal scores
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Table S4.10: Between-Set Contrasts in Untargeted Moral Appeals for Current Smokers
Contrast
Care vs. Liberty: Rated purity
Care vs. Purity: Rated liberty
Care vs. Control: Rated liberty
Care vs. Control: Rated purity
Liberty vs. Purity: Rated care
Liberty vs. Control: Rated care
Liberty vs. Control: Rated purity
Purity vs. Control: Rated care
Purity vs. Control: Rated liberty

TAVMs
𝜟𝜟 M (SE) p
95% CI
0.09 (0.11) 1
[-0.23, 0.41]
0.08 (0.11) 1
[-0.24, 0.41]
-0.14 (0.12) 1
[-0.47, 0.18]
-0.01 (0.12) 1
[-0.33, 0.32]
-0.38 (0.11) .009 [-0.70, -0.06]
-0.24 (0.12) .336 [-0.56, 0.09]
-0.10 (0.12) 1
[-0.43, 0.22]
0.14 (0.12) 1
[-0.18, 0.47]
-0.23 (0.12) .353 [-0.55, 0.10]

PASMs
p
𝜟𝜟 M (SE)
95% CI
0.32 (0.13) .097 [-0.05, 0.69]
0.16 (0.13) .672 [-0.21, 0.53]
0.24 (0.13) .3
[-0.13, 0.60]
0.62 (0.13) <.001 [0.25, 0.99]
-0.03 (0.13) 1
[-0.41, 0.34]
0.76 (0.13) <.001 [0.39, 1.13]
0.30 (0.13) .118 [-0.07, 0.67]
0.79 (0.13) <.001 [0.42, 1.16]
0.08 (0.13) 1
[-0.30, 0.45]

Notes. Contrasts to assess potential confounding from untargeted moral appeals between
pairwise moral appeal categories. Two random-intercept cross-classification multilevel
models were first fit to predict rated moral appeal scores respectively for texts and
images, in which designated moral appeal categories (Care/Liberty/Purity/Control
Appeal), types of rated moral appeal scores (care/liberty/purity/none), their full
interaction terms, and sample types (SSI vs. Mturkers) were modeled as fixed effects.
Message and participant IDs were used to model random effects. Based on each
multilevel model, estimated marginal means (also called least-square means) were
calculated for between-message contrasts, with p values (adjusted using the Holm method
to control for familywise Type I error rate) and 95% CIs estimated using the KenwardRoger method to approximate degrees of freedom.
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3. Main Effects of Moral Appeals and Robustness Checks (Study 3)
In the analytical sample, most smokers had a smoker living in their house or as
acquaintances/friends (92.9%), have tried e-cigarettes in the past (71.3%) but no longer
used this product (52.4%). About 10% of the smoker sample were between 18-24 years
old, and the majority were 45 years old and above (66.3%). A slightly more than half of
the sample were female (52.7%). Most had completed some college-level education or
more (81.3%), had no children (83.7%), were non-Hispanic (83.3%) and predominantly
white (71.0%), and had household income below $50,000 (53.8%). Slightly more
smokers self-identified as Democratic (35.7%) than Republican (31.6%) and other
(32.7%).
As can be seen from the table and figure below, similar to young non-smokers,
care-based PASMs significantly motivated more narrowcasting and broadcasting than the
other two conditions, whereas purity-based PASMs showed no significant differences
than non-moral control PSAMs. Furthermore, neither care- or purity-based TAVMs
showed significant main effects on retransmission.
In the robustness checks, results largely mirrored those in the OLS analyses,
except that care-based TAVMs also showed significant positive effects on both types of
retransmission after controlling for the impacts of rated purity and liberty scores.
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Table S4.11: Main Effects of Moral Appeals on Retransmission Intentions among
Current Smokers

Control
Care vs. Control
Purity vs. Control
N
F Statistic

PASMs
Narrowcastin
Broadcasting
g
b (95% CI)
b (95% CI)
2.04***
2.01***
(1.90, 2.19) (1.86, 2.16)
0.53***
0.50***
(0.30, 0.76) (0.27, 0.73)
0.06
0.02
(-0.18, 0.31) (-0.23, 0.26)
329
329
***
10.75
10.91***
(df = 2; 326) (df = 2; 330)

TAVMs
Narrowcastin
Broadcasting
g
b (95% CI)
b (95% CI)
2.41***
2.34***
(2.21, 2.60)
(2.14, 2.54)
0.11
0.11
(-0.17, 0.39) (-0.18, 0.40)
0.07
-0.06
(-0.20, 0.34) (-0.34, 0.22)
301
301
0.31
0.67
(df = 2; 298) (df = 2; 298)

Notes. ***p < .001. Unstandardized coefficients and 95% confidence intervals in
parentheses. 95% CIs and F-test statistics were calculated using robust standard errors
(option “HC3” in R’s sandwich package).
Figure S4.2: Group Means by Moral Appeal, Message Types and Outcome among
Current Smokers
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Table S4.12: Multilevel Analyses on the Main Effects of Moral Appeals on Retransmission Intentions among Current Smokers
PASMs
Narrowcasting
Broadcasting
b (SE)
95% CI
p
b (SE)
95% CI
Main Effects of Moral Appeal Conditions
Control
1.99 (0.10) [1.80, 2.18] < .001 1.93 (0.10) [1.74, 2.11]
Care vs. Control
0.53 (0.13) [0.27, 0.79] < .001 0.50 (0.13) [0.25, 0.76]
Purity vs. Control 0.06 (0.13) [-0.19, 0.32] .624 0.02 (0.13) [-0.24, 0.27]
Main Effects of Rated Moral Appeals
Rated Care
0.22 (0.06) [0.11, 0.33] < .001 0.22 (0.05) [0.12, 0.33]
Rated Purity
-0.07 (0.06) [-0.19, 0.06] .304 -0.07 (0.06) [-0.19, 0.05]
Rated Liberty
-0.04 (0.13) [-0.29, 0.20] .748 -0.05 (0.12) [-0.28, 0.19]

p

Narrowcasting
b (SE)
95% CI

TAVMs
p

< .001
< .001
.904

2.38 (0.10)
0.11 (0.15)
0.07 (0.14)

< .001
.261
.693

0.16 (0.06) [0.05, 0.27] .012
0.05 (0.04) [-0.03, 0.13] .228
-0.05 (0.08) [-0.20, 0.09] .494

Broadcasting
b (SE)
95% CI

p

[2.18, 2.58] < .001 2.30 (0.11) [2.09, 2.51] < .001
[-0.17, 0.40] .442 0.11 (0.15) [-0.18, 0.40] .463
[-0.21, 0.34] .630 -0.06 (0.14) [-0.34, 0.22] .675
0.18 (0.05) [0.08, 0.28] < .001
0.04 (0.03) [-0.03, 0.10] .284
-0.08 (0.07) [-0.21, 0.04] .197

Notes. Significant effects were bolded. 95% CIs were constructed using log-likelihood profiles. P-values were calculated using the
Satterthwaite's method to approximate degrees of freedom. Dummies indicating the position by which each message was shown in the
8-message sequence (1st, 2nd, …, 8th) were also included as fixed effects in all models but were removed for the simplicity of
presentation.
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IV. Current Smokers: Supplementary Data for Study 4

1. Table S4.13: Means, Standard Deviations of Measured Variables and Their Correlation Matrix for Current Smokers
NC
(NC) Narrowcasting
(BC) Broadcasting
(MP) Moral Piggyback
(ME) Morality Expression
PE
(AD) Aroused
(PT) Pleasant
(UT) Unpleasant
(NL) Novel
(UL) Useful
(AM) Attitude Moralization
(MC) MFT-Care
(MF) MFT-Fairness
(ML) MFT-Loyalty
(MP) MFT-Purity
(MA) MFT-Authority
(SC) Stage of change

1.94
(0.90)

BC

MP

ME

PE

AD

PT

UT

NL

UL

AM

MC

MF

ML

MP

MA

.92

1.87
(0.90)

.69

.67

2.23
(1.26)

.74

.73

.81

2.69
(1.18)

.61

.59

.64

.71

3.44
(0.74)

.52

.48

.63

.56

.47

1.987
(1.13)

.41

.42

.44

.35

.16

.53

1.53
(0.90)

.43

.41

.54

.45

.54

.47

.07

2.89
(1.35)

.42

.41

.42

.49

.54

.42

.23

.48

3.12
(0.92)

.59

.56

.65

.74

.81

.51

.29

.46

.63

3.16
(1.00)

.28

.28

.46

.34

.22

.34

.37

.17

.16

.24

2.06
(1.13)

.18

.18

.21

.24

.32

.15

-.02

.24

.22

.21

.10

4.85
(0.86)

.17

.17

.19

.20

.31

.15

.05

.19

.23

.20

.09

.78

4.59
(0.80)

.24

.23

.33

.29

.24

.28

.17

.18

.25

.23

.29

.46

.41

4.22
(0.94)

.26

.26

.4

.36

.29

.31

.14

.31

.26

.25

.29

.51

.42

.71

4.12
(1.10)

.18

.17

.25

.23

.28

.19

.06

.19

.20

.19

.20

.55

.52

.75

.74

4.50
(0.89)

.26

.27

.27

.29

.30

.19

.16

.18

.09

.27

.09

.02

.08

.03

.05

.00

Notes. N = 367. Pearson correlations in the lower triangular matrix with means (standard deviations) on the diagonal. Missing values were listwise deleted.
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SC

6.59
(3.25)

2. Results for Hypotheses Testing
In the analytical sample, smokers reported an average of 6.59 (SD = 3.27) on the
11-point stage of quitting scale (1 = I have no thoughts about quitting smoking; 11 = I
am taking action to quit smoking). Approximately 13.6% were aged under 44 and most
were between 45-64 years’ old (48.8%). More than half of the sample were female
(61.2%). Most had completed some college-level education or more (72.1%), had no
children currently living in the household (81.0%), were non-Hispanic (96.5%) and
predominantly white (90.5%), and had household income below $50,000 (52.6%).
Slightly more smokers self-identified as Democratic (35.8%) than Republican (30.1%)
and other (34.1%).
As can be seen from the tables and figures below, similar to young non-smokers,
care-based PASMs significantly motivated more narrowcasting and broadcasting than
non-moral control PASMs, whereas purity-based PASMs showed no significant
differences than non-moral control PSAMs. As expected, self-reported motivation to
express personal moral principles significantly mediated the effects of care-based PASMs
even after controlling for a battery of common predictors of retransmission. In contrast,
accessibility of general moral values did not emerge as a significant mediator.
Moderating effects of endorsing the care/harm foundation were not supported, although
endorsing the sanctity/degradation foundation amplified the retransmission-inhibiting
effects of purity-based PASMs in the case of narrowcasting.
Using rated strength of moral appeals mirrored the results summarized above.
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Figure S4.3: Main Effects of Moral Appeals on Retransmission Intentions for Current
Smokers

Figure S4.4: Mediation Analyses Results for Current Smokers
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Table S4.14: Regression Analyses: Main Effects of Moral Appeals and Comments on Retransmission Intentions and the Moderating
Effects of MFT Endorsement
Narrowcasting
Broadcasting
Main Effects
Moderation:
Moderation:
Main Effects
Moderation:
Moderation:
(N = 369) MFT-Care (N = 357) MFT-Purity (N = 362) (N = 369) MFT-Care (N = 357) MFT-Purity (N = 362)
Intercept
1.92***
1.92***
1.95***
1.88***
1.88***
1.91***
(1.77, 2.07)
(1.76, 2.07)
(1.81, 2.09)
(1.73, 2.03)
(1.73, 2.03)
(1.76, 2.05)
*
Appeal: Care vs. Control
0.23
0.23
0.19
0.19
0.20
0.17
(0.001, 0.46) (-0.0003, 0.46)
(-0.03, 0.42)
(-0.04, 0.42)
(-0.03, 0.43)
(-0.06, 0.39)
Appeal: Purity vs. Control
-0.12
-0.15
-0.18
-0.18
-0.23*
-0.25*
(-0.33, 0.10)
(-0.37, 0.06)
(-0.39, 0.02)
(-0.39, 0.04)
(-0.44, -0.02)
(-0.45, -0.04)
MFT-Care
0.15
0.15
(-0.02, 0.33)
(-0.02, 0.31)
MFT-Purity
0.30***
0.28***
(0.17, 0.43)
(0.15, 0.41)
MFT-Care*(Care vs. Control)
0.17
0.19
(-0.08, 0.42)
(-0.06, 0.44)
MFT-Care*(Purity vs. Control)
-0.05
-0.03
(-0.29, 0.20)
(-0.26, 0.20)
MFT-Purity*(Care vs. Control)
-0.06
-0.07
(-0.28, 0.15)
(-0.28, 0.15)
MFT-Purity*(Purity vs.
-0.14
-0.18*
Control)
(-0.36, -0.01)
(-0.31, 0.04)
Notes. ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05. Unstandardized coefficients and 95% CIs in parentheses calculated using robust standard errors (“HC3” option in
Sample: Current Smokers

R’s sandwich package). MFT-care and MFT-purity were mean-centered. Missing values were listwise deleted. No other covariates were included.

Table S4.15: Indirect Effects of Multiple Mediators Modeled as Statistically Dependent among Current Smokers
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a-path
Moral Appeal: Care vs. Control
Moral Piggyback
0.75 [0.51, 10]
Morality Expression
0.44 [0.18, 0.69]
PE
0.51 [0.35, 0.67]
Aroused
0.28 [0.03, 0.53]
Pleasant
-0.44 [-0.66, -0.22]
Unpleasant
1.22 [0.96, 1.50]
Novel
0.14 [-0.07, 0.35]
Useful
0.44 [0.22, 0.66]
Moral Appeal: Purity vs. Control
Moral Piggyback
0.05 [-0.19, 0.30]
Morality Expression
-0.19 [-0.44, 0.04]
PE
0.18 [0.02, 0.33]
Aroused
0.05 [-0.18, 0.31]
Pleasant
-0.46 [-0.65, -0.26]
Unpleasant
1.70 [1.46, 1.95]
Novel
0.52 [0.30, 0.72]
Useful
0.00 [-0.21, 0.24]

b-path
Narrowcasting

b-path
Broadcasting

Indirect: a × b
Narrowcasting

Indirect: a × b
Broadcasting

0.09 [-0.02, 0.20]
0.35 [0.23, 0.45]
0.23 [0.07, 0.41]
0.01 [-0.08, 0.11]
0.16 [0.06, 0.26]
0.09 [0.02, 0.16]
0.02 [-0.07, 0.12]
-0.08 [-0.20, 0.03]

0.06 [-0.05, 0.17]
0.35 [0.24, 0.46]
0.26 [0.08, 0.44]
-0.03 [-0.14, 0.07]
0.21 [0.11, 0.31]
0.10 [0.03, 0.18]
0.05 [-0.04, 0.15]
-0.14 [-0.26, -0.02]

0.07 [-0.01, 0.17]
0.15 [0.06, 0.26]
0.12 [0.03, 0.22]
0.00 [-0.03, 0.04]
-0.07 [-0.13, -0.02]
0.11 [0.02, 0.20]
0.00 [-0.01, 0.03]
-0.04 [-0.1, 0.02]

0.04 [-0.04, 0.14]
0.15 [0.06, 0.26]
0.13 [0.04, 0.25]
-0.01 [-0.04, 0.02]
-0.09 [-0.16, -0.03]
0.13 [0.04, 0.22]
0.01 [-0.01, 0.04]
-0.06 [-0.13, -0.01]

0.09 [-0.02, 0.20]
0.35 [0.23, 0.45]
0.23 [0.07, 0.41]
0.01 [-0.08, 0.11]
0.16 [0.06, 0.26]
0.09 [0.02, 0.16]
0.02 [-0.07, 0.12]
-0.08 [-0.20, 0.03]

0.06 [-0.05, 0.17]
0.35 [0.24, 0.46]
0.26 [0.08, 0.44]
-0.03 [-0.14, 0.07]
0.21 [0.11, 0.31]
0.10 [0.03, 0.18]
0.05 [-0.04, 0.15]
-0.14 [-0.26, -0.02]

0.00 [-0.02, 0.04]
-0.07 [-0.16, 0.01]
0.04 [0.00, 0.10]
0.00 [-0.01, 0.02]
-0.07 [-0.14, -0.02]
0.16 [0.04, 0.28]
0.01 [-0.04, 0.07]
0.00 [-0.03, 0.02]

0.00 [-0.01, 0.03]
-0.07 [-0.17, 0.01]
0.05 [0.00, 0.10]
0.00 [-0.02, 0.01]
-0.09 [-0.17, -0.04]
0.18 [0.06, 0.30]
0.03 [-0.02, 0.09]
0.00 [-0.04, 0.03]

Notes. Indirect effects with 95% CIs NOT overlapping with zero were bolded. Unstandardized indirect effects with 95CIs in brackets, which were
constructed using percentile bootstrapping (1000 re-samples). Covariates included in both the linear regressions predicting mediators and those predicting
retransmission outcomes are as follows: attitude moralization towards smoking, MFT-care, MFT-purity, MFT-fairness, MFT-loyalty, MFT-authority, and
stage of change about quitting. Demographics were excluded because their addition would induce the covariance matrix to become not positive definite.
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3. Robustness Checks Using Rated Moral Appeals Scores
Table S4.16: Sensitivity Analyses: Regression Analyses Using Rated Moral Appeal Scores and MFT Endorsement to Predict
Retransmission Intentions
Narrowcasting
Main Effects
Intercept
Appeal: Rated Care
Appeal: Rated Purity
Appeal: Rated Liberty

Broadcasting
Moderation:
MFT-Purity
(N = 362)

Main Effects

(N = 369)

Moderation:
MFT-Care
(N = 357)

2.36*

2.71**

2.33*

(0.56, 4.17)
0.15*
(0.02, 0.29)
-0.11
(-0.23, 0.005)
-0.25
(-1.19, 0.70)

(0.87, 4.55)
0.17*
(0.04, 0.31)
-0.14*
(-0.25, -0.02)
-0.41
(-1.37, 0.55)

(0.52, 4.13)
0.13*
(0.005, 0.26)
-0.15*
(-0.26, -0.03)
-0.16
(-1.09, 0.77)

MFT-Care

-0.02
(-0.34, 0.31)

MFT-Purity
MFT-Care*Rated Care
MFT-Purity*Rated Purity

(N = 369)

Moderation:
MFT-Care
(N = 357)

Moderation:
MFT-Purity
(N = 362)

2.58**
(0.80, 4.35)
0.16*
(0.02, 0.29)
-0.15*
(-0.26, -0.03)
-0.34
(-1.26, 0.59)

2.89**
(1.09, 4.70)
0.18**
(0.04, 0.31)
-0.18**
(-0.29, -0.06)
-0.48
(-1.42, 0.46)

2.56**
(0.77, 4.35)
0.14*
(0.02, 0.27)
-0.18**
(-0.30, -0.07)
-0.27
(-1.19, 0.65)

-0.03
(-0.34, 0.29)
0.51***
(0.23, 0.79)

0.07
(-0.03, 0.18)

0.43**
(0.15, 0.71)
0.08
(-0.03, 0.18)

-0.11*
(-0.20, -0.01)

-0.08
(-0.17, 0.01)

Notes. ***p < .001; **p < .01; *p < .05. Unstandardized coefficients and 95% CIs in parentheses calculated using robust standard errors (“HC3” option in R’s sandwich package).
MFT-care and MFT-purity were mean-centered. Missing values were listwise deleted. No other covariates included. Rated moral appeal scores were imported from an
independent sample of current smokers.

Table S4.17: Sensitivity Analyses: Indirect Effects of Statistically Dependent Multiple Mediators Using Rated Moral Appeal Scores
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(Current Smokers)
b-path
Narrowcasting

a-path
Rated Moral Appeal: Care
Moral Piggyback
Morality Expression
PE
Aroused
Pleasant
Unpleasant
Novel
Useful
Rated Moral Appeal: Purity
Moral Piggyback
Morality Expression
PE
Aroused
Pleasant
Unpleasant
Novel
Useful

b-path
Broadcasting

Indirect: a × b
Narrowcasting

Indirect: a × b
Broadcasting

0.39 [0.23, 0.55]
0.26 [0.11, 0.41]
0.24 [0.15, 0.33]
0.20 [0.06, 0.35]
-0.09 [-0.21, 0.04]
0.45 [0.28, 0.61]
0.06 [-0.07, 0.18]
0.29 [0.16, 0.42]

0.09 [-0.01, 0.21]
0.35 [0.24, 0.45]
0.23 [0.06, 0.41]
0.01 [-0.09, 0.10]
0.16 [0.06, 0.27]
0.09 [0.01, 0.16]
0.02 [-0.07, 0.12]
-0.08 [-0.2, 0.03]

0.06 [-0.05, 0.19]
0.36 [0.23, 0.45]
0.26 [0.09, 0.46]
-0.03 [-0.13, 0.07]
0.21 [0.11, 0.32]
0.10 [0.02, 0.17]
0.05 [-0.05, 0.14]
-0.14 [-0.27, -0.03]

0.04 [0.00, 0.09]
0.09 [0.03, 0.16]
0.06 [0.01, 0.12]
0.00 [-0.02, 0.02]
-0.01 [-0.04, 0.01]
0.04 [0.01, 0.08]
0.00 [-0.01, 0.01]
-0.02 [-0.07, 0.01]

0.02 [-0.02, 0.08]
0.09 [0.04, 0.15]
0.06 [0.02, 0.13]
-0.01 [-0.03, 0.02]
-0.02 [-0.05, 0.01]
0.04 [0.01, 0.08]
0.00 [-0.01, 0.02]
-0.04 [-0.09, -0.01]

-0.12 [-0.26, 0.02]
-0.21 [-0.35, -0.07]
0.00 [-0.08, 0.09]
-0.02 [-0.16, 0.12]
-0.19 [-0.28, -0.08]
0.80 [0.64, 0.94]
0.28 [0.16, 0.40]
-0.10 [-0.23, 0.03]

0.09 [-0.01, 0.21]
0.35 [0.24, 0.45]
0.23 [0.06, 0.41]
0.01 [-0.09, 0.10]
0.16 [0.06, 0.27]
0.09 [0.01, 0.16]
0.02 [-0.07, 0.12]
-0.08 [-0.20, 0.03]

0.06 [-0.05, 0.19]
0.36 [0.23, 0.45]
0.26 [0.09, 0.46]
-0.03 [-0.13, 0.07]
0.21 [0.11, 0.32]
0.10 [0.02, 0.17]
0.05 [-0.05, 0.14]
-0.14 [-0.27, -0.03]

-0.01 [-0.04, 0.00]
-0.07 [-0.14, -0.02]
0.00 [-0.02, 0.02]
0.00 [-0.01, 0.01]
-0.03 [-0.06, -0.01]
0.07 [0.01, 0.13]
0.01 [-0.02, 0.04]
0.01 [0.00, 0.03]

-0.01 [-0.03, 0.01]
-0.08 [-0.13, -0.02]
0.00 [-0.02, 0.02]
0.00 [-0.01, 0.01]
-0.04 [-0.07, -0.01]
0.08 [0.02, 0.14]
0.01 [-0.01, 0.04]
0.01 [0.00, 0.04]

Notes. Indirect effects with 95% CIs NOT overlapping with zero were bolded. Unstandardized indirect effects with 95CIs in brackets, which were constructed
using percentile bootstrapping (1000 re-samples). Covariates included in both the linear regressions predicting mediators and those predicting retransmission
outcomes are as follows: attitude moralization towards smoking, MFT-care, MFT-purity, MFT-fairness, MFT-loyalty, MFT-authority, and stage of change for
quitting. Demographics were excluded because their addition would induce the covariance matrix to become not positive definite. Rated moral appeal scores
were imported from an independent sample of current smokers.
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V. Message Stimuli for Study 3 and Study 4
1. Table S4.18: Exact Wording of Selected TAVMs in Study 3
Message ID Type
Moral Appeal: Care
"E-cigarette liquids as currently sold are a threat to small children because they
are not required to be childproof," said former CDC director Dr. Tom Frieden in
Factual claim
a statement. "Use of these products is skyrocketing and these poisonings will
continue."
Researchers from Portland State University found that vapor from e-cigarettes
Factual claim can contain formaldehyde, a cancer-causing chemical. These vapors are released
into the environment and can be inhaled by others, including children and pets.
A report published by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
found that secondhand aerosol released into the air by e-cigarettes can expose the
user's surroundings, especially children and pets, to potentially harmful
Factual claim
chemicals. Many e-cigarettes have been found to emit heavy metals, particulates,
and known carcinogens into the air, which can cause adverse effects if inhaled by
others.
When parents vape, their children may suffer from harmful ingredients in the
vapor such as nicotine. It is parents' responsibility to care and protect their
Moral
children against potential harm. Parents worried about the well-being of their
Argument
children would think twice before vaping and should not expose their children to
such preventable health risk.
Pets are loyal companions who will stay by one's side and give their owners
unconditional love and support. If pets will stick with an owner no matter what,
Moral
their owners shouldn't force them to be exposed to the potentially damaging
Argument
toxins released by e-cigarette vapors. Pets do not understand the potential harms
of these vapors, so it is up to their owners to protect them from this hazard.
Babies and children in a household where there is vaping may suffer from health
Moral
complications. Secondhand e-cigarette vapor can hurt the children and release
Argument
chemicals that any responsible parent would not want for their beloved children.
Moral Appeal: Purity
In 2009, the FDA issued a warning regarding the potential health risks of ecigarettes. This was in response to findings from laboratory studies showing that
Factual claim many e-cigarette products contain toxic chemicals, such as diethylene glycol, a
substance used in antifreeze and which can cause adverse health effects when
consumed.
A study conducted by Prue Talbot, a professor of cell biology at the University of
California, found that the aerosols emitted by e-cigarettes can contain around 25
Factual claim or 26 different elements, including metals. Some of these elements are released in
small particles less than 100 nanometers in diameter, which can penetrate through
the tissue in human lungs.
The aerosol from e-cigarettes is not harmless. It can contain harmful and
potentially harmful chemicals, including nicotine; ultrafine particles that can be
Factual claim
inhaled deep into the lungs; flavoring such diacetyl, a chemical linked to a
serious lung disease; volatile organic compounds such as benzene, which is found
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in car exhaust; and heavy metals, such as nickel, tin, and lead.
It is nauseating to think about the possibility of affecting the cleanliness of our
body by ingesting disgusting chemicals. Imagine putting the same chemicals
found in antifreeze, in your body. It may seem exaggerated, but this is what
Moral
people are exposing their body to when they use e-cigarettes. If someone care
Argument
about keeping the body clean and healthy, then e-cigarettes would lead to just the
opposite.
Would you ever eat something out of a dirty plate or drink filthy water from an
unknown source? Probably not, because you care about the purity of your body;
and yet e-cigarettes are freely manufactured and sold without strict regulations as
Moral
Argument
to what they contain and how they are made. This means that by using ecigarettes, people are exposing themselves to substances that are possibly nastier
and far more disgusting than a human should be consuming.
Preserving the purity of the body is an important part of our life and that means
guarding the body against both visible and invisible dirty substances. Would we
ever inhale what comes out of a car's exhaust pipe? When people use e-cigarettes,
Moral
Argument
they are breathing in benzene, one of the disgusting chemicals emitted by motor
vehicles. Filling our lungs with the same substance found in the filthy, dark
smoke released by cars would be like polluting our body.
Moral Appeal: Control
The Population Assessment of Tobacco and Health (PATH) Study, conducted by
the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), found that the primary reason reported by teens ages 12-17 regarding
Factual claim
why they use e-cigarettes is because they are sold in flavors that they enjoy. Ecigarette companies are aware of this audience’s preferences, and are continually
introducing new flavors that strengthen their appeal to this demographic.
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has joined other health experts to
warn consumers about potential health risks associated with electronic cigarettes.
Factual claim "The FDA is concerned about the safety of these products and how they are
marketed to the public," says Margaret A. Hamburg, M.D., commissioner of food
and drugs.
According to a report by the U.S. Surgeon General, use of flavored e-cigarettes
among youth under the age of 24 surpassed that of all adult users ages 25 and
Factual claim over. This shows that younger populations specifically prefer flavored ecigarettes, and manufacturers of these products are capitalizing on this by
introducing as many flavored products as they can.
A study published by scientists from the American University of Beirut and the
Factual claim Center for the Study of Tobacco Products found that all the e-liquids tested
contained free-base nicotine, which is the strongest form of nicotine.
A study by the FDA found that 81% of youth currently using e-cigarettes do so
because of the variety of flavors to choose from. E-cigarette manufacturers have
Factual claim taken advantage of this younger population’s preferences, as their products are
now being marketed in nearly 8,000 different flavors, according to a study
published by a medical research team at the University of California.
Led by professors of cell biology at the University of California, Riverside, a
study of nearly two dozen e-cigarettes bought in the United States found that
Factual claim
poorly manufactured e-cigarettes may allow the metals to enter into the e-liquids,
which probably came from the heating element.
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2. Table S4.19: Selected PASMs Used in Study 3 and Study 4
Moral Appeal

PASMs

Care

Purity

Control
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3. Table S4.20: Comment Stimuli by Moral Appeal, Image ID and Valence in Study 4
Moral
appeal

Image ID

valence

username comment

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_cdc_862.jpg

Cheyenna I think ciggerets shouldnt be a thing it doesnt
Massey
just take human lives it takes animals lives too.
Ciggerets are cruel and I hate them. I think it is
animal abuse to animals. It isnt good to any
thing. You should not smoke for the ones you
love and if you dont smoke you can have a
longer and happier life.

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_cdc_862.jpg

Jasmyne
Throton

Yes it could harm your pet little lungs.most
people are not educated about smoking and
animals but do your research guys. I know you
care

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_cdc_862.jpg

Jesse
Watson

Yes so please don’t smoke I love animals and
don’t want them to die

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_cdc_862.jpg

Anna
Schmidt

When you smoke you’re not just hurting
yourself. You’re hurting others and hurting
their life. So take a hint that smoking or
anything is NOT good for you! You’re also
taking the risk of ending your life. Pay
attention to these signs and make the right
decision. Don’t make others suffer with you.

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_cdc_862.jpg

Curtis
Brandon
Taylor

Thank you for the reminder that smoking isn’t
just bad for people; it harms our animal friends
as well. If you care about animals, you really
need to stop smoking, pronto. Do it for
yourself, all your loved ones, and animals in
laboratories too. Companion cats and dogs
aren’t the only animals who suffer when
people smoke. Mice, rats, dogs, primates, and
other animals are mutilated, pumped full of
nicotine, and forced to inhale smoke in cruel
laboratory experiments to “test” the effects of
smoking.This information should light a fire
under all caring individuals, and if you smoke,
it should give you even more incentive to
stamp out cigarettes once and for all. It may
not be easy, but your beloved animal
companions—and animals suffering in
laboratories—are counting on you to quit. __

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_cdc_862.jpg

Barbara
Mancini

yes that true if your a smoker your pets will
get cancer so please don't smoke for your pets
and your own but most for your cats my cats
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lives IN a smoke free home and no one is to
smoke IN my apartment
care

SVH_img_fb pro
_cdc_862.jpg

Shreya
It's not fair for the pets, People smoking need
Marahatta to be aware of them harming others humans or
animals.

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_cdc_862.jpg

Koshua
Kamela
Kaomi

That's truly sad, not only u are suffering but the
animals are. It gives me tears in my eyes that
people don't care about thire pets or
themselves.

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_cdc_862.jpg

Kristina
Crawford

Sad this makes me cry I hope I never smoke. I
don't want to put my family in harm including
my fur family

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_cdc_862.jpg

Judith A
Paladino

Yup! One of the main reasons I quit was
because of my dogs!

care

SVH_img_fb con
_cdc_862.jpg

Maxine
Goffe

My little pit bull doesn't get effected when my
mom smokes

care

SVH_img_fb con
_cdc_862.jpg

Robert
I don't smoke now but I did smoke and my
Kalinowsk little dog lived to be 18 yearsold
i

care

SVH_img_fb con
_cdc_862.jpg

Roscoe
Boulders
mash

I'm pretty sure my pet doesn't even know what
smoking is

care

SVH_img_fb con
_cdc_862.jpg

Isaiah
Sparks

Show me one dog with health issues from
smoking

care

SVH_img_fb con
_cdc_862.jpg

Kindra
Shannon

My dog chills by my leg when I smoke so…

care

SVH_img_fb con
_cdc_862.jpg

Robert
Anderson

Well actually it has been tested with dogs that
they can not get lung cancer from cigarette
smoke

care

SVH_img_fb con
_cdc_862.jpg

Robert
Anderson

That is not true, my family all smoked and we
had a cat that was an inside cat that lived 20
years and a wiener dog that was an inside dog
that lived 21 years.

care

SVH_img_fb con
_cdc_862.jpg

Rose Baca There are ways to prevent your cat from
getting cancer without having to go outside or
quit smoking, but you should quit.
My 19 year old cat was healthier than Cats
younger than her and there have always been
multiple people in the house smoking.

care

SVH_img_fb con
_cdc_862.jpg

Emily
Bacorn

Post this when its proven by a vet or anyone
with a Accually life of knowing how animals
react to different chemicals or gases ect....
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And my family smokes and our animals live a
long happy life so ok you got your facts
wrong??????
care

SVH_img_fb con
_cdc_862.jpg

Dorian
Gover

oh don’t worry, smoke rises the dogs on the
ground, itll live.

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_truth_82.jpg

Rose Pike

I knew a lady that was a chain smoker. She
died early of lung cancer also her dog I loved
about the same time died of lung cancer. If U
want to destroy your health don't take your
kids and pets with U

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_truth_82.jpg

Sonia
Corea

This makes me want to quit smoking I never
want to harm my baby boy I love him with all
my heart

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_truth_82.jpg

John Earl
Messner

Please quit, don't harm your furry family, your
human family, & most important yourself.

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_truth_82.jpg

Savanna
Cigarettes are super stupid. Wish they would
Londer
go out of business love most beautiful Fluffy
Earnhardt

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_truth_82.jpg

Tiffany
Olson

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_truth_82.jpg

Sarah
Yes it can. I had a pet who died -- it was my
McMichae cousins dog. it was exposed to this and then the
l
next day, it died...Everyday I think about this,
and people don’t care about animals these
days.

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_truth_82.jpg

Minnie
Cotton

I don't have a pet but cigarette smoking harm a
pet just as well as it do a human being secondhand smoke kills people that never smoked a
cigarette in their life have died because of
second-hand smoke I quit smoking and that
second hand smoke really smells horrible I
tried to stay away from the second hand smoke
but it's pretty hard to do when you got kids and
other people family member that smoke and
come around you after just smoking the smoke
in their clothes that is second hand smoke it
will kill you just as much as it would if you
were smoking it yourself so please don't think
pets can get cancer behind cigarette smoke
because smoke effects pets

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_truth_82.jpg

Myrna
Trevino

It lowkey kinda hurts to breathe in cigar smoke
for us, animals have a more sensitive nose but
idk I’m not a dog

All of those smokers out there, don't let a
drug/tobacco take over your life. Look at that
little Dogo!
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care

SVH_img_fb pro
_truth_82.jpg

Amelia
Pulley

Amen, my poor dog has been weezing because
of my step mom smoking. My other dog did
the same thing and he died a month after on my
birthday..

care

SVH_img_fb pro
_truth_82.jpg

Dakota
Spencer

People really shouldn’t smoke in there house
with there puppy dogs and kitty cats and kids
and animals. This is why the gates of heaven
are locked and the pits of hell are all filled up

care

SVH_img_fb con
_truth_82.jpg

Troy
Baker

You can do it around fish, no lungs, no lung
cancer

care

SVH_img_fb con
_truth_82.jpg

Ryuu
I have a cat and my parents smoke and that cat
Arlie Ray has been fine since....forever really so yea.

care

SVH_img_fb con
_truth_82.jpg

Austin
Castillo

care

SVH_img_fb con
_truth_82.jpg

Fezz Tezz We don't care I'll smoke when ever i want to

care

SVH_img_fb con
_truth_82.jpg

Sariah
Tenor

Good thing I don’t have a dog

care

SVH_img_fb con
_truth_82.jpg

Elizabeth
Copsey

If my dog could say something, he’d just say
don’t get in my face and we are chillin. ( my
older sister smokes cigarettes outside and he
likes to hang with her).

care

SVH_img_fb con
_truth_82.jpg

Sydney
Luckily I don't like dogs
Scholfield

care

SVH_img_fb con
_truth_82.jpg

Alex
Bielskis

care

SVH_img_fb con
_truth_82.jpg

Brandon Dogs don't smoke cigarettes you fools...... And
McCarthy should you kiss a dog their breath is way
worse... God y'all are idiots

care

SVH_img_fb con
_truth_82.jpg

Ken
Castle

care

SVH_WL061 pro
NE.jpg

Samantha I believe it :( it's really unfortunate that babies
Greenban and kids don't have a say in the matter. They're
k
just stuck and have to live with it :(

care

SVH_WL061 pro
NE.jpg

Marie
Wilkins

And smoking in another room or blowing it out
the window is no going to work...Please for
your kids sake DON'T SMOKE!!!!

care

SVH_WL061 pro
NE.jpg

Wendy
Wise
Flohr

My dad had a VW Bug as we 4 kids were
growing up. Imagine 2 adults and 4 kids in this
thing while it’s raining outside and the

To be frankly honest I don't endorse smoking
but I've never heard of a dog getting lung
cancer or something from second hand smoke

Little guy looks like he sure could use a nice,
refreshing smoke.

If smokers don't care about the people around
them , why should they care about a dog?
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windows rolled up and your dad smoking. Not
pleasant.
care

SVH_WL061 pro
NE.jpg

Anna
Doucette

I Quit in 2005, & also because of other
Prouducts, & Jobs, I live on Oxygen. I hope
people realize its Illegal in Iowa, to smoke in
the car if you have Children it with you. Show
them they care to you.

care

SVH_WL061 pro
NE.jpg

Maritza
Venegas

I think it is not fair that people that choose
NOT to smoke have to breath second hand
smoke!

care

SVH_WL061 pro
NE.jpg

LU
Hardison

At 79 years of age, I suffer every day with
Asthma, because of living in the house with a 3
pack-a-day smoker, for 16 years. I have never
been a smoker myself.

care

SVH_WL061 pro
NE.jpg

Jonathan I cant breath when my gma is smoking, and i
Neimeyer live with her

care

SVH_WL061 pro
NE.jpg

April
Smith

Whenever I ask people to not smoke around
me, they never stop. Shame on them!

care

SVH_WL061 pro
NE.jpg

AJ Jones

I was just diagnosed with asthma a couple
years ago from second hand smoke. Before I
had it I could run the mile in about six minutes
now I can barely run a lap with out it getting
hard to breath its worse when there are people
smoking where I run

care

SVH_WL061 pro
NE.jpg

Onni San
Skyi

That's how my cousin died.
And Her mother is still smoking and dont care
at all.
I feel like its more than the cigarette, Its the
person ingronrance, The person stupidity....

care

SVH_WL061 con
NE.jpg

Holly
Foreman

My parents smoked in the house for years
around me. And I have no issues at all. I don’t
think secondhand smoke is real, at least not for
me.

care

SVH_WL061 con
NE.jpg

Eli
Roberts

My parents have been smoking as long as I’ve
been alive and I’m fine. Like, I have had no
health problems that were directly nor
indirectly linked to smoking. Not even as a
baby. Even I smoke and I have no problems so
far.

care

SVH_WL061 con
NE.jpg

Nik
Battaglia

Yes quitting or cutting down is good but
smoking also brought My family together
when We were kids & adults! Memories of
watching tv in the living while parents
smoked! Would not trade it for anything!
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care

SVH_WL061 con
NE.jpg

Thomas
Wright

My mom smoked, my dad smoked and my
grandma smoked when I was an infant and
continued to do so on through to my adulthood.
I am living breathing proof that this is all a
bunch of hooey. I get that smoking is not good
for your health and it's better to simply not
smoke, but if you're going to speak against
something, do it with honesty and without
exaggeration, or your credibility is lost.

care

SVH_WL061 con
NE.jpg

Bradon
Watson

Also not everyone smokes inside most people
do it outside i get it sticks onto your clothes but
that goes away after 45min soo?

care

SVH_WL061 con
NE.jpg

Jacob
Sims

This is bulletin it's not proven that second hand
smoke kills

care

SVH_WL061 con
NE.jpg

Ben
That has been proven to be a scientific fallacy
Wilkinson

care

SVH_WL061 con
NE.jpg

Cullen
Mills

Statistically this is dead wrong. All of the tests
show that secondhand smoke has no adverse
health effects

care

SVH_WL061 con
NE.jpg

Kyle
Morris

im not dead from other peoples smoke so im
going to have to disagree

care

SVH_WL061 con
NE.jpg

Luke
McEvoy

Is a scientific fact that secondhand smoking
isn't really that harmful cuz when the smoker
breaths the stuff in they get the chemicals and
what the other people around breath is not that
harmful with a very small amount of harmful
chemicals

care

SVH_WL114 pro
NE.jpg

Beverly
O'Hara

This is why we dont let our daughters be
around ppl that are smoking.

care

SVH_WL114 pro
NE.jpg

Scott
Stevens

second hand smoke is evil

care

SVH_WL114 pro
NE.jpg

Janet
Teague

Smokers should care about others if they don't
care about themselves...be a little courteous.

care

SVH_WL114 pro
NE.jpg

Mila Chia

A disgusting , smelly, addictive habit. Most of
all unhealthy and mean because it can make
non smokers sick as well, more so because
they their lungs are not used to the deadly
fumes from the cigarettes.??

care

SVH_WL114 pro
NE.jpg

Lori
Prescott

I think it's sad that our government does not do
anything to protect those who do not smoke
from the 18 percent who do.
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care

SVH_WL114 pro
NE.jpg

Momo
Kono
Bastin

Can we talk about third hand smoke? It's just
as bad! I hate when a smoker approach and try
to touch my baby.

care

SVH_WL114 pro
NE.jpg

Ferolyn
Paden

2nd hand smoke is what killed Christopher
Reeves' widow. She never smoked one
cigarette, yet she contracted lung cancer. Never
mind all of the servers in restaurants and bars
that got breast cancers, heart and lung diseases
from 2nd hand smoke. I think smoking should
be outlawed all over the world. PERIOD!!!!!

care

SVH_WL114 pro
NE.jpg

Tracy
Meeks

I love all the excuses people make to allow
themselves to feel better about paying to kill
themselves. I wonder how many will be this
arrogant when they're struggling to breathe?
It's real people. Cigarettes DO kill. And it isn't
just the smoker who pays the price. It's the
poor sods around them as well. It is a proven
fact, second hand smoke DOES kill. It isn't
nonsense. If you're going to smoke, smoke.
Just be honest with yourself. It will get you in
the end.

care

SVH_WL114 pro
NE.jpg

Esmeralda Don't quit for yourself , quit for others…
Mtz Parra

care

SVH_WL114 pro
NE.jpg

Lauren A
Willis

It's horrblie when women choose to smoke
while they are pregnant ! They must be selfish
and just don't care about their child .

care

SVH_WL114 con
NE.jpg

Calvin
Wright

Second hand smoke isnt a real thing the
studies and tests they did were falsified amd
they never fixed them so their is no legit study
that says how bad they actually are

care

SVH_WL114 con
NE.jpg

Michael
Robbins

Second hand smoke ? Do you deliberately
stand next to a car with the motor running ??
Extricate yourself from the situation..... and
there's not a problem !!

care
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Jed
Johnson

Ppl should be allowed to smoke anywhere. Ppl
drink coffee around me and as annoying as it is
I tolerate it
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Austin
James

I smoke and I’ll be damned if someone stops
me, I do as I please, just because someone
doesn’t like the smell of it means I’m going to
stop
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Carol
Akamine

What people do inside their own homes
whether it's an apartment, condo or house is
their business and no one else. So if people
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want to smoke in their own homes they should
be allowed to
care
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GE Mea
Ley

Omg! More "shaming" from you control
freaks!
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Derek
I was born with it and I smoke like a chimney
Blazin
Billingsly
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Autumn
Smalls

its wierd with smoke i can breath fine and i
have really bad ashtma
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Dylan
Michael
Moore

I've got asthma and I smoke like a train
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Robbie
Freckin
Clark

I've suffered from asthma from birth and my
parents smoking never affected me much.
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Donald
Sadly this holocaust of our children isn't even
Desrosiers illegal and continues while the powers that be
profit from it with health care expenses..
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Teresa
No matter what ,smoking is bad for you or
Shacklefor your kids and for your love ones
d
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Karen
Peffer

There is nothing but harm that comes from
smoking.
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Melinda
Day

My son had horrible ear infections the first 5
years of his life, im convinced it was because
of his fathers smoking!!!
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Kelly J.
Griffin

A drinker drinking does not affect my health
but a smoker does it is the filthiest stinking
habit & it makes babies, children, & people
sick that are exposed 2 smoke it is something
others choose not 2 do but a selfish person
does it anyway without care of all those they
harm every second w their gross habit...yuck!!!
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Kayla
Campbell

My kids. Holding My baby I started after he
was born again to quit one month later. Can't
imagine my baby cuddling up to me to
smelling like smoke.
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Barbara
Hendron

I NEVER smoked and still got lung cancer!
Did not want to even talk about the smoker in
the house I stuck with for years…
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Dreamlin
Braun

yes second hand smoke will kill me I have
never smoked and now sick from second hand
smoke
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Cathy Ball Wish I had lived in a smoke free home, I now
have chronic bronchitis, and am waiting to see
a respiratory consultant about the constant
infections and coughs.
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Barb Happ My reason for quitting 15 years ago :)
Zimmerm
an
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Vaughn
Colton
Harris

So, who cares what a fake study shows. My
grandpa George burns smoked from age 12 till
age 96, no one near him ever died of smoke,
they died of drowning,car accidents,
battlefields, ladders, fires, overdoses,
shootings...I never read one obituary medical
report in my family about mold from shower
curtains or cigarette tar in the lungs. So if you
gonna pull one over on me you better get up
earlier,I do my family homework, Good day.
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Sheri L.
Frank
Church

Show the beyond the shadow of a doubt proof.
Hate to say this but that is a crock. You can get
lung cancer without being around anyone that
smokes. It sometimes in the genetics. Science
does not know what causes cancer and cannot
prove that smoking does. It might not help. But
if you can show me beyond a shadow of a
doubt. Then maybe I will believe the hype.
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Manuel
Garcia

Please shut up. All the lies you all tell. Second
hand smoke was a big big lie. You are as bad
no wrist then alcoholics. At least they are not
telling lie to get their way. Stop the lies. Use all
this money to help the ones who need it.
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Ethan
Todd
Ames

My grandmother legitimately smoked every
single day of her life and still passed away at
98....
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Dustin
England

Smokeing is the best! My children will be
forced to smoke a carton a day! Wooo
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Alana
Bessette

I've been around smokers since I was a baby
and I had asthma and smoke never triggered
anything and I'm not dead
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Scott
Drahos

Ya nobody cares my whole family has smoked
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Megan
Grindle

Thanks for making me seem like a bad mom. I
have struggled with smoking most of my life. I
don't know how many times I have quit, only
to pick it up again. Kudos to those of you that
can and have quit. Don't be so judgemental of
others if you don't know all the facts. I bet
those who judge do things they wouldn't want
to be judged for
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Stanton
High

Did you see the recent long term study done on
second hand smoke? Turns out there is no
statistical backing for any second hand smoke
laws based on health. I was shocked to see
those findings, but now I see how deceitful this
organization is
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Lul Chapo U a Lil kid u gonna smoke latah on trust me I
said I wasn't bt oh well it gets to us
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Pam
Granger

And miss more days of school, which is never
a good idea.
Children would be better if their family
members were able to shake their nicotine
addiction for many reasons including
preventing secondhand emissions and smoke
plus the expense and the example they set
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Cristy
Cavin

ts been 26yrs ago since i lost April Lynn. They
told me it was because i laid her down on her
belly. But i just know it was from me smoking
in the house with her in there too. I hate myself
for it too. I still miss her..sometimes i can still
smell her
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April
Daneil
Champ

Champ #1 one reason I don't smoke anymore.
My grandchildren are more important to me
than any darn cancer stick. Second hand smoke
is very bad!
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Angie
Gypsy
Nowling

I quit a month before I got pregnant two years
ago. When I get a craving, I look at my son. It
ends it.
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Ramona
Morris
Hunt

Smoking is so extremely selfish. You
endanger everyone around you, not to mention
the women that smoke during pregnancy I can't
imagine that the want to have a healthy baby
isn't more powerful than the want to have a
cig....
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Kassandra that grinds my gears... used to work at a gas
Bennett
station and pregnant ladies would come in and
buy cigarettes....really aggravating and so sad :/
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Sheena
Lynn

If only people would let their kids grow and
make their own decision instead of forcing
smoking/health issues on babies/kids without a
choice. So selfish and unfair.
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Raine
Toole

Bummer.... I grew up in the 60's where
everyone smoked indoors, restaurants,
homes ...everywhere....I was subjected to
second hand smoke for a lot of years :/
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Jen Witt

I made the very hard choice to quit when I for
pregnant with my son. It was so hard and I had
a few slips on the journey, but here I am after
22 years of being a smoker I am smoke free!
For those still struggling, just remember that
you can do it! Don't let a slip up define you, it
happens and it's okay just get back in that
fight! You got this!
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Angie
Gypsy
Nowling

I love that I quit and a month later conceived
my first child. I will not have to worry about
polluting either child I now have. I'm glad I
fully quit instead of just changing habits. No
ecig, no vape. Just peace.
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Chazz
Vandiver

Listen here:I was born in a family of
smokers.My dad,mom,grand-dad,aunt,all of
my family members smoke and here I am.I am
a perfectly healthy person and so are my pets
they are healthy as well.
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Teena
Jones

That's not just smoking my one kid I smoked
with didn't have any problems as a kid the one
never was around it was the one with all the
problems so u tell me how he got all the
problems
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Dorothy
Ann
Loverchec
k

Well if this was the truth my mom and dad and
grandma and great grandpa and me and my
brothers would have died.
We all smoked and still smoke.
They don't know what kills a person.
Its becoming a he or she said my kid or my
family died of smoking so lets sue .
Sorry but no one made u smoke .
U choose to smoke because u think its cool or
what ever it is that u think .
But u can get cancer from eatting to drinking to
breathing the air.
Quit blaming smoking.
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Karen
Reattoir

I grew up in a smokers home and both my
brother and I got perfect attendance awards
every year!
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Cathy
Wiley

I was around smokers all the time growing up
and nothing wrong with me.
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Lul Chapo IDC its ma life some ppl like it others don't
dats how it is ya can't change everybody
#neverchange
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Julian
Schaffer

Quit worrying about what other people do with
their bodies. Weirdos.
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Jessie
Thomas
Foster

Not my problem
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Luke
McEvoy

Is a scientific fact that secondhand smoking
isn't really that harmful cuz when the smoker
breaths the stuff in they get the chemicals and
what the other people around breath is not that
harmful with a very small amount of harmful
chemicals
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James
Junior

Actually there is a safe level. Studies have
proven it. Want me to pull out unbiased
sources? Either way your gonna lie like you
always do.
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Renee
Pagano

Ooh so disgusting!
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Martha
LamkinGodinez

I'm glad I don't do this nasty stuff anymore
7months smoke free for me AMEN
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MJ Pruitt

Oh, and why do tobacco companies have the
special privilege of creating a product to be
inhaled into human lungs that contains highly
legally restricted chemicals such as hexane
etc??? If anyone else tried to create a product
that had all the chemicals in cigarettes for
human ingestion through the lungs, they would
be criminally charged...right???
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Jay Ne

That is so scary... Why do people still put this
crap into their bodies?!
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Larry E.
Warner
Sr.

WE DONT HAVE TO COUGH ANYMORE
OVER UGLY SMOKE...THATS PUMPED
FULL OF KILLER CHEMS.
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Kurt
7000 chemicals and arsenic!
Schroeder
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Rob Kline I study chemistry and I tend to entertain myself
by saying chemical names, like
tetraphenylcyclopentadienone. That's a good
one. Butadiene is a favorite, for sure. And also
hexane. But also we go to great lengths to
avoid exposure in the lab, and no, I would not
dream of voluntarily exposing myself to
hexane or butadiene or
tetraphenylcyclopentadienone or anything else
we'd find in the lab.
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Sandra
BosleyHornsby
KT

This should be illegal! All the chemicals and
manipulating nicotine levels!
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Stevie
Gault

Tobacco is not good but the chemicals added
are death. The tobacco company should be
liable.
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Shawn
DiGeroni
mo

If you still want to smoke after that? Then that
is on you. By far the worst and nastiest habit in
the world. So glad I don't smoke anymore.
Hardest addiction to EVER kick but it can be
done.
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Lizzie
Sawyer

Cigarettes are perfectly fine as long you make
them yourself with pure pipe tobacco. The
FDA regulations to add lead, tar, and the other
odd sum chemicals to make them "safe", that's
what causes health issues.
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River
Phanco

There is lead and hexane in everything
litterally, its an element not something you put
in something on purpose
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Jack
Donohue

Paper is found in textbooks.It is also used to
roll cigarettes.
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Shawn
Cain

That's pretty lit. I'll smoke some cigarettes, and
turn into radioactive man from the Simpsons
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Steve
Walk next to a factory and you'll breath in the
Swearinge same. That mean we should quit working too!!
n
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William
Halstead

Yet another yummy component of cigarette
smoking. Light up, y'all!
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Logan
Olsen

And I care why? I'm here for a good time not a
long time
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Brian
Lucot

Gatorade contains a chemical I used to de-ice
airplanes. What's your damn point everything
is killing us
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Skyler
Lively

There are also 4000 toxic chemicals in the air
we breathe
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Daniel
Reil

Stop with the anti smoking
propaganda nobody cares about smoking.
People know the risks and will continue to
smoke.
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Brenden
Mancuso

They also contain arsenic, a common poison
used to get rid of pests. Hence why I quit
smoking cigarettes 3 years ago.
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Staci
Williams

so that's what I'm exposed to when passing my
neighbors apt.. yuck!
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Patricia
Gary
Short

How can our gov lol. Allow this to be sold as
tobacco? This is best population control ever
by OUR gov. What the hell ? Why are these
weapons not banned???
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Sherlene
Mitchell
Boudreau
x

This is what you are putting in your body.
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MJ Pruitt

Is there any other legal product sold in the US
with such a deadly combo of chemicals
harming consumers?? What's up with that?
Really? Isn't there a consumer safety dept in
Washington?
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Amy
Given and why does the government continue
Radematk to let these cigarette makers put this crap in
er Given them? how about they make a chemical free
cigarette!
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Brenda
Whitaker

My mother in law had an old newspaper article
that listed some of the ingredients in cigarettes.
It's amazing what they have in them. I am so
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thankful I never started smiking, Tried it once
and thought it was horrible. Such a nasty habit.
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Karen
Peffer

I hope smokers think about this & how toxic
to the lungs smoking is with terrible health
consequences
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Denise
omg it make me almost vomit, omg! that gross
Lynn
print inside cigette!!!!!! thks god i quit for two
Marsicano years b****
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Gail
Daker
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Joel
But hydrogen cyanide evaporates at room
Dankwort temp. So it not even the tobacco by the time
h
you smoke it
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Matt
Johnson

It's not the worst thing for you, sit back relax
and smoke your way to bliss. Remember
smokers aren't out there doing crack or crystal
meth or shooting up heroin.
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Devin
Robinson

It's also found in almonds. What's your point?
In very anti-smoking and very pro-cdc, but this
is just silly.
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Jon Best

Just because something contains small
amounts of a chemical doesn't mean it exists in
levels high enough to hurt you.
#Idontevensmokecigs #thinkofabetterargument
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Jacob
Hubbard

Just tell what they do to someone, rather than
telling us what else they are used in. If
something in oranges is also used in nuclear
bombs, does that make oranges bad
automatically?
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Garrett
Frohman

Formaldehyde is also in apples. I'm pretty sure
people eat apples.
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Felicia
Moore

It's in canned foods it's also in bad moods
formaldehyde is in every product that we know
them they're so stop hating
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Kara Hall

The aspartame listed in the ingredients of most
foods contains formaldehyde
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Tydon
Scott

Flu shots have formaldehyde in them...

my daughter almost died bc of the poisions in
cigerattes.
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Becca
Don’t spread misinformation on formaldehyde
McKenzie lol. It’s safe. It’s in fruit. It’s in most of our
foods. It even naturally occurs in our bodies.
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Katy
Llama

so they're literally potty mouths
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Katy
Terry
Schenken
berg

There is 30,000 chemicals in each cigarette
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Caroline
Langdon

oh wow.. Wow look at that.. You're doing the
equivilant of breathing in a portapotty
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Michael
Hill

Another reason I'll never smoke cigarettes!
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Christy
Monzo

This is one resson i wouldnt even kiss or touch
a person who smokes cigaretts and its sad to
see them waste tgeir lives away like that not to
metion the stink and their breath stinks
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Rosalie
Ewwwww, gross. Well, Dash, I certainly hope
Katherine you'll stop smoking soon, because these are
one of the things in cigarettes... It's gross.
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Paxton
Britt

That's gross and that's why I don't like people
smoking
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Emilly
Lopez

Thats disgusting! Now im FOR SURE im
never gonna smoke but i wasnt gonna do it
anyway
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Irissa
Mathis

I'm glad I'm allergic to cigarette smoke I don't
want my lungs to look like that…toilet stain…
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Soaring
imagine that stuff in someone's lungs,yuck!!
Wordsmit
h David
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Barrett
Austin

Still taste amazing lol
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Trinity
Hatchett

Okay, the same chemical. Not the same thing
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Jeffrey
Lee Doss

Ok but why show a nasty toilet like can't I
smoke a clean toilet
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Dakota
BurgosChi

No wonder they smell so good:D
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Satya
Yeah but it's not like it's the chemical after its
Varadaraj been peed on...this is so stupid
an
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Michaela
Grace

oh well as long as the deodorant doesn't smell
like that and it works, I'm good
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Preston
Belgarde

You also get the same chemical from a bonfire.
Should everyone quit bonfires too?
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Parker
Knapp

People don't want to touch this stuff, because
their sole purpose is to get pissed all over, and
not because they themselves are harmful.
Which chemical are we talking about, and why
should its presence discourage me from
smoking cigarettes?
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Monica
Kim

Naphthalene isn't even toxic, it's just volatile
and makes a gas
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Jakob
Kahl

The only thing in cigorarettes is tabbaco and
like a flavor shit. Idk where u get ur info or
what cigarettes ur are findikg
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Carole
Waller

Everything tastes better, AND, you won't
balloon with weight (an old wive's tale)!
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Robert
Solorio

That would be embarrassing with that breath.
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Meghan
Cant stand cigarette breath -_Franzenbu
rg
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Qeqe
Hagans

Ewwww im never smokin
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Victoria
Wladrop

smoking for a long period of time can cause so
many cancers and gum disease and so many
other things choose wisley before you light the
next one and not only does smoking cause
these things it makes your life shorter as well
so please choose wisly
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Taylor
I was 4. This was before my parents quit
Latinovich smoking. I picked up a cigarette from an
ashtray and put it in my mouth. Unfortunately,
I accidentally put the burnt bit in my mouth. It
didn't burn me because it had already cooled
down, but the ashes got all in my mouth and I
spit it out all over the place. I vowed to never
smoke after that.
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Kennaleig why would put put gross stuff in there mouth
hM
Teague
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Sherry
I hate tobacco. Never could figure why anyone
Ballantyne would breathe this poison into their bodies.
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Teresita
Meza
Audetat

I never understood that nasty habit of smoking!
Not cool!
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Susan
Perry

I smoke. I am embarrassed to admit this.
Disgusting dirty habit. I am appalled at
everything related to cigarettes
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Kenneth
There's nothing better than a cigarette and a
Vasiladias couple of tacos and a few Modelos.
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Kota Neal Nothing like the taste of a good cigarette
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Miguel
Angel
Trump
Bringas

I Love the smell of Cigarettes
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Emily
Brown
Stovall

Awh it's so super cute, I think I'll have a
cigarette now.
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Rudy
Why do you care so much about a carcinogen
Wincheste infested thing that people CHOOSE to ingest?
r Redlich Why don't you start informing people about
things they DON'T know about, like fluoride in
our water system, the dangers of Monsanto's
GMOs, the fucked up food preservatives we
eat, or the countless other things people ingest
that they have no idea are bad for them.
Everyone knows cigarettes are bad for them
but if I want to indulge in some hedonism if I
please I will because I have the free will to.
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Tabitha
Misso

That's definitely not the worst thing I've ever
put in my mouth.
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Adrian
Williams

Things like this always make me laugh.
Smokers usually don't care what is going in
their mouth, they just want the cigarette. I'm a
smoker, yes, and ads like this and others don't
make me want to stop. I mean it's my life and
I'm not going to stop smoking just because of
some ad.
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Tim
Sullivan

Also I gotta say a Marb light was probably the
nastiest thing i put in my mouth... Smoke
Newport's all day, kids
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GE Mea
Ley

Man if all you control freaks would actually
spend your time helping people with the
addiction instead of "addiction shaming" and
demanding what others do it would make a lot
more sense to me ....smh
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Renaldo
Madrid

Everything we eat nowadays gives you a
disease or kill’s you
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Martha
LamkinGodinez

My favorite part of being smoke free is I dont
smell like an ashtray any more. I taste and
smell everything now. I feel better.
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Steven
Vega

I got my taste buds back, I don't smell horribly,
and I don't have people hitting me up for
cigarettes every 5 minutes...
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Johnny
Kuehner
Jr.

Got some Tacos at Pollo Loco! Yum!
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Robin
Jackson

Thursday will make 1 1/2 months for me
quitting that nasty habit that I had for 41
years!!!!! I can finally breathe fresh air and
taste my food!!!!!
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Jon Rabe

Within a week your taste buds are mostly
repaired. As a 2 pack a day smoker who quit
for 6 months the taste buds were noticable for
me very quickly. And towards the end of the 6
months I could smell a cigarette a mile off
downwind
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Sarah
Hopgood

Even after all most five years tobacco free I am
still starting to like foods I didnt use to. :-)
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Martha
LamkinGodinez

It sure is true I quit 7 1/2 months ago and I can
smell better and definitely food tastes better...
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Laura
Lynn

I will have quit 5 ys ago on Aug 18th...so glad
I did..the only part I don't like is that food does

Cigarettes? NEVER!!! Nasty!!!
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Wilcox
taste better and I love to eat..lol And my sense
Blackstoc of smell is real strong..I can smell anything
k
now! And yes ..It does stink! Can't believe I
smelled like that..
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Teresa C
Wilson

Food taste better I don't smell like an ashtray
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MawMaw I smell better. I feel better. Food tastes better. It
Crolyn
goes on and on.
LeBourge
ois
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Stephanie I can still taste tacos perfectly fine thanks for
Goulding the info tho
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Jay T.
Jaeger

good, kill my sense of taste so my other senses
will rise to a new level.
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Joe
Stravens

That's a good thing no one will think your rude
because youll be able to eat whatever crap they
have
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Luke
Ryan

Yeah, because the food isn't toxic already. You
can not escape death. Accept it.
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Robert
DeVito

I smoke and I can taste food....just the same as
when I dont
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Cameron
Jenniches

Good thing I smoke after I eat..
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Sylent
Threat

I still can't seem to quit, and food taste just
fine, I eat 6 times a day!
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Page
Maxwell

No, because Menthols taste awesome
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Andrew
Byford

Good strategy. Sounds delicious.
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Katie Let

Sounds delicious...
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Staci
Williams

Smoker's teeth are nasty! I say that with
several years of experience dealing with
smokers at their dental visits
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MaKenna In my opinion, someone could be the most
Thompson attractive person ever with the best personality
but as soon as I find out they use tobacco I
instantly lose all attraction
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Janice
Gandy

Amen! Smoking is a nasty habit. If you smoke,
please get help! There is nothing sexy about it!
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Marie
Wilkins

Nothing like getting a kiss and smelling like a
rose and not an ashtray. No smoking
allowed!!!!
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Nikki
MacBroo
m

After three root canals i learned my leason
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Gregory
Dameron

People smoking cigarettes are so nasty they
spit on the ground and poop their pants and
leave cigarette shells everywhere and the
coughing!! Don’t get me started on all that
dang, hecking coughing.
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Mila
Grosa

Cigars , cigarettes, chewing tobaccos, nganga( Filipino herbal mouth chews)
And now Vapes are complete turn-offs of my
life. Stop it !
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Johnny
William
Brown

I like to spray smokers right in the face with a
scented air freshener!
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Seth
Hendrix

I used smoke because stress as well
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Christy
Monzo

Smoking is just nasty..its not worth the damage
it does to you teath and insides.yuck
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Luna Rose Maybe we don't give a rats left butt cheek
Owens
about our breath and just wanna smoke one
after a hard day. let people smoke a cigarette if
they wanna smoke a cigarette. anything
nowadays will eventually give you cancer .
Even BREATHING could give you cancer .
Let us do us and go back to sipping your
expensive wine
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Brad
Jennings

Don't really care what people think about my
breath I ain't trying to please you!!!
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Sarah E.
Foster

THAT'S WHY YOU BRUSH YOUR TEETH
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Darla
OH yea Coffee and Tea also can stain teeth,
McGahan might want to ban them also.
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Gene
Albritton

Then I looked at my teeth
And I was like nah I don't need another one
and I threw all my cigs away and I've only
smoked twice since that day

teeth are really not that important...lol
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Sean
Eilers

Nothing tooth whitener and mints won't fix.
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Kyra
Juanita
Withers

My parents smoke and there gums are fine
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Dawson
Tiara
Gabby

every person from my family smokes even my
grandma they are just fine they didnt losse no
teeth no skin nothing they r thinking that i
smoke at this young age
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Karla
Tuckler

um no that someone who obviously doesn't
brush there teeth i have family members who
smoken for 20 years and smoke a whole box a
day and their teeth isn't nearly as bad as these.
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Grace
Carman
Humes

Maybe brush your teeth?? My daddy smokes
and his teeth never looked like that he smoked
32 years
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Peggy
Hagman

Working on it for the 3rd time! Made my mind
up that I've had enough!!! No more!!! Done!!!
Tobacco free forever??
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Diane
Brown

Not smoking is the Greatest Freedom I own!!
You will never be sorry that you stopped!
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Jake
Kremer

Best feeling to know you have quit. People
should quit smoking to feel better and free
from cigarettes.
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Sharon
Marie
Saunders

Want to quit before they raise the price again
and again. Feel like a prisoner.
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Cindy
Palomino

Freedom from cigarettes going on 15 months,
oh what a feeling. I smoked 44 years
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Don
Borowski

I never thought I'd be free from this crap!! 1.5
yrs free!!! Never again!!! 23 yrs was enough!!
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Mark
Candy
Overholt

I'm tobacco free since the last part of February
now I go on hikes take my dogs for walks and
one day at a time I don't want to be controlled
by a cigarette anymore
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Jennifer
Lytle
Begonia

Love this piece! Freedom from nicotine
tyrrany!!!
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Marie
Wilkins

Cigarette smoking is an addiction and the only
way to overcome this is to be strong because I
believe we are all stronger than any tobacco
addiction. It took me several attempts but I
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succeeded almost 11 years smoke free so it can
be done with strength and determination!!!!!
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Zekida
JohnsonGladney

It will be 2 years for me Dec. 28th!!!! If I can
do it a pack a day smoker since 17 so can
you!!!
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Aneko
Akabane

I smoke from time to time, but it's not THAT
addicting. I think of it as a stress reliever, that
slowly takes a bit of my life with each breath
of smoke
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Alex
Phillips

So stupid I smoked 5cigs in one day but yet I
can put them in the trash and not look back I'm
not edicted if I can do it the world should be
able to
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Christiana I smoke and I'm not addicted. I'm 17 and have
Mitchell
the power to stop and have done it since I was
13 or 14 n I'm not addicted yet...
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Caroline
May

I smoke and I'm not addicted. I'm 17 and have
the power to stop and have done it for 2 years
without the symptoms of withdrawal.
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Corey
Smith

I'm 17 and I smoke my opinion is that you can't
be addicted unless you want to be and the
reason why I smoke is because it comes my
nerves
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Aaliyah
Geving

I smoke. Haven't gotten addicted yet. I choose
to do it because of stress. I know it's wrong.
But its also my life.. So..
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Saphorina I smoke but I'm not hooked
Youngblo
od
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John
For reals? I smoked cigs and I am not addicted
Hernandez
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Spencer
Edwards
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Edwin
I started smoking when i was 10 and now 15
Relingwht and dont have problem
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Eric
Schultz

I enjoy cigs. They calm me. So yes. I am fine
with losing my freedom

Smoking is a killer and people should quit. I
am going to be 53 and started sneaking my
Father's cigarettes when I was 9 at the age of
15 I was allowed to smoke in the house. In
August I will have 4 years without a cigarette
or cigar. I used 1-800-Quit-Now and am very
glad that I did and have stopped smoking. I
didn't quit because I wanted to I quit because
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cancer took my little sister Amy who didn't
smoke and her daughter my little niece Flynn
asked me to QuiT. So I Did. Anyone can do it.
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Dave
Harps

I used NO BUTTS 15 years ago and haven’t
had a smoke since and I was using 2 packs a
day. They are great.
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Dean
Quit 2 months ago and am feeling so much
Evan Gray better. Can’t wait to see my health continue to
improve. Quitting is the best decision I’ve ever
made
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Judy
Hobbs

I started at age 13, quit at 42, I am 73 years old
and know that it was the best thing I have ever
done for myself. So many of my family and
friends have died from cigarette smoking, I
didn't want to join them. It's hard to quit but so
worth it. Just do it!!!!??
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Karin
Johnson

My boyfriend encouraged me when I quit in
2014, then he quit about a year after me. He
had been a smoker for more than 20 years.
Now, he cannot even smell it without feeling
sick, like me. When we smell it, both of us
always remark on how repulsive it is. He then
always tells me how happy he is that he quit. I
am proud of both of us and our lives have been
much better since we quit.
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Jesse
Glick

4years no cigarettes! Running my seventh
marathon Sunday. Quitting is possible with
hard work and determination.
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Laurie
Castine

12-6-15 ,!! 15 months smoke free !!! Never in
a milion years did I think I would ever quit ,
But when my granddaughters wouldnt hug and
kiss me goodbye cuz they said I stink , That
did it , Dont miss it !!
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David
Hamlin

I've been smoke free for six months after 55
years of smoking.....I'm so glad I'm smoke
free!!!!!!!
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Monica
Winston

I have been smoke free for 6 years. Giving up
cigarettes was the best thing I could have done
for myself..I feel absolutely so much better,my
blood pressure went down and so did my
cholesterol.
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Leonard
Trevino

I smoked for 52 years decided to quit when it
cost to much. It's been three and half years
since I smoked. Feel great!!!
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Marie
Tachell

I have quit several times in my life but after
starting back the last time, I won't put that
pressure on myself again. I enjoy smoking and
am very respectful of others, no more
apologies from me.
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Rita Roy- Still waiting for these 'improvements'... Its
Bowdle
been eight days now and I still just want a
cigarette...
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Jennifer
Lattanzi

It's a legal product. Nobody is forcing anyone
to use it. There's plenty of foods and beverages
that are just as bad for you. How about people
stop trying to control everything we do and
MYOFB. If people want to smoke, have a ??,
and eat bacon and eggs slathered with cheese,
it's not your business!!!
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Sharon
Lynn
Tindall

If you try to tell me one more time to quit
smoking there will be consequences.
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Jef
Truman

Pfft! I started smoking when I was 12 and I’m
pushing 60 now and STILL smoking. Like a
comedian once said:
“These people are gonna feel really stupid
when they found out they died of nothing.”
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Hunter
Bowden

Momma ain't raise no quitter
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Sean
Neisler

You will never end smoking.
Because even if the world stops i'll still smoke.
I have the right to smoke and I stand by my
rights to the death. I'd rather die Young doing
what I love doing.
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Josip
Marinic

You want to smoke.Smoking is
healthy.Smoking will whiten your teeth and
make you lose weight.It's cool to smoke.
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Denise
Arriaga

First time I had high blood pressure was when
I quit..
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John
Smith

How about the positive aspects of tobbaco in
(my community) like enjoying my freedom! Or
just choosing to smoke with a great relaxing
cup of coffee? Oh guess I will be kicked out of
this contest!!
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Jill
Compton

I have been smoke free for 9 days..I have never
felt better
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Robin
Hackler

Please quit today!.. the body immediately
begins healing itself
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Steve
10 months and I feel great. I look at those who
Strickland still smoke and realize their struggles but am
thankful to be away from it. I do encourage
some as to how to put them down but know it
has to be their choice.
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Martha
LamkinGodinez

I've been smoke-free for one year and nine
months. I love being smoke-free. I don't stink
anymore. Haha
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Louise
BedardPetri

it worked for me...........it can work for
you...just start
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Peggy Sue I quit in 2017 .. one of the best thing I have
Gates
ever done.. I lost my brother to lung cancer 3
years ago .. I quit on his birthday..used the
patches!!!
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Beverly
Lockhart

I Love Being Smoke Free! This is my 25th
year!
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Donna
Widner
Anderson

Yes you can, will be 9 years July 1st for both
my husband & I ...yes you can quit. After
smoking of 38 years both of us.... we did it....
<3 :)
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Mark
Candy
Overholt

One of my better choices in life was to quit
I’ve been smoke-free now for one year??
congratulations to me?? I tell myself every day
you got this??????
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Michelle
Massari

Both my parents and both my in-laws died
from cancer due to smoking all their lives!
Father-in-law only 59, my Mom 67, died the
day after her birthday, Mother-in-law 74, my
Dad made to 77, he had quit smoking 17 years
before died. I've had asthma all my life due to
my parents smoking around me. I'm all for a
tobacco free California!!!!
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Dodie
Welker

Smoking is a choice like ever thing else ? And
mine is just don't smoke in my house or
car ?? !
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Cassandra I'm not going to quit smoking! I just go to the
Parker
Indian casino and buy smokes for $30 a carton!
If someone wants to quit smoking that's fine
just quit trying to shove it down everyone
else's throat who doesn't want to quit it is not
your business! We are not in a communistic
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country where I don't have any freedoms!! Oh
wait I'm in the communistic state of California
run by idiots!
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Glenn
Sanders

It's suppose to be a free country. What the hell
ever happened to that!! I'll smoke my cigarettes
and if you don't like it you can go somewhere
else!!
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Aaron Ok But why try and tell people how to live their
life? They will learn from their consequences.
Let people do what they want and mind your
own business when it comes to other people.
Its that simple. If you don't approve of it then
don't do it. That's all I am saying (:
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Kevin
Adams

noooooo! Maybe i want to die of lung cancer
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Miguel
Angel
Trump
Bringas

My uncle smoked all of his life he died at
94 ...I LOVE cigarettes
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Katelynn
Marie
Tobin

smoking, may be bad; but so is many other
things. If we wanted to quit we would. Its
called stress; and we all are addicted to
something that takes the pain away
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Tsrif Tsal I smoke, have asthma and upper respiratory
problems. It actually makes it bwtter instead of
worse. I used to have asthma attacks every day,
since I started smoking, it stopped.
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Haydem
i smoke and i still love to do it
McDowell
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Kayla Thy I've been smoking for awhile now. I don't plan
Awkward on quitting. If it kills me, it kills me. There's
Panda
nothing difficult about that. It helps me with
my anger, so, I see no point on trying to stop.
Thanks for trying, though. It means something,
I guess.~ :|
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AprilSurvi 2 Years May 21,Cold Turkey, Never Looked
vor Peters Back. You Can do it, I didn't think I would be
able to Stop because of Smoking for a Long
Time,But I'm here as well as Others that it is
Possible,You just have to be READY AND
REALLY WANT TO DO IT! GOOD LUCK
TOO ALL!!!
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Bill
The key to quitting is to just quit, no excuses,
Humphrey just stop doing it the first couple of days sucks
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but it is worth it. I smoked for 30 years and if I
can quit you can too.
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Elizabeth
Jean
Frownfelt
er

Whatever works. Quitting is a personal choice,
what works for one person won't be desirable
to everyone. That's why there's so many ways
to quit!
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Lori
Repko

15 days with no cigs ! I feel great... the gum
helped sooo much
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James
Todd
Sloan

I'm taking time to help those of you clinging to
hope. You see, the hands put the old cig into
your mouth, right? Sure. Now, get some carrots
and cut them into cig like triangle shapes a will
fit if you want! Bring them along with you.
Celery too, right in the bag! I will last all day
on your person in portion. I quit so long ago
after more than 25 years full hooked using a
nic patch at first.... Help others to like you
smoke free! You all can make a gradual let go
and trusting your heart with what's right for
you. A better version of yourself awaits every
morning. Choose what is right for you and you
will feel supported as you do this. Convert the
negative feeling by allowing your higher self to
spread self-compassion through your heart.�
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Connie
Ruger

I quit 8/19/17 cold turkey, If I can do it anyone
can. I downloaded a app that had a memory
game that you played to out last cigarette
cravings.
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Eileen
Donovan

Use the patch. Follow the directions and finish
it all the way through. It works, but you have to
really want to quit. And, if you feel you want
to smoke after you're done with the weeks, use
the last one (step 3) until the urge passes. Good
Luck, it's hard.
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Ken
Hotaling

Many health insurance companies cover things
to help you quit smoking.
Gums, patches, pills....
There's no shame in getting help when you're
trying to quit.
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Nannette
Early
Harvey

YOU CAN QUIT SMOKING W/O A
CRUTCH! JUST QUIT!
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Marie
Wilkins

Quitting is not as hard as you may think. You
have to be determined and think about how
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much better your life will be without tobacco.
Remember you are stronger than any tobacco
addiction!!!!!
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Mortimer
Snerd

Here's a little nugget of truth for you, everyone
who buys a pack of cigarettes, has the facts in
their hand. Their free will and personal choice
puts the next pack in their hand.
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Vince
Patrone

I personally think cigarettes are gross but I'd
fight to the death for my right right to use it
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Kevin
Kanyuck

I'm so proud of myself..... I just finished a pack
of Marlboro lights as a reward. Oooohh yeah!!
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Bonnie
I quit Oct. 2, 2018. I don't sleep better, my
Montgom breathing is much worse. I chalked it up to
ery
quitting because my income took a major hit
and I can afford them. If it weren't for that, I
probably wouldn't have quit. I dont go out of
my house but a couple of time a month if I
have to. So, no, my life is not much better.
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Jimmy
Villa

Mind ya mf business and allow us to kill
ourselves slowly
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Blaise
Perock

If I want to smoke a damm cigarette I will..I
pay enough taxes for it.
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Lisa
Benbow

Hey how about letting people be in persuit of
there own happiness without people like you
trying to dictate to them..
Hmmmm Yes its bad but you could be hit by a
truck crossing the street tomorrow.
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Laurie
Jallow

No one is twisting their arms and making them
smoke cigarettes. Suck it up. The government
doesn't want people to stop smoking cuz what
would they do without all that tax money?
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Nick
Sanchez

My body my choice
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Lynette
Grahm

I quit four years ago, my choice, when I was
pressured, I didn’t want to. Here’s the thing...
my BP skyrocketed after I quit??? No way to
relieve stress, I guess:/. But I can at least
breathe better.( sometimes)
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Gina
Ive been smoke free for nearly 3 years! Best
McCuistio gift I ever gave myself!
n Chavez
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Colleen
Soares

Thats right. Think of and focus on the benefits
of NOT smoking!! U can do it!!
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Rachelle
Brown

Today is day 9 of no smoking after quitting
cold turkey. Haven’t taken one puff or chewed
one thing of anything. Feels great and don’t
miss it at all
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Marc
Used the Patch. After 48 hours had more
Hutchinso confidence than Ever.!!!!! Although it
n
sometimes made me itch but it was worth
feeling Great !!!!!!! I also feel smarter & I have
been able to take on other challenges with
more confidence! !!!!!
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Mike
Guigno

quit cold turkey about 31 years ago, never felt
better. Smoked a pack and a half a day for 20
some odd years
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Mark
Candy
Overholt

One of my better choices in life was to quit
I’ve been smoke-free now for one
year! congratulations to me! I tell myself every
day you got this
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Jon Scott I love life! 6 years!!!! Wooo whoooo!!!! I can
Anderwal breath again!!!!! I'm healed!!!!
d
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Mitch
Scott

Coming up on 2 months. The changes are night
and day...a few times over. If you're smoking
right now, put it out. If you were about to light
one, don't.
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Brian M.
Hayden

It's been more than 8 years since my last
cigarette. Glad they are out of my life. Can't
imagine why I smoked

control GEN_img_fb pro
_cdc_858.jpg

Pam
In July I will hit my three year smoke free life.
AnselI feel so much better and I know if I still
Bonesteel smoked I would be chained to an oxygen tank
right now.

control GEN_img_fb con
_cdc_858.jpg

Vince
Patrone

If people want to smoke let them smoke they're
not hurting you its a personal freedom.

control GEN_img_fb con
_cdc_858.jpg

Christian
Havok

I love smoking a cig after work and if it kills
me when I’m 80, I don’t care. Who the hell
wants to be 80 anyway

control GEN_img_fb con
_cdc_858.jpg

Melissa
Why can't you people leave us smokers alone?
Thompson Some of us enjoy it. Not everyone wants to live
a long life.

control GEN_img_fb con
_cdc_858.jpg

Jordan
Garcia

Man i love my cigatettes its ads like these that
give cancer

control GEN_img_fb con
_cdc_858.jpg

Harleigh
Murphy

Omg. If I wanna smoke I'm gonna smoke its a
choice
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control GEN_img_fb con
_cdc_858.jpg

Romeo
My grandpa has been smoking for 70 years and
Rodriguez nothing happened. I think they keep him alive.
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Bunny
Lanz

WW2 veteran said i devote my long life to
cigars and whiskey.
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Robbie
Tiner

Just going to leave this here. The oldest person
on record smoked cigarettes for almost a
century. I'm not condoning smoking, just
thought I would share this

control GEN_img_fb con
_cdc_858.jpg

Tia Lisa
Meister

My 85-year-old smoker aunt helped me make
burial decisions for my 75-year-old nonsmoker mother. Thanks, but I'll take the steak,
Scotch, and Marlboros. ;)
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Nathan
Benson

Ok so my grandfather is 85 years old and has
been smoking and chewing since he was eight
in the cotton fields of Alabama. Explain to me
why is he perfectly healthy without any signs
of lung cancer?
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Rose
True. I was 17
Henninger

control GEN_img_fb pro
_realcost_61.
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Cathy
Everhart

control GEN_img_fb pro
_realcost_61.
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Clyde Katt I quit in January after 35 years( thanks to this
quit line). found out in November I have an
Aneurism, Wish I Never Started. Really wish
we had these commercials back in the 50's thru
80's, Instead of the "Its cool and totally safe to
smoke" Ads. Even shows like the Beverly
Hillbilly's starting theme song ended with a
Winston ad sang in to it.
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Rose
When I was a young child, I hated cigarettes. I
Henninger didn't start, till I was 17. I thought, it was cool,
in school, because my, cool,friends, did. The
ones, who didn't quit have passed away, from
lung cancer. One of them has, severe, COPD,
and needs a lung transplant. He quit 2 years
ago. It may be too late, for him.
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_realcost_61.
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Alyssa
Wagner

Older people that were not aware of these
dangers and addiction that are now suffering
from chronic lung disease should be able to sue
the HELL out of them! To the younger
generation PLEASE DON'T SMOKE!!! THEY
HAVE DESTROYED MY LIFE!!!

I wake up every morning craving a cigarette &
i continue craving one throughout the day. I've
been addicted since I was 14 & I'm 17 now. I
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probably smoke 5-10 cigarettes a day when I
have a pack. Sometimes I smoke the entire
pack. Sometimes I don't have any cigarettes so
I steal them. I've tried to quit a lot but I never
go through with it
control GEN_img_fb pro
_realcost_61.
jpg

Rose
Newman

Yes please talk to your children before it's too
late!!!
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Patricia
Herbert

Smart people never start smoking , I started
smoking at age i4 iighting my boy friends
cigarettes for him , After i got emphysema and
copd ,i QUIT.
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Pat
Duryea

Don't start. Being on oxygen 24/7 is no fun.
Happy retirement.
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Caydi
Mescher

I think it's sad that teens are still smoking. It's
like their giving their life to that company. Its
their decision honestly but what about your
family. Don't you care??
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Kalen
Venn

I don't smoke cigarettes because I don't need
them to look cool
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Jamesa
My grandpa has been smoking since he was
Paternostr 11. He’s 92 and still puffing so I don’t wanna
o Stubbs hear about losing decades off your life from
smoking.
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Isis
Johnson

I don't have that part of my brain to get
addicted to anything I could smoke a cig and
then forget about it for weeks and sometimes
months I only do it when I'm either
stressed/bored/ or with friends

control GEN_img_fb con
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Isis
Johnson

I had my first cigarette at 7 and I'm 14 now and
I'm still not addicted. My older brother is the
exact same way

control GEN_img_fb con
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Rylee
So people are not responsible for their own
Remsberg actions? Lets ban tobacco products and alcohol
products to protect people from themselves
because big brother knows best

control GEN_img_fb con
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Wesley
Smoking is my choice and my right dont like it
Brown Sr. take your commie self to russia or beter yet
north korea where socalist communists rule
and u can be starving and happy
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control GEN_img_fb con
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Aneko
Akabane

I smoke from time to time, but it's not THAT
addicting. I think of it as a stress reliever, that
slowly takes a bit of my life with each breath
of smoke
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jpg

Mason
Phillips

Good i'm glad i started smoking at 6. lung
cancer here i come...

control GEN_img_fb con
_realcost_61.
jpg

Alex
Phillips

So stupid I smoked 5cigs in one day but yet I
can put them in the trash and not look back I'm
not edicted if I can do it the world should be
able to

control GEN_img_fb con
_realcost_61.
jpg

Tyler J.
Powell

No it don't I don't crave cigs I smoke all the
time then stop for weeks no cravings

control GEN_img_fb con
_realcost_61.
jpg

Elly Rush Okay, I dont like cigarettes, I have tried them,
and I didn't get hooked so honestly, I get pissed
when people say "you start you can't stop", it's
not like that for everyone. I tried it twice, I
hated it.
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